




40 BOOTSY 
COLLINS The positive 
power of The Funk took him 
from James Brown’s right hand 
to solo fame, but there was a 
time when Being Bootsy was 
too big a burden to bear…

46 NADIA REID 
Songs of honesty, sung with 
limpid beauty, have placed the 
New Zealander streets ahead of 
her fellow singer-songwriters. 
Ex-boyfriends beware…

50 HÜSKER DÜ The 
death of drummer-singer Grant 
Hart, and a release of the alt-
rock triumvirate’s thrilling early 
work have tragically converged. 
Keith Cameron salutes both.

56 THE YARDBIRDS  
Jimmy Page scoured the vaults 
to find revelatory music from 
his formative group’s final year. 
“It was the blueprint for Led 
Zeppelin,” he tells MOJO.

62 OHNNY 
THUNDERS  
The doomed Doll with the 
bogbrush ’do became the 
patron saint of punk, before 
bad luck and good dope cut in. 
Friends and bandmates recall 
the man behind the myth.

68 BOB DYLAN Dylan a 
born again Christian? It was the 
craziest thing anyone had ever 
heard. Yet as an imminent new 
Bootleg Series release clarifies, 
the change brought forth vivid 
music and extraordinary 
stories. Jim Keltner, Clinton 
Heylin, Michael Simmons and 
more shine a light…
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“I looked around and the band was turning 
into giants and butterflies. It was beautiful!” 
BOOTSY COLLINS TAKES ACID ON STAGE WITH JAMES BROWN, P40



Barnett & Vile 
cherish their 
intercontinental 
friendship,  
Lead Album p84.

Tom Petty, 
1950-2017 
Real Gone, 
p36.
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9 ALL BACK TO MY PLACE
Gary Numan, Margo Price and Laraaji. But who’s 

tuned into the infinite field vibrating everywhere?.

11 THEORIES, RANTS, ETC
Bowie, beautiful; Neu Decade, very odd. But good! 

36 REAL GONE Hail and farewell Tom Petty, 

Charles Bradley, Jack Good and more. 

126 ASK FRED Who’s put out the most records? 

130  HELLO GOODBYE Paul Draper 

remembers Mansun, which ended with one  

of rock’s oddest sackings.

16 LATER… The last real music show on TV has 

turned 25, celebrating with a star-studded bash at 

the Royal Albert Hall. Jools Holland and executive 

producer Mark Cooper tell us how they got there. 

Plus insights from Morrissey’s teenage bedroom.

18 ORBITAL The techno bros who keep falling 

out are back together. Paul Hartnoll reveals secrets 

about their new LP and how Crass and Yoda fit in. 

23  PETER HAMMILL Van Der Graaf 

Generator’s, mighty creative force brings his 

Mindblowers. Check out his extremo-harpsichord!

26 NICK CAVE Now playing arenas instead 

of concert halls with his suave guys, Bad Seed Jim 

Sclavunos tells us how his tour-diary snaps began.

28  THE PROFESSIONALS Dazed 

after the Sex Pistols split in 1979, Steve Jones  

and Paul Cook tried to get back on track, Instead, 

innate instability, serious substances and bad luck 

was their sorry lot. Cookie and bassist Paul Myers 

remember the madness, Eyewitness-style. 

84 NEW ALBUMS Courtney Barnett and 

Kurt Vile’s long-distance relationship, Morrissey, 

Sharon Jones, Noel Gallagher and many more.

100 REISSUES Queen’s strangeness, The 

Who’s incendiary 45s, Abba on vinyl, a celebration 

of Stax, R.E.M., Ornette Coleman and more.

112 BOOKS Bon Scott mystery revealed, sort of; 

George Martin, Dylan and God, punk and more. 

114 SCREEN Grace Jones up close,  

on-stage and mighty real. 

116 LIVES The National in Edinburgh;  

Norah Jones in Soho.

 REGULARS

 WHAT GOES ON!

 MOJO FILTER

RJ Smith
RJ Smith was born in Detroit 
and has written about really 
good and really bad music 
since a time when Ted 
Nugent was good. He inter-
views Bootsy Collins on page 
40. His biography of the pho-
tographer and film-maker 
Robert Frank, American 
Witness, is out in November.

Guy Eppel
“On a hot and steamy day in rural 
Ohio,” says New York-based pho-

tographer Guy Eppel, “I meet 
one of Cincinnati’s favourite 

sons, Bootsy Collins. He 
gave me his real self to 
capture and I got to be 
enveloped in his aura of 
awesomeness.” Open 

that envelope on p40.

Clinton Heylin
Heylin is a leading rock histori-
an, with over two dozen books 
to his name, including Dylan 
biog Behind The Shades. He 
writes about Dylan’s con-

version to Christianity (p68). 
His latest book, Trouble In 

Mind: Bob Dylan’s Gospel 
Years, is reviewed  

on p113.

“We’re an oyster 
cracker on the 
stew’: Norah 
Jones, Lives, p118.

THIS MONTH’SCONTRIBUTORSINCLUDE



Also available as 2CD / 180 gram vinyl / Digital

“I THINK IT’S OUR MOST COHESIVE RECORD…
IT’S THE STRONGEST FROM FIRST TO LAST.”

- MIKE MILLS

INCLUDES

2 unreleased songs -Mike’s Pop Song
and Devil Rides Backwards

20 never-before-heard demos

Live At The 40 Watt Club, Athens 
11/19/92

60-page book featuring new 
interviews with all band members

never-before-seen photos by 
Anton Corbijn and Melodie McDaniel

Blu-ray featuring entire album as 
Dolby Atmos mix & original promo videos
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REMHQ.COM       #AUTOMATIC25

R.E.M. AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE
25 ANNIVERSARY EDITION

3CD & BLU-RAY
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(Bob Dylan) Published by Special  

Rider Music (P) and © 2017 Columbia 

Records. Available on: Trouble No More 

The Bootleg Series Vol 13 (1979-1981). 

Licensed from Sony Entertainment UK 

Limited www.bobdylan.com 

A loose, funky, New Orleans-y reboot 
of Slow Train Coming’s (almost) title 
track from October 1979 as Dylan 
prepared for the tour that resembled 
a martyrdom. The horns – deemed 
too expensive – never made the tour.

(Hayes/Rhodes) Published by 
 Fort Knox/Trio Music.  
Originally released in 1958. 

Country patriarch Porter Wagoner 
gives  a slow, reasoned reading of the 
‘Red’ Hayes/Jack Rhodes classic that 
covets spiritual contentment over 
wealth – “I lost every dime/But I’m 
richer by far/With a satisfied mind.” 
Lovely harmonies and steel guitar. 
Dylan recorded it with The Band in 
’67 (The Bootleg Series Volume 11: The 
Complete Basement Tapes) and on 
1980’s sanctified album Saved.

(Tharpe) Published by Freeman Music 

Inc. Originally released in 1956. 

Hearing the spirited and rousing 
gospel shout of Sister Rosetta is an 
uplifting experience, and here she 
receives strong support from duettist 
Marie Knight and the Sam Price Trio. 
Featured on her ’56 long-player 
Gospel Train, Tharpe’s Up Above My 
Head is a gospel-folk sing-out that 
will grab any congregation or 
audience and demand participation.

(Arranged R Staples) Published by Conrad 

Publishing. Originally released in 1960.

The unmistakable guitar and wistful 
light tenor of Roebuck ‘Pops’ Staples 
leads son and daughters into their 
take on this traditional song of 
mourning that’s become the standard 
arrangement. “The very first song 
[Pops] taught us was Will The Circle 
Be Unbroken,” Mavis told MOJO in 
2005. “And we’ve recorded [it] at 
least seven times.” Here’s the best. 

(Traditional) Copyright Control.  
Originally released in 1956.

Famed for her work with the Original 
Gospel Harmonettes, Coates’s big, 
raspy, testifying voice urges on this 
demand for the full monty: “70 won’t 
make it/80, God won’t take it/90, 
that‘s close/99 and a half is almost…” 
It’s a sermon wrapped up in a song 
about John The Baptist losing his 
head. Wilson Pickett’s 1966 soul 
belter borrowed the title, but  
gave the song a somewhat racier, 
secular meaning.

(Glenn) Published by Valley Publishing. 
Originally released in 1959.

Of all the groups featured here, The 
Orioles are certifiably a doo-wop/ 
R&B outfit rather than a gospel act, 
yet lead singer Sonny Til shares with 
Claude Jeter, for one, a heaven-sent 
falsetto. The Orioles’ version of the 
country original, written in 1953 by 
Artie Glenn for his son Darrell to 
record, is delicate and fervent, as Til 
yearns for togetheness of worship to 
lighten his burdens. Elvis Presley 
made the tune into a pop hit in 1965.

(Fox) Published by Hi-Lo Music.  
Originally released in 1959. 

Speaking of Presley, we meet his Sun 
compadre Charlie Rich, sounding in 
fact not unlike Elvis, walking down the 
road, tired of his life of sin, and finding 
himself “hollering to the Big Man, ‘Big 
Man get a hold of me’… well he 
reached out and got me.” The 
juxtaposition of slow, scene-setting 
verses that find Rich searching for 
redemption against the release of the 
rock’n’roll choruses proves what a fine 
interpreter of gospel the Silver Fox was.

(Dorsey) Copyright Control.  
Originally released in 1959.

The King of Blues’ version is often 
presented simply as Precious Lord,  
as on his devotional album Sings 
Spirituals. Here, he leaves his guitar at 
home to give us a mighty blues vocal 
take on the Thomas Dorsey gospel 
standard accompanied by organ/
piano/drums/bass. In his mid-forties 
at the time, King’s voice delivers the 
message, or should it be asks the 
question, with complete conviction.

6 MOJO



HERE’S A THEORY THAT ALL MUSIC BEGAN AS AN 
accompaniment to sacred rite (just get Julian Cope on 
the topic) and there’s a quality of transcendence, of 
transportation to the very best that takes us out of 

ourselves. The 15 tracks included here – derived from the 
gospel and hymnal traditions that run through folk, R&B, 
country and rock – put a name to it, but the feelings they tap 
into are non-denominational. Certainly the quality of 
vehemence, of righteous ire in the opening version of Dylan’s 
Slow Train (which we’re proud to premiere here) will be 
recognisable to fans of the earlier Dylan of, say, Masters Of War, 
and can be appreciated by any fan of powerful music. Dylan’s 
new Trouble No More – Bootleg 13 box, on which Slow Train 
stars, shows how much great work he did while many former 
adherents had turned away. Just goes to show the virtue of 
keeping an open mind. And here endeth the lesson!

(Traditional/Arranged by The Como 
Mamas) Licensed from Daptone 
Records. Taken from The Como Mamas 
album Move Upstairs (DAP-045)  
www.daptonerecords.com

There’s contemporary gospel, like 
Kirk Franklin or any number of Winans, 
and then there’s The Como Mamas. 
Ester Smith Mae, Della Daniels and 
Angela Taylor sing like it’s yesterday 
today, but perform with certainty, 
those voices meshing powerfully. 
Rock steady support here is courtesy 
of the Radian Rhythm Band.

(Carter/Hudson) Published by Conrad 
Publishing. Originally released in 1959.

The extraordinary falsetto flights of 
Claude Jeter ensured the spotlight 
shone on this gospel quintet – who 
started out mining coal, not souls, in 
West Virginia, forming as the Four 
Harmony Kings in the late ’30s. The 
Silvertones influenced all the soul 
greats from The Temptations down, 
which is abundantly clear on this 
brilliant performance, as the group’s 
lines both echo and shape Jeter’s. 
Think Pips behind Gladys Knight.

(Traditional/Arranged Jackson)  

Published by Mel Bay Publishing.  

Originally released in 1962. 

More hard work here as queen of 
gospel Mahalia, a beacon for women 
soul singers from Aretha Franklin 
down, keeps the furrow straight on 
the traditional song that, er, milks the 
farming metaphor. A breakneck 
version of the song – alt-titled Gospel 
Plow – rocks up Dylan’s self-titled 
debut album. 

(Hoyle, Bowles) Published by Carlin 
Music Corporation (P)  Vee-Jay 1959. 
Courtesy of Artist Alliance LLC from 
LicenseMusic.com ApS. Taken  
from the album Where He Leads Me 
(SNAP 189 CD).

Before joining The Soul Stirrers, both 
Sam Cooke and Johnnie Taylor sang 
with the QCs, a veritable nursery for 
soul men (O.V. Wright also passed 
this way). Here, their classic, star-free 
late-’50s line-up fire up a song that’s 
of a piece with track six, as the QCs 
comment on Spencer Taylor’s lead. 

(Traditional) Copyright Control.  
Originally released in 1953. 

Gospel isn’t all praise the Lord and pass 
the basket. Here, the Blind Boys tell of 
Parson Jones, who, finding his church 
full one Sunday, castigates his flock in 
a parable about fishing, then turns his 
ire closer to home as the sisters of the 
church and the fault-finding Deacon 
get theirs. Finally, to a parishoner: “If 
you don’t bring that pint o’ whiskey 
next week and give me some I’m 
gonna bust it over your head!”

(Traditional) Copyright Control.  
Originally released in 1960.

A good proportion of folk singer 
Odetta’s repertoire was firmly rooted 
in gospel and here her well-rounded  
tone and clear, strong singing rings 
out on the traditional Go Tell It… 
Accompanied by just upright bass, 
this 1960 reading was included on 
her Christmas Spirituals album, apt as 
what she’s telling on the mountain  
is the birth of Christ. Some folk 
versions bring alternative news.

(Thompson) Copyright Control.  
Originally released in 1959.

Gospel was never far from The Man 
In Black’s mind. And we hope you 
agree that while this other JC’s 
heavenly choir over-eggs it 
somewhat (as was the fashion in the 
late-’50s-early-’60s), Cash’s rich, deep 
and dark burr brings to a perfect end 
a collection that, even though you 
might not be a Bible-totin’ true 
believer, will leave you convinced 
that, after all, the devil does not
have all the best tunes.
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The Greatest Album of All Time  - NME

Their Most Majestic Long-Player 8/10  - Uncut

- Mojo - Record Collector

- Q
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NOW 
PLAYING
�  Gary Numan likes to 
greet Sunday morning 
with Nine Inch Nails’ 
1990 industrial purger 
Head Like A Hole.

�  When Margo 
Price is keeping fit 
at the gym, she likes 
listening to Kendrick 
Lamar’s April  
2017 Damn.

�  The first record 
Laraaji bought was 
the immortal Why 
Do Fools Fall In Love 
by Frankie Lymon 
And The Teenagers, a 
knockout hit from ’56.

LARAAJI
NEW AGE MOVER, 

CELESTIAL  
VIBRATOR

What music are you  
currently grooving to?

I do most of my listening on 
the dancefloor – there’s this 
thing called 5Rhythms 
movement meditation, so it’s 
Earth, Wind & Fire, house 
music, world music, Prince. I 
also listen to Cajun and Zydeco 
music and have you ever heard 
of Nadam, or a cosmic sound 
current? It goes on in the brain, 
and is the sound of the infinite 
field vibrating everywhere –  
a fine, high ringing sound.

What, if push comes to  
shove, is your all-time 
favourite album? 

Simon & Garfunkel’s Bookends. 
It matched a period when I was 
out of college, getting familiar 
with New York and with one of 
the first major loves of my life. 
The music has a soulful energy.

What was the first record you 
ever bought? And where did 
you buy it?

It was Frankie Lymon And The 
Teenagers, Why Do Fools Fall 
In Love, from a record store in 
Perth Amboy in New Jersey.

Which musician, other than 
yourself, have you ever  
wanted to be?

I really idolised pianists and 
jazz composers. Errol Garner, 

André Previn and Oscar 
Peterson – the way he glided 
over the keys!

What do you sing in  
the shower?

I don’t sing in the shower, but  
I do sing in tunnels or atriums 
or corridors or subway stations. 
Young At Heart, the song made 
popular by Frank Sinatra, is a 
favourite, or I break out into 
vocal toning sounds.

What is your favourite 
Saturday night record? 

Saturday night usually means 
party time, I’m very socially 
active and what complements  
a scene like that is, again, Earth, 
Wind & Fire. I go to yoga or 
meditation studios that 
sponsor barefoot style dancing, 
and get into boogie’ing.

And your Sunday  
morning record?

My own Ambient 3: Day Of 
Radiance. It has rhythm, and 
introspective feelings. I can get 
into a meditative space.

Laraaji’s Bring On The Sun/Sun 
Gong is out now on All Saints. He 
tours Europe in November.

Margo  
Price

COUNTRY’S  
NEW HOPE

What music are you  
currently grooving to?

Father John Misty’s Pure 
Comedy. And I think my most-
played album at the gym is 
Damn. by Kendrick Lamar. 
Also Micah Nelson’s Particle 

Kid, he’s writing some  
really good stuff, and Neil 
Young’s Hitchhiker.

What, if push comes to 
shove, is your all-time 
favourite album? 

Bob Dylan’s Blonde On Blonde. 
Lyrically he’s the be-all and 
end-all for me. Leopard-Skin 
Pill-Box Hat is kind of goofy, 
but to end with Sad Eyed Lady 
Of The Lowlands, the scope 
and range is spectacular.

What was the first 
record you ever 
bought? And where 
did you buy it?

Jewel’s Pieces Of You,  
I believe I went to Sam 
Goody. But before that  
I had a lot of tapes my 
parents got me, I loved 
Tom Petty’s Damn The 
Torpedoes, and I also 
found a bunch of 
8-tracks at my 
grandmother’s house, 
Loretta Lynn, Kitty 
Wells and Elvis.

Which musician, other than 
yourself, have you ever 
wanted to be?

For the longest time I wanted 
to be Janis Joplin – it’s a  
toss up between her and 
James Brown.

What do you sing in  
the shower?

Jackson Browne’s Mae Jeane 
Goes To Hollywood, that 
seems to be recurring in the 
shower. It actually talks about 
singing in the shower, as well.

What is your favourite 
Saturday night record? 

If we’re having friends over, in 
Nashville, we’ll drag the record 
player outside, have a fire, get 
a bottle of tequila and some 
limes, and shoot the shit. I’d 
play Exile On Main St., it’s  
a good party record with  
such a good mix of rock’n’roll 
and country feeling.

And your Sunday  
morning record?

For coffee drinking 
and sitting around 
the kitchen table, 
Billie Holiday, a 

collection of all her 
stuff, and Dylan’s 

Gospel by The 
Brothers & 
Sisters choir 
doing a bunch of 
renditions of his 
songs. Clydie 
King and Merry 
Clayton just 
singing their 
asses off. It’s a 

good one.

What music are you currently 
grooving to?

An album called Elysium For The Brave
by Azam Ali. My new album has a 
number of Eastern flavourings and  
I listened to several of Azam Ali’s 
albums, and others with a Middle 
Eastern vibe, to try and learn a little 
more about the melodies and  
instrumentation that they use.

What, if push comes to shove, is 
your all-time favourite album? 

I have several that I love, but I’ll go 
for Songs Of Faith And Devotion by 
Depeche Mode. It came along at  
a time when my career was at an all-
time low and it encouraged me to  
go back to writing about things I was 
genuinely interested in, rather than 
continue my entirely unsuccessful 
attempts to write chart hits. 

What was the first record you ever 
bought? And where did you buy it?

I bought a Hank Williams Jr album 
for my mum. It was the first time I’d 
ever had my own pocket money to 
spend and I remember it made her 

cry that I’d bought something for  
her. It came from a record shop in 
Ashford, Middlesex, but I can’t 
remember the name I’m afraid.

Which musician, other than your-
self, have you ever wanted to be?

I’ve never wanted to be anyone else. 
But, when I was a teenager, Marc 
Bolan projected a lifestyle that I very 
much wanted to create for myself. 

What do you sing in the shower?

Nothing at all. I’m extremely self-con-
scious, even around my own family, 
and I never sing unless I’m actually 
recording in the studio, or on-stage. 

What is your favourite  
Saturday night record? 

I have to confess that I rarely listen  
to music. But, if I was to put a song  
on as I was walking out the door,  
it would be I Gotta Feeling by  
The Black Eyed Peas. 

And your Sunday morning record?

Head Like A Hole by Nine Inch Nails. 
If anything will get you out of bed 
that one will. 

Gary Numan
OUR FRIEND ELECTRIC

IN WHICH THE STARS REVEAL THE SONIC DELIGHTS GUARANTEED TO GET THEM GOING...
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He moves great
Thank you for making your recent Bowie issue 
such a beautiful-looking thing. I’m a huge fan of 
the Dame and, while I’m prepared to admit that 
maybe only he could have carried off the particular 
shirt-and-tie combo on the cover of MOJO 288, 
the treats inside were absolutely gorgeous, from 
the picture of Fripp, Bowie and Eno on page 78 
(how cool does David look in that leather jacket?) 
to the action sequence across pages 80 and 81 and 
the frankly disturbing Lodger outtake across pages 
84 and 85. Also, I don’t always buy your magazine 
but are the CDs always so strange? Neu Decade was 
VERY odd and included lots of artists I’d never 
heard of before (Pyrolator!? George Deuter!?) and 
lots of sounds I’d never experienced before, like 
heavy metal groups disintegrating in farmhouses, if 
that makes any sense. Anyway, no one else is doing 
what you’re doing, and that is a very good thing. 

Sarah Wardale, via e-mail 

I come from a land  
of paradise, man
Re MOJO 288, I was positively surprised holding 
MOJO’s Neu Decade CD in my hands, knowing 
that it will accompany me for quite a while. Thanks 
for this! Nonetheless, I would love to make a few 
additions. DAF stands for Deutsch Amerikanische 
Freundschaft, not ‘Deutsch Amerikanischen 
Freundschaft’. Froese coined the phrase “Kosmische 
Musik”, to be precise, and – for me most of all 
– Pyrolator was not only a founding member of 

IT’S COLD IN THE WILDERNESS. THAT’S WHAT    
Bob Dylan found in 1979, when his startling spiritual rethink and fierce new 
music caused consternation among fans and fellow musicians. In 2017, with the 
help of a new Bootleg Series release, it’s possible at last to pronounce the band 
Dylan convened to take that message to the world as amongst his best ever, but 
that does nothing to obscure the daring of an artist who’d grown used to defying 
expectations and forging his own path, whatever the cost to his own comfort, 
coffers or career. You can hear the special sound they made on this month’s 
covermount CD – Track 1.
 Tom Petty, who died just days before this issue of MOJO went to press, was 
another who did things his own way. But while lesser rock figures confused a 
maverick stance with sneeriness and self-destruction, Petty was brave enough to be 
himself: constructive, generous, loyal… and always a fan. He will be terribly missed.

DANNY ECCLESTON, ACTING EDITOR

DAF, he also played a significant role in Der Plan. 
This band has to be considered as an equivalent 
strength to new German music as DAF, having had 
the same attitude about approaching sounds as The 
Residents and maybe Chrome. Not unimportant in 
my opinion. But now I put the lights down and the 
CD on.

 Markus Perroud, via e-mail 

Are you getting sick here? 
A fascist, racist president, record-setting hurricanes 
and a shooting massacre, and now the death of 
another bedrock of American music, Tom Petty, just 
months after Chuck Berry; If you can find a better 
symbol of the free fallin’ of the American spirit in 
2017, I dare you to name it.

Stephen Conn, Las Cruces, New Mexico, USA

Tom, ain’t that right?
MOJO 288 was a terrific issue, with really enjoyable 
reads on Bowie, Otis, Taj Mahal and the great 
Evie Sands plus a fascinating interview with Chris 
Hillman, but am I the only one who now feels 
overwhelmed and pained by the amount of great 
artists who are leaving us every month? I don’t  
think I’m strong enough for it all at the moment. 
And Tom Petty as I write this! It’s all getting  
a bit too much. 

Also, whilst I enjoyed John Harris’ five-star 
review of The Queen Is Dead in the same issue,  
can I say, as a huge Smiths fan from the time,  
that that band never made a truly great LP. �
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The debut has real production issues, Meat Is 
Murder is weakened by the title track and a version of 
Barbarism Begins At Home that was never as strong 
as the live version, and Strangeways suffers from an 
incredibly weak second side – but can any LP with 
Frankly Mister Shankly and Vicar In A Tutu on it 
truly be considered a “masterpiece”? However, I 
truly appreciated his decision to talk about the extra 
tracks and alternate versions in detail as this is what 
we fans base outré purchases on. We already have 
an opinion on the album but please tell us what the 
extra stuff is like. Not all of your reviewers do this. 
If this sounds like griping, it isn’t. It’s me engaging 
with a magazine that I have been reading since the 
late ’90s. As the great Van once said, it’s too late to 
stop now. 

Tom Eastwood, via e-mail 

Do you remember the song?
I’m mourning the departure of Herr Holger Czukay 
[MOJO 288] and am going nuts, as I remember a 
fantastic Can track I wasn’t familiar with that was on 
one of your great ‘MOJO Presents’ CDs… but can’t 
track it down! I remember the linernotes saying the 
track was “an uncanny precursor to dance music”, 
but I just can’t find it. Do you have some kind of 
database of Can tracks on the CDs or something? 
Any way you or a reader can help me out here? 
Thanks in advance, but I have low expectations… 
but I thought it’d be worth a try! Cheers and keep 
on keeping on. Great magazine. 

 Gary Flood, via e-mail

Hello Gary. Can have appeared on MOJO cover-mounts on 
numerous occasions but our guess is that the track was 
Mother Sky on the MOJO Machine Turns You On Vol 1 CD, 
from February 1999. 

We’ve missed all  
the good ’uns
With reference to MOJO 288’s cover-line quote 
from Liam Gallagher: “I’d do an Oasis reunion for 
a fiver!” Can I be the first to say that I’d gladly offer 
him £10 not to.

 Dr Mark Hughes, via e-mail 

I only know the  
lesser-known ones
Thank you for the four-page article in MOJO 288 on 
a singer I’d not previously come across: Evie Sands. 
After reading your brief but informative article I 
went on YouTube and was treated to some amazing 
clips of her appearing on ’60s pop shows. To my ears 
she sounds a bit like Karen Carpenter and Carole 
King. I even like her strange disco records she made 
in the mid ’70s. I’d like to see more features like 
this in MOJO, about ’60s and ’70s artists slightly 
below the radar, especially if I’ve not heard of them. 
But then how would you know that? Oh dear. Well, 
I think you know what I mean. Anyway, I’ve bought 

the CD of Evie Sands’ Any Way That You Want Me
and I’m very happy with it. Thank you. 

Colin Stevens, via e-mail 

I believe you’re  
backing them bigly
I enjoyed reading about Slade Alive in MOJO 288. 
They were a brilliant live band. I had seen them 
excel earlier in 1972 at Scunthorpe Baths Hall but 
the set at the Bardney Festival (near Lincoln) on 
the Whit Bank Holiday was absolutely brilliant, 
managing to get everyone dancing including hippy 
types who normally wouldn’t have watched them. 
The weather had been poor most of the weekend 
and Slade were just the tonic we needed. From 
memory they were followed by the Monty Python 
team who were superb too. Rory Gallagher played 
two sets at Bardney, one of them filling in for an 
absent Helen Reddy. RIP Rory.

Doug Parker, Scunthorpe

Can I see your left fingertips? 
In the Ian Dury article in MOJO 287 I should 
probably point out that the guitarist in the fancy 
jacket identified as Ed Speight is, in fact, Keith 
Lucas. Keith later joined 999 and gloried in the 
name of Nick Cash. He had been an art student of 
Dury’s at Canterbury College of Art.     

Richard Lawton, Isle Of Wight  

It’s not British music,  
it’s American music. 
First off I have to say how impressed I was that your 
editor personally replied to my query about a recent 
Clash article. I won’t go into the specifics of it, but 
I was very grateful to be put straight on the matter. 
I would also like to say how much I enjoyed the 
Dave Grohl interview in MOJO 287. He clearly has 
a well-rounded and non-prejudiced taste in all kinds 
of music. I particularly share his views on 10cc and 
similar ’70s soft rock. In fact as I write my wife is 
reading the comments on YouTube while listening to 
Andrew Gold, one of which is “Dave Grohl brought 
me here”. BTW, the cardboard gatefolds for the CD 
are ace. Kind regards from Sunny Cyprus.

Neil Martin, Tatlisu, TRNC

Bought and sold  
on commission
In roughly 15 years of subscribing, I think I’ve only 
figured out your movie headlines for your feedback 
section once before (can’t remember the issue, 
but the quotes were from Live And Let Die so I’m 
guessing McCartney was the cover star). Thus, I was 
thrilled to quickly nail The Muppets as the source 
for MOJO 287’s Dave Grohl cover. Two out of 150 
isn’t a bad ratio then, is it?  Keep the hits a comin’.

Mike Montgomery, Austin, TX USA

�
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PHOTOBOMBS

Redoubtable photographer  
Neal Preston recalls rock’s  
wildest years in new book 
Exhilarated And Exhausted.

P
hotographer Neal Preston was driving 
east along the Santa Monica freeway 
one day in 1979 when Sly Stone, riding 

shotgun, pulled out a crack pipe and butane 
torch and got busy. After a cat-and-mouse 
week of missed meetings, the duo were 
finally heading towards a photo shoot; 
Preston on assignment for People magazine, 
“human crapshoot” Stone dressed incongru-
ously in army fatigues. 

“I didn’t think the LAPD would have taken 
too kindly to the bonfire of cocaine,” says 
Preston. “But you roll with the punches.”

Involving a “mountain of blow”, the 
resulting portraits, which are featured in 
Preston’s newly-released compendium, 
Exhilarated And Exhausted, carried a distinct 
element of havoc, with Stone wielding a knife 
as Preston gathered a “bizarre” three rolls of 
film. “It could have gone either way,” says the 
photographer. “Afterwards we met for a 
thank you dinner with my wife. Sly ordered 
three triple White Russians, which he drank in 
90 seconds, went to the bathroom and never 
came back. We were left with the bill.”

Such were the travails of a working 
photographer during the “unchartered 
territories” of 1970s rock’n’roll. Preston, who 
first worked for Rolling Stone magazine 
alongside Oscar-winning director Cameron 
Crowe, and later as Led Zeppelin’s official 
tour photographer in 1973, went on to enjoy 

a career spanning 48 years. He later captured 
the iconic ‘fisheye’ shot of Bruce Springsteen 
performing at Wembley Stadium in 1985, and 
toured with the likes of Queen, Fleetwood 
Mac and Pink Floyd. “But there was more 
drama on one Rolling Stones tour than in  
10 Martin Scorsese movies,” he says.  
“Though I never name names.” 

The unique access he finagled to rock’s 
biggest artists, he explains, came through 
both hefty reputation and an ingrained 
common sense. “You know, don’t walk into 
the bathroom if [name redacted] in there… 
Though Roger Daltrey nearly killed me by 
swinging his mike at my head at a Who show 
in 1976. He thought I’d been stepping on his 
monitor cables.”

Drawing from a five decade-strong 
portfolio, Exhilarated And Exhausted frames 
Preston’s imagery as some of the most 
memorable in the rock canon. “I have a 
unique style,” he says. “I shoot very clean, 
with as much negative space as possible, but 
it’s 95 per cent instinct.” Though a little luck 
helps every now and then. When Preston  
was shooting Frank Sinatra’s final tour with 
Sammy Davis Jr and Dean Martin, the trio 
performed on a revolving stage. “I waited  
for the shot to come to me and caught Frank 
goosing Dean on the ass. They’re facing away 
from each other, but you know exactly who 
they are. An editor once told me, ‘The photo 
of a person’s back can sometimes be as 
interesting as their front.’ I never forgot that.”

 Matt Allen

Neal Preston’s Exhilarated And Exhausted is 
available from Reel Art Press and priced £45. 
See  www.reelartpress.com for details.

“SLY 
ORDERED 

THREE WHITE 
RUSSIANS, 
WHICH HE 

DRANK IN 90 
SECONDS.”

Uptown top 
shanking: Sly 
Stone’s shoot 
for People 
magazine, Los 
Angeles, 1979,  
by Neal Preston; 
(below) the 
book’s cover.
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TV’s best music show celebrates  
its quarter-century, with Weller, 
Dizzee and Van! Plus, Jools  
talks eternal verities. 

G
overnments fall, nations totter and the 
world changes. Some things, though, are 
more certain; Like Later… With Jools 

Holland, BBC2’s crown jewel music television 
programme that’s brought eras and genres 
together with respectful eclecticism since 1992. 
At press time, the last edition – episode two of 
series 51 (!) – featured Marty Stuart, Josh 
Homme, Jessie Ware and Morrissey. 

“I had a great chat in the dressing room with 
Morrissey,” says host Jools. “We were talking 
about how what you had pinned on your walls as 
a teenager defined who you are. He had the New 
York Dolls and Ayshea Brough from Lift Off With 
Ayshea. I had Arthur Lowe and Bunk Johnson.”

The sound of New Orleans jazz and blues, and 
a besuited, English kind of steady hand, has 
distinguished Holland’s presenting style since 
that first series, when The Neville Brothers, John 
Martyn and Television shared stages with The 
Rockingbirds, Denim and Apache Indian. It was 
also in evidence at a quarter-century bash on 
September 21, when Foo Fighters, Dizzee Rascal, 
Paul Weller, Van Morrison and more played the 
Royal Albert Hall. That night, Holland duetted 
with Gregory Porter on a version of the Nat King 
Cole classic Mona Lisa. “Gregory Porter sounded 
amazing,” says Jools, “and what struck me was, 
‘Voice, piano, beautiful piece of music, people 
listening and loving it. There’s nothing new 
about this, it could be 200 years ago.’ You see, it’s 
not unlike what MOJO magazine does: dividends 
pay for those who take the music seriously, and 
love the music, and the people who play it. That’s 
what we try to do on Later…. I think we’re totally 
retaining the truth of what music is.”

Mark Cooper, the BBC’s Head Of Music 
Television, who’s been at Later… since its 
beginning – and whose writing appeared in the 

very first issue of MOJO – takes up the thread. “If 
you were to do the one-line pitch, it’s the show 
where all the artists play together, which is 
comedy really, because they don’t. But they do in 
the sense that they’re all in the room together, 
for one time only, in a configuration that nobody 
in their right mind would put together, and they 
do the groove at the end for 30 seconds. There’s 
a kind of uniqueness about that.”

Cooper cites Leonard Cohen and Al Green’s 
appearances in 1993, and Elliot Smith in 1998,  
as significant performances, while Jools says  
“the last one” is his favourite episode and he’ll 
never forget accompanying Amy Winehouse or 
Mary J Blige on piano. Cooper, who admits that 
Dylan is the guest they always ask for, calls those 
pairings between host and artist, “something 
unique. They’re never rehearsed until five or six 
o’clock, before we start at eight. They’re not 
overthought. And contrary to what critics think, 
it’s the artists who request to play with Jools, 
most of the time, whether it’s Van Morrison or 
The White Stripes.”

Asked for any particularly volatile mixes of 
guests’ egos, and both men cannot oblige. “The 
vibe is always good,” says Cooper. “When Dizzee 
greeted Paul at the Albert Hall, it was very warm, 
and it generally is. When Jimmy Webb and Liam 
Gallagher were on together, they got on like a 
house on fire – Jimmy was saying, ‘I’m going to 
write a song for you’ – and that’s very common. 
One of the reasons why I think people play well 
on Later… is they’re playing to their peers.”

“How do I feel about 25 years of Later?” asks 
Jools in closing. “I think, fuck me, you don’t get 
that for armed robbery. To be honest, I didn’t 
think it’d last for 25 minutes… but then, I didn’t 
think guitar groups would catch on. As for the 
future, watch this space. The Sky At Night With 
Patrick Moore carried on, didn’t it? I have got 
quite high trousers, anyway…”

HOLLANDDAYS

25 YEARS 
LATER…

 j i-
lee: (top) in the 
Royal Albert Hall 
Green Room, 
September 21, 
2017 (from left) 
Paul Weller, 
Dave Grohl, 
Dizzee Rascal, 
Van Morrison, 
Jools Holland; 
(inset) Jools 
accompanies 
Amy Winehouse, 
November 2006.

NOVEMBER 9
Reclusive, unique 
voice Mary Margaret 
O’Hara – celebrated for 
1988’s LP Miss America

– plays a rare European 
date at this year’s 
Le Guess Who?, the 
eclectic Utrecht festival. 
O’Hara promises “a 
mostly improvised 
performance with a 
Miss America or two 
‘thrown in’” as part 
of a Perfume Genius-
curated bill programme: 
also appearing at the 
three-day event are 
Pharoah Sanders, 
Le Mystère Des Voix 
Bulgares, Thurston 
Moore and Linton 
Kwesi Johnson. 

NOVEMBER 21
Originally announced 
in 2012, and later 
scheduled for 2014, 
Gold Dust Woman: The 
Biography Of Stevie 
Nicks will finally 
be published, by St. 
Martin’s Press. It’s 
written by Stephen 
Davis, who’s previously 
penned books on Led 
Zeppelin, Jim Morrison 
and Bob Marley, as 
well as collaborating 
with Mick Fleetwood, 
Aerosmith and Levon 
Helm for their official 
biographies. 

NOVEMBER 24
Noel Gallagher’s 
High Flying Birds’ 
new album Who Built 

The Moon? is released. 
Produced by David 
Holmes, it promises, 
“French psychedelic 
pop as much as classic 
electro, soul, rock, disco 
and dance.” Guests 
include Paul Weller
(on organ) and Johnny 
Marr (on harmonica): 
tracks include She 
Taught Me How To Fly, 
Black & White Sunshine, 
If Love Is The Law  
and Be Careful What 
You Wish For.

MOJO 
DIARY

“DIVIDENDS 
PAY FOR 

THOSE WHO 
TAKE THE 

MUSIC 
SERIOUSLY.”

Jools 
Holland



discover the best new releases

home of entertainment

While stocks last.

Michael Head & The Red 
Elastic Band - Adiós Señor 
Pussycat
out now on CD & vinyl

This will undoubtedly further cement 

Michael’s reputation as one of this 

generation’s greatest songwriters.

Julie Fowlis 
Alterum
out 27 October on CD & vinyl

During an impressive career spanning 

more than a decade, with multiple 

awards and four studio albums, Julie 

now returns with this new masterpiece.

Melanie De Basio 
Lilies
out now on CD & vinyl

Third album from this stunning 

classically trained Belgian artist and 

once again it’s teeming with ideas 

and energy.

James Holden 
The Animal Spirits
out 3 November on CD & vinyl

James and his newly-expanded band 

transport us to a magical other world 

with this third album: a bold new set 

of synth-led folk-trance standards.

King King 
Exile & Grace
out now on CD & vinyl

Current King King fans will love this 

but it also opens them up to a wider 

audience because it drips in that 

70’s classic rock sound and style.

Hüsker Dü 
Savage Young Dü
out 10 November on CD & vinyl

This box set includes early 

recordings, sessions and live 

performances as well as their classic 

early single Statues/Amusement.

Destroyer 
Ken
out now on CD & vinyl

Dan Bejar is back with a new album 

as Destroyer, produced by Josh Wells 

of Black Mountain, who has been the 

drummer in the band since 2012.

Grandbrothers 
Open
out now on CD & vinyl

Here, Grandbrothers have created a 

new shade, a new dimension, a new 

generation of atmospheric krautrock 

with the piano at its core.

St. Vincent 
Masseducation
out now on CD & vinyl

The 13 tracks here swirl with guitar and

piano, synths and strings, and drum

beats that punch with purpose. 

Includes New York and Los Ageless.

Blues Pills
Lady In Gold: Live In Paris
out 3 November on CD & vinyl

Stunning 15-track live set recorded 

last October in Paris. The multi-

national quartet serve up a heady 

cocktail of blues, rock and soul.

The Pineapple Thief
Where We Stood
out now on CD & vinyl

The Pineapple Thief’s spectacular 

fi nal performance of their Your 

Wilderness tour featuring Gavin 

Harrison (King Crimson) on drums.

Spinning Coin
Permo
out now on CD & vinyl

Recorded with Edwyn Collins, this 

album showcases Sean Armstrong’s 

more melancholic melodies contrasting

with Jack Mellin’s urgent refrains.
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Cerebral rave siblings prepare to mix folk 
moods, social rage and an army of synths. 

S
ince forming in 1989, Kent techno brothers Paul and 
Phil Hartnoll have split, reformed and split again. Their 
latest bout of inactivity ended in February, when they 

announced a return to live performance. By then they’d 
also begun work on a new long-player, their ninth since 
their chart breakthrough with 1990’s rave hit Chime.

The process began with amassed demo material, some 
of it over five years old, being worked up into fully-formed 
tracks. “We started quite light,” says Paul Hartnoll. “The real 
knuckling-down hard labour starts in October. I can see a 
shape of an album forming already, but I’m not sure whether 
it’s going to be a cautionary tale about the way the world’s 
going with the right wing and religion, or if it’s a complete 
escape from that, like we did in the late ’80s and early ’90s, 
when rave music scared the bejesus out of the authorities. 
Then again, I could just get really angry and write some-
thing shouty and screamy, like a Crass album. I think it’s 
going to reflect the dystopia we seem to be plunging 
ourselves into, anyway, but proudly, like someone saying, ‘I 
still stand up for this, but bloody well execute me anyway!’”

Work will take place at their studio in Portslade, 
Brighton. “It’s in a decrepit warehouse,” says Hartnoll. “It’s 
brilliant, like being in the Double Deckers.” On hand are a 
large collection of synths ancient and modern, including a 

MacBeth MS5, a Prophet-6, an 
Elektron Analog Rytm, a Roland 
TB-303, a Vermona PERfourMER,  
a Roland System 100 and a 
Novation Bass Station. The results 
will be a fusion of the human and 
machine: “I’m taking a lot more influence from the 
emotional content of modern folk,” says Paul. “Things like 
The Unthanks and Lisa Knapp [who featured on February‘s 
teaser track Kinetic]. 

“But Phil’s out DJing a lot, and wants to inject dance 
music into it. There’s also hip-hop on it, very slow and 
austere stuff, some things that are film score-y, and stuff 
that definitely does sound very Orbital-y. But it’s different 
– Orbital as Yoda rather than Luke Skywalker. And as Yoda 
said, there is still much to learn!”

He promises a concise album engineered for two sides 
of vinyl: guests, which could include Tunbridge Wells punk 
spankers Slaves, are also mooted, while they may ask studio 
capo Flood to help mix it. It only remains to ask, now 
fraternal bridges have been repaired after a self-described 
“big blazing row” in 2012, what does working together give 
Paul and Phil that solo recording does not?

“Conflict, and friction and sibling rivalry!” says Paul. 
“Saying, ‘That’s not very good’, and, ‘Well fucking make it 
better then!’ With a sibling, it cuts through the crap quite 
quickly, it forces you into proving you can do better. It’s a 
constructive thing. I mean, we had to lay out a few personal 
ground rules… Have we obeyed them? Of course not.” 

Ian Harrison

“IT’S 
DIFFERENT 
– ORBITAL 

AS YODA 
RATHER 

THAN LUKE 
SKYWALKER.”
Paul Hartnoll

Magnificent 
Sevenoaks: Phil 
(left) and Paul 
Hartnoll get  
to grips with 
their electronic 
bestiary; (right) 
Phil plays live.

MOJOWORKING

…MY BLOODY VALENTINE 
play Sigur Rós’s four-day 
Norður Og Niðu
Reykjavik in December, 
whose programme 
reveals, “Kevin [Shields, 
right] is currently 
finishing an all analog 
vinyl version of Loveless and
Isn’t Anything and is also 
working on mate  
new My Bloody Valentine 
album to be released 
in 2018” … 

JOHN FOGERTY ’s signed a new 
deal with BMG for his first all-new solo 
album since 2009’s The Blue Ridge 
R g d gain. He’s also going to 

re-release and revitalise his back 
catalogue… BMG have also 

signed THE PRODIGY
for the follow-up to 2015’s 
The Day Is My Enemy. “Now 

let’s make some noise,” 
commented Liam 
Howlett, reflectively …
THE DAMNED have 
been in the studio with 

Tony Visconti making their first LP 
since 2008’s So, Who’s Paranoid? In 
a statement, the band 
promised, “There will be a 
measure of experimenta-
tion and we know [Tony 
will] do his best to 
artistically challenge us.” 
’80s bassist Paul Gray is back 
in the ranks: expect it in 
early 2018 …MARK E 

SMITH had to cancel 
some November US 
tour dates because of 

ill-health, but in a statement his 
management said, “Your Lord and 

Saviour Markus E. Smith wants 
to let you all know that… the 
cabin fever is spitting out a new 

album already and new music is 
now (as ever) The Fall’s main 

focus.” Get well soon, MES! …
House music great LARRY 

HEARD, AKA Mr. 
Fingers (left), also has a 

new album scheduled 
for next year, his first 
since 2005…

ALSOWORKING

FACT SHEET

Title: TBC

Due date: spring 2018

Producers: P&P Hartnoll

Songs: (working titles) Hoo 
Hoo Ha Ha / Monsters Exist / 
Vision One / Working Girls / 
The Raid

The Buzz: “[2012 LP] Wonky

was an attempt at doing stuff 
to play live, and it felt like a 
bunch of short stories. But 
this is a book.” Paul Hartnoll

ORBITAL
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best punk sludge, lysergic reggae and rock anthems.

1 EZRA FURMAN
DRIVING DOWN TO LA
This raggedly epic indie-synth love-lament with girl group flourishes 
comes with a most striking video. Therein, Furman and an angelic  
car-mate are out on the highway in freedom and hope, before serenity 
gives way to terror when they’re menaced by a fascist roadster. The angel 
passenger replies by opening up with a golden .357 Magnum. “This video 
is about how fear turns to violence,” explains Furman. “It matches the  
cultural nightmare we are now living through.” The release is dedicated 
to Heather Heyer, the civil rights activist killed while protesting at a white 
supremacist rally in Virginia in August.
Find It: YouTube

MOJOPLAYLIST

2 TOM PETTY LEARNING TO FLY
Unimpeachable Jeff Lynne-Petty hook-up from 1991’s Into The 

Great Wide Open. The video has The Heartbreakers playing in an 
airplane graveyard against a desert sky, chorus line dancers  
contrasted with mushroom clouds and Petty, as ever, nailing  
the American paradox with heartsore, hard-won wisdom. 

Find It: YouTube

3 JOHN COLTRANE EQUINOX
From 1964, Elvin Jones plays a latin pattern, McCoy 

Tyner adds tense piano, then sax colossus Coltrane 
comes in with something that sounds a lot like Harry 
South’s theme tune to The Sweeney TV show. Imagine 

it, Regan and Carter wearing sharp tailored suits, on Broadway…

Find It: YouTube

4 WILD BEASTS PUNK DRUNK AND TREMBLING
From the quivering Kendal one-offs’ final EP – they play fare-

well dates next February – a lyrical nod to their early releases, plus 
a latter-day soundtrack of ambient indie-dance pop. As falsetto-ist 
Hayden Thorpe declares, “What’s done is done.”

Find It: SoundCloud

5TRINITY LSD
An arguably incongruous dubby reggae  

tune from 1979 wherein the Kingston deejay  
baldly advises everyone all over the world to  
trip (“You’ll feel so dizzy… kinky”). The Mighty 

Diamonds provide the great harmonies.

Find It: YouTube

6 DANIELE LUPPI AND PARQUET  

COURTS FEAT KAREN O FLUSH
New York’s Parquet Courts provide bass  
groove-heavy soundtrack to Italian producer 
Luppi’s latest concept LP – about Milan in  
the ’80s – Milano. Guest vocals on this track  
come from Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ Karen O, who 
doubtless knows a thing or two about the 
excesses of the fashion industry (“My brain  
goes flush/Down the drain”). 

Find It: streaming services

7 THE BREEDERS WAIT IN THE CAR
Over in a punchy two minutes, the original line-up’s first tune 

since 1993 finds them as askew and volatile as they ever were.

Find It: YouTube 

8 TREXTASY, HOLLY JOHNSON AND  

TONY VISCONTI COSMIC DANCER
Filmed at a September 15 concert marking 40 years since Marc 
Bolan’s death, Holly sings while Visconti conducts the strings. 

Find It: YouTube

9CHARLIE AND THE LESBIANS 

LUCIFER
Sludgey garage punkery with rotten attitude from the 
Eindhoven four-piece not averse to rolling around on 
the floor and throwing eggs. It’s on their Lost Boy EP.

Find It: YouTube

10BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN STREETS OF FIRE
Deep Darkness-era sufferation, from a legendary December 8, 

’78 Houston show now released to benefit victims of the Texas and 
Florida storms. All proceeds go to MusiCares® Hurricane Relief.

Find It: live.brucespringsteen.net

11OUT LINES OUR BELOVED DEAD
Scots trio featuring James Graham from The Twilight Sad 

bring hypnotic, Bad Seeds-level doom and boom to the harmonium- 
led folk loveliness of this song from their debut, Conflats.

Find It: streaming services

12TOM ROGERSON WITH BRIAN 

ENO MOTION IN FIELD
The improvising keyboardist and Eno make organic 
computer systems music with the most wistful piano. 
From their collaborative album Finding Shore. 

Find It: SoundCloud

13KOYO LOST IN THE KINGDOM
Nouveau-prog alert! Leeds-based five-piece conjure an  

audacious blend of Radiohead’s airy, percussive noodling  
and Tame Impala’s cyclical grooves, on this single from their  
self-titled debut long-player.

Find It: YouTube 

14RADIOHEAD AND HANS ZIMMER 

(OCEAN) BLOOM
From the BBC’s Blue Planet II doc, this remake of the King Of Limbs
track for strings and voice finds Yorke hymning the ecosphere.

Find It: YouTube

15UUUU VERLAGERUNG, 
VERLAGERUNG, VERLAGERUNG

Featuring Graham Lewis from Wire and Coil’s 
Thighpaulsandra among others, this is an oscillating 
plunge into the mantric spacerock time tunnel. 

Find It: SoundCloud

16CHERRY WAINER & DON STORER FEAT 

JACK HAMMER GO GET HIM GIRL
Lord Rockingham’s XI organist and her drummer/spouse whoop it 
up in ’66, with vocalist Hammer on shakin’-all-over dance moves. 

Find It: YouTube

17OF ARROWE HILL 

KEEP ON SWEET TALKING
From the impending LP Domestic Espionage, here’s 
loose R&B thwack and rumble with a northwest snark-
voice asking deep questions of the gift of the gab. 

Find It: YouTube

18BARRY ADAMSON 

I GOT CLOTHES (ACR:MCR REWORK)
From Adamson’s new collaborative EP Love Sick Dick Remixed,  
A Certain Ratio add acid squiggle, new drums and more to better 
complement the original’s curious mix of mania and relish.

Find It: SoundCloud

19PUGWASH THE PERFECT SUMMER
Irish psych-pop fan Thomas Walsh recorded his seventh 

album, Silverlake, in LA with Jason Falkner. Falkner’s ear for sunny 
pop classicism is the perfect foil for Walsh’s rich baritone vocal.  

Find It: SoundCloud

20 KNOCKER JUNGLE SUNBURNT VIRGIN 
TROUSERS

From 1970, a psych-bluesy campfire strum from the obscure  
UK duo. It appears on Cherry Red’s new comp One Way Glass: 
Dancefloor Prog, Brit Jazz & Funky Folk 1968-1975.

Find It: YouTube

Highway stars: 
(top) Ezra 
Furman and his 
guardian angel 
(played by his 
pal Cantwell) in 
Driving Down To 
LA; (below) The 
Breeders’ real 
Kim Deal.

“THE  
BREEDERS… 
AS ASKEW 

AND  
VOLATILE  
AS THEY 

EVER WERE.”
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SELFPORTRAIT

round.’ Hopefully it was a nice surprise 
when they saw me on Top Of The Pops. 
But I’m a generalist really, I’ve done a 
little bit of a lot of different things and 
quite often I’ve had no training for 
them – they were all very bleeding 
edge. Now I do have ‘Professor’ in front 
of my name, I’ve sort of joined the 
family firm. I feel a bit of a fraud.

The last time I cried was… listening 
to the Grenfell Tower survivors  
talking about their departed friends 
and relatives.

Vinyl, CD or MP3? …vinyl. I love the 
‘clonk’ of a powerful hi-fi when the 
needle drops in the outside groove.  
I like the fetish aspect of it. Twenty-two 
minutes a side seems very precious in  
a world where you can set your Spotify 
playlist running ad infinitum.

My most treasured possession is…
my small wooden sailboat Eden,  
a 1930s one-design class called a  
Loch Long, which I race on the rivers  
of East Anglia.

The best book I’ve read is… I really 
liked City Of Thieves by David Benioff, 
who is the showrunner on Game Of 
Thrones, though I didn’t make the 
connection until later. It’s sad, but  

very humorous, and kind of amazing.

Is the glass half-full or half-empty? 
…125ml, assuming a 250ml container.

My greatest regret is… never asking 
my parents for answers to the 
questions that still bug me, that they 
took to their graves. My father was at 
Cambridge with a lot of the, sort of, red 
set – Kim Philby and so on – and they 
were peripheral to the Bloomsbury 
Set, so they were part of that Bohemi-
an literary intelligentsia. But they 
swept a lot of stuff under the carpet. In 
my way, I rebelled against my 
background, and I think now, coming 
full circle, I’d have loved to have been 
able to have had conversations with 
my parents about all that.

When we die… it’s all over. Hopefully 
you leave a legacy. Cut! Print! 

I would like to be remembered… as 
a landscape artist who used words and 
music instead of paints. I don’t know if  
I can elucidate on that because that 
question encourages you to come up 
with a concise and cryptic answer. It’s 
what’s going to be on your tombstone.

Thomas Dolby’s memoir The Speed Of 
Sound is published by Icon.

The tech-head synth-waver 
in his own words and by  
his own hand.

 I’d describe myself as… an extreme 
introvert with a slender exhibitionist 
streak. I’m not very sociable. I bury 
myself in books and nature. When I’m 
creating something, I’m focused on 
the moment the spotlight comes on 
me and my audience is exposed to my 
creation, but I don’t crave it.

Music changed me… because it 
meant I was able to give up my job in a 
fruit and veg shop in Notting Hill. I was 
convinced from quite an early age 
that music was going to be my career, 
though I also imagined myself as a 
writer and a film-maker. But music was 
the path of least resistance. With the 
arrival of the new wave, y’know, the 
barrier to entry was really down. It 
seemed like all you needed was the 
cover of the NME and a record on the 
charts and you were on your way.

 When I’m not making music…
I write. I’ve had a non-fiction book 
published, but I’m currently working 
on a novel. I can’t say what it’s about. 
That would hex it.

 My biggest vice is… I do lots of 
‘immoral’ things that are frowned 
upon by uptight or religious people. 
But they hurt no one and I don’t 
consider them vices. Eating meat is 
probably more of a vice, because it’s 
neither good for the planet nor for  
my body, but I do it anyway.

 The last time I was embarrassed 
was… at the pet shop when I couldn’t 
be bothered to wait a week for the 
‘senior’ cat food to come in! 

My formal qualifications are…
well, I have two ‘A’ levels, but I left 
school at 16 – I’d been through the 
private school system and I was ahead 
of my age. For my third ‘A’ level I was in 
the pub. I came from a very academic 
family where study was de rigueur,  
and I had elder siblings who had 
distinguished themselves in 
academia, and that just absolutely 
didn’t interest me. I think my family 
may have thought, ‘Oh he’ll come 

…B.o.B (right), a Georgia rapper, set 
up a $1-million crowd funder last 
month to raise cash for satellites to 
prove once and for all that the Earth is 
actually flat. At press time, he had 
raised just over $6,000 …THE 
WONDER STUFF and NED’S 
ATOMIC DUSTBIN also did 
inventive things with the cash 
supply when they 
announced a co-headlin-
ing UK tour for next 
spring: tickets were 

briefly available for just £7 – “1990 
prices” – on September 27. “Our 
audience… they’re big lads,” mused 
The Wonder Stuff’s Miles Hunt, 

mildly insultingly. “Have they got 
the stamina for the two bands in 
one night?” …THURSTON 
MOORE has recorded a 

techno album which 
he may release under 
an assumed name. In 
conversation with 
LCD Soundsys-

tem’s Tyler Pope on the Talkhouse 
podcast, he revealed, “I have this lost 
techno record… dude it’s crazy, I’ve 
never played it for anybody. 
Nobody wants to hear me do a 
techno record!” Oh, I dunno …
when HUGH HEFNER died 
in September, names including 
Questlove and Weezer
said farewell. Oddly, in 
1976, his Playboy 
Records Inc 
distributed the 

Jonathan Richman & The Modern 

Lovers LP …NEW ORDER and 
former bassist Peter Hook have final-

ly declared a “final settlement” of 
the legal feud over payments 
and use of assets that began in 
November 2015. In a statement, 
the group said, “Bernard,

Stephen and Gillian (left) can 
continue to do what they do 

best, make music and 
perform.” Hooky tours 
the UK in December…

MONDOMOJO

“I DO  
LOTS OF 

‘IMMORAL’ 
THINGS 

THAT ARE 
FROWNED 
UPON BY 
UPTIGHT 
PEOPLE.”

THOMAS 
DOLBY

Thomas Dolby 
by Thomas 
Dolby; (below) 
at the controls.
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The written word – including wartime 
letters – inspires Swedish singer-songwriter.

“I 
wasn’t certain about making a second album,” says 
Sumie Nagano of Lost In Light, the follow-up to her 
self-titled 2013 debut. “The first was so personal. It 

was like I was writing a diary, making songs out of it and 
suddenly so many people are listening to it… I was a bit 
overwhelmed. I thought maybe I should just release 
something on SoundCloud some time.”

Yet the Gothenburg-based sister of Little Dragon’s Yukimi 
Nagano has made a new collection of nine song-stories. With 
her crystalline voice and finger-picked acoustic guitar framed 
by strings, trumpet and subtle percussion, Lost In Light shares 
the first LP’s quiet intensity, but brings new observational 
perspectives. Whereas before her own life provided the raw 
material, her work is now infused with contemplations on 
other people’s writing, starting with The First Bad Man, the 
novel by film-maker/artist Miranda July. 

“I read the book twice, once in English and once in 
Swedish,” she explains. “I thought this is great, my view of 
the situation in the book can be a song. It’s a completely new 
way to write. Of course, this album is also about me.” 

Inspired, she went on to find an archive of letters, written 
during the First and Second World Wars, stored in Gothen-
burg’s city library. 

“They were from mothers, from soldiers, and could be 
their last letters,” she says. “They are super-poetic, 

beautifully written, they didn’t 
know if they were going to see 
their loved ones again. When  
you write in ink, you can’t erase 
any- thing, and this thinking  
with the heart is what I wanted  
to write about.” 

Additionally, Lost In Light’s 
Divine Wind is an English- 
language translation of a poem  
by Gothenburg writer Daniel 
Klevheden. But the album is as 
much about musical settings and 
seemingly simple, though 
sinuous, melodies as it is about 
lyrics. Listening to Willie Nelson 
and Roy Orbison helped her find 
the tonal palette, while producer 
Filip Leyman, known for his work on Anna von Hausswolff’s 
vast aural architecture, eschewed surrounding songs  
with such large superstructures to create something  
rather more intimate.

After deciding to make a new album, Sumie is now faced 
with promoting it. Apart from a spontaneous performance 
in a Kyoto restaurant while visiting Japan last year, she last 
played live in late 2014. “I was pretty tired by then,” she 
reveals. “Some people love to be in the spotlight, some 
don’t like it so much. I’m going to do everything at my own 
pace, but this time I want to do it more. Now, I’m more 
mentally ready to give this album the best I can.”

Kieron Tyler

SUMIE

“THINKING 
WITH THE 
HEART IS 

WHAT I 
WANTED  

TO WRITE 
ABOUT.”

Brought to 
book: Sumie 
Nagano ponders 
inspirational 
novel The First 
Bad Man.

FACT SHEET
�  For fans of Sibylle Baier, 
Leonard Cohen, k.d. lang, 
Laura Veirs. 
�  After the release of her 
first album, Sumie developed 
a fondness for Patsy Cline – 
check the pedal steel on The 
Only Lady. 
�  Although the cover image 
of Lost In Light looks like an 
ink-wash or watercolour 
painting, it is actually a 
photograph by the Los 
Angeles-based Silvia Grav. 

KEY TRACKS
�  Blue Lines
�  Leave Me
�  Walk Awayy
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1 ATRIUM 

MUSICAE DE 

MADRID 

INSHAD – BAITAIN – 
INSIRAF

(from Musique Arabo- 
Andalouse, Harmonia 
Mundi, 1977)

“Atrium Musicae 
specialised in musical 
archaeology, and this disc 
is based on Hispanic/
Muslim music in 12th 
century Andalucía. There’s 
a wonderful timeless 
quality about this stuff in 
which one can hear all 
sorts of different strains 
that later diverged – mod-
ern northern European 
folk music, or what 
everyone calls ‘Middle 
Eastern’ chanting – and 
one of the great things 
about it is that in the 
Moorish time in 
Andalucía, Christian, 
Jewish and Muslim 
cultures co-existed, and  
I think that’s what’s 
involved in the music. 
Another important point 
is that flamenco 
eventually came out of 
exactly this tradition. Also, 
this album has possibly 
my favourite musician’s 
credit: Jet d’eau. The 
musician was literally 
pouring water in the 
background of the track.”

2STEVE MARCUS 

THE LORD’S 
PRAYER

(from The Lord’s Prayer, 
Vortex, 1969)

“Steve Marcus was a tenor 
sax player of serious 
chops. This is from an 
extraordinary album 
produced by Herbie 
Mann. It’s pretty much a 
deconstruction of what 
music is and means. It 
features the extraordinary 
Larry Clark on drums and 
sometimes vocals. His 
drumming is… completely 
out there; if technique is 
involved, it’s not one that’s 
generally known. The 
album veers between the 
frankly erratic, and the 
beautiful – Herbie Hancock 
and Miroslav Vitous are 
among the players in the 
‘straight’ parts. It ends up 
with this piece, which uses 
only the wacky ensemble 
and, in a way, writes the 
conclusion to whatever 
treatise is being presented 
about music, what it is, how 
it’s made, how we receive 
it. Approach with caution.”

5 ASTOR 

PIAZZOLLA  

MILONGA DEL 
ANGEL

(from Tango: Zero Hour, 
American Clavé, 1986)

“For anybody who knows 
Piazzolla, he’s one of the 
giants of modern music. 
He effectively reinvented 
tango. The performance 
here is exquisite and the 
tension and release 
exemplary. Beautiful, 
beautiful melancholy. The 
austerity and the 
cleanliness of line with 
which the musicians play 
is just outstanding. It’s got 
this thing which it shares 
with Borges’ stories, 
which is a lot of it is to do 
with knife fighting 
between men, as much as 
it is about men and 
women. It’s got that real 
gangster pace about it, 
and the way the strings 
go, ‘weerrrr’ – it’s another 
injection of tension. I’m 
known for not dancing  
at all – but I do dance to 
this in my mind.”

4 THE CARLA 

BLEY BAND 

8½

(from Various: Amarcord 
Nino Rota, Hannibal, 1981)

“This was one of the first 
tribute collections and 
features Nino Rota’s film 
music for Fellini, produced 
by Hal Willner. There’s a 
whole spread of different 
interpretations, all of 
which reinvent the tunes 
and, while retaining the 
essential Italian/fantasy 
quality, point out echoes 
in other forms. This big 
band version of the 
themes from 8½ is 
absolutely brimming with 
vitality and full of 
life-enhancing force: it’s 
very much to do with 
Fellini, with all that Italian 
craziness that’s there in 
the film and the original 
music. It should be said 
this is by far the biggest 
oom-pah-pah thing on 
the record, the other 
tracks are much calmer 
and more eerie, but it’s all 
a work of honour.”
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PETER HAMMILL
VDGG’s radical sage selects surrealist big bands,  
classical dentist drills and knife-fighting tango.

MINDBLOWERS!
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It’s lovely when it’s 
over: Peter Hammill, 
dancing in his mind.

3 GYÖRGY LIGETI 

CONTINUUM

(from Requiem/ Lontano/ 
Continuum, WERGO, 1968)

“A lot of Ligeti’s stuff is 
slow-moving, ominous 
and majestic. This 
harpsichord piece is 
absolutely in your face 
and the embodiment of 
mental tension – normally 
he goes for a gradual 
accumulation of dread, 
but this is a dentist’s drill 
from the very start! It’s 
comparatively short and 
has, evidently, its own 
internal logic. The effect, 
on this listener at least, is 
of ever-increasing 
knottiness. And finally it’s 
done. As they say, it’s 
lovely when it’s over. I was 
lucky  to be at a Ligeti 
performance when he 
gave a talk in the interval. 
I’ll always remember him 
saying, ‘Not a lot of people 
think my music is funny 
but I think it’s very funny 
indeed… in places.’”
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Border-crashing bog devils press the 
electric rock accelerator to blast  
into glorious confusion.

“W
oodland agitators.” “AGRROcultural PUNK-
TRONICA From AnaLOGe Dendrophilia 
Mediators.” “The Agricultural Kraftwerk.” 

They’re all terms coined by East London trio Snapped 
Ankles for their crazed sound and vision, characterised by 
exuberant, ragged electronica, hairy-monster-shrub outfits 
and cheap but dynamic multi-media happenings.

“The band grew out of trying to find a different kind of 
presentation, to perform the music we like,” explains Paddy, 
on behalf of bandmates Mikey and Giorgio(no surnames, 
but find them online, fact fans). “A kind of uptempo, 
Krautrocky dance, like mashing up a ’70s groove with 
[South African township-born] Shangaan triple-time-Casio 
electro, while sucking in grime and other new stuff. My 
nephew can make brutal garage rock on his iPhone, so we 
wanted something that’s harder to copy, more handmade 
and wonky. Good, loud, aggressive fun.”

They plan to keep their origins cloudy. “We’re from 
Europe,” says Paddy. “Different forests. A bit of Epping. 
Some Suffolk. Northern Italy, French timber.” He and Mikey 
had been, “doing music for a long time; Giorgio joined in 
later incarnations, and we formed Snapped Ankles at Silwex 
House” – namely, one of the last warehouses in London’s 

Brick Lane, colonised by artists 
while gentrification irrevocably 
altered the surroundings. 

Paddy: “We had a huge space, 
20 metres by 20, so we staged 
events: electronic sculptures, 
synth-triggered collages, 
improvised soundtracks to films. A fiver on the door, cans of 
warm lager, no frills.” One installation featured a sequencer 
welded to a bicycle’s handlebars, “so we could play shinky 
techno as we pedalled, speeding up and down, while the 
audience watched an arty film about couriers. It takes you 
out of the standard comfort zone of being a band… which 
is where the ghillie suits came in.” 

This camouflage garb embodies the woodwose, the 
mythical ‘wild man’ of folklore, often portrayed in medieval 
art. “What better than 400-year-old village dress, as hairy 
devils, to go scare the kids? That’s basic rock’n’roll. But you 
have to write that craziness into the songs.” 

It’s taken a while to release those songs. Debut single 
True Ecology (Shit Everywhere) appeared in 2012, but the 
next, I Want My Minutes Back, wasn’t until 2015. An EP, The 
Best Light Is The Last Light, and debut album Come Play The 
Trees (Leaf) have taken two more years. “We didn’t have any 
money,” sighs Paddy. “And our main priority was perform-
ing, and generating music through performing. If you’re a 
live performer and used to playing loud, to hear something 
nice and shiny in a studio loses some of the magic. We’ve 
worked hard with great studio engineers to bring it back.”

Having finally cleared the decks, Snapped Ankles are 
plotting “the next five years. We’re thinking of attaching 
synths to estate agent signs, to tell a different story, of 
property prices and the root of capitalism. We want to keep 
pushing references, breaking every possible rule, if we can.” 

Martin Aston

“WE WANTED 
SOMETHING 

THAT’S 
HARDER TO 
COPY, MORE 
HANDMADE 

AND WONKY.” 

Paddy

Dem bones: 
Snapped Ankles 
(from left) 
Mikey, Paddy 
and Giorgio.

MOJORISING

FACT SHEET
�  For fans of: Lightning Bolt, 
Fat White Family, Devo.
�  The name was inspired  
by Kathy Bates’s character 
Annie Wilkes’s attack  
on James Caan’s Paul 
Sheldon in the movie Misery. 
�  The album artwork is a 
“musical forest” of music 
gear and foliage.

KEY TRACKS
�  Jonny Guitar Calling  
Gosta Berlin
�  Hanging With The Moon
�  The Invisible Real  
That Hurts

SNAPPED 
ANKLES

“Iuse songs to express different emotions,” 
declares Long Island singer TORII WOLF

(left). “They don’t necessarily belong to me; feelings 
fly around the air like electricity.” The lupine protégé 
of legendary Gang Starr producer DJ Premier
(D’Angelo, Janet Jackson, Christina Aguilera), 
Wolf is very much in her own habitat, her brooding, 
feral debut Flow Riiot welding howling, emotive 
Björk-ish soul to producers Mike Zombie, King Of 
Chill and Premier’s hollow-tipped boom-bap beats. 
And while her mentor describes her style as “Weird, 
wicked… very leftfield”, Wolf puckers up with a 
more intimate perspective: “I feel like an experience 
inside a human body.” Andy Cowan

Saul Adamczewski (left, in cap) of Fat White 
Family has another band, INSECURE MEN. It 

began as an informal duo with his south London 
comrade Ben Romans-Hopcraft (also left) from 
indie-rockers Childhood. The protean line-up 
includes Sean Lennon on marimba and Alex White 
on sax. “The music is a little more wholesome than Fat 
Whites,” reckons Saul – although of course “whole-
some” is a relative term. Ace lead single Subaru Nights 
is about “listening to Japanese music and wanting to 
write about the bleakness of suburban life,” while 
album tracks Mekong Glitter and Teenage Toy promise 
darkling beneath the tunes. “It’s pop music,” Saul says. 
“It’s apocalyptic exotica from Penge.” Anna Wood

ALSORISING



A CRUCIAL SOURCE 
OF ROCK & ROLL, 
R&B, SOUL, BLUES 

AND COUNTRY, FROM 
MUSICAL PIONEERS 

WHOSE INFLUENCE IS 
STILL FELT TODAY.

ALL CDs
INCLUDE A 

16-PAGE 
BOOKLET 

WITH  

RARE PHOTOS, 
VINTAGE 

MEMORABILIA, 
DETAILED 

LINER NOTES 
AND MORE.

UK distribution by www.discovery -records .com / 01380 728000 – jazz@discovery-records.com

263587

WOODY GUTHRIE
I SAW A SIGN 
1940-1947 RECORDINGS (51 tracks!)

“My life has never been the same since 

I’d fi rst heard Woody Guthrie on a record 

player in Minneapolis. When I fi rst heard 

him it was like a million megaton bomb 

had dropped.” – Bob Dylan

16-PAGE BOOKLET

CD1 – 26 TRACKS – 72.32’

CD2 – 25 TRACKS – 67.40’

263586

ROGER MILLER
HITCH-HIKER 
1957-1962 HONKY-TONK RECORDINGS
This release includes 30 seminal and harder-edged 
studio recordings by Roger Miller, consisting of the 
superb singles he made for the Starday, Decca, and 
RCA-Victor labels, between 1957 and 1962.

16-PAGE BOOKLET 

30 TRACKS – 67.46’

263579

LONNIE DONEGAN 
LONNIE + SHOWCASE+ 5 BONUS TRACKS!
This essential release presents two of Lonnie 
Donegan’s fi nest albums in their entireties: the 
underrated masterpiece Lonnie (1958), and the
equally splendid debut LP, Showcase (1956). Both 
contain some of Donegan’s most rocking and 
soulful moments from his most inspired years. This 
remastered collectors’ edition also includes 5 bonus 
tracks from the same period.
16-PAGE BOOKLET

25 TRACKS – 76.07’

600903

ARETHA FRANKLIN
OPERATION HEARTBREAK
This collector’s edition compiles, in 

chronological order, all of Aretha’s seminal 

7” singles (A & B sides) issued in the U.S. 

between 1956 and 1962, on different labels 

like J-V-B, Checker, and Columbia. 

16-PAGE BOOKLET. / 22 TRACKS – 63.02’

600900

ODETTA
MY EYES HAVE SEEN +  THE TIN ANGEL 
+ AT THE GATE OF HORN 
+ 10 BONUS TRACKS!
Martin Luther King, Jr. called Odetta the Queen 

of American folk music.

 “The sensitivity and belief which Odetta 

brings to her performances surpass even her 

vocal gifts, which are of the highest quality.” 

— Harry Belafonte
 16-PAGE BOOKLET 

CD1 - 26 TRACKS – 74:58’

CD2 -  24 TRACKS – 64.18’

263585

BOBBY BLAND
HERE’S THE MAN... + 10 BONUS TRACKS!! 
Here Bland displays his vocal power  to easily work 

through Joe Scott’s galvanizing arrangements. In 

addition, 10 bonus tracks (gathering a variety 

of those great, hard to fi nd sides issued by Duke 

between 1959 and 1962), which together with this 

remastered gem constitute the defi nitive edition of 

this southern giant.

20-PAGE BOOKLET / 21 TRACKS – 51.18’ 

600907

WILSON PICKETT
LET ME BE YOUR BOY 
The Early Years, 1957-1962
This collector’s edition presents a wide selection of those early recordings Wilson Pickett cut between 1957 and 1962 – as a soloist artist, or with The Falcons, The Violinaires or The Spiritual Five. This material was issued by different small labels such as Correc-Tone, Cub, Double-L and Lupine. “If You Need Me”  was covered by The Rolling Stones.

“His voice was powerful, like a buzz saw, but it wasn’t ever out of control. It was always melodic.” Jerry Wexlerer
16-PAGE BOOKLET / 27 TRACKS – 78.13’

2CD

SET
2CD
SET

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

HOODOO-RECORDS.COM
SOULJAMRECORDS.COM   

CONTACT:

INFO@HOODOO-RECORDS.COM
INFO@SOULJAMRECORDS.COM

600904

ODETTA
SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE CRYIN’ + ODETTA 

AND THE BLUES + 3 BONUS TRACKS!

These two bluesy masterpieces are widely 

regarded as landmark recordings of the early 

‘60s folk & blues revival. In addition, this 

remastered collectors’ edition also includes 3 

bonus tracks from the same period.

16-PAGE BOOKLET

27 TRACKS – 77.25’

2LPS

ON 1CD

SET

L I V E  I N  P R A G U E

eagle vision

HANS ZIMMER performing live in concert with rock band,
orchestra and choir.

Features special guest guitarist Johnny Marr.
Superb Dolby Atmos sound on the Blu-ray version.

Includes themes from: GLADIATOR, INTERSTELLAR, INCEPTION,

THE DA VINCI CODE, PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN,

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2, THE DARK KNIGHT TRILOGY,

THE LION KING, MAN OF STEEL, CRIMSON TIDE,

RAIN MAN, DRIVING MISS DAISY and more!

AVAILABLE ON

DVD, Blu-ray, 2CD, 4LP and digital video
and audio from November 3rd.



 STAGEADVICE

DO YOU 
LOVE 
ME?
How have Nick Cave And 
The Bad Seeds ascended to 
playing arenas? Plus, their 
on-the-road photo diary!

 “W
ell this is an accident 
waiting to happen,” notes 
Nick Cave, peering into a 

drop between the stage of London’s 
O2 Arena and a six-foot podium three 
feet from the edge. The first time he 
makes the leap – a grand jeté on colt- 
thin legs – there’s an audible intake  
of breath from the sold-out crowd. 

Cave may not be the first artist 
you’d expect to hear voicing safety 
concerns but nor, after all these years, 
did you really expect to be astounded 
by a Nick Cave show. Yet that is exactly 
what happens in London, just as it did 
at arenas in Bournemouth, Manches-
ter, Glasgow and Nottingham on 
preceding nights in September. The 
internet was awash with breathless 
reviews and phone snaps of stage 
invasions and Cave walking on the 
crowd’s hands. As he reaches into the 
first few rows from one of his raised 
pulpits, the imposing scale of the 
venue seems a perfect fit with the 
laying-on-of-hands intensity of the 
opening triptych from Skeleton Tree: 
thereafter the show accelerates 
through the back catalogue and  
ends with a massed stage invasion. 

Bad Seeds percussionist Jim 
Sclavunos is relaxed about the group 
playing larger venues. “We’ve played 
big places in Europe and Australia 
before, so it’s not altogether a new 
thing,” he says. “I guess what is a new 
thing is that we’re doing it more 
consistently. The way we 
wanted to present 
ourselves, a big show 
seemed to be the way  
to do it – it’s meant to 
have, without sounding 
pompous, an epic sweep. 
So playing the bigger 
venues is just a natural 
evolution… and,  
we’re very popular!

“Some people have 
lamented a potential loss 
of intimacy,” he continues, 
preparing to discuss  
a selection of revealing 
tour pics the group have 
provided. “I can’t see how 
that can possibly be the 
case when Nick is actually, 
literally, physically out  
in the audience.”   
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“IT’S MEANT 
TO HAVE, 
WITHOUT 

SOUNDING 
POMPOUS, 

AN EPIC 
SWEEP.” 

Jim 
Sclavunos

“Here’s me and George [Vjestica, guitar] prior to 
the O2. People like George, new members, bring 
something wholly unexpected but wholly part 
and parcel of what we’ve been known to do. And 
here am I hastily packing in my hotel. It’s not the 
first time in my life I’ve worn a potentially tasteless 
shirt. There’s no manual for how to dress appro-
priately for Nick Cave And The Bad Seeds. You’re 
expected to know it, and you do, that’s why you’re 
selected. It comes natural to us suave guys.”
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“This was at the O2 as well. What do we do during 
endless soundchecks? Problems get addressed, 
you get a sense of what the room sounds like, and 
maybe brush up a little detail here and there. The 
02, for all its size, was a remarkably nice-sounding 
room. It really helps and gives you confidence in 
what you’re playing, because you’re hearing your-
self and your bandmates clearly. In a room that’s 
boomy and echoey, you know you’re doing the 
right thing but you’re not really 100 per cent sure.”

“Here is Thomas Wydler [drums, left] and 
Toby Dammit [keyboards], on the bus. There 
are ample opportunities for convivial con-
versation, he he, but when you start getting 
to the ninth, tenth, eleventh hour of driving 
along, even the charm of friendly social 
interaction can start wearing thin, you just 
wanna get off the friggin’ bus! That’s not to 
say people don’t occasionally act silly, but 
I’m not going to go into the detail of that!”

“This young feller is Esa, he 
turned up at one of our shows in 
Brooklyn and just kind of hopped 
up on the stage and started 
doing these dance moves, he he. 
Then he showed up again in LA, 
and then here in Manchester. 
He’s quite a character as you can 
see, he follows us round with his 
mother’s permission – he’s not 
run away to join the circus or any-
thing. The T-shirt he is wearing 
is the fashion look that our team 
are sporting this season.”



THE PROFESSIONALS 
CRASH AND BURN, 1981

MOJOEYEWITNESS

After the Sex Pistols ended, guitarist Steve Jones and drummer 
Paul Cook vowed to continue, amid drugs, vacillation  

and a palpable sense of chaos. But even  
afte  a near-fatal road smash, they  

pl ughed on. How could this be?

“I MEAN,  
THE NAME –  

EXACTLY, NOT  
PROFESSIONAL

AT ALL!”



Paul Cook recalls dithering, bedlam  
and being jealous of John Lydon’s PiL.

“A
fter the Pistols ended in ‘79, Steve and me just 
decided, we’ve got to carry on playing. It was very 
difficult after being in such an iconic band, but 

things sort of fell into place. We’d written this song for this 
little doomed film we were working on in LA [Ladies And 
Gentlemen, The Fabulous Stains] – Join The Professionals 
– and we decided to take the name. Initially we wanted to 
get a singer in, but trying to replace John Lydon was 
impossible, y’know, so Steve took over, kind of reluctantly, 
and it was another event he didn’t deal with well. I liked 
PiL’s first album and Metal Box, and was jealous of how 
John did what he wanted to straight away. He knew 
exactly what he wanted to do, and we didn’t, that  
was the main difference.

I don’t know if we had any grand intentions of what to 
be. I think we just wanted to make some great music, in  
a similar sort of vein to Never Mind The Bollocks. Just 
Another Dream was the first single [in July 1980], which we 
did down at Wessex with Bill Price, and we was well happy 
with that. But we weren’t really a band when [bassist] Andy 
Allen was playing with us. We never did any gigs with him, 
and he ended up being a bit of a pain, so we cut ties and 
moved on. The proper line up was when we got Paul Myers 
[bass] and Ray McVeigh [guitar]. But there was a long time 
between Just Another Dream and the album coming out, 
and that just reflects how unorganised we were and how 
chaotic it was. It was like bad luck followed us around. We 
went through a few managers – Dave Hill, Fachtna Kelly, 
the Boomtown Rats manager, and then John Curd. It was 
all chop and change and all over the place. Unorganised.

We couldn’t do the whole album with Bill Price,  
so eventually we did it [November 1981’s I Didn’t See  
It Coming] down in Surrey with Nigel Gray, the Police 
producer. It’s amazing we managed to get it together 
really. I just remember me and Steve doing the basic 
tracks, guitar, drums, bass, and layering up everything  
on top, but Steve was having all these health problems 
and I think it shows. I don’t remember it being a great 
experience because Steve would come and go as he 
pleased and I’d be left to get on with it. When the drugs 
started getting involved it started getting dark, and quite 
horrible. We were delaying and delaying, not knowing 
what to do with ourselves, doing recordings we weren’t 
happy with. It didn’t get great reviews, mainly because  
of the production, I think.

I guess I was kind of a sober head, Mr Sensible at the 
back, holding it all together, amid all the chaos. Someone 
had to be. I dunno how. It’s just character isn’t it? We’d 
grown up together as kids, so we were always mates, but 
Steve was going off on tangents and it was getting worse 
and worse. I didn’t realise until recently when I was 
reading Steve’s book [Lonely Boy, 2016] just how out 
there he was, even when he was in the Pistols. Once that 
finished he got further into the darkness. I didn’t  
know the half of it, how he was dealing with that shit. 

We didn’t really play in England, but we went to  
the States twice and went down really well, touring in 
good-sized venues. We must have been quite together – 
we still had the Steve factor, but we got up on-stage, 
working, getting it together, man. Punk rock 
was still burgeoning, and some of the gigs 
were pretty chaotic, but we were 
progressing. We could have done all 
right. There would have been offers 
to do lots of stuff. I mean, the name 
– not professional at all! – but 
semi-pro, sometimes.

What literally knocked the 
stuffing out of us was when we had  
a car crash on the first tour of the States. 
I think people thought it was a hoax 
because the album was called I Didn’t See It 
Coming. And we didn’t. That’s what done us.”

TURN OVER! BASSIST PAUL MYERS RECALLS THE FATEFUL 
ROAD ACCIDENT AND DRUGGY FATALISM…

  PART 1 “IT WAS ALL CHOP AND CHANGE”
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Chaos but not much cash: 
The Professionals at the 
Commodore, Vancouver, April 
’82 (from left) Paul Myers, 
Ray McVeigh, Steve Jones and 
Paul Cook; (inset top) debut 
45 and press shot; (bottom 
row, from left) McVeigh and 
Jones on-stage; Cook; the 
original three-piece with 
Andy Allen (centre); advert for 
45; Cook and Jones hanging 
around; second single 1-2-3.
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PART 2 “IT WAS DOOMED TO FAILURE”

Bassman Paul Myers on 
chaos, sick buckets and 
pawning Third Reich  
swag for smack.

“T
he crash happened on 
November 5, and the album 
came out on the 3rd or 4th. We 

were in Minneapolis in a stretch limo, 
driving along the motorway at about 
2am. Suddenly the whole inside of the 
car was lit up. I remember saying, 
‘You’re on the wrong side!’ to the 
driver. He wasn’t – this other guy had 
driven three miles down the wrong 
side at 50mph, really pissed, and 
crashed into us. He died instantly, I had 
fractures in my leg and a broken bone 
in my spine, Ray had a broken arm, 
Paul had really bad concussion… they 
kept us in that limo for ages, so the TV 

Paul’s got the patience 
of a saint, but he does draw the line, 
and him and Ray [McVeigh] were 
definitely getting pissed off with  
Steve and I, without a doubt. 

One reason the band carried on 
after the crash was we were commit-
ted to a second tour of America that 
we couldn’t get out of. I went over 
dreading it, ’cos I’ve got a massive 
heroin habit. I was sick for probably 
the first two and half weeks. As well as 
coping with hobbling on-stage with  
a walking stick, I had a bucket by the 
side of the stage to be sick in. It was an 
absolute nightmare. But the gigs were 
good. Funny thing is, we had a work 
ethic, we just bloody got on with it. 
The fact is we did clean up for a while. 
But as soon as we got to New York, me 
and Steve started scoring again.

It totally ended there [in summer, 
’82] – there’d been a lot of animosity 
between a couple of the security 
guards and Steve, and he said, ‘I’ll  
get the next flight back.’ He’s still 
there! Paul had had enough I think.  
It was a bit like knocking your head 
against the wall. It’s a big relief when 
you stop. ‘Thank God that’s over.’” 

As told to Ian Harrison

The Professionals’ star-packed new LP 
What In The World is out on Automaton.

cameras could get there. I was in plaster 
for about six months afterwards.

It was doomed to failure from the 
beginning, though, I’d say. After the 
Subway Sect ended I’d had no thoughts 
about joining another band at all, but  
I thought [The Professionals] might be 
able to drag me out of poverty and  
I may actually visit some exotic places. 
Steve and I were total liabilities. One 
drug user in the band is bad enough, 
two is a recipe for disaster. The band 
came a lowly fourth, really. One classic 
story of two junkies together, before 
we even went to America, was when 
we’d gone to play in Leeds. Me and 
Jonesy just bunked a train back to 
London before the gig. We got caught, 
and when the train stopped about two 
hundred yards before King’s Cross, we 
jumped off onto the tracks and did a 
runner. The next morning I woke up 
thinking, ‘Oh God, what have I done,’ 
and my mum came in with a cup of tea 
going, ‘Oi that Richard 
Branson’s on the phone.’ 
Branson went, ‘You are booked 
on the 4pm train to do that gig 
in Liverpool tonight, if you two 
aren’t on it, everything’s gone.’ 
I had to wander up to West 
Hampstead and thank God I 
saw Jonesy, with two original 
swastika flags under his arms 
that he’s going to sell to get the 
gear. We got to Liverpool. 

THE PROFESSIONALS  
CRASH AND BURN, 1981

“STEVE AND 
I WERE 
TOTAL 

LIABILITIES.”

Knocking your 
head against  
a brick wall: 
(main) partners 
in crime Jones 
(left) and Myers 
on-stage; (top 
right) that  
fatefully titled 
LP; (right) 
unknown news-
paper report of 
the car crash; 
(below left) 
Cookie and 
Richard 
Branson; 
(below) live 
Myers.



And the Beat Goes On...
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The cat that 
won’t cop out: 
(clockwise from 
main) Richard 
Roundtree plays 
John Shaft; the 
Isaac Hayes OST; 
Ike with his 
Oscar and host 
Joel Grey; Hayes 
performs live at 
the Academy 
Awards.

sound was down to his own ignorance 
of orchestration. 

This failing surfaced during the first 
day of recording on the extended 
soundtrack. Sessions had been going 
smoothly enough when an engineer 
emerged from the studio to ask if the 
musicians were ready. Hayes recalled 
him asking, “Where’s your charts?” 

“We don’t have any charts,” replied 
Hayes. “It’s in our heads already.”

The engineer returned to his post 
perplexed. Not that Hayes and his 
musicians, who included members of 
The Bar-Kays, had any qualms 
regarding what was required and the 
basic tracks were completed well 
ahead of schedule. 

The results were sensa-
tional. Just two weeks after 

the soundtrack album 
reached Number 1, the 
Theme From Shaft single 

topped the US Hot 100. 
h ammy time came 

around, the album and 
single would pick up 
awards for Best 
Instrumental 
Arrangement, 
Best Engineered 
Recording and 
Best Original 

required. Hayes duly fashioned one 
that delivered, propelled by drummer 
Willie Hall’s hi-hat rhythm, funky 
orchestrations and Charles Pitts’s 
insistent wah-wah guitar riff. 

When the film’s producers heard 
this opening salvo, they commis-
sioned Hayes to write the whole 
soundtrack. It was first recorded in 
Hollywood, but then re-recorded and 
extended to double-album length at 
Stax in Memphis. 

Ironically, Hayes wasn’t impressed 
with the film itself. Though he found 
that “overall the idea was quite 
entertaining”, he added: “It was really 
a B picture. I think Shaft could have 
been a better film… but it was the 
first time for everyone.” However, 
he was ready to enthuse about 
the soundtrack, which he 
claimed he had personally 
head-arranged.  
”All the rhythms, 
the strings too, 
but I had to 
dictate it to an 
orchestrator,” 
Hayes said. 

He said 
that what 
some had 
categorised as 
a unique string 

NOVEMBER 20
Staff at Stax 
Records’ 

headquarters, at 926 East McLemore 
Avenue in South Memphis, were 
elated. Released on Stax’s Enterprise 
subsidiary, Isaac Hayes’ soundtrack to 
the movie Shaft had become their 
fastest-selling album, topping the US 
pop album charts. Additionally, the 
long-player spawned a massive- 
selling hit single whose exaltation of 
“the black private dick that’s a sex 
machine to all the chicks” would enter 
the vernacular of pop. 

How had they got here? Maybe 
because in early 1971 Melvin van 
Peebles had written, directed and 
starred in Sweet Sweetback’s 
Baadasssss Song on a shoestring, using 
his own money plus a $50,000 loan 
from Bill Cosby. When it grossed an 
unbelievable $11 million, Hollywood 
took notice. By the close of 1971 
roughly a quarter of America’s film 
output was black-orientated and  
Shaft was top of the heap. Directed  
by Gordon Parks, the first black 
director on a feature film at a major  
US studio, it was promoted by black 
advertising firm Uniworld and starred 
the little-known Richard Roundtree  
as the eponymous hero.

A theme that musically replicated 
the macho image of John Shaft was 

NOVEMBER 1971 ...THE 
SHAFT OST TOPS THE 
US ALBUM CHARTS

“THE 
RHYTHM 

WAS JOHN 
SHAFT – 

RELENTLESS.”

Isaac Hayes

TIMEMACHINE
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Score written for a motion picture. 
Additionally, at the 44th Academy 
Awards ceremony, held at Dorothy 
Chandler Pavilion in Los Angeles, 
Hayes’s theme won Best Original Song, 
though it lost out in the Original Score 
category, where Michel Legrand’s 
Summer Of ’42 pipped it at the post. 
Even so, MC Sammy Davis Jr, who 
recorded his own version of the song 
with a different lyric, was ecstatic. 

“Tonight,” he announced, “the 
Academy is honouring two films  
about my people – Shaft and Fiddler 
On The Roof.” (Norman Jewison’s 
adaption of the 1964 Broadway play 
had won Best Cinematography, Sound 
and Best Music). At which point Isaac 
Hayes, clad in a shirt made of chains, 
arrived on-stage to perform Shaft.

The film itself received generally 
favourable reviews. In the US, Time 
decided: “Shaft is a fast-moving 
pleasure… the movie hardly pauses 
for breath.” In Britain, The Guardian 
adjudged that ”Gordon Parks directs 
with a crisp certainty that is almost 
wholly enjoyable.”

Several other blaxploitation 
movies briefly flourished in Shaft’s 
wake, particularly Superfly, another 
Gordon Parks film, which came graced 
by a superior Curtis Mayfield score that 
provided a soundtrack album of 
double-platinum quality. 

But the surge couldn’t, and didn’t, 
last. The first Shaft sequel, Shaft’s Big 
Score, which featured a soundtrack 
fashioned mainly by Parks himself, did 
reasonably well, but Shaft In Africa 
(with The Four Tops providing the title 
song) and the Superfly follow-up TNT 
(featuring the music of Osibisa) both 
proved vastly inferior to the originals. 

Blaxploitation, bless its exploitative 
sex and violent heart, quickly peaked 
and wilted. But Hayes, who remained a 
black music icon ’til the end of his days, 
and the music of Shaft, endured. 

“The rhythm was John Shaft,” 
Hayes later reflected of his signature 
song. “Relentless, just like this cat.”

Fred Dellar

...WINGS BEGIN 
TO FLAP
NOVEMBER 8

Paul McCartney 
launches Wings’ 

Wild Life via a bash at London’s Empire 
Ballroom, Leicester Square which 
involves music by Ray McVay and his 
dance band, an appearance by the 
Frank and Peggy Spencer ballroom 
dancing formation team and a Bumper 
Prize Raffle. Macca writes all the 
invitations by hand: guests include his 
parents (see above) and Elton John.

...ZAPPA’S 
BATTY ROAD-DOC
NOVEMBER 10

The Frank Zappa movie 200 Motels is released.  
A directionless shambles based around The Mothers  

Of Invention’s stay at a motel in Centerville, USA it features Ringo Starr cast  
as Zappa look-alike Larry The Dwarf and Keith Moon playing a “hot nun”. It 
spawns a soundtrack album of which Zappa claims: “The music is not in the 
same order as the movie. Some of the music is not in the movie. Some of the 
music that’s in the movie is not on the album. Some of the music that was 
written for the movie is not in the movie or on the album.”

“A wonderful dessert for any meal.” 
Unless you chow down on a rich, filling 
Arctic roll for starters and main, too.

US TAPE CARTRIDGES
NOVEMBER 20

1 SANTANA  SANTANA  
COLUMBIA

2 SHAFT  ISAAC HAYES  
ENTERPRISE/STAX

3 TEASER & THE FIRECAT 

CAT STEVENS   A&M

4 IMAGINE  JOHN LENNON  
APPLE

5 EVERY PICTURE TELLS   

A STORY  ROD STEWART  
MERCURY

6 TAPESTRY  CAROLE   
KING   ODE

7 THERE’S A RIOT 

GOIN’ ON  SLY &      
THE FAMILY STONE  
EPIC

8 HARMONY 

THREE DOG 
NIGHT  
GRT

9 AT CARNEGIE 

HALL  CHICAGO  
COLUMBIA

10 CARPENTERS  

CARPENTERS  
A&M

TOPTEN

AD ARCHIVE 1971

FAREWELL 
DUANE

1 In Macon, Georgia, 
funeral services for 

Duane Allman (above)
are held at the 
Memorial Chapel. The 
Allmans perform in 
tribute, while mourners 
include Dr. John, Jerry 
Wexler and Delaney 
Bramlett.

DYLAN LAYS 
IT DOWN

4 Bob Dylan records 
George Jackson, a 

song about the black 
activist killed in a 
shoot-out while trying 
to escape from San 
Quentin State Prison. 

ZEP ONWARD

8 Led Zeppelin’s 
fourth album is 

released. A title-less 
affair, it contains 
Stairway To Heaven.

THE RINGO 
KID

15 The spaghetti 
western movie 

Blindman has its world 
premiere in Rome. It 
stars Ringo Starr as a 
vicious bandit, but his 
performance is hard to 
assess as his voice is 
dubbed into Italian.

GOD SQUAD

17 Godspell opens at 
London’s 

Roundhouse, with 
David Essex as Jesus. 

JUNIOR GONE

18 In the wake of a 
series of brain 

operations, bluesman 
Junior Parker dies at 
the age of 39 in Blue 
Island, Illinois. He wrote 
Mystery Train, covered 
by Elvis Presley.

SEA NOD EVIL

23 Slade, set to 
tour Europe on a 

series of promotional TV 
shows, land in Bremer- 
haven, Germany, 26 
hours behind schedule, 
after a sea trip on which 
their ferry caught fire in 
a force 9 gale.

GOLDEN 
GRAHAM

24 Bill Graham 
presents Cat 

Stevens, Mimi Farina 
and Tom Jans in 
concert at San 
Francisco’s Berkeley 
Community Theatre.

ABOUT FACES

26 In New York,  
the Faces’ 

Madison Square Garden 
show sells out in record 
time, faster even than 
Led Zeppelin.

ALSO THIS 

MONTH

Planet 
soft rock: 
Carpenters 
at 10.

Mental hygiene 
dilemma: Moony 
and Ringo take 
roles in Frank’s 
celluloid epic.
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SELF-MADE MAN
Heartland rock 
icon Tom Petty 

led The Heartbreakers for  
41 years. He left us on 
October 2. By Mat Snow.

E
xactly a week after the final date 
of Tom Petty And The Heart-
breakers’ triumphant 40th 

anniversary tour at the Hollywood 
Bowl, their leader suffered a cardiac 
arrest and died in hospital. He would 
have turned 67 later in October, and 
had mused that this might be his last 
full-blown tour, as he wanted to spend 
more time with his granddaughter. 

The worldwide reaction of shock 
and dismay were more than the usual 
due paid a veteran rocker whose hits 
had soundtracked decade upon 
decade. “It’s shocking, crushing news,” 
came the statement from his fellow 
Traveling Wilbury and sometime 
tour-mate Bob Dylan, normally so 
guarded when paying tribute. “I 
thought the world of Tom. He was a 
great performer, full of the light, a 
friend, and I’ll never forget him.” Dylan 
spoke for many all over the world who 
only knew Tom Petty through his 
records and exuberant 
shows. Tom felt like a 
friend, a brother even,  
the kid who blew out of 
his stifling hometown to 
hit the freeway with the 
radio blasting, bound for 
the West Coast to follow 
his dream inspired by his 
heroes The Beach Boys, 
Byrds and Buffalo 
Springfield, Elvis, The 
Beatles and Dylan. Like  
his contemporary Bruce 
Springsteen, who also 

f

domineering father into the romance 
of rock’n’roll, Tom Petty was one of us, 
a fan and a true believer, believing not 
just in the music for its own sake but in 
its power to redeem lives that lacked 
love, freedom and meaning. 

The last song he ever played was 
the first many of us around 40 years 
ago ever heard: American Girl. Aside 
from the Byrdsy Rickenbacker guitar 
chiming back to the mid-’60s – like 
most ’70s new wave-associated artists, 
Petty wanted to recreate the optimism 
and joy of his teenage soundtrack  
by recreating its signature sounds – 
what is so striking is that here is a guy 
not seeking freedom for himself  
but for the girl. 

In a long interview in 2009 for 
MOJO he told me, “As a child I lived 
with my mom and grandmother, and 
my mother’s two sisters were around  
a lot, one of them divorced. Writing 
songs, I felt women’s trials and 
tribulations because I saw a lot of it 
and I sympathised.” 

Though the Heartbreakers – origi-
nally guitarist Mike Campbell, bassist 
Ron Blair, drummer Stan Lynch and 
Benmont Tench on keyboards –  
were an all-male band of brothers  

who grew up together  
in Gainesville, Florida,  
they were underdogs  
on the side of the op-
pressed – most definitely 
including women. 

And in the struggle 
between the fan and The 
Man, Petty was almost 
unique among rock stars  
by successfully taking a 
stand. In 1981 his record 
company wanted to exploit 
his popularity by jacking  
up the price of his new 
album, Hard Promises, as  

a first step to hiking all LP prices.  
“I was really insulted that they were 
going to use me as a guinea pig to 
raise the price of albums across the 
board,” Petty told me. “They were 
going to pin it on me. I was indignant, 
but at first I went in very nicely saying  
I was quite happy making what I was 
making. They told me to go home and 
mind my own business. I was trying to 
tell them to keep albums affordable to 
the average man. You can’t make it an 
elitist product. 

“They didn’t see it that way, 
couldn’t understand it. By charging 
whatever they liked and each year 
increasing the price, they shot 
themselves in the foot.” 

The flipside of Petty’s stands in 
support of the underdog was the 
destruction he wrought on relation-
ships and himself, including shattering 
his left hand when he punched a wall 
in frustration while recording the 
Southern Accents album in 1984. 

“When I felt any sort of injustice 
had been done to me, I could just 
erupt into absolute rage. That comes 
from being an abused child. I feel it’s 
out of my system now. I went through 
many years of therapy starting in the 
’90s and I wish I’d gone sooner. I had to 
learn that just going insane only 
furthers the problem.” 

These difficult years of divorce, 
depression and self-medication 
followed Petty’s most golden 
songwriting period, catalysed by his 
involvement in the Traveling Wilburys 
with his heroes from the ’60s George 
Harrison, Dylan, Roy Orbison and Jeff 
Lynne, who went on to produce his 
1989 solo debut Full Moon Fever and its 
band successor Into The Great Wide 
Open, a hot streak continued in Tom’s 
second solo album Wildflowers, 
produced by Rick Rubin. 

“I put my heart and soul into t 
hose records, and I remember things 
about making them pretty vividly,”  
he recalled. “The song that most 
strangers come up and tell me about  
is I Won’t Back Down (from Full Moon 
Fever) – so many people tell me it 
meant something in their lives. At the 
session George Harrison sang and 
played guitar. I had a terrible cold that 
day, and George sent to the store and 
bought a ginger root, boiled it and had 
me stick my head in the pot to get the 
ginger steam to open my sinuses, then 
I ran in and did the take.” 

Though confrontation on his own 
or others’ behalf, constructively or 
otherwise, ran through his career, 
on-stage Tom Petty and the awesomely 
tight and exciting Heartbreakers 
delivered communion – the commun-
ion of choruses that fill your lungs, 
stamp verses into collective memory 
and adrenalising hooks lifting both 
feet and ears. More than just a good 
time, peak Petty bestowed the gift of 
freedom and youth, romance and 
excitement, sheer gladness to be  
alive. He was indeed, as Dylan said,  
full of the light. 

“I THOUGHT 
THE WORLD 

OF TOM.  
HE WAS  
A GREAT 

PERFORMER.”

Bob Dylan

1950-2017
Standing his 
ground: (right) 
Tom Petty in San 
Francisco, 1979; 
(below) on-stage 
in Orlando,  
May 2012.
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THE LEGACY

Album: Greatest Hits
(MCA, 1993) 

The Sound: Spanning 
late youth and early 
maturity, the albums 
Damn The Torpedoes (1979) 
and Wildflowers (1994) 
consistently satisfy, but 
Tom Petty And The 
Heartbreakers are best 
heard via this best-of, top 
down, sun blazing, hair 
blowing: not just 
air-punching rock but pop 
as sing-along as the 
inspirational ‘60s.  
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“The whole  
picture stuck in 
my mind”: 
Charles Bradley 
remembers see-
ing James Brown 
at the Apollo.

cape, a wig and 
singing James 
Brown songs.”

He worked for 
“three or four years” 
on a first album 
with Brenneck‘s 
Menahan Street 
Band, playing gigs and working as a 
janitor to pay his mother’s mortgage 
– Poull Brien’s remarkable 2012 
documentary Soul Of America shows 
the run-up to the 2011 release of debut 
LP No Time For Dreaming, by which 
time Charles was 62. In 2013 came 
Victim Of Love, with poppier soul like 
Strictly Reserved For You, and by last 
year’s Changes, with its much-praised 
title-track cover of the Black Sabbath 
ballad, CB was sounding like CB, not JB.

Never a subtle singer – he was also 
dubbed the Screaming Eagle of Soul – 
Bradley’s earliest songs were based on 
episodes in his life and drew raw vocal 
performances from him on-stage. He 
was unstinting in his appreciation at 
the welcome and acclaim his work 
received in those later years. In 
autumn 2016, Charles was diagnosed 
with stomach cancer. Successfully 
treated, this year he was back on the 
road. But the cancer returned, in his 
liver, and he died on September 23. 

Geoff Brown

“NO SOUL 
SINGER OF 

THE MODERN 
ERA HAS 

BEEN BETTER 
EQUIPPED  

TO SING OF 
LIFE’S PAIN.”

first in Maine. It was now that his 
Apollo revelation paid dividends: he 
found he was a good James Brown 
impersonator. Having worked in New 
York from ’68-77, he tried his luck in the 
Bay Area for some 17 years, playing the 
Godfather of Soul under the name 
Black Velvet. After losing his job as a 
cook and then a serious illness on his 
return to NY, he began working with 
bandleader Jimmy Ellis, who led him to 
Gabriel Roth, a young soul fan trying 
to set up a band/label in Brooklyn. 

Bradley, 51 and very set in his James 
Brown ways, did not overly impress 
Roth, who nonetheless alerted 
Thomas Brenneck, guitarist with the 
Budos Band, another group in the 
Brooklyn scene coalescing around the 
Daptone label and house band The 
Dap-Kings. As he slowly evolved from 
the role of Black Velvet into the singer 
Charles Bradley, he cut singles with 
Sugarman 3 and Bullets, but progress 
halted when Joseph, his supportive 
brother, was shot dead at home by a 
burglar, who was also a relative.

After that setback, Brenneck got in 
touch again and, as part of a healing 
process, he and Bradley started 
writing. “The struggle was getting 
Charles to come out of the shell of 
being somebody else,” Brenneck said. 
“He was comfortable putting on a 

Charles Bradley, The 
Screaming Eagle of Soul, 
died on September 23. 

N
o soul singer of the modern era 
has been better equipped to 
sing of life’s pain, hardships, 

tribulations, redemption and ultimate 
triumphs than Charles Bradley. I was 
fortunate enough to interview him 
several times during the years of his 
late-arriving success, and on each 
occasion the gradual reveal of his life 
left me a little more astonished and 
admiring at his fortitude.

Soon after his birth in Gainesville, 
Florida on November 5, 1948, his 
mother left the family to be cared for 
by their grandmother, while she 
followed a man to New York. She 
returned for her children eight years 
later, taking them to New York as a 
means to claim welfare. By 14, Charles 
was living on the New York streets, 
sleeping on the subway. A route out 
suggested itself when his sister took 
him to see James Brown at the Apollo 
in Harlem. “The whole picture stuck in 
my mind,” he told me, still thrilled. 

His sister helped him again by 
forging his unwilling mother’s 
signature on a form to enrol in the Job 
Corps US government programme, a 
scheme which led to work as a cook, 

GOING THROUGH CHANGES

THE LEGACY

Album: Changes 

(Daptone/Dunham, 2016)

The Sound: Debut No 

Time For Dreaming leaned 
on a ’60s sound, follow-up 
Victim Of Love moved into 
the ’70s, but last year 
Bradley’s third album 
refined his style, ranging 
from the ballad title track 
and the joint-snapping 
funk of Good To Be Back 
Home and Ain’t It A Sin, to 
the melodic mid-tempo 
drift of Things We Do For 
Love and doo wop-lifted 
ballad Crazy For Your Love. 
But Change For The World’s 
plea for social justice and 
tolerance was overtaken 
by racial events in the US.y

1948-2017
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JACK GOOD
GODFATHER  

OF POP TV
BORN 1931

While he racked up 
heftier commercial 
achievements after 
emigrating to the 
USA in 1962, these 
would always be 
measured against 
Jack Good’s pivotal 

impact on UK television in the late 
1950s, beginning with his 
production of Six-Five Special, the 
BBC’s first true attempt to address 
teenage culture. He followed this 
with Oh Boy!, an ITV series infused 
with a far more electric frisson, 
chiefly via processions of 
hip-shakin’ idols prompting 
hysteria of an unprecedented 
intensity in the studio audience. 
With the ‘British Invasion’ of North 
America, he superintended the 

DRUMMER VIRGIL HOWE (above, 
b.1975) worked with his father – and 
Yes guitarist – Steve before playing  
in the groups The Dirty Feel,  
The Killer Meters, Amorphous 
Androgynous and his own Sparo
project. In 2008 he joined modern 
power trio Little Barrie, who would 
support Charles Bradley, release five 
albums, and record the theme to the 
Better Call Saul TV show. He also 
drummed for the Pet Shop Boys, 
Shawn Lee and Demis Roussos. 
Howe died suddenly on September 11 
after completing rehearsals to tour 
Little Barrie’s latest album Death 
Express. He had also planned to  
release a new album, recorded with 
his father, in November.

REGGAE keyboard player EARL 
‘WIRE’ LINDO (b.1953) played 
with Jamaican session groups at 
recording spots including Studio One 
and Channel One, cutting sides with 
the likes of I Roy, Big Youth, Culture, 
Lee Perry, Tommy McCook and 
Burning Spear. In 1973, he was 
recruited to Bob Marley’s Wailers 
band, touring the US and appearing 
on the Burnin’ album. The following 
year he joined Taj Mahal’s group, but 
by 1978 was back in The Wailers, 
playing on the final two studio 
albums released in Marley’s lifetime. 
Lindo later played in The Wailers Band.

BASSIST and singer BILLY 
HATTON (b.1941) played in 
Merseybeat group The Fourmost, 

who were managed by Brian 
Epstein, signed to Parlophone and 
often supported The Beatles in their 
early days. The group had six Top 40 
hits, including Top 10s with 1963’s 
Lennon & McCartney-penned Hello 
Little Girl and 1964’s A Little Lovin’. 
After the death in 1966 of singer Mike 
Millward, who was replaced by 
future engineering luminary George 
‘Porky’ Peckham, the group found 
diminishing success and later moved 
into cabaret. Hatton left the group in 
1980. Ready to share his memories of 
the ’60s, he remained an approacha-
ble presence in Liverpool.

SINGER, guitarist and artist JESSI 
ZAZU (b.c.1989) co-founded Those 
Darlins, who recorded three albums 
from 2009 to 2013, exploring the 
energetic space where country, 
garage rock and pop met. They also 
toured with Dan Auerbach and The 
Drive-By Truckers, and recorded a 
cover of Iggy Pop’s Repo Man for a 
tribute to the cult 1984 movie.

ACTOR HARRY DEAN STAN-
TON (b.1926) loved country, Mexican 
and Irish music as a kid, and after 
serving in the US Navy and singing in 
vocal groups, he started acting, 
working music into his roles in films 
including Cool Hand Luke and Paris, 
Texas, as well as acting beside, or 
collaborating with, musicians 
including Art Garfunkel, Kris 
Kristofferson and Bob Dylan. In the 
late ’80s he toured with Michael 
Been from The Call, and then, aged 
87, made his debut LP, the soundtrack 
to his bio-doc Partly Fiction. “If you’re 
a singer, you’re already acting,” he told 
Bob Mehr in MOJO 251. 

VOCALIST RICK STEVENS 
(b.1940) joined Oakland’s R&B/ 
funk/ jazz group Tower Of Power 
for 1970’s East Bay Grease : he also sang 
on 1972’s Bump City album, which 
featured the Top 30 hit You’re Still A 
Young Man. Stevens then left the 
group, and was later convicted of 

killing three people in a bungled drug 
deal in 1976. He found God in jail, and 
after being paroled in 2012 resumed 
singing, fitting in several reunions 
with his former band. 

ESSEX guitar and voice MICK 
SOFTLEY (b.1939) made his debut 
in 1965 with his Immediate records 
single I’m So Confused and his debut 
LP Songs For Swingin’ Survivors, whose 
The War Drags On was covered by 
Donovan. The following year Softley 
withdrew from the music business, 
but returned with 1970’s album 
Sunrise. Three more LPs followed, 
including Street Singer (1971) and 
Capital (1976). He later moved to 
Northern Ireland, where he sang and 
wrote poetry; his books of verse 
included Naked In Antarctica and 
Ballet For A Metal Worker. 

GUITARIST, voice and songwriter 
JOSH SCHWARTZ (b.c.1972) 
played in The Summer Hits, 
Further, Beachwood Sparks and 
The Tyde. In 2010 he released a solo 
album under the name Painted Hills. 
He also worked with Flight Of The 
Conchords, Lou Barlow and Tift
Merritt. In 2014 in Los Angeles, 
supporters including his former 
bandmates, Ariel Pink and actor 
John C Reilly played a benefit  
to raise for his treatment for 
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

‘KING OF THE ROADIES’ BEN DORCY 
(b.1925) was credited with devising the 
road crew’s art in the days before rock 
and roll. Nicknamed ‘Lovey’, Dorcy 
– who for a time worked as John 
Wayne’s valet and as delivery driver 
for rhinestone suit king Nudie Cohn
– would, from the early ’50s, handle the 
touring affairs of Hank Thompson, 
Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Loretta 
Lynn, George Jones and, most 
significantly, Willie Nelson, whom he 
met when they were both working for 
Ray Price in the early ’60s. The two 
were together again at Willie’s Fourth 
Of July picnic earlier this year. Nelson’s 
daughter Amy and nephew Trevor are 
producing the documentary Lovey: 
King Of The Roadies in his honour.

BRAZILIAN percussionist LAUDIR 
DE OLIVEIRA (b.1940) started out 
working at home with Marcos Valle 
and Sergio Mendes: in 1968 he 
moved to the US, where he worked 
with Joe Cocker and was recruited to 
play with Chicago. He joined as full 
member in 1975, ultimately 
contributing to all LPs from Chicago VI 
to Chicago XIV in 1980. As a sessioneer, 
he also played with The Jacksons, 
Chick Corea, Wayne Shorter, Nina 
Simone and Santana. In 1987 he 
returned to Brazil, but reunited with 
his former bandmates on several 
occasions. He collapsed during a 
performance in Rio de Janeiro, and 
died of a heart attack. 

GUITARIST DAVE HLUBEK (b.1951) 
founded Jacksonville’s Southern hard 
rockers Molly Hatchet in 1971. They 
would find success with their second 
album Flirtin’ With Disaster in 1979, its 
bold cover art by fantasy nabob 
Frank Frazetta and its title track an 
AOR hit. Two more Top 40 albums 
followed. Hlubek, who was having 
drug problems, left in 1987. After 
playing with groups including the 
Southern Rock Allstars, he rejoined 
Molly Hatchet in 2005.

Clive Prior

THEY ALSOSERVED

nationally-networked pop 
showcase Shindig!. Later projects 
included Catch My Soul – a 
rock’n’roll adaptation of Othello 
– and 1977’s jukebox musical Elvis. 
During his final decades, Good 
devoted himself to art reflective of 
his conversion to Roman Catholi-
cism: significantly, one painting 
implied that television was itself  
a conduit for dark forces. 

Alan Clayson

DON WILLIAMS
COUNTRY’S  

GENTLE GIANT 
BORN 1939

Born in Floydada, Texas, Don 
Williams scored modest hits with 
folk group The Pozo-Seco Singers 
in the later ’60s before signing as a 
songwriter with ‘Cowboy’ Jack 
Clement in 1971. He inked his own 
record contract the following year. 
A reassuring presence nicknamed 

‘the Gentle Giant’, he went on to 
lasting success on the US country 
listings with hits including Till The 
Rivers All Run Dry and Tulsa Time 
(covered, respectively, by Pete 
Townshend and Eric Clapton), and 
scored mid-’70s UK chart hits with 
You’re My Best Friend and I Recall  
A Gypsy Woman, and a Number 2 
UK album with Images in 1978. He 

also appeared in films, playing 
himself in 1980’s Smokey And The 
Bandit II. With fans across all 
continents – he released a live DVD 
recorded in Zimbabwe in 1997 – he 
played a farewell tour in 2006, but 
was back on the road again in 2010. 
He played his last dates to his loyal 
British fans in 2014.

Ian Harrison

To disaster and 
back again:  
Molly Hatchet’s 
Dave Hlubek
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He recalled a 
gypsy woman: 
Don Williams 
on-stage.
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The Funk Tyro with the  
star-shaped bass, he learned 
The One from Soul Brother 
#1 and passed it on, through 

weird drugs and bad  
business. “That’s what funk 

is,” says Bootsy Collins.  
“It brings people together.”

 Interview by RJ SMITH��t��Portrait by GUY EPPEL

D
OWN THE STREET FROM WHERE  
Bootsy Collins lives, there’s a farm with a  
sign announcing “hay for sale”. There are 
front yard horse corrals, and somewhere the 
grunt of a tractor fills the air. Surely beyond 
the line of sight in one or another of these 
green fields, a jolly family is playing that great 

beanbag toss game of white ethnic Southern Ohio, a game locally 
called cornhole. We are only 35 minutes from downtown 
Cincinnati but in some other dimension. Do his neighbours know 
his name is Bootsy, baby?

Pull down a narrow path, creep past a radio tower, and behind  
a row of trees there is an immense garage with Bootsy’s name on 
the side. The front room is packed with badass cars. In the room 
behind, his stunning wife holds out her hand – “Hi, I’m Pepper-
mint Patti,” she says in a voice that will melt no 
butter – and then a tall figure appears through 
a side door…

Bootsy Collins is wearing military camos 
with My Little Pony dolls on his chest where 
the medals should be. Stacked high on his  
head is a kind of visionary Matterhorn crown. 
Inside, the space is like a museum of the  
bass legend’s life, the walls lined with  
portraits of the heroes he listened to as  
a kid growing up poor and fatherless in ’50s 
Cincinnati: Miles Davis, Sly Stone, Bootsy’s 

brother Catfish. Pictures of the heroes whose bands he would  
play an integral part in: funk progenitor James Brown and  
Parliament-Funkadelic figurehead George Clinton. There are 
dazzling outfits and star-shaped specs dating from his days  
fronting Bootsy’s Rubber Band and beyond. There’s even a 
life-sized replica of Buckethead, the masked, KFC-bucket-
crowned former Guns N’Roses guitarist who’s a recent and 
frequent collaborator. At least, we presume it’s a replica.

Collins’ key contribution to definitive Brown grooves such  
as Superbad, Soul Power and Get Up (I Feel Like Being A) Sex 
Machine, not to mention his charismatic role in the subsequent 
ministration of funk, even unto the Rap Generation, has not  
gone unrecognised or unrewarded. It enabled him to buy this  
place in 1979, the year after Funkadelic’s One Nation Under  
A Groove changed everything for him, and he’s been out here  

ever since, expanding incrementally. He  
added a pond, and beyond it a house where 
his mother and sister live. And then he built 
another house… and finally the building  
we’re in now, where he rehearsed the  
band that plays on his new album, World  
Wide Funk.

“Out here I get all the chance I need to 
replenish,” he explains, beatifically. “It’s all 
about building. And that’s where we’re all at 
– in the process of building.” 

World Wide Funk has a gang of bass players 
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Bill Laswell on Bootsy  
Collins: future funker.

“Bootsy is always 100 per 
cent positive, and there’s a 
lot of comedy. His sound is 
kind of extreme – sustain 
and feedback – he moves 
around the rhythm. In 
Praxis [Laswell’s avant-  

fusioneers] he always finds a natural place. 
We recorded a while ago with Iggy Pop, 
and Bootsy was like he always is – futuristic.”

WE’RE NOTWORTHY



1 
Young Bootsy, in the 6th 
grade, smart, lively with a 

hint of mischief. 

2 
“All I wanted to do was 
play with my brother”: 

Bootsy (left) and Phelps 
Collins, flank James Brown, 
London, 1971.

3 
Parliafunkadelicment crew 
circa ’75, Bootsy is back 

row third from left, George 
Clinton is back, fifth 
from left.

4 
The Hendrix of 
bass fronts 

Bootsy’s Rubber 
Band. 

5 
Cookin’ with 
Red Hot Chili 

Pepper Flea, 
Amsterjam, Randalls 
Island, NYC in 2005.

6 
Deep-fried 
funk: with rock 

guitarist Bucketh-
ead at a NAMM 
Convention in 2006.

7 
It’s the way he 
tells ’em: joshin’ 

backstage with 
Stevie Wonder, 1978.

8 
“All he had to do was show 
up and act the fool”: with 

Parliament/Funkadelic ring- 
master George Clinton, BMI 
Urban Awards, Lincoln Centre, 
NYC, 2009.

9 
Player of the year: Bootsy 
stretching out with his 

Rubber Band, on-stage at the 
Rainbow, London in 1978. “I 
could never turn a fan down.  
It was killing me.”
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Collins dictionary: The A-Z of Bootsy. 

A LIFE IN PICTURESA LIFE IN PICTURES

on it, there’s four alone on one song. 
How many bass players is enough?

My main thing, these days, is to open up the 
connection with artists. To not be so afraid, 
and to embrace the competition. That helps 
you be better. The young unknown artists on 
this album, like Alissia Benveniste and Victor 
Wooten, they inspire me. When I was growing 
up, most of the baddest cats from Cincinnati 
never left the corner. So in my life now I’m just 
really trying to connect things and give them 
some exposure. And that’s what funk is – it 
brings people together.

When did you first hear the word ‘funk’,  
and how would you define it?

First time I heard it was probably with James 
Brown. First-hand with the funkiest mother in 
the universe. ‘Funky’ for me, as I came up, was 
always about making something out of 
nothing. Taking what you got – like that first 
bass I had wasn’t even a bass; it was a guitar 
that my mother didn’t have no money for but 
for some reason the guy at Sears Roebuck had 
compassion for her and told her she could 
have credit. Twenty-nine dollars in credit.

So your first influences weren’t bass players, 
they were guitar players?

My first influence was that guy there [points to 
the painting of his brother, Phelps ‘Catfish’ 
Collins]. Catfish was eight years older. When  
I was nine and started playing with him he  
was already in his teens. Mama would allow  
all the guys to come in and practise in the 
house. It was going on any time you wanted  
it. That was my brother!

Were you guys much alike?

(Laughs) Catfish, he saw in me the part that 
wasn’t in him. So when we got our first band 
going, he would get behind me and push. He 
didn’t never want to be the front guy at all. He 
loved being in the band. I loved just being in 
the band too, but… as long as I was out there 

�

acting the fool he was cool, like, “Yess!” I was a 
blessing to him, and he was a blessing to me.

Being so young when you started playing, 
was it intimidating? Did you quietly watch 
and learn?

I remember that first gig, people were just 
crazy about me being so young – I was like,  
14. I’m at a roach den called the Playboy Club. 
Not that fabulous Playboy Club – this was a 
downtown Cincinnati hole in the wall. Didn’t 
have no stage and we were standing on the 
floor playing with people standing this far  
from me and drunk as I don’t know what  
and everybody was having the time of their 
life. And that to me is what fun was! That’s 
what I grew up with and all of this other  
stuff comes from that.

Some kids have a candy store in the 
neighbourhood, but you guys had King 
Records. How did you and The Pacesetters, 
yours and Catfish’s band, get through the 
door at King?  

[Talent scout] Charles Spurling came to hear 
the band. He took us over to King, and that’s 
when we started meeting people like 
[producers] Gene Redd, Henry Glover. We got 
to work with them and their artists, and I 
learned what artists were like that way. It was  
a true test. We were right off the street, all we 
know is the street, and we got a chance to be 
with phenomenal people like [singer] Arthur 
Prysock, [keyboardist] Bill Doggett and all we 
gotta do is do what we do. Got to be on the 
road playing with Hank Ballard.

Did you feel like you belonged there?

Well, we were serious about it, but… Dave 
Matthews, who wound up being James 
Brown’s orchestra leader, he took a notion  
to us, when he was doing all the strings  
and horns over at King. He had us, me and 
Catfish, in the studio sitting in front of the 
orchestra and I guess he just took it for  

granted and asks me could I read music?  
What you gonna say? “Sure!” 

Now you’re on the hook.

He put the music in front of us, counted off the 
orchestra, and me and my brother are acting 
like, hmm, leaning over the notes like we’re 
figuring out these parts. He says, “OK you guys, 
just fall in next time.” We do it again, maybe  
I hit one note that’s in key and he said, “OK, 
doing it one last time.” And – we got it now. We 
smile and he hit it and we played and played. 
He said, “That’s a take.” Dave looked over the 
top of his glasses and said, “Bootsy, let me 
speak to you for a minute.” He called me over 
and said, “I know you couldn’t read but, God, 
the stuff you played – I couldn’t write that 
anyway!” I said, “Can you teach me how to read 
the chord changes?” And from then on we 
became like that (two fingers together).

So you are in there at King, but not in with 
James Brown… yet. 

There was no thought of, “I wish we could be 
with that band.” We was too busy admiring 
them all: Clyde [Stubblefield, drums] and Fred 
[Wesley, trombone] and Maceo [Parker, 
saxophone]. To be friends with them at King 
was good enough.

Brown is on the road in 1970 when he fires 
his whole band, all those guys you admired, 
and flies The Pacesetters to his show in 
Columbus, Georgia to replace them. How 
did it feel to be the bad guys?

It was the worst feeling in my life, and the look 
they had on their faces… They knew but we 
didn’t know. We thought we was coming down 
to open up for James Brown! Have a chance to 
play on the same stage. We didn’t know we 
were coming down to actually take their place. 
Words couldn’t even explain what I saw on 
those guys’ faces (shaking his head); they were 
very hot and very sad. Usually when they saw 
us they got happy – we were the young guys 
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and they loved us. But this time it was a 
different vibe. 

What was the vibe in the crowd?

We had to fight through the audience to get to 
the backstage and the audience is in uproar 
because we’re late and we didn’t know we 
were late. God! We make it back to our heroes 
and we’re ready to say, “Guys, glad you 
thought of us…” We looked in a room and 
James is arguing with a trumpet player, 
Maceo’s looking crazy… Then he calls us in his 
little room and that’s when we found out. First 
thing we say, “Well… we 
haven’t rehearsed. What do 
you want us to do?” “Just 
play my songs. I know you all 
know my songs. When I 
throw my hand down just hit 
what I call out.” That’s how 
we did it the first night.

And then, a day or a week 
later, how did it feel?

Like something wild was 
gonna happen. But things 
happen for a reason. And we 
had to get with James Brown 
to learn The One. We 
couldn’t have went on to George Clinton 
without that lesson. We got it good, because 
we just felt, whatever he said to us, if he would 
say it we were ready to hear it. And do it. 

You believed in yourself?

I was so cocky, you know. Cocky not in an ugly 
way, but in a way where I knew I could do it: 
“Just tell me what you want, how you hear it.” 
And then he says to me, “I don’t know what 
you’re hearing but I know that you feel it.”  
Oh man, this mug’s gonna let me do what  
I want to do? James Brown wants me to play 
what I feel? It just kept building.

But it was a double-edged thing. He wanted 
what you brought to the show, and the 

on the bus and James usually goes to his plane 
but tonight he’s gonna ride the bus. Hmmm. 
Cuz we were going to cut Sex Machine. We 
didn’t know anything about it. 

A state visit…

All of a sudden the word goes out. We gotta 
straighten up and stop all this foolishness. He 
sits next to [Famous Flames singer] Bobby Byrd 
and starts talking about this song he’d come 
up with. “Write this down.” “I ain’t got no 
paper.” “Here, take this paper bag. Catfish get 
your guitar.” We get a bass and guitar and sit 

behind him on the bus. We 
come up with this kind of 
groove. “That’s it, that’s it.” 
Didn’t tell you about we’re 
going straight to the studio. 
And that’s where the magic 
happened. We just wrote 
down a few of his lyrics. And 
we did it in the [Starday-
King] studio [in Nashville] 
like it was live on-stage. 

How long did you spend  
in the studio?

We did it until it got done, 
until your hands bleed, it 

didn’t matter, nobody looked at the clocks.  
If everybody was on The One, that’s all that 
mattered. And James probably wouldn’t go  
in unless he felt like everybody was on. I was  
so in the zone, time was not even a factor.  
We didn’t even think about time. It was that 
moment of grooving. And it’s funny, I’m just 
now thinking about how we never thought 
about it! Isn’t that funny?

But there was always tension, and in 1971 
you battled over money at New York’s 
Copacabana and, boom – you walked and 
the Cincinnati guys followed. Did you know 
what would happen next?

The onliest time I was sad was when we ➢

character you were becoming, but he didn’t 
like others getting attention.

James Brown would hear you playing some- 
thing, he’d say, “I want that,” and then in the 
end he would say, “I’m glad I thought of it!” At 
that time it was great. I didn’t need no credit, I 
just wanted to play. But I stuck out, and I said 
to the guys, put it on me. Put it on me, and if I 
embarrass anybody I’ma embarrass myself. I had 
that much faith in myself to go ahead and do it. 
If you like it, great, if you don’t, I’m fired. That’s 
what I felt inside and thankfully it never got to 
that point. At least until I took acid on the stage.

You took acid on-stage?

One night this chick was handing out Purple 
Haze acid, and when we played I looked 
around and the band was turning into giants 
and butterflies. It was beautiful! My bass 
turned into a snake, and I started wrestling 
with it. I got called into his dressing room 
afterwards. But James forgave us, because  
I think he liked having us around. 

Is there a song from that time that still 
blows you away?

I never will forget, it was after a show in 
Nashville and we had just killed the people. 
That was one of his favourite sayings: “We 
slayed them in the aisles.” So everybody gets 

“We thought we was  
coming down to open up for 

James Brown. We didn’t 
know we were coming 

down to replace the band.”
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was riding home to Cincinnati on the bus, 
because I looked at the band and they were all 
trying to figure out what we gonna do now. 
They all looked at me; I had nothing. I was just 
as shocked as they were. After a day or two I 
realised and said, “OK, we are home now. We 
just gotta start hitting it.” Practise, figure out 
where we want to play, go to the next town, 
hang our posters, and that’s how we did it. The 
Houseguests, in a ’61 Plymouth station wagon.

When The Houseguests got snatched up by 
George Clinton, what was the attraction? 
Was he like the anti-James Brown?

He was definitely different. How can I put this? 
James Brown was more like being in the army, 
and you had to do things a certain way. You 
had to be in uniform. George’s thing was he 
didn’t care what you looked like as long as you 
brought the funk. He didn’t care, and that’s 

how he and James were different. That’s  
what made it good for me, that they were  
so different. James wanted all the attention. 
George was just happy to be there – he’d be  
in the background with his white sheet over  
his head and his big yellow rubber chicken 
feet. He didn’t care. He was just being himself. 
And by being himself he allowed everybody 
else to do the same. 

Was Parliament-Funkadelic as fun on the 
inside as it looked from the outside? 

Yeah, it was, um, probably the best fun I ever 
had in my life. And that’s the truth. The onliest 
responsibility I had was musical. (Giggles) And 
that to me was heaven. All the other stuff on 
top – the girls riding in the cars with us and  
the freakout parties – that was all dessert.  
I didn’t even look at it as a responsibility.  
It was just, “It’s what I do.”

Who paid better?

We used to get paid with James, but with 
George you didn’t know what was happening 
and at the time that was cool. Because the  
pay for us at that time was – we get a chance  
to do this and act a damned fool, get high  
and don’t nobody care. That, then, was pay!

With a crew as big as that was, what were 
the inner fault lines?

Parliament was all the singers who had stayed 
with George for years. Bernie Worrell was 
already playing with those guys, but once we 
came in he was pretty much with us. That’s 
how it was – Parliament pretty much hung 
with Parliament. And George, Bernie and us 
was the ones kind of hanging together. I think 
we were kind of looked at as the young threat 
– “He’s paying more attention to them than to 
us.” I don’t think it was the fault of George, it 

“I was trying to escape being Bootsy. Things got so deep 
by the end of the ’70s into the ’80s, it was killing me.”

�
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I was bottomed out! I actually was trying to 
escape being Bootsy. Things got so deep by 
the end of the ’70s into the ’80s, it got so deep  
I couldn’t come home to rest, and when I got 
home it was like lines and lines of people. No 
matter what time I got home it was like 
somebody had let ’em know – “OK, Bootsy 
gonna show up at 4am. Be there!” Mugs 
without computers to chat with somehow 
knew. I never could turn a fan down. It was 
killing me, and I could tell this must be like  
how Jimi felt, the way Sly felt. 

Seems like a good time to ask what bad 
habits came with that gig.

Cocaine. Back in the James days it was LSD and 
the funk days it was LSD, and then it advanced 
to cocaine. I was so addicted I couldn’t even 
come outside unless I did an eighth note, as we 
called it. I had to do it to come to the studio. I 
was scared. I couldn’t go to the store no more.  
I got very panicked and scared. That’s when  
I knew something was wrong with me. 

was just that we wanted to work – we had a 
fresh energy, same as it was with James. We 
wanted to work, and it turned out we didn’t 
care about how much he wanted to pay us.

How involved was George in everything 
that was happening?

Me and George would go hunting, fishing,  
we got along. I was more personable with 
musicians and George was like, he didn’t give  
a fuck. And I admire him for that. We always 
had the band ready, and he could walk on the 
stage and, bam, it’s happening. I had come in 
and made sure everything was happening. 
Bernie would make sure the chords was right, 
Fred [Wesley] would see the horns was right. 
George, all he had to do was show up and act 
the fool – and that’s the greatest gig in the 
world and he still is doing that today. He’s  
a genius just to be able to do that and get 
through the maze of the world.

You were the positive energy in P-Funk, and 
then in Bootsy’s Rubber Band. You had this 
whole amazing character, but I guess that 
can feel like a uniform, too.

Bootsy Collins at his  
very best, by RJ Smith.

James Brown
�����
Love, Power, Peace: Live At The 
Olympia, Paris, 1971
SUNDAZED, 2014

Recorded one hot French 
night in March that year and 
unreleased until the ’90s, this 
is Bootsy and the JBs seeing if 
Brown can keep up with the 
kids. There are some of the 

singer’s favourite ballads (Sunny, Georgia) but 
then come fast and frantic songs like Super 
Bad and Give It Up Or Turnit A Loose, nearly 
punk rock in speed and aggression, played so 
exhaustingly that when the band left the 
stage, their shoes made squishing sounds 
from the sweat that had poured in. 

Funkadelic
�����
One Nation Under A Groove
WARNER BROS., 1978

George Clinton put Bootsy at 
the centre of a concept album 
about the magical powers of 
funk. Free to explore more 
relaxed states of being, 
Bootsy’s bass becomes a lead 

instrument, his shockingly alive style moving 
rumps and inspiring millions to become 
soldiers in the funk-rock movement Clinton 
was calling into existence. The album was 
Clinton’s biggest seller, the title track his 
biggest hit. 

Bootsy Collins
����
What’s Bootsy Doin’?
COLUMBIA, 1988

After taking six years off as a 
bandleader to heal and 
reupholster the funk, Bootsy 
returned with an album loaded 
with synths, drum machines, 
and nods to hip-hop. He was 

escorting The One into the New Jack ’90s with 
the help of producer Bill Laswell, brother Catfish 
and P-Funk’s Horny Horns. It’s an ambitious set 
of love songs, lust songs (1st One 2 The Egg 
Wins (The Human Race)) and glossy funk 
classics (Party On Plastic (What’s Bootsy Doin?)).

GRANDFUNK

SCIENCE FICTION FUNK!

You needed a distraction from  
your distractions.

I started researching stuff. I got into books and 
started riding motorcycles without a helmet, 
my hair blowing – that was my getaway. I used 
to ride from here to LA on my motorcycle just 
having a blast, chick on the back. That became 
my way of escaping.

How did you get off coke?

There’s a story. I joined a church. [P-Funk 
vocalist] Gary ‘Mudbone’ Cooper was with me. 
He had come to Cincinnati, brought his heroin 
with him, so we were both trying to kick our 
habits. We figured, OK, if we went to church, to 
this guy we called Brother Elijah, maybe that 
would help us put our mind on God. And so 
when we got into the church a lady stood up 
and she said out loud, “We have two wolves in 
sheep’s clothing amongst us.” And me and 
Gary looked at each other and we knew who 
she was talking about. We got up and walked 
out. But when we did that Brother Elijah, he 
followed us out and he said, “If you all don’t 
want to come to church here you can come to 
my house.” And so the front room of his house 
became our church. 

Did you feel like she was right?

Yeah, we were wolves in sheep’s clothing, but 
we trying to get ourselves together. And that’s 
what’s wrong with churches, even now – they 
kick the mugs out who need it most.

Then you had another wake-up call in the 
spring, when doctors operated to remove  
a tumour from your eardrum. That must 
have been scary.

It’s only a few things in my life that were 
terrifying, and that was one of them. We  
had been on the road for five years straight, 
and my voice was going in and out, so I 
decided to see an ear, nose and throat  
doctor to get it checked out. I thought  
maybe I had a sinus problem. I go in, he  
looks in the ear and says, “Huh?”

That’s never what you want to hear from 
your doctor. 

“I wanna have you go have an MRI. There’s 
something in the ear that don’t look right.” 
That was the start of it – a tumour on my 
eardrum. This was while I was recording my 
record. I had it treated, and for a month and 
half I had to pack my ear – and I depend  
more on my ears than these eyes. I chilled  
off and did a lot of writing.

You grew up never knowing your father, but 
had two crucial mentor figures who helped 
open up the world for you. You turn 65 in 
October, and I wonder if you feel like you’re 
a mentor to anyone?

Grandchildren, man – they are like that fresh 
blood. They break me away from thinking so 
much. I guess that’s my fun now, because I 
threw the drug thing away. And actually some 
of the people on the album – Alissia Benveniste, 
and Manou Gallo from Côte d’Ivoire – I know  
I have to be that person for those two bassists, 
and it’s a good feeling. 

As a musician, what do you feel like you  
still need to accomplish?

I got a chance to be in the middle of all of it 
and absorb it and to feel what it’s like. I don’t 
even know how to express the feeling. It’s just 
something that (shakes his head) I could have 
never imagined. You’ve got to remember, all  
I wanted to do was play with my brother. That 
was it, OK? I had no aspirations to play with 
Lonnie Mack, play with James Brown – I didn’t 
have none of those aspirations. Only thing  
I wanted to do was play with my brother  
and prove to him that I could play. M

“James wanted all the 
attention; George 
[Clinton] was just 
happy to be there”: 
Bootsy Collins in 
his Cincinnati lair, 
autumn 2017.

‘THUMPASAURUS’ REX!

DAWN OF ‘THE ONE’
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OUR YEARS LATER, A FEW 
weeks before her 26th birth-
day, Nadia Reid tucks herself 

comfortably onto the sofa in the sunlit 
loft-room of her north London touring 
base (generously donated by an ex-pat 
New Zealand friend). She exudes that 
same combination of shy sweetness and 
steely determination seen in the clip. “I’d 
literally finished that song two days ear-
lier,” she remembers, with an inscrutable 
smile that hints at other memories un-
furling. Her songs, she explains, come to 

her via mysterious routes. “When I write, 
it’s often in a really unconscious state of 
mind. There’s this space that I have to get 
into and it will just come out. I don’t  
actually even know until maybe a year 
later – or five years later – what the songs 
are about. Then the meanings will start 
slowly dripping out.”

In its resonant simplicity, Track Of 
The Time is typical of Reid’s quieter 
songs, with its fluid guitar shapes and 
heady romantic intoxication told via  
shivery spiritual metaphors; worship, �
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OOK FOR NADIA REID ON YOUTUBE AND 
you’ll find a clip of a 21-year-old New Zealander re-

cording a session for student radio at Auckland’s 
Roundhead Studios in 2013. Accompanied by 
double-bass player Richie Pickard, she’s seated 

with her acoustic guitar on her lap. Large, clear framed glasses  
follow the shape of her pretty, oval face as she holds the camera’s gaze 
and announces a song from her then un-released debut album, Listen 
To Formation, Look For The Signs. She presents a cool confidence, with 
just a slight hesitancy suggesting underlying nerves. “This next song is 
called (pauses)… Track Of The Time. This is the first time that Richie 
and I have played this song, and I don’t know what it’s about. Yet.” 
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supplication and release. “It was about meeting [ex-boyfriend] 

Richard,” she explains, “and falling, diving into being in love.” 

To talk to, Nadia Reid is engagingly direct, drolly funny and just a 

little bit otherworldly, like someone who sees things that you can’t. 

Hers is an alluring combination of mysterious art-

istr y and keen self-awareness. Similarly,  

her two albums, the aforementioned Listen To  

Formation, Look For The Signs (2015) and this year’s 

remarkable Preservation, achieve an uncommon  

musical equilibrium between full-band songs that 

wouldn’t sound out of place soundtracking car ads 

and stark folk songs that foreground her warm  

blanket of a voice. 

What all her songs share, though, are hooks; a 

natural melodicism that sets her apart, both in the 

NZ folk scene that nurtured her and from  

contemporary singer-songwriters generally. The Be 

Good Tanyas, Laura Marling and Martha Wainwright  

figure in her musical ancestry – but she has catchier  

songs than all of them.

Born in Devonport, Auckland, in New Zealand’s 

North Island, Reid spent her formative years in Port 

Chalmers, a suburb of Dunedin on South Island, with her British 
mother, a jazz singer who Reid remembers “playing music loudly in 
the house” and singing. “It was just the two of us,” she says. Her 
father lives in Auckland, and she has a half-sister and brother.

Derived from the Scots Gaelic name for Edin-
burgh, Dunedin has strong Scottish roots and folk 
heritage. “My mum took me to a couple of folk fes-
tivals every year,” Reid remembers. It was at the 
Whare Flat Folk Festival, in a scout camp outside 
Dunedin, that Reid first discovered The Be Good 
Tanyas, fuelling a firm obsession with that group 
and the expanded possibilities of guitar and voice. 

It was also at Whare Flat that Reid experienced 
a more personal musical epiphany with her child-

hood friend Hannah Harding, aka Aldous 
Harding, another New Zealand singer-song-
writer with a flourishing reputation in Europe 
(a spooky Melanie to Nadia’s intense Joni). 

“We went into the forest. I was 15, she was 
16. We’d gotten a bottle of Bacardi. Which 
was wild.” She smiles, before adding, “Actually, 
it was half a bottle of Bacardi. I’d been learning 
this song on guitar and she taught me this a 
cappella of 4 Non-Blondes’ What’s Up?. Then 

�
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she stopped and said, ‘You’ve got the most 
beautiful voice I’ve ever heard’. And that sort 
of kick-started it for me.”

Aged 18, Reid packed her stuff into a white 
Honda Civic and moved to Christchurch. “My 
mum just kind of let me go,” she remembers. 
“It was a five-hour drive, not that far.” In 
Christchurch, she got a job in a café and 
joined the community of musicians living in 
the city. “I had this instinctual drive to play 
shows and get across to people,” she says of 
that time, “but it wasn’t like I wanted to be a 
professional or anything. I was just living week 
to week. I really had no cares. Then the earth-
quake happened.”

The earthquake that devastated Christch-
urch on February 22, 2011 was “the most 
terrifying thing I’ve ever been through”, Reid 
admits. Yet she remains sanguine (“Humans 
are designed to just do what you have to do”). 
“I went back to my house, packed a bag and 
waded through liquefaction that came to 
above our knees to meet my mum across the 
bridge,” she remembers. “She was in 
Christchurch too. We met and just drove to 
Dunedin. It’s really a blur now.”

In June 2011, just five months after the 
earthquake, Reid recorded and released her 
first EP, Letters I Wrote And Never Sent, with 
Ben Edwards, a Christchurch musician, pro-
ducer and “a very charismatic man”. Edwards 
supported the unsure 18-year old through the 
recording process and has remained her rock 
ever since (“He just gets it”). It was Edwards 
who helped place The Rise & Fall, a song that 
she wrote aged 17, onto the soundtrack of 
When A City Falls, a film about the earthquake that first brought her 
national attention in New Zealand. Since then, Edwards has pro-
duced her two albums, both of which she’d written and recorded a 
couple of years before they came out in Europe. So, in a strange 
echo of hemispheric time zone delay, while she was touring Listen To 
Formation, Look For The Signs here in 2015, she already had most of 
Preservation ready to go at home. A retrospection made all the hard-

er by the fact that in the two years between albums she had broken 
up with Richard, the man she’d packed up her life and moved to 
Wellington to be with while making Listen To Formation…

Their break-up inspired some extraordinary creative peaks on 
Preservation, an album informed by grief (“a huge amount of grief ”) 
and subsequent meshing of the heart’s gears to ultimately move 

forward. Although, as the title track warns, 
“Forward movement/Never easy”, songs like I 
Come Home To You with its swell of wave-like 
energy (“Nothing better than moving on and 
pushing through”) and the brilliant, Fleetwood 
Mac-ish Right On Time are full of renewed re-
solve. “Yeah,” she agrees, “that’s what the 
whole album is all about. You just have to go 
through the grief.” 

One song, Richard, seems particularly di-
rect: “Richard liked the sound of his own voice/
By the kitchen in the mirror/It extracted all of 
our teeth/Filled the sink with blood.” What did 
Richard think to that? “It’s really not that 
[much] about him,” she insists. “I mean it is. 
No. (Pause). No, it’s not really that about him.” 
She laughs. “It’s me processing our separation. 
I was in deep grief after that. What else could I 
do other than write a song about it?” 

Has he heard the song? 
“Yeah. He was upset with me,” she admits, 

“but it’s fading. There’s just one line in it that 
might annoy him.” 

‘Richard liked the sound of his own voice’?
“Yeah.” She smiles. “But it’s so universal.” 
Which is true. Everyone knows a Richard.
Preservation, she acknowledges, represents 

“a big growth spurt” musically and emotionally. 
“You know those seven-year cycles that people 
talk about? I think it was one of those. It was 
my first taste of truly loving another person, 
and as a musician I was finding my feet as well.” 

She admits to having been anxiety prone in 
the past (“huge anxiety”) and to having panic 
attacks (“I think I was smoking too much 
dope”). Now she is sober, a little older and able 
to harness her emotional sensitivity in the ser-
vice of songs. “I’m sensitive,” she agrees. “I’m 
up and down, I’m emotional: these things 
make me able to do this job.”  On-stage, with 
her touring foil, guitarist Sam Taylor, the songs 
from Preservation are often transformed, re-  
arranged with forthright confidence, whereas in 
the past she has been moved to tears by them. 
“And no one wants a sobbing woman on stage.” 

She has half a dozen new songs written, she 
says, with one in her current live set, the  
atmospheric-sounding All Of My Love, which 
plays to her folkier instincts. She isn’t keen to 
say too much (“I’ll know more in six months”) 
but is toying with strings and brass. “It’ll be  
really interesting. I’m certainly changing. My 
heart is growing.”

“I didn’t want to say this,” she says, prom-
isingly, “but I’ve met someone, I’ve fallen in 
love again. And in the back of my mind I’m 
always thinking, What if I’m too happy? Will 

[from her UK record label] sai d the other day that no one wants a 
happy third album! But I just don’t think that’s true. There’s so 
much to write about, all sorts of love.” 

Her eyes glitter mischievously. 
“I think about how Ryan Adams has really milked his divorce 

from Mandy Moore.” She laughs. “I reckon I can probably still milk 
the other two boyfriends!”

(Asylum, 1976)

“I got given this as  
a vinyl album by 
[ex-boyfriend]
Richard, actually, at 
my birthday in 2014. I 
love her observa-

tions on the world. She’s singing 
about all these characters and what 
she’s experiencing and these parties 
she’s going to. You just want to know 
what her world was like then. She’s 
also quite fierce. She knows who she 
is or she’s learning. I find that so 
appealing because I want to know 
that as well. I struggle with how 
much she smoked, though.” 

(Dreamworks, 2003)

“I saw him play live in 
Christchurch and 
he’s just so great and 
so gifted. His songs 
really resonate with 
me. He blurs the 

lines between truth and fiction, 
which I think is a really important 
thing to be able to do. Oh What A 
World is my favourite song on the 
album. You just know that he’s led a 
really colourful life.”

(Merge, 2016)

“People kept telling 
me to listen to him 
and I resisted it, for 
some reason. But 
lately it’s been the 
soundtrack to the 

last eight months of my life. He’s got 
this real melancholic longing and it’s 
real; the record is about his struggles 
with touring and being a father. 
Again, he knows something that  
I don’t know and I want to know.”

Look for the signs: (left) Nadia Reid, “I’m up and down; 
(insets left) her two albums; (above) on Later… With 
Jools Holland, (from left) Eloise LeGrow, Benjamin 
Clementine, Jimmy Webb, NR, JH, Liam Gallagher, 
James Murphy, Jorja Smith on September 26, 2017.

M
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One giant leap: Greg 
Norton and Grant 
Hart (right) in action 
at The Ritz, Austin, 
Texas, July 2, 1982.

 The key band in 
 hardcore punk’s mutation into 

 alternative rock, HÜSKER DÜ 
 lit a fire in all-comers before 

 drugs,jealousy and major labels 
 joined to topple them. It’s 

 a final, unbearable irony 
  that a revelatory release 

 of their exciting early 
 music should 

 coincide with 
 the untimely death 
 of their drummer, 

 co-singer and 
 romantic core: 

 Grant Hart. 
 Words: KEITH  
 CAMERON

 Photos:TOM SHEEHAN 

Minnesota nice: (from left) Bob 
Mould, Grant Hart and Greg Norton 
remember the good times, May 1987. 
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ARLY IN THE EVENING OF MARCH 14, 1986, 
Grant Hart walked up to the older woman on re-
ception at Edinburgh University’s Potterrow Student 
Union and smiled his sweetest smile. “Excuse me 
ma’am,” he said, “but could you tell me where the 
rest-room is?” 

Unfamiliar with American vernacular for the 
loo, the woman was puzzled. “Well,” she eventually  
offered, “there is a room upstairs that has a couch 
in it. You could probably go up there if you need to 
take a rest.”

Hüsker Dü didn’t really ‘do’ rest. In 1985, Grant Hart and his 
bandmates Bob Mould and Greg Norton played a hundred gigs. The 
year before that, a mere 90. In the four years beginning January 
1982, the trio from Minnesota made six albums, one of them  
a double: Zen Arcade, the record which exploded the artistic para-
meters for hardcore punk in particular and underground music in 
general, pointing a way beyond noise and negation, ultimately  
creating a new hyper-form of pop. Their labelmates on legendary 
California independent SST included Black Flag, Minutemen and 
Sonic Youth – iconoclasts all, but Hüsker Dü were reconfiguring 
rock’s emotional DNA, throwing covers of The Beatles (Ticket To 
Ride), Byrds (Eight Miles High) and Donovan (Sunshine Super-
man) into their psychedelic melody furnace. 

March 1986 saw the release of Candy Apple Grey, the band’s  
debut for Warner Bros. For the first time, a band from hardcore’s 
philosophical nexus had signed with a major label – a tricky move, 
but momentum seemed to be with them. Hüsker Dü were 
a revolution in the heart, one that would eventually lead to Nirvana.

So much for the future. Pinned to the rear wall of the Potter-
row’s upstairs room that night in Edinburgh, however, the main 
concern was how to restore a blown mind. Hüsker Dü began at 

volcanic force and then got fiercer. No gaps between songs, no  
respite from the energy triangulating between the three members: 
out front, Mould the guitarist, barking out sing-along alienation 
parables like Makes No Sense At All, a tensed-up man on the brink; 
bassist Norton his grinning accomplice, daring the crowd to jump 
higher, go faster; Hart, meanwhile, played drums like he was  
conducting the wind and sang like an angel with a weekend pass to 
the mortal world, telling us about The Girl Who Lives On Heaven 
Hill, or Books About UFOs, which he furnished with a whistling 
solo. Amid angst and rage, Hüsker Dü also dealt in levity – and their 
smile reflex was curated by Grant Hart.

Afterwards, I saw him sat on a stone bench under the student 
union’s domed roof, chatting away like just another excited kid in 
the crowd. Noticing for the first time that he had been playing 
drums barefoot, I burst out laughing. Grant looked at me and 
laughed back. 

In January 1988, after one final album, Warehouse: Songs And 
Stories – another double – Hüsker Dü broke up. The fallout was 
bitter, between Hart and Mould especially. Rumours swirled about 
Hart’s heroin problem, about Mould’s control-freakery. A dire  
portent had been the suicide in February 1987 of manager David 
Savoy shortly before a 50-date US tour in support of Warehouse. But 
the internal bonds had been fraying for some time. Hüsker Dü had 
their limits. Everything falls apart.

“That UK tour in March 1986 – that was still fun,” says Greg 
Norton. “We were still at a relatively small level, even though we’d 
signed for Warner Brothers. It was the summer of ’87, when we’ve 
got the big tour coach, that felt like everybody was in their own 
separate world. But really, Zen Arcade, New Day Rising and Flip Your 

Beyond Ultracore: (from left) Greg Norton, Grant Hart and Bob Mould stoke 
the furnace, Love Hall, Philadelphia, December 16, 1983. “The landscape of 
American underground music was starting to change,” says Mould.
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Wig, that two-and-a-half-year period, those three records – 
such great music. It was a lot of fun. It may not necessarily 
have felt revolutionary at the time, but we were just making 
music that we felt was true to us. We weren’t trying 
to be anything in particular, besides us. And that 
made it OK for everybody to be that.”

FEW HOURS AFTER THE NEWS OF GRANT 
Hart’s death from cancer emerged on the morn-
ing of September 14, I called Greg Norton. We 

had a pre-arranged interview, to discuss Savage Young 
Dü, the Numero Group box set of Hüsker Dü’s early 
years. Until that day, I was awaiting confirmation of 
similar appointments with Grant and Bob: the first of-
ficial Hüsker Dü promo in almost 30 years. 

“We all knew Grant was ill,” said Greg. “He had been 
telling people he had maybe a year or less. I think we all 
hoped that meant a year or more. So the suddenness of 
this has taken the wind right out of me.”

We agreed to postpone until the following week. In the mean-
time, Bob Mould posted a heartfelt tribute on Facebook, recalling 
the day in November 1978 when he and Grant met outside Cheapo, 
the record shop Hart worked in near Macalester College in Saint 
Paul, Minnesota. “The next nine years of my life was spent side-by-
side with Grant,” Bob wrote. “We made amazing music together. 
We (almost) always agreed how to present our collective work to 
the world. When we fought about the details, it was because we 
both cared. The band was our life. It was an amazing decade.” 

Mould went on to acknowledge the “sometimes difficult” nature 
of their relationship following their band’s split, expressed his 
appreciation for Hart’s gifts as a visual artist, story teller and “a 
frighteningly talented musician” and offered condolences to family 
and friends. Two photographs accompanied the testimonial: one 
from early Hüsker Dü days, the other a recent shot, confirming 
reports that the pair had met shortly before Hart’s passing. “God-
speed Grant,” Mould concluded. “I miss you. Be with the angels.”

Grant and Greg also met in a record shop. In March ’78, Norton 
was taking a break from his shift at Melody Lane, whose  

owner also ran Cheapo, 
when he was assailed by a 
just-turned-17 Hart, who  
accused him of stealing  
his job. 

“I’m like, Who are 
you, what are you talking 

about?!” Norton laughs. “He said, ‘I’ve 
been hanging out at Melody Lane and 
he manager said as soon as I turned 16 
he’d give me a job but they hired you.’” 

Norton sweet-talked his boss and Hart 
t in too. Soon the pair were taking trips 
oss the Mississippi into neighbouring 

nneapolis to see bands at Jay’s Longhorn 
, the epicentre of the Twin Cities’  

derground scene. 
“We had a voracious appetite for punk 
k ” says Norton. “He brought his drumkit 

d his Farfisa organ over and set them up in 
h b sement of my mom’s house. I had my 

bass down there and we would just make noise. 
Grant even [called] us the Electro-Cutes – he 
made up a little business card. We never played any 
gigs and quite honestly I don’t think we wrote any 
songs, but that’s probably where the name Hüsker 
Dü ends up coming from: Grant and I sitting 
around one night, he’s making up parody lyrics to 
Psycho Killer and when it gets to the chorus, I’d 
shouted out, ‘Hüsker Dü!’ instead of ‘Qu’est-ce 
que c’est!’ We thought it was funny.” 

T’S POSSIBLE THAT ONE OF HART AND NORTON’S TRIPS 
to the Longhorn would have coincided with a similar pilgrimage 
by 17-year-old Macalester freshman Bob Mould to see local 

punk stars the Suicide Commandos. But the members of Hüsker 
Dü wouldn’t actually meet until November 18, when the newly 
acquainted Hart and Mould accompanied Norton to see the  
Ramones open for Foreigner at Saint Paul Arena. Two months later, 
the trio assembled in Mrs Norton’s basement, after Hart’s boss at 
Cheapo, Charlie Pine, tasked him with putting together a band to 
play a local bar. Mould had an Ibanez Flying V – in homage to the 
New York Dolls’ Syl Sylvain – and although Pine’s brokerage of the 
gig earned him membership rights, playing Hart’s Farfisa, the  
others decided he didn’t fit their punk ethos. Nor were they thrilled 
with his choice of band name, Buddy & The Returnables – with 
Pine as ‘Buddy’, it meant the others were ‘returnable’. Norton  
suggested they call themselves ‘Hüsker Dü’ instead. 

“It means ‘do you remember?’, as in, ‘Do you remember when 
rock’n’roll was good?’ We liked it because it was a foreign phrase, 
you couldn’t pigeonhole the band based on the name. For our very 
first gig, Grant actually made a flyer that said: ‘First time in the US! 

Hüsker Dü!’”
Charlie Pine lasted just three gigs of punk covers before 

the true Hüsker Dü line-up debuted at the Longhorn Bar 
on May 13, 1979. Already things were moving fast: in just a 
few weeks they had built a set of originals. 

“A lot of the early days of Hüsker Dü was experimentation 
through emulation,” Mould recalled in 2016. “Those  
things ranged from powerpop to straight-up copies of Joy  
Division, The Cure, stuff like that. Three people trying to find a 
common identity.”

Their quest was driven by a zealous work ethic. Building a prac-
tice space in the basement of Norton’s latest record shop, Northern 
Lights, the band rehearsed for up to four hours every night. “We all 
quickly became friends,” says Norton. “That’s the thing about that 
early era of Hüsker Dü – the three of us hanging out and writing 
music like crazy. The songs were just pouring out of Bob. And Grant 
as well. One of the very first songs is called Sex Dolls. Because it 

“IT WAS ALL BLAZING FAST
FOR A WHILE. WE HAD TO

WORK THROUGH THAT FOR THE
MELODY TO WORK ITS WAY
BACK IN.” GREG NORTON

Early Dü: 
Norton, Hart 
and Mould 
span the Twin 
Cities, 1979.
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sounded like a cross between the Sex Pistols and 
the New York Dolls. We were definitely also influ-
enced by the Ramones and the Buzzcocks, and bands 
like The Jam and Joy Division as well.”

Had Ian Curtis not committed suicide on the eve  
of a US tour in 1980, Hüsker Dü would have been  
the support act for Joy Division’s Minneapolis show  
on May 29. That year they became de facto resident 
band at the downtown Minneapolis 7th Street 
Entry club, opening for the Ramones and  
Mission Of Burma, honing their set,  
ruthlessly discarding older material as a  
harder, faster template emerged, dictated by 
the need to make an impression in limited 
time. Through early studio sessions and live 
recordings, Savage Young Dü documents the 
journey to hardcore’s outer extremities, 
which ultimately coalesced during the  
summer of 1981’s so-called Children’s Cru-
sade, a demented eight-week haul through 
Canada, down the West Coast from Seattle 
to San Francisco, where they lived with 
Dead Kennedys’ Jello Biafra for a month, then 
back to the Midwest for an August 15 homecom-
ing at the 7th Street Entry. That night’s first, su-
per-fast set was taped and became Land Speed 
Record, the debut Hüsker Dü album, released on 
Minutemen bassist Mike Watt’s New Alliance  
label in January 1982.

 “I’ve always liked Bob’s explanation of Land 
Speed Record,” says Norton. “‘We covered a lot of 
land, we took a lot of speed and then we cut a record.’ It was all 
blazing fast for a while. It’s like we had to work through that in or-
der for the melody and the harmony to work their way back in.”

Besides playing the music, each member fulfilled distinct  
auxiliary roles: Hart created artwork for record sleeves and posters; 
Mould booked tours and ran the office; Norton did most of the 
driving. Philosophically, they began to question hardcore’s political 
rulebook. “One of the things Hüsker Dü always kept in mind was 
the personal landscape,” Mould told MOJO in 2015. “As opposed 
to edicts like the anarchist bands of the late ’70s. We weren’t really 
into that, especially by 1983/84 when we started thinking about Zen 
Arcade and New Day Rising and Flip Your Wig.”

T WAS IN THE AREA OF SONGWRITING THAT HÜSKER 
Dü sealed their immortality but also their fate. Earlier records 
had been collaborative, with Norton co-writing and occasionally 

singing, yet by 1983’s SST debut Metal Circus there was a clear  
demarcation between Grant Hart and Bob Mould compositions. 

itially, at least, the process was mutually beneficial.
“Everything was going our way,” said Mould. “We had 

real moment there with those three records. Incredible 
reativity. The one that has the best memories for me is 
lip Your Wig, because the three of us, and most impor-
antly me and Grant, were working side by side for the 
xact same cause. That was the band at full throttle and 
n full control. The thing nobody saw coming was getting 
in with Warners. Everything started getting a little shaky. 
One of the biggest factors was all the acclaim we were 

getting from the press. It’s like, ‘Here’s your crown…’ On 
Candy Apple Grey, Grant had his own song, I had my own song. 
It put little cracks in things.”

Long since excluded from the songwriting process, Norton 
watched as his friends’ competitive rivalry became toxic. By 
taking on the mundane administrative duties the band had  
previously performed for themselves – as Norton puts it, “the 
things that really helped make us Hüsker Dü” – Warner Bros 
i advertently hastened their new investment’s demise. Hüsker 

Dü wouldn’t be the last great American rock band to  
become alienated from each other and their art on a major 
l bel, but they were the first. 

“You see three people moving away from the only thing 
they really have in common,” said Mould. “I quit drinking 
and started withdrawing. Greg got married and moved out 
to the country. And Grant found a new set of friends.”

Hart’s heroin use reached crisis point on a Midwest 
tour in December 1987, and became widely blamed for 
the band’s split. Norton, however, takes a broader view.

“Grant was having a lot of distractions,” he says. “But 
h t could have been dealt with. Really, it’s the clash of  

personalities between the songwriters. I think heroin is an excuse. 
Grant, of course, claims that he quit. Technically, Bob was the one 
who removed himself from the contract. In reality, I was the only 
one that had any interest in trying to keep the band together.  
Towards the end, my role was to stay out of it, to not pick a side. I 
didn’t want to pick a side. Grant always considered me on his side 
because, ‘Well obviously you’re against Bob, because he’s Bob…’ 
And I don’t think Bob gave a shit one way or another. It was  
a difficult situation to be in.”

Almost two years after Hüsker Dü split up, I met Grant Hart at 
the bar of the Columbia Hotel in central London, on the eve of his 
debut solo album Intolerance. Pointing to a bottle of Grant’s whisky, 
he winked: “That’s something Bob doesn’t have. You don’t see too 
many bottles of Bob’s!”

Interviews with Hart were platforms for his wicked humour and 
intellectual discourse. In late ’89, on the subject of his former band, 
he was pragmatic yet regretful. “Hüsker Dü was a band with two 
leaders and both of us wanted to lead in the other direction. Maybe 

DIANE 
(from Metal Circus, 1983)

The fore- 
boding Diane 
anticipated  
a Hüsker 
future not 
defined by 

sheer velocity, its bass line 
betraying traces of the band’s 
earlier Cure influence. With 
his rape and murder lyric 
inspired by real events, the 
shift of Hart’s vocal from 
blank-eyed reportage to 
clarion screams subsumed  
by Mould’s shrill guitar, is 
both chilling and elegiac.

PINK TURNS  
TO BLUE
(from Zen Arcade, 1984)

It spoke 
volumes that 
the prettiest 
song amid 
Zen Arcade’s 
existential 

hellride should be written  
by Hart and was a blissful 
serenade to an OD victim. The 
parent album’s psychedelic 
overtones are apparent in 
Mould’s guitar echoing  the 
narrator’s numbed grief, 
while the flickering piano 
offers celestial commentary.  

BOOKS  
ABOUT UFOS
(from New Day Rising, 1985)

A rollicking, 
piano-happy 
blast of 
boogie-
woogie 
garage rock, 

Books About UFOs is Hart  
at his most musically blithe. 
 Its lyric, meanwhile, is pure 
space-cake genius, a hymn  
to a girl who only has eyes for 
heavenly bodies: “I’m going  
to turn into lens and focus  
all my attention/On finding  
a new planet and naming  
it right after her.” 

GREEN EYES
(from Flip Your Wig, 1985)

The Hüskers’ 
second LP of 
1985 was the 
first to be 
produced 
in-house  

by Hart and Mould, and the 
sense of liberation is palpable 
as the pair trade compacted 
noise nuggets seemingly  
at will. With its massed 
harmonies and dipping 
parabolic guitar solo, Hart’s 
Green Eyes is a euphoric love 
song spilling over with 
indefinable sadness: Hüsker 
Dü’s essence in a nutshell.

DON’T WANT TO KNOW 
IF YOU ARE LONELY
(from Candy Apple Grey, 1986)

Hart’s pop 
antennae 
were never 
more sharply 
attuned  
than on his 

contributions to the Hüskers’ 
major label debut, with both 
the plangent, organ-heavy 
Sorry Somehow and this 
head-snapping affair. As the 
bridge section’s fluttering 
drones rev up for the song’s 
shattering kiss-off, it’s the 
sound of the alt-rock 
revolution spores bedding in.  

Five Grant-penned Hüsker Dü classics
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I think I’ll continue to hate the rich. Somebody’s got to.” Norton, 
who gave up playing music and became a chef, for a period running 
his own restaurant in Red Wing, a small town in south-east  
Minnesota, has a different perspective. 

“A reunion is something that I knew in my heart would never 
happen. To be honest, an opportunity to play one more time with 
Bob and Grant, even for just one show, would have been fantastic. 
Of course I would have done it. Y’know, it’s funny. When the band 
broke up it was like nobody gave a shit. ‘Whatever, let’s move on to 
the next big thing.’ The band is way more popular today than when 
we broke up. Meeting Dave Grohl and having him just flat-out  
tell you: ‘It’s simple: no Hüsker Dü, no Foo Fighters.’ Wow. That’s 
pretty awesome. The list of people who cite Hüsker Dü as a major 
influence, I’m honoured by it. The Numero box set looks incredi-
ble, sounds fantastic,” Greg adds, “I don’t think there’s been this 
much anticipation for a Hüsker Dü release ever.”

Grant Hart always made a point of championing artistic purity 
over commercial ambition. He mistrusted managers, disdained at-
torneys, was sniffy about anyone comfortable around the business 
of music. “I’ve no need for those people,” he said. “I would rather 
maximise the reality without them, rather than live under their idea 
of what profitability is.” So although his death, at just 56, is deeply 
sad, its proximity to the release of a long-awaited Hüsker Dü  

archive is not without a hint of mischief – a quintes-
sential Grant Hart quality.

“He had a naughty sense of humour, I agree,” says 
Norton. “I remember when Grant met my mom, he 

was 17, and he always called her ‘Mrs 
Norton’. One day, he’s like, ‘Hi, Dot-
tie!’ My mom is like, ‘Dottie?! You al-
ways call me Mrs Norton!’ He goes, 
‘Ah well, I’m 18 now, I’m an adult, so 
now I can call you Dottie!’” 

Somewhere way up beyond the 
clouds, a barefoot angel is whistling a 
happy tune.

after nine years getting sick of the little compromises, we fell out 
with each other. There’s still love there, but it’s not the kind of love 
you can bear.”  

The last time we spoke, in 2013, he indicated that relations with 
Bob were on an upswing – “respectful, if not cordial”. They were 
working together to “undo the terrible knot” of Hüsker Dü’s  
catalogue, neglected for years amid a legal impasse between the 
band and SST. Not long before Hart passed away, he and Mould had 
one final meeting. “From what I understand, it was a very nice get-
together,” says Norton. “They had a good time chatting.”

Greg Norton saw his old friend for the last time in July. Early  
that month, Babes In Toyland’s Lori Barbero organised a surprise 
Minneapolis tribute to Hart, where Norton’s current band Porcu-
pine played a set of Hart covers and Hart himself performed solo 
versions of some of his most beloved songs.

“Grant didn’t look good, but he was in great spirits,” says  
Norton. “Then at the end of July, Grant got married to Brigid 
McGough and they had a party at a fancy hotel in downtown Saint 
Paul. It was a lot of fun. The next afternoon there was a picnic. As I 
was leaving, Grant said, ‘Hey, gimme a call, let’s grab a coffee in the 
next few weeks.’ It’s one of those things – I was meaning to get 
around to contacting him… I’m kicking myself now, because I’ve 
missed that opportunity to have one more conversation with Grant. 
Because at the tribute show and that weekend, it was hang-
ing out with Grant, my old friend. Not fighting over past 
business bullshit. He was my friend.”

ESPITE THEIR LEGEND  
burgeoning over the years, Hüsker 
Dü resisted entreaties to reform. 

It was one subject Hart and Mould  
always agreed on. “Even though the 
amount of money would be irresistible, 
both of us have resisted making a lot  
of money before,” Hart said in 2013. 
“Money can buy everything but taste.  

“HÜSKER DÜ WAS A BAND WITH TWO LEADERS AND BOTH OF US 
    WANTED TO LEAD IN THE OTHER DIRECTION.” GRANT HART

End games: Norton, 
Hart and Mould, 
The Ritz, New York, 
October 17, 1987.

Ticket to ride: (left) 
Grant Hart goes his own 
way, 2009; (right) Hart 
and Norton, The Hook 
& Ladder, Minneapolis, 
July 1, 2017.
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‘‘I
’M GOING TO TELL YOU THE HONEST TRUTH,” 

says Jimmy Page with a conspiratorial look. Soaking in 

the last rays of the September sun outside a west London 

café, the guitarist is revisiting the final days of The  

Yardbirds, the band he joined in May 1966 and who split 

two years later as their final US tour reached California.

“When we got to the hotel where we were staying on Sunset 

Strip there was a palmist. [Tour manager] Richard Cole said to me, 

‘Why don’t we go to the palmist for a laugh?’ So we did. The palm-

ist goes through every one of my digits and says, ‘In a very short 

time, you are going to make a decision that will change your life.’”

Within two days Page had learned that The Yardbirds were split-

ting for good. And, after his visit to the fortune-teller, he knew what 

he had to do. “Obviously, I made the decision to start a new band 

right then, but that guy saying that was pretty eerie, wasn’t it?”

On September 7, 1968, just over three months after that fateful 

afternoon in Los Angeles, Page would play his first show with new 

bandmates Robert Plant, John Bonham and John Paul Jones, briefly 

billed as The New Yardbirds. “It was pretty quick, really,” 

says Page of Zeppelin’s whirlwind formation. “But I really 

knew what I wanted to do because I’d learned so much.”

Page’s next venture would benefit enormously from 

his experience of The Yardbirds’ last years, a period he 

returns to with a new two-disc release simply entitled 

Yardbirds ’68. Disc one contains the group’s show at New 

York’s Anderson Theatre on March 30, 1968; disc two 

showcases what Page calls “studio sketches” laid down 

during a session recorded at the same time and which, 

up until now, have never been officially released.
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Glimpse of The 
Yardbirds, 1966:  
(from left)  Jim McCarty, 
Jimmy Page, Keith Relf, 
Jeff Beck, Chris Dreja.
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anything for the The 
Yardbirds! It was the first 
failure for them! (laughs)

The Yardbirds toured the 
States in August ’66 as part 
of the Dick Clark Caravan 
Of Stars tour. Was that  
your first experience  
of life on the road  
in America? 

Yes, it was. I’d been to the 
States twice and visited 
LA and New York but 
that was my first time 
touring. I was so looking 
forward to doing it and 
we played the first show 
in Dayton, Ohio, in a 
shopping mall! (laughs) 
There weren’t many 
people there and it was 
pretty terrible. I thought, 
“Christ! Is this it?” That 
was pretty surreal and then 
there was another gig that 
was in an ice rink. They 
rushed the stage and you 
couldn’t get away because 
you were slipping all over the 
place on the ice. But after 
that, we went into proper 
venues and I was pretty 

When did you first see The Yardbirds live?

I was walking down the stairs into the Marquee 
when it was still on Oxford Street and they were 
on-stage. Eric was still in the band and the energy 
was just so amazing. That was also with [bassist] 
Paul Samwell-Smith and he was a big part of 
their sound, just so dynamic. That was around 
the time that they were doing all the stuff you can 
hear on Five Live Yardbirds [the band’s live debut, 
recorded in March 1964]. They knew all the right 
songs, and there was a lot of stuff from the Chess 
and Vee-Jay catalogue from the ’50s in their set.

What was different about them at that point?

They had these intense crescendos that they 
would do, and then they would come back from 
that into these riffs. They were just really exciting 
and, in my opinion, far better than anything else 
that was going on outside of the Stones and The 
Pretty Things. They definitely had a specific style 
and I hadn’t heard that on record before. When 
Jeff joined the band, he used to play me acetates 
of what they were doing. I think his work in that 
band was unparalleled and really hard to follow.

You were at the Oxford University show  
in May 1966 when Keith, somewhat worse  
for wear, berated the audience…

I was. Keith did a sort of punk act. He started 
swearing at all these people who were dressed  
in penguin suits. It was so in advance of punk  
that even some band members weren’t ready  
for it! (laughs) Paul Samwell-Smith resigned on 
the spot. They had some gigs coming up and 
they said, “What are we going to do?” And  
I said, half jokingly, “Oh, I’ll do it.” But to be  
honest it almost came out like some sort  
of Tourette’s reaction! (laughs) 

At that point Jeff Beck was still in the band…

Yes. The reality was that Jeff had said, “It would 
be great if you were in the band,” and we 
discussed twin guitar parts and harmonies, just 
the way you’d have brass sections in a big band 
– that sort of punch. There was an opportunity  
to move things around so I’d start out on the 
bass, but Paul Samwell-Smith’s shoes were really 
big shoes to fill. The idea was that Chris would 
take over the bass, and then I’d be doing stuff 
with Jeff on guitar. That’s how that happened.

There weren’t any other bands at  
that time with two lead guitarists…

Probably not. It was more rhythm and lead in 
those days. But what is there to hear of what we 
did? There’s only really the one thing – [the 
October ’66 single] Happenings Ten Years Time 
Ago – where you have two real lead players.  
And it was the first record that really didn’t do 

relieved. The underground 
clubs were just starting to 
emerge and you could sense 
the change, something new 
was happening. That tour 
was strange, really.

It was an old-school  
pop package tour wasn’t it?

Yes. I was thinking about all the 
people who were on it recently. 
There was Bobby Hebb who 
wrote Sunny. I remember one 
place where he jumped off the 
stage into the pit where there 
was a piano and he just started 
playing. I’m not sure why the 

piano was even there! 
Maybe it was from the days 
of silent movies. I just 
thought, “He’s quite  
a card!” We didn’t really  
fit on that bill at all.

Jeff left a few days  
into that tour. Was the  
slog too much for him?

I don’t know. The official 
story is that we’d been in LA, 

The tapes made at the Anderson Theatre show have long been shrouded in controversy, 
the four-piece of Page, frontman Keith Relf, bassist Chris Dreja and drummer Jim McCarty 
having objected to the sub-standard recording as well as subsequent chicanery. “The label 
added sounds, like a bull-fighting cheer or people clinking cocktail glasses,” winces Page. “So 
we said, ‘No, it’s not coming out.’ But it came out, and it was withdrawn. Then they tried to 
slip it out again [as Live Yardbirds: Featuring Jimmy Page in 1971] on the strength of Led Zep-
pelin before it got withdrawn again.” 

Having restored the Led Zeppelin catalogue two years ago, Page has remastered and  
remixed these last Yardbirds recordings in a bid to showcase the band as they truly were.  
Following the mixing process, Page played the results to surviving participants McCarty and 
Dreja and to the Keith Relf estate (the singer having passed away in 1976 at the age of 33). “It 
was important that they were all into it, and they really were,” he says. “Jim and Chris said, 
‘We didn’t realise we were that good.’ I also really wanted to represent Keith in the right way 
because he was such a fantastic frontman.”

In fact, Page’s relationship with Relf pre-dated the 1963 formation of The Yardbirds, the 
pair having first met in a rehearsal room in London’s Maddox Street and jammed on some 
Jimmy Reed covers. Page’s close friendship with Jeff Beck (whom he famously recommended 
as a replacement for Eric Clapton when the latter quit the band in early ’65) is just another 
factor binding him to The Yardbirds. As we prepare to discuss the impact of the group on his 
own musical development, we head back to one of his first sightings of the band…

�
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we started the tour and he got tonsillitis and  
so he left and we carried on as a four-piece. At  
the time, the others weren’t too happy about it 
but as that tour went on it was almost like 
musical slave labour. It was absolutely horrible. 

There weren’t enough seats on the bus, so 
some people were sleeping in the luggage racks. 
There was a toilet that broke down after two  
days and Sam The Sham And The Pharaohs – the 
Wooly Bully guy – he had two female backing 
singers and there were no toilet facilities for 
them, which was absolutely gross. It continued  
to be gross when you look at how long that tour 
was. Jeff bailed out but everyone else stuck it  
out. So, whereas there had been a few incidents 
previously where I had played lead guitar 
throughout the set, at that point I switched to 
lead permanently and Chris Dreja stuck on bass.

The release of Sgt. Pepper had a huge impact 
on music, but had The Yardbirds already 
embarked on their own psychedelic journey 
on recordings like Still I’m Sad (October ’65) 
and Shapes Of Things (February ’66)?

To be honest The Yardbirds had always pushed 

things forward – 
even in those early 
days with Eric, they 
had something 
different going on. 
They described it as 
‘rave-up’, didn’t 
they? That was a 
good term because 
it was about pumping the music up, and  
doing that in an almost trance-like way.

What we introduced was the layering of sound 
on-stage. I had tapes of the Staten Island Ferry 
coming into dock with all the hooters. There were 
recordings of railroad trains too, and I used the 
bow on Glimpses, so to me that was going into 
the realms of psychedelia. I suppose, though, it 
was possibly more avant-garde than psychedelic.

By mid-’67 you’d also added a cover  
of The Velvet Underground’s I’m  
Waiting For The Man to the set.

Yeah. I’d seen The Velvet Underground at the 
Scene Club early on and we’d started to cover 
Waiting For The Man but I hadn’t met Warhol �

No excess baggage: Page before a US show in August 1966; (left, from top) 
Yardbirds, January ’65 (from left) Dreja, Paul Samwell-Smith, McCarty, Relf, 
Eric Clapton; live LPs including withdrawn Featuring Jimmy Page; (right) 
Page and Beck on Ready Steady Go!, ’66; US single and Dick Clark tour LP.
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at that time. Then we did this show at a state 
fair or something [Michigan State Fair, Detroit, 
November 20, 1966], and in the same confines 
Warhol was hosting a ‘Mod Wedding’ and The 
Velvet Underground were playing so we all went 
and hung out afterwards. I thought they were  
an amazing band, really thrilling.

On March 28, 1968, The Yardbirds played  
their first US show on what would be their  
final tour. Two days later you played the 
Anderson Theatre In New York and the  
label decided to record it. What do you 
remember about the gig itself?

We turned up and did a quick rehearsal and they 
re-positioned the mikes, but no one knew 
whether the recording was going to sound any 
good. That was the problem: no one had a clue.  
I would’ve preferred to have recorded a different 
show when we were really able to stretch out 
during two sets. The sets we played were 
different every night and there was a version of  
I Ain’t Got You that was really stretched out. But 
because we were recording the show and things 
weren’t sounding great we did the same set 
twice rather than varying things so I Ain’t Got 
You isn’t on there. What you hear is the set pretty 
much as we played it, warts and all.

I’m A Man is pretty much 10 minutes long  
and, along with Dazed And Confused, it 
highlights the improvisation that was  
going on. The set almost feels transitional…

It does. The set has the hits that The Yardbirds 
were known for as well as other stuff that we 
were starting to develop. You’re A Better Man 
Than I sounds really great. But a song like 
Drinkin’ Muddy Water isn’t perhaps one of the 
band’s best known songs but it’s really indicative 
of how arse-kicking the band were at the time.

Musically, it’s not too dissimilar to what 
happened six months on or so. It’s the same sort 
of freedom that was encouraged. It was the 
blueprint that was continued into Led Zeppelin.

The studio recordings on Yardbirds ’68 – was 
that material intended for the next album?

There was a bit of that, but we were just getting 
comfortable with doing it ourselves. [Little 
Games producer] Mickie Most was a singles man. 
Albums just weren’t his thing. So it was down to 
us, and to me, to do the rest. So, in New York, it 

was a question of going in to try a few things, 
and not having someone saying, “Next!” I’m not 
sure we were necessarily thinking that we were 
going to start on a new album. I do think, 
though, that it was probably the first time I’d 
recorded in a studio in America. I would have 
been keen just to do that.

Again, the material you worked on is  
varied, starting with Avron Knows –  
a really hard-driving tune.

Avron Knows is interesting and it really starts 
taking off. Chris’s bass almost sounds like he’s 
playing a bloody upright. It’s a totally different 
thing in terms of his sound. Then we do another 
version that sounds pretty different again. It’s  
a different way of playing it and it kind of shows 
how we were trying loads of things and the 
enthusiasm we had at the time.

Who exactly was Avron?

Avron was a guy Keith knew. Keith thought 
Avron was really with it and hip, but Jim had  
a different view of him! To be honest, The 
Yardbirds could be pretty abstract with their 
lyrics. Think about Happenings Ten Years  
Time Ago – that was all about reincarnation.  
With Avron Knows, it’s like a conversation 
between Keith and Jim, and it’s a bit of fun with 

those different views.

You were also writing  
yourself by then…

Yes, I’ve got Knowing That I’m Losing 
You which I wrote before I was in 
The Yardbirds, and which became 
Tangerine [on Led Zeppelin III]. The 
construction remains exactly the 

same. There’s also [the acoustic] 
Spanish Blood which I think is brilliant. 

Jim McCarty came up with that spoken 
word section which is just incredible.

A few weeks after the New York  
show and session you arrived in 
California and Keith Relf and Jim 

McCarty told you the band was 
ending. How did you react?

I said, “Surely we’re in a really good 
position at this point? 
We’ve got a really good 
cult audience that really 

JIMMY PAGE·V��
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“THERE WERE a number of reasons  
I decided to go to Mumbai,” says Jimmy 
Page, recalling his stopover en route 
back from The Yardbirds’ tour of 
Australia and New Zealand in early 
1967. “Ravi Shankar, who I had met 
before, was setting up his institute. 
According to his label, World Pacific,  
he was building this amazing place. It 
was going to have a floor dedicated to 
dance, one floor to music, one floor to 
singing, and so on, so I wanted to see 
what was going on because it sounded 
bloody marvellous. So I decided to go 
on the way home but the other guys 
didn’t want to come. They wanted  
to go via San Francisco.”

An avid listener to the BBC’s  
World Service as a teenager, Page was 
fascinated by Indian music from an 
early age. One of the first Western 
musicians to own a sitar, his visit to 
Mumbai was also motivated by his 
desire to buy more instruments.

“When I got there I didn’t actually 
get to see the institute because they’d 
only started laying the foundations,” 
he smiles. “To be honest, I don’t know if 
they ever did get to finish it in the end, 
but I did get some great instruments 
which was one of the major reasons  
for going, and I did have an amazing 
trip. Just getting off the plane on your 
own with no hotel, no nothing, is  
a great feeling. That was also  
pretty brave at the time.”

Page would return to India, 
notably when he and Robert 
Plant visited Mumbai in the 
early ’70s, their sessions at EMI 
Recording Studio in Mehta 
Road in March 1972 to record 
with the cream of local 
session musicians 
yielding thrilling 
versions of Friends and 
Four Sticks – both of 
which were finally 
officially released on 
the expanded version 
of Led Zeppelin’s 
Coda album in 2015.

“I always love 
going back to India,” 
says Page. “But that 
first trip was really 
cool. I really loved it.”

�

“It was the blueprint 
that continued in Led 
Zeppelin”: Yardbirds 
on-stage in the US, 
’66; (right) Page uses 
a violin bow on-stage 
in Australia, ’67.

Sitar master Ravi 
Shankar: “I wanted to 
see what was going 
on,” says Page of his 
journey to India.
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like what we do, and maybe 
we should take some time once we’ve finished 
the tour to really work out what we want to do?” 
That’s when they told me that they didn’t really 
want to have anything to do with The Yardbirds. 

I think Keith kept pretty quiet at the time,  
and Jim did most of the talking. I asked them 
what they wanted to do, because what we’d 
done on-stage and in the studio was quite varied.  
If we took it seriously, we could go anywhere  
we wanted. But they said they wanted to form a 
band that sounded like The Turtles. That’s when  
I thought, “You can count me out!” But they 
wanted to count me out anyway because they 
just wanted to do something completely 
different. That’s why they ended up playing  
with Keith’s sister [in Renaissance].

Wasn’t there another US tour announced  
for that September?

I’m not sure about that but there were those 
Scandinavian shows that were booked which is 
why [Led Zeppelin] went over there under the 
radar as The New Yardbirds. There was a cloak of 
secrecy, really, because we were going to change 
the name once we’d finished the album.

Between those last Yardbirds sessions  
and Led Zeppelin’s first album, there’s  
a big difference in approach.

It’s not fair to make a comparison because the 
circumstances are different. The approach is 
totally different but you also have four superstar 
musicians playing together, and I don’t mean 
that with any disrespect to the musicians in The 
Yardbirds because they are so bloody good. But 
[Zeppelin] goes into a different area of almost 
ESP-like communication that is second to none. 

Each of us, in that room during our first 
rehearsal [on August 12, 1968], hearing that, it 
was like, “Oh, my God. I have never heard 
anything like this or experienced a communion 
on that level.” After that there was no way we 
weren’t going to play together. We had to ensure 

but I stayed with him in New York, and he took 
me down to meet the people at Atlantic. The 
deal was nothing to do with [the fact that]  
Dusty Springfield recommended us. That’s a 
load of nonsense. It was the fact that we went  
to see Mo Ostin [at Warner Bros] on the West 
Coast, but that was really just to build it [and  
say to Atlantic], “We’re already talking to 
someone else.”

Looking back at your time in The Yardbirds, 
and that period in ’68 in particular, what  
did you learn and take with you?

It’s interesting because what I learned in the 
studio – we’ll call it the academic side – was  
really important. Even bringing a fuzzbox into 
the situation – which happened earlier on –  
that really changed everything. Everyone used 
one after that. But I also started doing other 

things, like playing with the bow.
There was the studio discipline – record-

ing, production – but there was also the 
organic aspect of playing live and stretching 

the ideas and the techniques much 
further. Those were the two parts of 

the puzzle that just fitted together. 
There were lots of ideas going on 

at that time and without my 
time in The Yardbirds I just 
wouldn’t have got to them. 
That’s why I was keen to get 

this record out. Historically, it’s 
good to have both the Anderson 

Theatre and the studio recordings 
out too, because it really just proves  

how good the band really were.

that we did. The fact that we routined the 
material and managed to play it live before  
we recorded it gave it a real confidence.  
You can’t compare the two things.

Your own playing style on the first Zep  
album was also much heavier…

Yes. John Bonham was a fantastic drummer,  
a genius of the drums. When he was playing  
with Tim Rose [before joining Led Zeppelin], he 
played the parts he needed to but, after that first 
rehearsal, we all knew this was an opportunity  
to go way beyond where we’d been before.  
I played guitar on that album like I hadn’t played 
guitar before. The whole vehicle was different. 
John Bonham played drums in a way where he 
flexed his musical muscles and he was able to 
become everything that he could imagine. 
Everyone was encouraged to come into 
the band in that way.

Another key player at that time  
was Peter Grant, who started 
managing The Yardbirds in that 
final year. Obviously, that 
partnership between you and 
him was key to getting Zeppelin 
the deal with Atlantic.

Yes. That’s a fair assessment 
because he was so important. So 
was the fact that I’d worked with 
[producer, songwriter and Atlantic 
exec] Bert Berns. He had asked  
me to come over to 
America to become a 
studio musician. I didn’t 

Producer Mickie 
Most, “a singles 
man”, says Jimmy.

What do you want: (above) 
Page with manager Peter 
Grant, August ’66; (top) Relf 
and Page meet Andy Warhol 
(centre), New York, ’66; then 
there were four Yardbirds, 
McCarty, Dreja, Relf, Page, 
’67; the Little Games album.
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O ONE EVER LOOKED MORE LIKE A ROCK STAR THAN JOHNNY 

Thunders. Dressed like a hooker in stack heels, hair teased into some-

thing indescribable, he manifested before British eyes on November 26, 

1973, as lead guitarist in Big Apple glam-rockers the New York Dolls on 

BBC TV’s The Old Grey Whistle Test. Presenter ‘Whispering’ Bob Harris 

called them ‘mock-rock’, but a younger generation were transfixed. 

“We’d seen the Dolls at Wembley, when they supported the Faces [in 

November ’72],” remembers future Sex Pistols drummer Paul Cook. “They were so 

throbbing and relentless. Steve Jones [the Pistols guitarist] was in awe of Thunders.”

But under the make-up, the scowl and the violence with which he attacked his six 

strings, lurked a character of complexities impenetrable to all but those who knew him 

best. “Johnny could be a monster,” says lifelong friend and collaborator Patti Palladin, 

“but he was a sweetheart underneath all that.”

Born John Anthony Genzale Jr on July 15, 1952, Thunders was raised by his mother and 

sister in the Italian-American heartland of Queens. Palladin, a Brooklynite who has rarely 

spoken about Thunders since his untimely passing in 1991, hung out with him in the �

 

 



Born to lose: Johnny 
Thunders fronts the 
Heartbreakers, London 
1977 (from left) Walter 
Lure, Billy Rath, Jerry 
Nolan (at back), JT.
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crowd at the Fillmore East, watching Jimi Hendrix. “Johnny’s 
mother used to say, ‘If he was a girl, he’d be you,’” she recalls, dark 
eyes affectionately twinkling, “‘and if you were a boy, you’d be him.’”

At 18, Genzale joined a bedroom band called Actress, which duly 
morphed into the New York Dolls. His musical role model was 
obvious and also ominous: Keith Richards.

“You always got the feeling that Johnny was hurtling towards 
something which wasn’t gonna end with him being able to do mu-
sic,” says Peter Perrett, formerly of The Only Ones, who befriended 
him in London in the late ’70s. “He didn’t seem to take care about 
his personal wellbeing, and maybe that was part of the appeal. 

“But there were other, deeper sides to Johnny – his love and 
knowledge of rock’n’roll, his sweeter nature – that nobody ever  
really saw or understood.”

FTER THE DOLLS IMPLODED ON TOUR IN FLORIDA 
in summer 1975, Thunders and drummer Jerry Nolan 
formed the Heartbreakers, initially as a trio with bassist 

Richard Hell, who arrived from a fractious stint in Television with 
status as the emerging NYC punk scene’s poster boy, and – cru-
cially for Thunders and Nolan – a heroin habit.

Thunders himself had reputedly been turned onto the drug by 
Iggy Pop circa July ’73, after Thunders started a full-time relation-
ship with LA groupie Sable Starr, while Iggy was dating Starr’s sister 
Corel. Junkie lore would soon enshroud the Heartbreakers – but in 
the short term, his band made headway at Warholian NYC hipster 
dive Max’s Kansas City after poaching second guitarist Walter Lure 
from debutants The Demons.

“They needed another guitar player,” explains Lure, “because at 
that point Johnny could only carry it if he wasn’t singing.” When 

Hell quit to pursue his own 
band, the Voidoids, Thunders’ 
combo recruited mild-man-
nered Billy Rath, who, says 
Lure, was “a speed freak at that 
point, but he steadily became a 
junkie like the rest of us.” He 

adds: “Back then, it was cool to be one. People didn’t think you 
were slobbering or collapsing on-stage. Everyone was taking drugs.”

By autumn ’76, unable to land a record deal in New York, the 
newly rechristened Johnny Thunders & The Heartbreakers had pla-
teaued. Their unlikely saviour: Malcolm McLaren, the English fash-
ion entrepreneur whose first dabble in music had been to guide the 
Dolls through their second, terminal phase. McLaren’s new charg-
es the Sex Pistols were about to unleash Anarchy In The UK, and he 
was calling to invite the Heartbreakers onto the Pistols’ first British 
tour. “We had no idea that the Pistols looked up to Johnny so 
much,” recalls Lure. “When we arrived, Malcolm took us out to a 
restaurant, and [the Pistols] were all kind of in the corner, not say-
ing anything, and we later found it was because they were in awe – 
they were afraid to sound like idiots.”

A couple of hours later, the Pistols were whisked off to Thames 
TV Studios for a last-minute appearance on The Bill Grundy Show. 
“Next day,” says Lure, in a still-disbelieving Queens brogue, “we 
wake up and read the papers – ‘What the fuck is all this? Some-
body’s cursed on television, and the whole country’s in an uproar? 
People are kicking their TVs in?’”

The Anarchy tour’s faltering progress from that moment on has 
been amply documented, but for Thunders and co it was doubly 
mind-warping. “We were turning up in Derby and Worcester, not 
able to play,” says Cook, “and the Heartbreakers were all withdrawing 
from heroin, feeling shit. They’d be sitting up all night, acting strange, 
drinking loads of cough medicine, going, ‘Urgh, I can’t sleep!’” 

At the few gigs that took place, Steve Jones, The Clash’s Mick 
Jones and The Damned’s Brian James watched open-mouthed side-
of-stage as Thunders summoned a sound from his Les Paul Junior 
and Fender Twin Reverb that was both primitive and volatile, lyrical 
and inimitable. By the final cancelled show in Paignton, on Decem-
ber 23, Thunders and co, in Lure’s words, found themselves to be 
“in the aristocracy of punk bands in the UK”. So, instead of flying 
off to resume a fruitless struggle back home, they decided to remain 
in London, with a view to hustling for a British record deal. 

On December 25, they joined their touring company at Melody 
Maker writer Caroline Coon’s house for Christmas turkey, and, on 

�

Thunders with New 
York Dolls singer David 
Johansen (left) in Los 
Angeles on The Real Don 
Steele Show, September 8, 
1973; (inset) Dolls flyer.
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January 11, played the fourth show at UK punk’s first dedicated 
nitespot, the Roxy in Covent Garden. While the four Heartbreakers 
returned to New York to collect their possessions, their manager 
Leee Black Childers brokered a deal with Track Records, home of 
The Who in the ’60s. Thunders – a Pete Townshend-style power-
house guitar hero for the punk era – was on course for stardom.

N A STICKY-FLOORED PRIVATE DINING ROOM ON  
London’s Abbey Road, the mercurial spirit of Johnny Thunders 
seems to waft through the air, as Patti Palladin and Peter Perrett 

share their reminiscences. 
“Johnny was above the whole punk movement,” says Perrett, 

who first met Thunders at the second Only Ones gig at the Speak-
easy in January ’77. “He was someone who had charisma in any 
setting, but it gave him an audience. One time, he was on the phone 
to someone back in New York, and he was going, ‘You gotta come 
over here – they think we’re professional!’”

“Johnny and Jerry were completely bemused by the whole 
scene,” adds Palladin, who’d moved to London in ’74. “There they 
were in their ’50s threads – Mr Fuckin’ Suave – and there’s all these 
kids running around in binliners.”

Installed first in a tiny shared flat in Pimlico, then in a more pa-
latial affair in Oakley Street, Chelsea, the Heartbreakers were living 
hand to mouth, and pulling together material for a debut album. 
Eventually dubbed L.A.M.F., it would boast the fast and furious 
Born To Lose, I Wanna 
Be Loved and Pirate 
Love, plus Chinese 

Rocks, a solid-gold anthem donated by Dee Dee Ramone. But  
internal divisions were already starting to appear when Jerry Nolan 
– on some level, a stabilising, elder-brother figure in Thunders’ life 
– got himself onto a methadone programme and moved into a girl-
friend’s place out in Harrow. 

“Jerry used to lose his temper with Johnny quite a lot,” says Per-
rett. “One time in Pimlico, Johnny asked me if The Only Ones 
would support the Heartbreakers. He goes next door to talk to 
Jerry and Jerry goes, ‘But you promised the Banshees they could do 
it.’ Then you heard shouting, and things being thrown and smashed. 
It was very much a love-hate relationship.”

The band’s album should ideally have been punched out quickly, 
tight and bright, but sessions dragged on through summer ’77 at 
several studios across town, with producer ‘Speedy’ Keen, former-
ly of Who protégés Thunderclap Newman. With time running out 
to make its October release date, there were post-production issues 
with L.A.M.F. which would diminish its potency. Nolan fumed at the 
muddy mix and initial pressing of 5,000 albums.

It soon transpired that Track’s motives in signing the Heartbreak-
ers had been somewhat shady: in order to continue to receive royal-
ties on The Who’s back catalogue, its bosses Chris Stamp and Kit 
Lambert had had to prove it was still a functioning label. When they 
lost a court case to secure those monies, they liquidated the com-
pany, with huge debts, casting L.A.M.F. and its creators to the void. 
“Johnny joked about it all,” says Perrett. “He told me he was gonna 

change their name to The Junkies. They’d been on 
Track Records, and the publishing was now gonna 
be Hepatitis Publishing. Maybe it was just his funny 
way of flagging up that it was about to fall apart.”

Before the year was out, the Heartbreakers 
were no more.

N JANUARY 14, 1978, THE SEX PISTOLS 
replicated the Heartbreakers’ demise, flam-
ing out in comparable disarray on the op-

posite side of the Atlantic. With The Damned also 
no longer operational, Thunders was still handily 
placed, if he could just get his act together.

He was an icon of the new order, right up there 
with Iggy. His reverb-overloaded guitar style – 
which Nolan once evocatively described as “like 
dinosaurs screaming in the forest” – was refer-
enced by every wretched punk band on earth. 

Still, the foul-mouthed street-tough façade he saved for the stage. 
In private, he was very different. “He was that kind of vulnerable, 
lovely guy,” says Paul Cook, “who attracted people to come and look 
after him. There’d always be a lady around to take him in, and 
mother him.”

Indeed, on a fleeting trip back to Queens, he’d married his long-
standing girlfriend, Julie Jourden. Says Perrett, “Part of him craved 
a stability, which he knew he could never adhere to.” Their relation-
ship was fractious: Jourden, says Lure, was “a hard-ass, and they 
were always having these knock-down-drag-outs, where the police 
got called.” 

When she duly came over to London with her two sons, John Jr 
and Vito, the latter fathered by Thunders, they moved into a flat 
above a sauna in D’Arblay Street, in the heart of sleazy Soho. Thus 
perilously ensconced, Thunders had his next move mapped out.

Recalls Perrett, “Johnny always used to say to me, ‘Chuck out 
[lead guitarist] John Perry, and let me join The Only Ones. He’d say 
it half-jokingly, and I’d sort of laugh it off. I think he was looking for 
someone to bounce off – a Jagger-Richards type thing. Then when 
the Heartbreakers split up, he asked me to get a band together for 
him, to start doing gigs.”

For the first night of a residency at the Speakeasy in 
February ’78, Perrett drafted in The Only Ones’ rhythm 
section – bassist Alan Mair and drummer Mike Kellie – 
and Palladin came in on vocals. Billed as The Living 
Dead, this loosely-arranged revue went on for some �

(From top) Thunders, Sable 
Starr and (right) Iggy Pop, 
CBGB, 1977; Heartbreakers 
’76 (from left) Jerry Nolan 
Richard Hell, JT, Walter 
Lure; Thunders (left) on 
tour in the UK, St Albans, 
1977; (inset) L.A.M.F. sleeve.
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weeks, playing songs, old, new and bor-
rowed, with line-ups featuring such admir-
ers as the Pistols’ Cook and Jones, and 
Steve Nicol and Paul Gray from Eddie & 
The Hot Rods.

Thunders revelled in this freedom, until 
one cringeworthy evening when his most 
wayward apostle turned up, begging to 
share a stage. Sid Vicious had bought hook, 
line and sinker into Thunders’ lifestyle and 
look. When New York groupie Nancy 
Spungen arrived in London in an ongoing quest to 
bed Jerry Nolan, Vicious famously embraced her 
– and her drug habits – with open arms. His  
fanaticism and choice of girlfriend were bad 
enough, but to a guitarist for whom ‘chops’ were 
all-important in pulling off an ultra-cool stage act, 
Sid, newly freed of his duties in the Sex Pistols, 
belonged back in the moshpit whence he came.

“Sid was a nice guy, just a kid really,” smiles Palladin, “but he was 
in no way a musician. He came down to soundcheck, and he was 
going, ‘Oh, can I play now?’ and Johnny was turning to me, going, 
‘What the fuck am I gonna do?’”

“I felt sorry for him,” says Perrett. “I persuaded Johnny to let 
him play, on condition that the roadies disconnected his amp from 
the speakers, so no actual sound came out.

“When we came on to do our set, Johnny had convinced Nancy 
to introduce us, topless. Sid was like a kid, upset that his girlfriend 
was up there being loud and topless, but for the first two or three 
songs, Sid was really jumping around enthusiastically. During the 
third song, he must’ve noticed there was nothing coming out. I was 
amazed it took him that long.”

EMEMBERING THOSE NIGHTS IN EARLY ’78, ALL  
concerned go a little misty-eyed. “They were magical because 
it was all so loose and spontaneous,” says Palladin, “which was 

very Johnny.” At one of the later shows, Dave Hill, young boss of 
Warners-affiliated Real Records, who’d just signed Palladin’s  
emigrée pal Chrissie Hynde’s band, The Pretenders, approached 
Thunders with a view to replicating the Living Dead format on a 
star-studded solo album.

Perrett’s wife Xena brokered a deal for “a few thousand quid”. 
Again, Thunders entrusted Perrett with assembling the ensuing  
sessions, either side of an Only Ones tour supporting Television, 
with help from debutant producer Steve Lillywhite.

As well as firing off favourite covers from the Speakeasy, such as 
a Palladin-enhanced take on The Shangri-Las’ Give Him A Great 
Big Kiss, Thunders unveiled some more sophisticated material he’d 
been working on, including You Can’t Put Your Arms Around A 
Memory – a song destined to be acknowledged one of the best of 

any rock’n’roll era. “For him,” states Palladin, “…Mem-
ory was about capturing more than the typical frontline 
rhetoric of youth. It defaults instead to his background, 
the whole Italian family thing, which came with a lot of 
compassion, pain and pathos in his case.”

Another anti-anthem, So Alone, found him, in Per-
rett’s words, “almost pleading to be given a life that’s 
worth living”. At Island’s in-house studio in Chiswick, the 
track elicited an impassioned if somewhat unsteady 
performance from its author, who keeled over into Mike 
Kellie’s drum kit in the closing seconds, thus rendering 
the take unusable. 

When Perrett disappeared on tour, Lillywhite cor-
ralled sessions with Cook and Jones. 
These yielded London Boys – Thun-
ders’ swingeing riposte to the Pis-
tols’ New York – but the Perrett-
Kellie and Jones-Cook camps only 
came together for one late-night 
romp through Otis Blackwell’s Dad-
dy Rollin’ Stone, where they were 
joined by Thin Lizzy’s Phil Lynott, a 
Speakeasy regular, and Steve Marri-
ott, the erstwhile Small Faces front-
man, with whom Thunders had first 
collided at a party during one of the 
Dolls’ early-’70s UK visits.

In July ’78, the rolling sessions 
had to wind up, as Thunders’ resi-
dence permit was up. Again, there 

was a rush to finish the album for October release, 
with a star-studded show booked to coincide at 
London’s Lyceum, and while the album was now 
titled So Alone, there apparently wasn’t time for the 
track it was named after to be fixed. 

Come October 12, the Johnny Thunders All 
Stars convened at the Lyceum, with bonus attrac-
tions like The Pretenders’ James Honeyman-Scott 
on keyboards, but without two of its biggest 

names. “Steve and I went to rehearsals,” says Paul Cook, “and John-
ny was in a bad way, nodding out. It was starting to get pretty dark, 
and we’d had enough – neither of us was into drugs at that point. 
Malcolm was onto us, going, ‘You’ve gotta get away from him.’”

Unpredictable as ever, Thunders played a blinder, but there was 
a sense of the audience chafing at his more sensitive material. “It just 
didn’t fit with what people had come to expect of him,” shrugs Perrett, 
“and it must’ve felt to him like he was stuck with a punk audience.”

There was much, much worse to come. “When I get home from 
the show,” says Palladin, “my phone rings and it’s Johnny. I’m like, 
What the fuck? He’s like, ‘I just spoke to someone in New York, and 
you’ll never believe this – Sid killed Nancy at the Chelsea.’”

While we will never know what happed that night, punk’s days 
of innocence were over.

S OUR THREE-HOUR CONVERSATION WITH  
Perrett and Palladin winds up, Pedro Mercedes, boss of 
Thunders’ reissue label Remarquable Records, arrives with 

artwork proofs for a forthcoming re-release of So Alone, including 
unused shots from the original album cover session. Back in ’78, 
Johnny’s label chose to depict him as slit-eyed, wasted and backed 
into a corner, but they also had close-ups of him looking bright-
eyed and cheeky. Obviously, late-’70s marketing wisdom dictated 
there was nothing to be gained by presenting Thunders at his best 
– it was the half-dead junkie that the public wanted.

“Drugs are like the evil grandmother hanging over Johnny’s 
legacy,” observes Walter Lure, who in the ’80s left-turned into a 
career on Wall Street and duly beat addiction. Yet the fact remains 
that, in his lifetime, Thunders was totally unabashed about broad-
casting his narcotic predilections. 

“I sort of admired his brashness, in being so open about it,”  

Richard Hell, Thunders,  
Sid Vicious, backstage  
at the Palladium, NYC, 
November 12, 1978 a month 
after Nancy Spungen’s 
death; (right) Thunders, 
manager Anya Phillips, 
Buddy Bowser, Dee Dee 
Ramone, NYC, 1975; (inset) 
the original So Alone.

�



argues Perrett, “but I also thought it was foolish, because it attracted 
a certain ghoulish interest, rather than people appreciating the art 
for what it was.”

After his frantic 18 months in London, Thunders’ plan was to 
relocate to New Orleans, and, says Palladin, “basically to play with 
a bunch of brilliant old blues musicians. In his head, he was hearing 
a horn section.” None of that came to pass as, for the next 13 years, 
he wandered between Detroit, Paris, Sweden and beyond, playing 
with pick-up bands, with the reformed Heartbreakers, with Wayne 
Kramer in the short-lived Gang War, or sometimes, for a full cut of 
the door money, solo on acoustic guitar. 

Says Palladin, “His attitude became, ‘If you’re really paying this 
money, happy to see me play fucked up, hoping this is gonna be the 
gig where I actually die on-stage, then fuck you!’”

On April 22, 1991, a 38-year-old Thunders finally made it to a 
hotel in New Orleans’ French Quarter. “But he didn’t find what he was 
searching for,” says Palladin, “because within 24 hours he was dead.” 

A somewhat inconclu-
sive autopsy showed that 

he hadn’t died from an overdose, but was suffering from an advanced 
stage of lymphatic leukaemia. There was no mention that his pass-
port, guitar and suitcase, plus $20,000 in cash, had been taken from 
the room, raising a suspicion, not officially acknowledged, of murder.

Outside on Abbey Road, an early-evening darkness has descend-
ed, as Perrett, Palladin and Mercedes pile into MOJO’s VW Polo in 
order to hear a CD of unreleased outtakes from the So Alone
sessions, including an alternate Give Him A Great Big Kiss, immi-
nently to be released as a picture disc, and a newly discovered full 
version of the title track. When the CD ends, the car feels suddenly 
drained of an explosive presence, and both Perrett and Palladin gaze 
out at the passing streets in silence. 

Palladin breaks it, finally. “I really miss him so much – it’s so
annoying…”

A remastered 40th Anniversary edition of L.A.M.F. – The Lost ’77 Mixes is 
released on Jungle on November 24. Give Him A Great Big Kiss picture disc and 
So Alone reissue coming soon on Remarquable.

(off New York Dolls, 1973)

The pick of his Dolls-era co-writes. 
David Johansen’s lyrics of romantic 
misery on Manhattan’s subway give 
Thunders carte blanche to blast off 
arguably the most electrifying railroad 
rock’n’roll guitar ever, its reverb clang 
and squealing notes mimicking the 
train hurtling down the tracks. 

(off L.A.M.F., 1977)

This swaggering monster typifies how 
Thunders essentially vamped up ’50s 
rock’n’roll for the punk era. Initially,  
it’s like super-charged Chuck Berry – 
you could even duck-walk to it – but the 
final 75 seconds showcase the  
kind of pulse-racing, tempo-changing 
excitement that only Thunders  
could summon.

(off L.A.M.F., 1977)

Dee Dee Ramone bet Richard Hell he 
could write a junkie anthem to rival Lou 
Reed’s Heroin, and ultimately gifted 
this resultant classic to the Heartbreak-
ers. Thunders made it his own with 
squalling amp noise and vocal howls 
that fully evoke an addict’s trauma.

(off So Alone, 1978)

Drummer Jerry Nolan reputedly nixed 
Thunders’ more nuanced songs from  
the Heartbreakers’ set, but this one, 
reputedly written pre-Dolls, was his 
masterpiece – an effortlessly graceful 
tear-jerker about two outcasts who can’t 
live without each other. Cover artists 
include: Ronnie Spector, Guns N’Roses.

(off So Alone expanded reissue, 2017)

Themes of solitude and emptiness in 
Thunders’ writing – not to mention, his 
addictions – have often been 
attributed to his father’s absenteeism. 
This desolate number funereally 
reveals his inability to get truly close to 
a romantic partner, with an honesty 
that’s, well, heart-breaking.

M

Thunders and  
Patti Palladin,  
1987: “I really  
miss him  
so much.”



Property of Jesus:  
Bob Dylan on tour in  
1981 – “Old things are 
passed away, and all 
things are made new.”
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T WAS NOVEMBER 18, 1978, AND BOB 
Dylan, two-thirds of the way through a 65-date 
North American tour promoting the much-
maligned Street-Legal album, was not feeling at 
all well. In fact, he was feeling worse than the 
night before, when he had forced himself to get 
through a show in San Diego, something he 

conceded to a more select audience in the same 
town a year later: 

“Last time I was here in San Diego, it was 
about a year ago, I was coming from someplace 
[else] and I was feeling real sick when I came 
through here. I was playing, I don’t think it was 
this place – Anyway, towards the end of the show 
somebody out of the crowd – they knew I wasn’t 
feeling too well, I think they could sense that – 
and they threw a silver cross on the stage. Now, 
usually I don’t pick things up that are thrown on 
the front of the stage. Once in a while I do, but 
most times I don’t. But I looked down at this 
cross and I said, ‘I got to pick that up.’  
I picked up that cross and I put it into my 
pocket. It was a silver cross, maybe so 
high – and I brought it backstage and I 
brought it with me to the next town 
which was off in Arizona. Anyway, when I 
got back there I was feeling even worse 
than I had felt when I was in San Diego, 
and I said, ‘Well, I really need something 
tonight,’ and, I didn’t know what it was. I 
was used to all kinds of things, and I said, 
‘I need something tonight that I never  
really had before.’ And I looked in my 
pocket and I had this cross that someone 
threw up on stage… in San Diego. And  
I put that cross on.”

T A SHOW IN FORT WORTH, 
seven days after San Diego, he 
was photographed wearing a new 

piece of stage jewellery, a not-so-small 
silver cross. And he was now prefacing a 
version of Street-Legal’s Señor every night 
with an extended rap, an apocalyptic  
vision involving a man with eyes of fire on 
a slow train smoking all the way to San 
Diego. Away from the arenas, he was also 
asking all sorts of questions of one young 
black singer in his band with whom he 
had formed a close bond.

Helena Springs: “He was having some 
problems once and he called and asked 
me questions, and they were questions 
that no one could possibly help with. And 

I just said, ‘Don’t you ever pray?’ .…And he said, ‘Really?’ And he 
asked me more questions about it, and he started enquiring. You 
know… he’s a very inquisitive person.” 

That Dylan himself was already thinking three steps ahead was 
confirmed by another meeting he had on a very busy day in Nash-
ville. One of his 1978 backing singers (and future bride), Carolyn 
Dennis, had arranged for him to meet her best friend, the singer 
Regina McCrary, whose father was a preacher. McCrary herself was 
a fine gospel singer. 

According to McCrary, the two immediately agreed that should 
the chance arise, she would “go on the road… with him”, just as 

soon as he took to the road again. In fact, when she 
did get the call just four months later, it was to 
work on Slow Train Coming, before becoming the 
only perennial component of a gospel group that 
would serve as the vocal backdrop to everything he 
recorded and performed between 1979 and 1981. 

OR MOST OF 1978, DYLAN HAD  
delighted in sending up speculation about 
his love life with band introductions that cast 

every girl singer as his muse. The Miami show was 
no different as he announced to the audience, “On 
[the] one side, my ex-girlfriend Helena Springs. I 

like to eat and Helena doesn’t like to cook. 
In the middle [is] my current girlfriend, Jo 
Ann Harris. She is sweet, too. [And] on 
the other side, the true love of my life and 
fiancée, Miss Carolyn Dennis.” 

Coming from a man who always liked 
to blow smoke, it was an amusing smoke-
screen. Dennis would end up as Mrs  
Dylan, though not for another decade, 
while Springs was more of an on-off girl-
friend than a former girlfriend. Only Jo 
Ann Harris seems to have remained wholly 
immune to the rock star’s charms. 

But when the tour ended, it was to  
another female figure hovering in the back-
ground that Dylan returned, someone who 
had been waiting (im)patiently for him in 
LA, where she had been sharing an apart-
ment with another of the singer’s some-
time girlfriends, actress Sally Kirkland. 
Mary Alice Artes – also an actress – had 
already been accorded a cryptic credit on 
Street-Legal, listed simply as Queen Bee. 
She had been buzzing around Bob since 
late 1977. And she was very much his type: 

“Mary Alice Artes was one of these  
dynamic personalities that Bob’s probably 
attracted to in general,” says David Mans-
field, multi-instrumentalist in Dylan’s 
1978 band, “and if they’re black, so much 
the better – she was really powerful.”

But by the time Dylan had returned to 
LA Artes had already altered her posi- �



Dylan takes a break in 
rehearsal, 1980; (opposite) 
the Street-Legal album; 
wearing the cross,  
on-stage in Atlanta,  
GA, December 12, 1978.
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tion and was, according to one contem-
porary report, refusing to live in sin. In the 
interim, Artes’ own personal quest had led 
her to the Vineyard Fellowship, a small 
evangelical sect based in California led by a 
charismatic convert in the Pauline mode 
called Kenn Gulliksen. 

“At the end of [a Vineyard] meeting  
[Artes] came up to me and said that she 
wanted to rededicate her life to the Lord,” 
Gulliksen recalls. “Then she revealed that 
she was Bob Dylan’s girlfriend and asked if 
a couple of the pastors would come, there 
and then, and talk to Bob.”

The Vineyard could not have been wholly 
unknown to Dylan. At least three members 
of the 1978 touring band had succumbed 
to its charms in the past year: David Mansfield, T-Bone Burnett and 
Stephen Soles, though both Mansfield and Burnett personally in-
sisted to me they had no hand in bringing Dylan to the Fellowship. 
Nonetheless, all three threw themselves into church activities with 
a little more aplomb than the notoriously circumspect new convert. 

David Mansfield: “T-Bone was the first one to go through this 
experience, and Stephen sort of followed him, and I eventually did, 
too. T-Bone has more than a bit of preacher in him and was  
probably hammering at all of his friends in the ways that he could  
be most effective – arguing Christian apologetics. But there was 
this revival going on – there was a certain time when we were  
all going to the same church, and Bob would be way in the back 
incognito, [while] T-Bone, Stephen and I were all playing in the 
church band.”

HE PASTOR DYLAN SPOKE TO WHEN HE  
first called the Fellowship seems to have been Bill 
Dwyer. According to Dwyer, “He called our office 

because of some things going on” in his personal life, 
which flatly contradicts Dylan’s account. Dylan would  
insist: “A lot of people think that Jesus comes into a  
person’s life only when they are either down and out or 
are miserable or just old and withering away. That’s not 
the way it was for me. I was doing fine.” [The songs 
Dylan had begun writing rather suggest not.]

Dwyer recalled two Vineyard pastors being quickly 
dispatched: “Larry Myers and Paul Emond went over 
to Bob’s house and ministered to him. He responded 
by saying, Yes, he did in fact want Christ in his life. And 
he prayed that day and received the Lord.” 

It’s possible that Dylan’s conversion was not as 
instantaneous as Gulliksen implied at the time. 

Dylan’s own memory of the meeting was 
that he had approached it with an open 
mind. “I certainly wasn’t cynical. I asked 
lots of questions… like, ‘What’s the Son of 
God? What’s all that mean – dying for my 
sins?’” He had been asking questions like 
this in song since at least 1962’s Long Ago, 
Far Away; most tellingly on the 1967  
masterpiece, Sign On The Cross, which  
depicted the penitent sinner worrying that 
he would arrive at the pearly gates only to 
find “the door it might be closed”.

In January 1979, the open door in this 
Homer’s mind did not remain ajar for long. 
And once it was closed, it stayed closed for 
some time. Asked point blank, in 1984, 
whether he was still “a literal believer of the 
Bible”, Dylan confirmed he was. And when 
questioned as to whether both Old and 
New Testaments were “equally valid”, said 
that to him they were.

Once his nearest and dearest knew of 
the change, the pressure on him became 
intense. Dave Kelly, a fellow musician and 
believer, remembers it well. “The pressures 
that his mother was putting on him to sub-
mit to these very high rabbis from the  
orthodox Judaic – it was like a war going on.”

According to Kelly, there was one specific 
occasion, probably in early 1980, when 
“three or four rabbis, including [leader of 
the Chabad-Lubavitch movement] Rebbe 
Menachem Schneerson… turned up…
They felt he had taken the time to study 
Christianity… So their position… was that 
they felt like he should give them a chance.”

Dylan may initially have given the impres-
sion of going along with these emissaries, as was his wont. Certainly his 
publicist, Paul Wasserman, remembers, “[At] this period… there 
were all these very religious Jews in the background, who… were 
hanging out… Dylan would also study the Torah with them… He 
didn’t close his mind to anything.”

UT FOR NOW THEY WERE FIGHTING A LOSING  
battle. The Vineyard now had ‘dibs’ on Dylan, and they were 
not about to let go. Within a matter of weeks – or even  

possibly days – they had persuaded him to sign up for their unique 
brand of Bible-teaching at a School of Discipleship. Perhaps he 
thought it might have a similar effect to the school for painting  
he attended for three months in 1974, a key that had unlocked 

Blood On The Tracks.
“At first, I said, ‘There’s no way I can devote three months to 

this,’” he told Robert Hilburn. “‘I’ve got to be back on the 
road soon.’ But I was sleeping one day, and I just sat up in bed 
at seven in the morning and I was compelled to get dressed and 

drive over to the Bible school.”
The foundation stone of the Vineyard Fellowship was 

the notion that the believer is literally born again, and 
initially Dylan was unapologetic about the label being 
applied to him. “Being born again is a hard thing,” he 
would tell Karen Hughes. “You ever seen a mother 
give birth to a child? Well, it’s painful. We don’t like 
to lose those old attitudes and hang-ups. Conversion 
takes time because you have to learn to crawl before 
you can walk. You have to learn to drink milk before 

you can eat meat…”
In later years, though, the term ‘born again’ 

seemed to get his hackles up. When Hilburn used it in 
a 1983 interview, he dismissed it as “a hype term. It’s  

�

T-Bone Burnett: 
Dylan sideman,  
early Vineyard 
Fellowship  
follower, 1976.
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a media term that throws people into a corner and leaves them 
there. Whether people realise it or not, all these… religious 
labels are irrelevant.” 

Meanwhile, some old habits died hard. Personal inter-
actions with his fellow Vineyard students were sporadic at 
best. As Bill Dwyer would recall, “He was there, he 
came to my class, he interacted with other students. 
But he was still Bob Dylan – he dressed like Bob  
Dylan. [I was almost tempted to say,] ‘Take off the 
glasses, the leather jacket and the beret for a minute.’ 
But he did all the assignments.”

Dylan also had his participatory moments, as when  
a fellow student at the School of Discipleship related a 
dream the previous night, in which “the members of the 
class were gathered in an upper room… [but] one corner 
of the room had been left unfinished, exposing insulation 
padding, ducts, and a tangle of dangerously frayed electric 
wiring… The dreamer was frightened, until an unidenti-
fied man assured him that only boldness was required.  
Encouraged, the dreamer thrust his hands into the wiring 
and pulled. It fell away, and through the hole in the roof, 
fresh, clean water began to flow.”

It was a “nodding and smiling” Dylan who used the good 
book to interpret the dream, as he was being taught to do, 
quoting 2 Corinthians 5:17: “Old things are passed away, 
and all things are made new.”

Within six months, the world would know he wasn’t  
kidding. He had changed his way of thinking. And how.

Adapted by the author from Trouble In Mind: Dylan’s Gospel Years – What 
Really Happened (Route Books, 2017). Read the review on p.113.

FROM SLOW TRAIN COMING TO BOOTLEG 13 –  
HOW DYLAN’S “GOOD NEWS” HIT THE WORLD.

Long Ago, Far Away: 
Dylan in New York, 1963, 
around the time he first 
started asking spiritual 
questions; (opposite) on 
a slow train during the 
1978 world tour.





Holy roller: Dylan on-stage 
in Paris, June 23, 1981.  
“As the band got better,” 
says drummer Jim Keltner, 
“I think Bob got bored.”
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HE SCENE OUTSIDE THE 
Warfield Theatre in San Francisco 

on the evening of November 1, 1979 
spoke to what was about to go down inside. To the standard-
issue shaggy, stoned Bob Dylan fans, add a congregation of 
Jesus Freaks – equally shaggy hippies since converted to ‘The 
Way’ and off the weed – and a number from a more self-ex-
planatory group: Jews For Jesus. There was pamphleteering, 

the carrying of signs, strumming of guitars, singing of 
praises. Word was out that the guy who once advised lis-

teners against following leaders (but to watch their parking meters) 
was following the big daddy of all leaders: Jesus Christ.

Dylan had sold out a 14-night Warfield run and this was opening 
night. Jeff Friedman, a 23-year old New York Dylan fan, had tickets 
for 10 nights. With a bulky cassette deck 
smuggled in his backpack, he illicitly cap-
tured Dylan concerts and traded the tapes 
with other Bobheads. He’d heard about Dy-
lan’s Christian conversion, dug Slow Train 
Coming when it was released back in August 
and had seen Bob on Saturday Night Live in 
October. But the depth of Dylan’s commit-
ment hadn’t sunk in: “Yeah, Slow Train’s got 
these Jesus overtones, there’s a cross on the 
cover, When He Returns was pretty blatant, 
but he was always kind of a religious guy.”

Regina McCrary was one of Dylan’s 
three backing singers. Her Christian 
preacher father was one of The Fairfield 
Four, a venerable black gospel vocal quartet. 
McCrary had a voice with the power of 
struck thunder. She knew Blowin’ In The 
Wind and other Dylan classics but had no 
idea the extent of her new boss’s popularity 
– until this night at the Warfield. As the van 
deposited Bob and band at the backstage 
entrance, she began to understand.

“There were ropes taped off, people on 
both sides,” she remembers. “Women were 
screaming and fainting, people crying and 

reaching for him. The closest I’d 
ever come to seeing people act 
like that was The Beatles on tel-
evision. I thought, Who is this 
man? That’s when it dawned on 
me that God had put me with 
someone the world respected.”

As Jeff Friedman found his 
seat and prepared his taping  
apparatus, McCrary was back-
stage. Dylan came into the sing-
ers’ dressing room. “He had a 
look on his face. He said, ‘Some-
thing’s missing. I need some-
thing to open up the show.’” She 
old him a parable about an old 

woman whose visit to her dying 
soldier son was enabled by Jesus. Despite 
McCrary’s stage fright, Dylan insisted she 
open the show by recounting the tale.

“The key word at that moment,” recalls 
Jeff Friedman, “was perplexed. It’s the first 
show so we didn’t know what he was gonna 
do. The first girl comes out and tells that story. 
Everyone’s goin’, ‘What the fuck is this?’”

After the parable, singers McCrary,  
Helena Springs and Monalisa Young sang a 
gospel mini-set, backed by pianist Terry 
Young. They remained when, without a 
break, Dylan, guitarist Fred Tackett, organist 
Spooner Oldham, bassist Tim Drummond 
and drummer Jim Keltner took the stage. 

“They kicked into Gotta Serve Some-
body, followed by I Believe In You and When 
You Gonna Wake Up,” says Jeff Friedman. 
“I’m going OK – right – the same songs he 
did on Saturday Night Live. But after that 
third song, that’s when it occurred to me 
this was really gonna be different. You’re 
waiting. Is Just Like A Woman next? Maybe 

Bringing it all back home: 
Dylan and his gospel singers 
return to the Warfield Theatre, 
San Francisco, November 14, 
1980. At the first run, the key 
word had been perplexed.
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The Slow Train band pull into 
Muscle Shoals, April/May 1979: 
(back, from left) Pick Withers, 
Tim Drummond, Dylan, Mark 
Knopfler; (front, from left) 
unknown, Gregg Hamm,  
Barry Beckett, Jerry Wexler.

Ballad Of A Thin Man? And one song 
after another and it’s just all this new 
Christian material. There’s nothing else.”

After the show, promoter Bill Gra-
ham was in the lobby, surrounded by a 
dozen concertgoers. A curious Jeff 
Friedman approached. “They’re plead-
ing with him, ‘Bill, isn’t there anything 
you can do? Can’t you get him to sing 
the old songs? Please Bill!’ They were 
almost crying – it was kinda pathetic. 
But he was listening – he always treated 
the audience fairly. He was like, 
‘There’s nothing I can do – it’s 
Bob Dylan.’”

Friedman called a friend 
from a phone booth, trying to 
explain the inexplicable. 
“Sandy! Sandy! You’re not gonna 
believe it! These girls came out, 
he didn’t talk, he played piano 
on one song – and he didn’t do 
one old song – it’s all these 
Christian songs!”

Friedman’s friend absorbed 
the hot-off-the-wire news and was  
silent at first. His eventual response was 
thoughtful, succinct. “That’s fantastic.”

Things had changed.

ATE IN DYLAN’S 1978 WORLD 
Tour, he’d soundcheck with an in-
progress work called Slow Train. 

At that tour’s final engagement on  
December 16 in Florida, he debuted Do 
Right To Me Baby (Do Unto Others). 
But it was not yet common knowledge 
that Jesus was his new muse, gospel his 
new music and he was accumulating 
songs about this new relationship. The 

challenge of recording them 
would fall to veteran R&B/soul 
producer Jerry Wexler. “Im-
maculate funk” was what he 
called his signature sound: 
“It’s funky, it’s deep, it’s very 
emotional, but it’s clean.”

Dylan and Wexler had 
worked together on albums by 
Doug Sahm (in 1973) and 

Barry Goldberg (in ’74), recording the 
latter at soul mecca Muscle Shoals 
Sound Studio in Alabama. They agreed 
to reconvene there in April ’79, with 
studio founder Barry Beckett playing 
keys and co-producing, Neil Young/
James Brown bassist Tim Drummond, 
plus, from Dire Straits – rising Dylan-
esque rockers recently co-produced by 
Wexler and Beckett – guitarist Mark 
Knopfler and drummer Pick Withers.

The sessions were rocky at first.  
Dylan began preaching to Wexler, to 
which he responded, “Bob, you’re deal-
ing with a 62-year-old confirmed Jewish 
atheist… let’s just make an album.” 
The subject was dropped. Withers says, 

“No one was proselytising. 
They were just songs and they 
had a lot of depth.” It was Dylan 
The Legend he found challeng-
ing. “At first I wanted to run 
away,” he recalls now. “But you 
do what you always do – ’cos 
that’s why people want you. The 
first day [April 30, 1979] was 
nerve-wracking, but we did it.”

Dylan’s recording prefer-
ences defied then-current  

practices: insisting he sing on every �
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N NOVEMBER 1980, DURING A RUN  
of shows at San Francisco’s Warfield Theatre, 
Bob Dylan sat down in his hotel room for an 
interview with LA Times rock writer Robert 
Hilburn. While Dylan had engaged with the 
media sporadically since the August 1979 re-
lease of Slow Train Coming, it would prove to 
be the most relaxed and revealing of his 

whole Jesus phase, and the first to address 
his softening attitude to the songs he wrote 

before being ‘born again’. As Hilburn was keen 
to stress, “It would be wrong to infer that Dylan 
has become a ‘Jesus freak’ stereotype”: an even-
handed judgement/reflection that offers a key to 
grasping the pair’s rapport (Hilburn has inter-
viewed Dylan 12 times in all). There follows an 
edited version of their conversation.

Any of your songs that you couldn’t sing today? 
Any song that you couldn’t relate to?

I don’t think so. I could probably sing them all, even 
Queen Jane Approximately.

Why didn’t you do any of the old songs on the 
1979 tour?

I truly had a born-again experience, if you want to 
call it that. It’s an overused term, but it’s something 
that people can relate to. It happened in 1978.

I always knew there was a God or a creator of  
the universe and a creator of the mountains and  
the sea and all that kind of thing, but I wasn’t 
conscious of Jesus and what that had to do with  
the Supreme Creator.

After you had the vision, I understand you 
attended a three-month Bible course at a church 
in Los Angeles?

At first, I said, “There’s no way I can devote three 
months to this. I’ve got to be back on the road soon.” 
But I was sleeping one day and I just sat up in bed  
at seven in the morning and I was compelled to  
get dressed and drive over to the Bible school.  
I couldn’t believe I was there.

But you had already accepted Jesus in your  
heart by then?

Yeah, but I hadn’t told anybody about it because  
I felt they would say, “Aw, come on.” Most of the 
people I know don’t believe that Jesus was 
resurrected, that He is alive. It’s like He was just 
another prophet or something, one of many good 
people. That’s not the way it was any longer for me.  
I had always read the Bible, but I only looked at it as 
literature. I was never really instructed in it in a way 
that was meaningful to me.

I had assumed that these feelings came to you  
at a crisis point in your life, a time when you  
were desperately needing something else  
to believe in.

No. I had gone so far that I didn’t even think there 
was anything left. I thought, “Well, everybody has 
got their own truth.” What works for one man is fine 
as long as it works for him. I had given up looking 
and searching for it.

But didn’t you go to Israel? You seemed to be 
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take with the band, resistant to isolating musicians in booths, against wearing 
headphones. Wexler convinced the singer to lay out until the players nailed the ar-
rangements. Then, he clustered Bob and band in a circle, no headphones, and told 
Knopfler to play like Albert King. Now “the pickers were cooking.” Still simmering, 
they ran to their isolation booths and the engineer hit ‘record’. Wexler may have 
been the puppeteer, but Withers says Dylan “was the taskmaster – ‘Let’s go back, do 
some more.’ If nothing was happening after a few takes, he’d move on.”

For one track, a child made an executive decision. Dylan had written a playful 
nursery rhyme about Adam in the Garden Of Eden called Man Gave Names To All 
The Animals, each verse ending with an animal’s name. “Bob said, ‘I don’t know if 
I’m gonna put this song on the record – I want you to listen to it,’” remembers 
Regina McCrary, who was with her son. “When he sang, ‘I think I’ll call it a pig,’ my 
son Tony, who was three, fell over onto the floor just laughin’! And he said, ‘Mama, 
he said I think I’ll call it a pig!’ Bob was lookin’ at Tony as he was laughin’. And Bob 
said, ‘I’m gonna put this song on my record.’” 

Released on August 20, Slow Train Coming went to Number 2 and 3 on the UK 
and US album charts respectively. The single Gotta Serve Somebody hit Number 24 
in the US. Reviews ran the gamut. Jann Wenner in Rolling Stone called it Dylan’s 
“finest work since The Basement Tapes”, and, “Musically… probably Dylan’s finest 
record.” Greil Marcus in New West disagreed, describing it as “an initially com-
manding but ultimately slick piece of music” and nutshelled its theology as “Jesus is 
the answer, and if you don’t believe it, you’re fucked.”

HEN DYLAN BEGAN ASSEMBLING THE BAND TO TOUR BEHIND 
Slow Train Coming, he contacted drummer Jim Keltner, so in-demand as 
a session man that he rarely opted for the road grind. “I was asked by Bob 

a few times to audition for a tour,” he tells MOJO. “I’d go pretty much knowing I 
didn’t wanna go on the road – I just wanted to see what he was up to. On this one in 
’79, he called and said, ‘Do you wanna hear my new record?’ So I went to the studio 
and sat by myself and heard Slow Train Coming. After each song I was crying. When 
I finished listening, I walked to this little room where he had his typewriter and said, 
‘Bob, wherever you’re going, I wanna go with you.’”

Theological differences aside, most agree on the excellence of Dylan’s gospel-era 
band. While a second guitarist and drummer were added later, backing singers came 
and went and the keyboard seat changed, Keltner, Drummond, Fred Tackett and 
Regina McCrary remained from October 20, 1979 through November 21, 1981 
and were the heart of one of the most scorching concert ensembles of Dylan’s  
career. But they had their work cut out, with Dylan’s insistence on no pre-Slow Train 
songs unsettling audiences, and many fellow musicians still dismayed at Dylan’s 
conversion. In her Leonard Cohen biography, MOJO scribe Sylvie Simmons quoted 
singer Jennifer Warnes as saying, “It seriously rocked [Leonard’s] world. [He 
would] wander around the house, wringing his hands saying, ‘Why would he go for 
Jesus at a late time like this? I don’t g         dy 
called Serve Yourself and Keith Rich-
ards reportedly dubbed Dylan “The 
Prophet Of Profit”. Van Dyke Parks 
reflected many musicians’ negative 
stance when he quipped, “There 
goes the neighbourhood.”

If some Dylan watchers were 
sceptical, others were merciless. Joel 
Selvin of the San Francisco Chronicle 
slammed the Warfield opening,  
under the headline “Bob Dylan’s 
God-Awful Gospel”. Selvin wrote, 
“He has opted for the soothing sopo-
rific which the simple truths of his 
brand of Christianity provide” and 
went on to describe “cat-calls 
and boos”. Dylan allegedly 
called Selvin’s home and 

�

Bassist Tim 
Drummond and 
Dylan throw some 
shapes; (opposite) 
Dylan in 1978. 

searching for some religious…

Not really. If I was searching, it was just… get down 
to the root reality of the way things really are, to pull 
the mask off. My thing was always to pull the mask 
off of whatever was going on. It’s like war. People 
don’t look at war as a business. They look at it as an 
emotional thing.

When you get right down to it, however, war 
– unless one people need another people’s land – is 
a business. If you look at it that way, you can come to 
terms with it. There are certain people who make a 
lot of money off of war the same way people make 
money off blue jeans. To say it was something else 
always irritated me.

Did you start telling friends about it when you 
went to the Bible classes?

No, I didn’t want to set myself up. I didn’t want to 
reflect on the Lord at all because if I told people  
and then I didn’t keep myself going, they’d say,  
“Oh well, I guess it was just another one of those 
things that didn’t work out.” I didn’t know myself  
if I could go for three months. But I did begin telling 
a few people after a couple of months and a lot of 
them got angry at me.

Do you have any fear that what you’re saying 
now may come back to haunt you in five years 
– that you aren’t really committed?

I don’t think so. If I would have felt anything like that, 
I think it would have come up to the surface by now.

But we’ve seen so many rock stars get involved 
with gurus and maharishis and then move on.

Well, this is no maharishi trip with me. Jesus is 
definitely not that to me.

What did you think about some of the hostile 
reviews to Slow Train Coming?

You can’t look at reviews.

Do you see how people could think some of the 
messages in the album were heavy-handed?

I didn’t mean to deliver a hammer blow. It might 
come out of the way, but I’m not trying to kill 
anybody. You can’t put down people who don’t 
believe. Anybody can have the answer I have.  
I mean, it’s free.

What about the decision in 1979 to do only  
new songs?

I wasn’t in touch with those old songs then.

But you’re singing them again now.

It’s like I said. This show evolved out of that last tour. 
It’s like the songs aren’t… how can I put it? Those 
songs weren’t anti-God at all. I wasn’t sure about 
that for a while.

Is there any way you can talk about the changes 
in your life, how the religious experiences make 
you feel or act differently?

It’s in my system. I don’t really have enough time to 
talk about it. If someone really wants to know, I can 
explain it to them, but there are other people who 
can do it just as well. I don’t feel compelled to do  
it. I was doing a bit of that last year on the stage.  
I was saying stuff I figured people needed to  
know. I thought I was giving people an idea  
of what was behind the songs. I don’t think it’s 
necessary any more.

When I walk around some of the towns we go  
to, however, I’m totally convinced people need 
Jesus. Look at the junkies and the winos and the 
troubled people. It’s all a sickness which can be 
healed in an instant. The powers that be won’t  
let that happen. The powers that be say it has  
to be healed politically.

Is music still important to you?

Music has given me a purpose. As a kid, there was 
rock. Later on, there was folk-blues music. It’s  
not something that I just listen to as a passive 
person. It has always been in my blood and it  
has never failed me. �
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told his wife that her husband’s  
licence to review had been revoked.

By the middle of the initial Warfield 
run, Dylan doubled down and began 
evangelising on-stage, his raps frequently 
based on The Book Of Revelations as in-
terpreted through contemporary dooms-
day prophets. At a gig in Arizona in No-
vember 1979 he predicted the Battle of 
Armageddon in three to five to 10 years 
(as of September 2017 when the article 
you’re reading was written, it had yet to 
commence). At another in Connecticut 
in 1980, he gave a convoluted sermon 
about San Francisco, homosexuality and iniquity that was reminis-
cent of rank right-wing bigotry. This behaviour only encouraged 
fans to walk out or call for secular material. “In San Francisco, a 
folksinger friend of mine made a bunch of money playing old Bob 
Dylan songs on the sidewalk while the crowd was in line,” laughs 
Fred Tackett. “And there was a guy in the front row that had a sign 
that read ‘JESUS LOVES YOUR OLD SONGS’.”

Yet for everyone Dylan pissed off, there was someone he turned 
on. Christians were attending his concerts and the tapes show they 
were wildly supportive. And there were those moved to re-examine 
their lives and beliefs – like the guy playing drums behind Bob.  
Jim Keltner had upped his self-destructive habits on the road and 
while he didn’t clean up overnight, he credits the music for the  
inspiration to do so. “Bob was at the peak of his powers as an artist 
– the figure he cut on-stage, the way he connected with the audience, 
the way he sang those words with such conviction and the strength 
of his voice. I was propelled by the power of the music, by the 
power of that band to change my life. When your heart is opened  
up to God through the music, the Devil says, ‘C’mon Jim, you 
played your ass off, let’s go party.’ The quiet voice – the one you 

have to be still to hear – is God’s voice.”
The music industry also recognised 

Dylan’s achievements, awarding him with 
a Best Male Rock Vocal Performance 
Grammy Award – his first – for Gotta 
Serve Somebody on February 27, 1980. 
Dylan and band, decked out in tuxedos, 
performed the song at the ceremony. It 
was a churning, epic rendition and 
brought the audience to its feet. 

WO WEEKS BEFORE THE 
Grammys, Dylan returned to  
Muscle Shoals – with his band – to 

record what became Saved. Wexler and Beckett reprised their pro-
ducer roles. Dylan had a backlog of road-tested material, but the 
musicians were weary – they drove from a gig in West Virginia all 
the way to Alabama – and the sessions fell short of capturing the 
energetic performances the musicians were delivering every night.

Fred Tackett: “The bus pulled into Muscle Shoals, we got out 
and went into the studio, cut the tracks in five days. Bob said, ‘Send 
me a copy when you mix it,’ got back on the bus and we drove off.”

Jim Keltner felt that while the production methodology may 
have worked for Slow Train, it was inappropriate for this group that 
thrived on spontaneous exchange. “I have tremendous respect for 
Wexler and Beckett,” he says, “but it sounded too studio-dead. A 
studio can dampen the music so that there’s no bleed – the fear be-
ing that the overtones overlap and are difficult for the engineers. 
People like Bob, John Lennon, Ry Cooder, myself were the opposite 
– we wanted things to run together and to see what happens. A lot 
of our favourite records were made like that.”

Dylan was equally disappointed with the sessions and wanted to 
release a live album, but Columbia Records refused to pay for it. 
That it was yet more Christian music may have been a factor. 

�

“One Jesus album from Bob was 
fine, two was stretching it”: Wexler 
listens in to Dylan and his sing-
ers rehearsing, Saved sessions, 
February 1980, Muscle Shoals.

�
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Are you ready?: Dylan 
fires up the audiences; 
(right) Michael Shannon 
delivers the sermons.
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Even Wexler later wrote, “One 
Jesus album from Bob was fine, two 
was stretching it.” In addition, the 
cover painting by Tony Wright was 
based on an apocalyptic vision Dylan 
had of Jesus’ forefinger reaching 
down from the sky, anointing a single 
believer’s hand to be saved amidst a 
sea of many. The cover was later re-
placed with an anodyne portrait of Dylan on-stage. 
Saved reached Number 3 in the UK but only 24 in 
the US. Reviewers were not impressed.

Still, the gospel train chugged across North 
America in 1980 then took a summer break during 
which Dylan sailed the Caribbean in his schooner. 
Prior to hitting the road again, Bob convened his 
band in September at Rundown Studios, his Santa 
Monica rehearsal space, to demo a new song, Every 
Grain Of Sand. Coupled with a gorgeous melody, 

the lyrics were clearly 
about God, but there 
was nary a mention of 

His son Jesus. Instead, Dylan recog-
nised God’s spirit in everything – a 
pantheistic view rather than an exclu-
sively Christian interpretation. 

Then in October rehearsals began for 
the next tour leg, running down Blowin’ 

I  h  d, Mr. Tambourine Man and Like A 
Rolling Stone plus new songs like Every Grain Of 
Sand. Nobody commented on this dramatic shift. 
“We just started playin’ Like A Rolling Stone,” says 
Tackett. “Bob didn’t say anything about it.”

On November 9, Dylan brought it all back 
home to the Warfield in San Francisco again. “The 
first night we played Like A Rolling Stone and the 
people recognised he was playing his old tunes,” 
says Fred Tackett, “and they just freaked out. It was 

the most dramatic musical moment I’ve ever been part of. A chill 
went up my spine.” Blowin’ In The Wind, Just Like A Woman,  
Señor and Girl From The North Country were also performed 
along with gospel material. There was no evangelising. As 1980 
wound down and ’81 began, Dylan was performing fewer gospel 
songs. The controversy surrounding Born-Again Bob began to fade.

Shot Of Love, Dylan’s final entry in the so-called gospel trilogy, 
was recorded between March and May and released on August of 
’81. It made Number 6 in the UK, 33 in the US. Nick Kent of New 
Musical Express called it “Dylan’s worst album to date” – and he 
wasn’t alone. Yet some critics noticed that amid the mediocrity and 
worse was at least one classic, album closer Every Grain Of Sand. Its 
placement can be read as Dylan’s statement to cap this period in his 
life and speaking of his trials. There’s no evidence of regret: “Don’t 
have the inclination to look back on any mistake.” But he refers to 
“…this chain of events that I must break,” knowing he’s not alone 
because he “…can see the Master’s hand… in every grain of sand.”  

N NOVEMBER 21, 1981, DYLAN’S BAND OF ROAD 
warriors and church ladies played its final gig and an era 
ended. “As the band got better playing the songs, I think 

Bob got bored,” notes Jim Keltner. “He wanted to move on. We all 
got too comfortable, he didn’t care for the same thing happening all 
the time.” But the gospel era served the dual purpose of literally 
reinvigorating Dylan with the Spirit as well as producing some of his 
finest live performances.

The hostile response to his religious shift, like The Battles Of 
Newport ’65 and Manchester ’66 over rock’n’roll, brought out his 
scrappy fightin’ side. And as shown by forays into country and the 
Great American Songbook, he’s often found inspiration by  
immersing in fresh realms. In 1983 he explained the Christian 
phase to LA Times’ Robert Hilburn:“When I get involved in some-
thing, I get totally involved. I don’t play around on the fringes.”

While Dylan’s current religious practice is more private than it 
was in 1979-81, we know Dylan has remained a Jew and sung on 
Chabad telethons. He performed Gotta Serve Somebody as recently 
as 2011. We know that when Tempest was released in 2012, he told 
Mikal Gilmore in Rolling Stone that, “I’d wanted to make something 
more religious, I just didn’t have enough religious songs.”

“I know to this day that this man walks with God,” says 
Regina McCrary today. “I know spiritually and I know per-
sonally,” she adds, declining to elaborate.

He told David Gates of Newsweek in 1997, “Here’s the 
thing with me and the religious thing. This is the flat-out truth: 
I find the religiosity and philosophy in the music. I don’t find it 

where else… I don’t adhere to rabbis, preachers, evange-
l sts, all of that. I’ve learned more from the songs than I’ve 

learned from any of this kind of entity.”
So what is Bob Dylan? Jewish, Christian, some  

hybrid? The answer is simpler: he’s a musician.
�
M

Dylan at the 22nd 
Grammys to pick 
up his award 
for Gotta Serve 
Somebody.
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"IT FEELS 
LIKE A KIND 

OF DUVET 
DAY FOR 

WORKING 
MUSICIANS, 

A SAFE 
SPACE, 

WARM AND 
INTIMATE, 

WHERE 
IDEAS 

CAN BE 
EXPLORED."

Courtney Barnett 
And Kurt Vile 
����
Lotta Sea Lice
MARATHON ARTISTS. CD/DL/LP

T
he video for Kurt Vile and Courtney Barnett’s 
Continental Breakfast isn’t a textbook 
example of how to build a rock’n’roll myth. 

Both artists are shown in their respective time and 
comfort zones: Vile hangs out with his wife and kids in 
Philadelphia, taking his daughters to their riding lessons, 
turning them upside down, surprising them with ice 
lollies. On the other side of the world, Barnett walks  
her Melbourne patch, doing a spot of gardening with  
her partner, the songwriter Jen Cloher, eating cake  
with her grandmother and going ten-pin bowling with  
friends. Then, at the end, in a downtime lull, the pair  
pick up their phones – old-school landline, not cell,  
not Skype – and have a conversation, a lovely, gentle 
enactment of the song’s central lyric: “I cherish  
my intercontinental friendships.” 

It’s all very sweet and admirably grounded, a testament 
to the importance of roots and community, but also a 
celebration of serendipity, of the random emotional map-
pins that dot the life of the touring musician. Vile’s fourth 
album, 2011’s Smoke Ring For My Halo, hit Barnett at a 
particularly tender post-break-up moment in her life. 
They met when she supported him at a Melbourne show: 
she gave him a copy of her 2013 compilation, The Double 
EP: A Sea Of Split Peas, and once he managed to find a 
turntable on which to play it, he was “smitten” with her 

music. They kept in touch through 
e-mail, phone calls, and the festival 
circuit, until Vile found himself 
day-dreaming a song for Barnett 
– a pretty daze that would become 
this album’s opener, Over 
Everything.

One song multiplied into nine, 
recorded “on a handful of days 
between January 4, 2016 and 
March 8, 2017” in North 
Melbourne. Mick Harvey,  
Jim White and Mick Turner  
of The Dirty Three, Vile’s long-
term associate Rob Laakso and 
Warpaint’s Stella Mozgawa  
were called on for backing, all 
empathetic musicians who never 
impose on the reverie. The result is 
a record that sounds laid-back but 
feels oddly urgent, a conversation 
that could have petered out at any 
moment, scuppered by schedules 
and geography, but was kept open 
because both parties wanted it to 
happen. Barnett admits she was in 
a panicky “song-writing rut” after 
the success of her wonderful 2015 
debut Sometimes I Sit And Think And 

Sometimes I Just Sit, and often Lotta Sea Lice does  
feel like a kind of duvet day for working musicians, 
a safe space, warm and intimate, where ideas can  
be explored, rules readjusted, issues pulled apart. 

The easy Range Life twang of Over Everything, 
written by Vile, sees the pair comparing notes about 
the creative process: “When I’m struggling with my 
songs I do the same thing too,” Barnett replies to 
Vile, her harder, brighter vowels softening slightly 
to match his drawl. “I crunch ’em up in headphones 
’cos why wouldn’t you?” On Let It Go, a thin plume 
of Gastr Del Sol guitar curling around heavy-lidded 
vocals, Barnett asks, “What comes first the chorus 

or the verse?” “I’m a bit lost at the moment,” answers 
Vile. It’s reminiscent of a slacker xx – the way two singers 
sing around rather than at each other, bending the 
perspective, holding the songs up to different lights. 

The songs might have been written individually, but 
Lotta Sea Lice feels like a happy and deliberate mind-meld, 
rather than the work of two competing songwriters 
duking it out knee-to-knee over their guitars. It’s apparent 
in the photograph where they emerge from under a single 
cloud of hair, the way they lip-sync the other’s vocals on 
the video for Over Everything, the yin-yang sleeve art, 
Vile in white, Barnett in black. The ultimate merger, 
though, is in their covers of each other’s songs. Barnett 
takes on Peeping Tomboy from Smoke Ring For My Halo, 
sharpening up the original’s fragility into something more 
self-lacerating: “I don’t wanna change/But I don’t wanna 
be the same.” Vile, meanwhile, tackles Out Of The 
Woodwork, dragging its rage to the surface as Barnett’s 
heavy chant of “she’s so easy” stirs up the muddy depths.

Vile’s hooting Blue Cheese sounds like a game of 
musical consequences, a tipsy tumble of innuendos that 
has a prominent role for “a girl named Tina” who 
“supplies the reeferina”.  There’s not, however, much that 
feels throwaway: these are songs that come from shared 
experience, mutual understanding, the need to work 
things through. As might be expected from the woman 
who wrote Avant Gardener (“I’m not that good at 
breathing in”) or the man behind Pretty Pimpin’ (Vile 
finds himself cleaning “some stranger’s teeth” in the 
mirror), there’s a lot about what happens when you find 
yourself stuck, own skin ill-fitting, decision-making 
stuttering to a standstill. Barnett’s On Script – drowsy 
guitar stretched to its limits – is a study in being stuck, 
the tune stalling and restarting around her deadpan lyrics 
(“I know, it’s getting old”) while an ominous cover of Jen 
Cloher’s Fear Is Like A Forest tangles with both Neil 
Young guitars and the problems of letting go. 

It ends with a cover of Belly’s Untogether, the poisoned 
fairytale lyrics signalling the breaking of a spell, the 
outside world flooding back in. While Barnett and Vile 
aren’t about to do any hammy duets of Islands In The 
Stream any time soon, there nevertheless is a romance to 
this record: the romance of friendship, music, and old-
fashioned analogue connection. Or, as Barnett sings on 
Over Everything: “you could say I hear you on several 
levels at high decibels”. There’s just as much joy to be 
found through listening in to two songwriters not only 
exploring what they can do, but also why they do it.

It’s good to talk
Mutually rewarding album from indie power couple proves that not all long-

distance relationships are doomed. By Victoria Segal. Illustration by Andrew Archer.

KEY TRACKS
� Over Everything

� Let It Go

� Continental 
Breakfast

THEY TALK! KURT AND COURTNEY DISCUSS NEW VOICES, 
THINKING DIFFERENTLY AND DISCOVERING BELLY. 

BACK STORY: 
KILLER  
CRUSTACEANS
� The itchy title of the 
album – and name of 
touring band The Sea Lice 
– comes from Warpaint 
drummer Stella Mozgawa. 
“Stella had been on the 
beach in Sydney on the 
day before she came into 
the studio,” explains 
Barnett, “and she had this 
story about a lady at the 
beach who kept talking 
about sea lice. It became 
this thing we kept saying 
in the studio, just a silly 
joke. Had I heard about 
the aggressive strain of 
sea lice who attacked a 
swimmer’s leg? I saw that, 
my manager sent it to me, 
but we’d long before then 
decided on the album title 
and done the tour poster.”
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“Kurt is very fun 
and supportive…”
Courtney Barnett and Kurt Vile 
speak to Victoria Segal.
Courtney, you said the album emerged while you 
were in a “songwriting rut”. Did the process help? 

Courtney Barnett: “I feel like that a lot of the time – it’s 
like an eternal block. The process of making this album 
was really positive – it made me think in a different way.  
I get really stuck in my own head and think things have 
to be a certain way – it was nice to realise that there 
don’t have to be restrictions on your songwriting. It was 
a really nice, comforting process, and Kurt is very fun 
and supportive and an open musical companion.”

Were you surprised to find yourselves at the end of 
the process with an album? 

Kurt Vile: “I wasn’t surprised – I was more on a high 
from the amount we got done.”
Barnett: “We aimed to do one song, but then we had 
some spare time and did a second one. Then we had a 
few more hours so we did a third song. And then we 
kept on touring and the world kept on spinning, and 
then a year later we said, ‘What are we going to do with 
these three random songs?’ So we did a couple more 
songs and realised that that many songs equals an 
album. It was this collection of things rather than 
gunning towards a full album of perfect songs.”

Was it awkward performing each other’s songs?

Barnett: “My version of Peeping Tomboy [from 2011’s 
Smoke Ring For My Halo] is the only one I did by myself in 
the studio while he was away. I emailed it to him and 
was a bit scared whether he would like it or not. His 
version of my song [Out Of The Woodwork, from 2014’s 
The Double EP: A Sea of Split Peas] I love – I think he really 
got it. It was just me and him and Stella [Mozgawa, 
Warpaint] was playing drums. It was hard – he was 
getting a bit worried that he was doing it wrong, and  
I was trying to reassure him it sounded great.”
Vile: “I actually wanted her to be involved in my version 
of Out Of The Woodwork. The choruses have this unison 
chanting-singing thing going on and I really thought it 
was necessary to have Courtney in there. It was the first 
song that really grabbed me when I heard the EP that 
she gave to me. Something about her voice just floats in, 
it’s melodic, it’s laconic, a little sinister. It’s very much 
reachable for me.”

Why did you cover Belly’s Untogether? 

Barnett: “That was Kurt’s suggestion – I had never heard 
of them, ever, which is so crazy. Once I looked into  
them I was like: ‘Oh, OK, so they’re a part of that  
world that I love.’”
Vile: “It was a song I loved in high school. I had forgotten 
that I did have a band back in the day, when I was 
playing the banjo, with a girl singer and she used to sing 
that. I heard later that Belly reunited – I didn’t know that. 
I thought it was a deep cut. It turned out even better 
than I thought – it’s kind of my favourite one,  
in a way.”

Out of the Ark: 
Alessi Laurent-
Marke.

that volte-face; a samples-
based pop-soul recorded 
“under a spell”. The album’s 
palpable air of personal  
disquiet (Carr says its eight 
songs cost him a breakdown) 
peaks with Damocles, which 
packs Bond-theme drama, 
while The Main Man, with its 
seeming reference to the 
Grenfell Tower disaster, pairs 
painful personal revelation 
with an elegant, almost  
Bacharach-like chorus. As The 
Van brings things to a lush, 
theatrical-pop close à la mid-
period Prefab Sprout, one 
senses New Shapes Of Life will 
probably mean less to the 
world at large than it clearly 
does to its author, but it has 
moments of intense beauty.  

James McNair

Pama Int’l 
����
Love & Austerity
HAPPY PEOPLE. CD/DL/LP

The follow up to 2009’s  
Pama Outernational

captures a reconfigured 
line-up on top form. 

The brief, says founder Sean 
Flowerdew, was to record a 
Studio One-styled soul album, 
and over two days recording 
live in an East London studio, 
the 10-piece collective 
achieved what they set out to 
on this first album in eight 
years. Produced by the 
aforesaid Flowerdew, who also 
plays organ, and the band’s 
guitarist/bassist Lenny Bignell, 
their rocksteady – equal parts 
enthusiasm and authority – is 
ably voiced by the group’s 
former support acts, the sweet 
sounding Jewels Vass, AKA 
Princess Jewels, and the 
tougher tones of Anna Uhuru 
from Leeds’ East Park Reggae 
Collective. The former shakes 
and shimmies through Martha 
And The Vandellas’ Heatwave 
and The Paragons’ Man Next 
Door, while the latter beguiles 
on the lovers rock of Then You 
Can Tell Me Goodbye and the 
affecting deep soul of I Cried 
Til I Stopped.

Lois Wilson 

Alessi’s Ark 
���
Love Is The Currency
ZOOEY. DL/LP

Noah’s lesser-known  
rival delivers studio  
album number four.

Hammersmith’s Alessi Laurent-
Marke aims high on Love Is The 
Currency, a record  big on 
“healing through music” and 
helping folks shake “the grip of 
toxicity’s many guises”. 
Produced by Maccabees 
associate Jago Jago, and 
largely written with Will White, 
brother of the Maccabees’ 
Felix and Hugo, it has pockets 
of real originality and 
poeticism, but it’s hard to 
fathom how Portal – it begins 
like a shambling-indie Janelle 
Monáe and has bum piano 
notes and jarring acoustic 
guitar – made the cut as is. 
Wives and Door Light Dream, 
by sharp contrast, are both 
wonderful songs, the former  
a haunting, slacker-indie 
paean to womanhood 
delivered deliciously dead-
pan, and the latter a wide-
eyed and effervescent pop 
thing with shades of The 
Sundays. Laurent-Marke’s 
questing journey as a 
songwriter still packs plenty  
of intrigue, but needs more 
quality control. 

James McNair

Andre Cymone 
���
1969
LEOPARD. CD/DL/LP

Prince cohort returns with 
strident blues-rock album.  

Though Minne-
apolis-born 
Cymone was a 
successful R&B 
producer in the 
1980s (helming 

hits for Jody Watley), he’s best 
remembered for his associa-
tion with Prince. They went to 
school together and cut their 
musical teeth as teenagers in 
the same bands, including 
Grand Central. And when 
Prince got a deal with Warner 
Bros in 1977, Cymone played in 
his band until 1981. Signifi-
cantly, when Cymone’s solo 
career launched, his biggest 
hit was 1985’s Prince-written 
The Dance Electric. But 1969, 
with its organic, rock-oriented 
and socially-politically aware 
songs, is very different to the 
overly-synthetic R&B vibe of 
Cymone’s ’80s records. There 
are perceptible shades of 
Hendrix, Dylan, the Stones, 
and even Love in the music’s 
DNA, though Cymone’s retro-

hued rock is no mere nostalgic 
throwback, using the late ’60s 
as a reference tool to examine 
contemporary issues.  

Charles Waring

William  
Patrick Corgan
����
Ogilala
BMG. CD/DL/LP

Smashing Pumpkin’s  
second solo record,  
and this time he’s serious!

Suddenly 
operating 
under his full 
nomenclature, 
or just WPC, 
Corgan actu-

ally made his first lone venture 
with 2005’s The Future Embrace, 
during a faltering phase in his 
trajectory, as a pop-electroni-
cist. It didn’t catch fire. One 
could persuasively argue that 
his subsequent Pumpkins 
reactivation counts as ‘solo’, 
but 2014’s Monuments To An 
Elegy marked a return to form. 
Here, the restless grunger, ever 
a Grade-A tunesmith, fulfils his 
obvious potential in the flat-
out singer-songwriter idiom. 
Ogilala, cut with Rick Rubin in 
Malibu, spurns electric guitars 
(and synths!) for acoustic 
strumming, punchy piano 
chords and silvery orchestra-
tion, allowing an audibly ener-
gised Billy C to explore subtler 
dynamics. Processional, com-
plete with ‘solstice’ and ‘chris-
tening’ lyrics, has an ageless 
folk feel, while Amarinthe and 
Shiloh verge on the sublime 
prettiness of Tim Buckley’s 
Happy/Sad. Never one to be 
soul-bearing or crass, Corgan 
pulls off his ‘songer’ task with 
enigmatic, starlit aplomb.

Andrew Perry

Martin Carr 
���
New Shapes Of Life
TAPETE. CD/DL/LP

Former Boo Radley  
re-boots after midlife crisis. 

Dissatisfied 
and somewhat 
marooned as a 
songwriter for 
hire in 2015, 
Carr drew 

inspiration from David Bowie’s 
exemplary career and re-
focused upon himself. New 
Shapes Of Life is the fruit of  

Courtney (left) 
and Kurt: 
“Something 
about her voice 
just floats.”
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B+ for music but a C- for 
attitude, says Pat Gilbert.  

Morrissey

���

Low In High School 
BMG. CD/DL/LP

INTENT AND context are crucial 
to understanding any art. And 
so to the moral maze that is 
Morrissey’s millennial solo 
career. Long cast, or posing, as 
the persecuted outsider/exile, 
the singer’s increasingly 
bothersome public 
proclamations have made his 
world-view ever trickier to 
fathom. Chinese people are a “sub-species” on 
animal welfare issues, London mayor Sadiq Khan 
is ineffectual as he eats “halal butchered beings”, 
Nigel Farage is “a liberal educator”, ad nauseam.

The uneasy relationship between Moz’s oft 
irksome utterances and his music – invariably 
nuanced and deeply humanistic – reaches a 
truly disorientating apogee on Low In High 
School. Recorded in France and Italy by veteran 
producer Joe Chiccarelli, who also ministered 
to 2014’s World Peace Is None Of Your Business, 
the album is a similarly glistening and richly 
textured beast, alive with trademark galloping 
glam rock, ebullient chanson and haunting 
piano balladry. But the whiff of controversy is 

immediate: two titles, The Girl 
From Tel Aviv Who Wouldn’t Kneel 
and stirring closer Israel, clearly 
reference his divisive new love 
affair with that titular Middle 

Eastern state. Alarm bells ring: is Morrissey here 
showing solidarity with the Jewish race to 
obviate accusations of racism? Or is he trying  
to wind up the Arab world? 

Morrissey, arch as ever, knows that critics 
will conclude one or the other, or both; yet 
forensic scrutiny of the lyrics reveals The Girl 
From Tel Aviv… is actually a damning 
condemnation of US foreign policy and its 
attacks on – Muslim – populations for their oil. 
In Israel, meanwhile, he pointedly sings, “I can’t 
answer for what armies do, they are not you…”

The theme of governments and military 
going about their business while ordinary folk 
suffer is the big statement here. In Your Lap 

references the chaos following the Arab Spring, 
while seven-minute epic I Bury The Living picks 
apart the morality of soldiering, its bitter 
gallows humour (“Give me an order/I’ll blow up 
your daughter”) one of this record’s noir-ish 
highlights. You can’t help concluding this is 
Morrissey presenting himself as alternative 
statesman, of the people, for the people. 

Low In High School’s standard of songs is 
undoubtedly high, whether it’s the Smiths-y 
Jacky’s Only Happy When She’s Up On The 
Stage, or the shimmering Home Is A Question 
Mark, with its shout-out to French actor-
showjumper Guillaume Canet. It’s only When 
You Open Your Legs that summons a wince. 

This album is partisan, powerful and 
controversial. It’s also proof that Morrissey 
should stop making stupid, inflammatory 
remarks and concentrate on expressing his 
views through his records.

See me
after class

expertise. He’s released a 
series of albums hailed by the 
bluegrass community, and 
won the Bluegrass Music 
Association’s Entertainer of 
The Year Award. Additionally, 
he’s played at just about every 
prestigious venue there is, 
from Carnegie Hall through 
the Royal Festival Hall with 
stops at the Newport Folk 
Festival and New Orleans 
Jazzfest along the way.
Previously he’s roped in Paul 
McCartney and Edie Brickell to 
provide an added garnish. But 
he needs no such support on 
this, his third album with North 
Carolina’s Steep Canyon 
Rangers, exuding humour on 
such tracks as Caroline and 
Strangest Christmas Yet. 
Martin also offers a touch of 
romance with All Night Long 
and delivers a chunk of heads-
down speedgrass with 
instrumental Office Supplies. 

Fred Dellar

Escape-ism 
���
Introduction To 
Escape-ism
MERGE. CD/DL/LP

The Make Up’s Ian Svenonius 
goes one-man-band

Svenonius, who debuted three 
decades ago in neo-MC5 
combo The Nation Of Ulysses, 
has certainly wandered a 
maverick path. As well as 
penning politico pop-cultural 
tracts and conducting 
hilarious rock-star interviews 
for online TV, this charismatic 
underground oddball has 
pursued a groove-propelled 
strain of garage rock, most 
recently with Chain & The 
Gang. His solo guise, Escape-
ism started as a touring one-
man show, armed with just a 
synth, a drum machine and an 
ego commensurately sized to 
fill any indie club. The material 
on this studio debut was 

clearly born out of on-stage 
extemporisation, as, to 
metronomic beats, one-finger 
bass lines and occasional 
guitar licks, our hero raps 
about the construction of the 
Wall (Iron Curtain), the lunacy 
of career ambition (Lonely  
At The Top) and standing  
firm against internet-era 
accessibility (Almost No  
One (Can Have My Love)). 
Fringe entertainment, for  
sure, but top fun.

Andrew Perry

James Holden 
& The Animal 
Spirits 
����
The Animal Spirits
BORDER COMMUNITY. CD/DL/LP

Mind-melting jazz, prog and 
raw Moroccan trance. 

Having left 
Oxford 
University with 
a Mathematics 
degree, in the 
late ’90s James 

Holden brought a progressive, 
psychedelic aesthetic to trance 
music – perhaps clubland’s 
most divisive genre. He has 
since demonstrated a 
missionary zeal for reshaping 
trance’s hypnotic qualities and 

resetting them, resulting in 
melodic electronica full of 
complexity and nuance. Here, 
Holden – at the helm of the 
modular synths he builds – 
leads a band of musicians, 
concocting a bewitching brew 
of experimental jazz, droning 
electronics and raw, 
progressive rock. Trance-like 
rhythms still feature widely, 
now influenced by Holden’s 
love of Moroccan Gnawa music. 
On Thunder Moon Gathering 
– like all of The Animal Spirits, 
recorded in a single take – that 
manifests itself in a blasts of 
discordant brass, menacing 
synth bass chords and a 
spiralling, trippy North African 
melody. With James Holden, it 
seems, the trip never ends.

Stephen Worthy

Stereophonics 
��
Scream Above  
The Sounds 
PARLOPHONE. CD/DL/LP

Route one rock from the 
Welsh four-piece.

The Kelly 
Jones-fronted 
quartet have 
long traded in 
the kind of 
meat and 

potatoes Britrock that draws 

raucous crowds to the festival 
frontline. On their tenth studio 
LP in 20 years, Stereophonics 
jab at the same buttons that 
previously scored them six 
Number 1s without breaking 
the mould: blustering riffs, 
hooky, radio-primed choruses, 
a plaintive ballad or two. In its 
most predictable moments 
(Caught By The Wind; All In 
One Night), Scream Above The 
Sounds most resembles the 
drearier end of Richard 
Ashcroft’s solo career. But 
when Stereophonics hit their 
stride, as on the surging guitar 
wallop of Chances Are and 
Before Anyone Knew Our 
Name – the intimate, brittle 
lament to their late drummer 
Stuart Cable (“I miss you man/
We had the fire, had desire, but 
what went wrong then?”) – 
they deliver a brief reminder of 
the power that once earned 
them top-billing status.

Matt Allen

Steve Martin 
����
The Long-Awaited 
Album
ROUNDER/DECCA. CD/DL/LP

Banjo-headed bluegrass 
with YouTube appeal.

These days, few are surprised 
by Steve Martin’s banjo 

Despicable me: 
Morrissey arrives  
late for detention. 
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Queen of Daptone  
bids farewell in style.  
By Geoff Brown.  

Sharon Jones  
& The Dap-Kings 

����

Soul Of  
A Woman
DAPTONE. CD/DL/LP

THAT SHARON Jones had 
performed with such energy 
and vitality at London’s 
Roundhouse in May 2014, and 
again at a Daptone label show 
in Shepherd’s Bush the following month, 
made her passing on November 18, 2016 all 
the more unexpected and shocking. 
Interviewing her in 2014, as she ate a good 
lunch, her customary positivity was in full 
flow, she seemed to have beaten the 
pancreatic cancer that had struck in 2012. 
But the disease returned to claim her.  

Jones had been working on an album at 
the time of her death. After they had coped 
with their immediate grief, producer/
bassist Gabriel Roth and The Dap-Kings 
reconvened at Daptone to finish and mix 
what they and Sharon had started. The 
resulting Soul Of A Woman suggests she 
was evolving a new style, softer, more 
rounded, with a shift towards ballads. 

Soul Of A Woman’s opener, though, is of 
a piece with previous Sharon statements as 
– prompted by a skittering guitar phrase, 
strutting rhythm and brass – Dap guitarist 
Binky Griptite’s A Matter Of Time declares 
“justice will come”, “all wars will be done” 

and “all people will be united”. The call-
and-response of “Oh yeahs” between 
Sharon and her backing singers, Saun & 
Starr, emphasises the start’s can-do 
message. It’s reinforced by the pretty soul-
pop of track four, Come And Be A Winner.

The rest of the album is firmly in the 
territory of the heart and she attacks 

relationship conflict with 
clarity. “Are you a man of your 
word or are you playing?” the 
aunty dancer Rumours asks, 

a brisk ’60s soul-pop 
handclapper, constructed  
on Brill Building foundations, 
n which doubt grows into 

distrust. By next track, the 
lovely ballad Pass Me By, 
another Binky song, she’s 
made up her mind: “You  

can go you own way, ’cos that’s what I’m 
gonna do.” 

The ballads confirm that she was 
singing better than ever, beginning at track 
three, Roth’s Just Give Me Your Time, full of 
dramatic brass punctuation, while on These 
Tears (No Longer For You) she sings 
steadfastly, powerfully, as backing voices 
repeat the title. The pace, echo and mood 
of reflection during When I Saw Your Face 
all strongly hint at Billy Stewart’s Sitting In 
The Park – no bad thing – while 
penultimate track Girl (You Got To Forgive 
Him) returns to the subject of trust but 
Roth’s song takes the opposite road to Pass 
Me By, with what sounds like a huge 
orchestra giving Jones the mightiest, most 
melodramatic send off. 

The album ends with her own Call On 
God: a deeply felt gospel shout, and a 
rousing finale to this tremendous 
valedictory lap, well paced by The Dap-
Kings, from a woman whose voice we heard 
late in her life, but loud and clear.

A mighty heart

Grandbrothers 
���
Open
CITY SLANG. CD/DL/LP

Experimental piano from 
Düsseldorf duo.

Strings and hammers, circuitry 
and dials: in any pictures of 
Erol Sarp’s piano, it looks as if 
the instrument is wired up for 
a NASA mission. It’s the result 
of working with engineer 
Lukas Vogel, who live-samples, 
triggers and manipulates 
additional sounds from Sarp’s 
keyboard with his homemade 
technology, creating 
Grandbrothers’ glossy musical 
drama. This warp-and-weft of 
old and new, human and 
machine, is oddly unobtrusive, 
however, Open’s songs quickly 
settling into atmospheric 
soundtrack mode. The pair’s 
methods are so suited to 
elegant moodiness – late-
night banking district isolation 
on London Bridges, handsome 
nightclub melancholia on 
Bloodflow – it would be 
strange if every high-end TV 
drama for the next decade 
didn’t use them as composers. 
It doesn’t quite blow the 
emotional lid off, but Open is 
rich in subtle variations.  

Victoria Segal

Nerina Pallot 
����
Stay Lucky
IDAHO. CD/DL/LP

“My death and shagging 
record,” says Nerina Pallot.

For her sixth 
studio album, 
at 43 this 
groovy 
musician has 
bought her 

freedom, recording with her 
own new label and dropping 
the slick pop patter she 
produced for the likes of Kylie 
Minogue. The result is “totally 
muso”, festooned with sax 
solos and languid jazz-soul 
freakouts. Pallot’s heart looks 
like a retro one. Juno has an 
engulfing, Massive Attack-
style dub power; Man Didn’t 
Walk On The Moon, with its 
laid-back, top-down vibe, 
could be Fleetwood Mac; and 
Come Into My Room is a low-lit 
croon – Lena Horne, Julie 
London maybe, swept along 
on intimate piano. Come Back 
To Bed is achingly chanson. 
This album is brave because 
it’s not immediate: cheaply, 
you occasionally long for the 
hooky pop. But – offering 
hope despite loss, putting its 
heart in shameless romance 
– it’s worth the commitment.

Glyn Brown

Seamus Fogarty 
����
The Curious Hand
DOMINO. CD/DL/LP

Poetic alt-folk from County 
Mayo’s rising Irish star.

First heard on 
his 2012 Fence 
collection 
debut but now 
freshly signed 
to Domino, 

County Mayo man Seamus 
Fogarty is an unexpected 
delight. His gnarled folk and 
cinematic alt-country manages 
to reach back through the 
centuries while using 
thoroughly modern 
production techniques – drum 
loops, controlled bursts of 
feedback, some sonic spit and 
polish – to create a collection 
rooted in the now. Musical 
mini-memoirs such as Carlow 
Town and the album’s opener, 
Short Ballad For A Long Man, 
are imbued with a sense of 
romance and longing 
expected of a travelling man 
who is now part of London’s 
Irish diaspora, and the use of 
eavesdropped conversations, 
samples and field recordings 
on Tommy The Cat and 
especially the beautiful title 
track create an entire world 
that is seen and heard in 
snatched moments and 
fleeting glimpses. The Curious 
Hand is that rare thing in folk: 
original, self-contained and 
unencumbered by the genre.

Ben Myers

Tony Allen 
����
The Source
BLUE NOTE. CD/DL

The Afrobeat percussionist’s 
debut on an iconic jazz label.

Here, the 
former Fela 
Kuti drummer 
Tony Allen 
pays tribute to 
those jazz 

giants who influenced his 
music. Predominantly, his 
11-piece Parisian band recalls 
the hard bop sound of Art 
Blakey but elements of Gil 
Evans and Lester Bowie are 
apparent, creating music that’s 
tough, taut and multifaceted. 
The basic musical themes, 
penned mainly by Allen and 
saxman Yann Jankielewicz, are 
riff-ridden and function as 
jumping-off points for some 
extraordinary solos by such 
musicians as the trombonist/
tuba player Daniel 
Zimmermann and trumpeter 
Nicolas Giraud, though 
everyone in the assembled 
cast (which includes Damon 
Albarn in a cameo role) 
contributes to such pieces as 
Push And Pull, which revives 
memories of Preservation Hall 
jazz, and Ewajo as it explores a 
more modal aspect of the 
genre. Allen is inspirational 
throughout, creating a range 
of personalised drum patterns, 
and hey! You can dance to 
every darn thing!

Fred Dellar

Howe Gelb is 
headed for  
the Kattegat.

Singing better than 
ever: Sharon Jones, 
a valedictory lap.
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Msafira Zawose 
����
Uhamiaji
SOUNDWAY. CD/DL/LP

Going to Wagogo, Tanzanian style. 

A GREAT favourite with the likes of Peter Gabriel and the late 
Charlie Gillett, the deep growl and thumb-piano rhythms of 
Hukwe Zawose were instrumental in bringing the traditional 
music of the Wagogo people of central Tanzania to the 
international stage in the 1980s. Recording in both London and 
Bagamoyo, his son here teams up with Sam Jones of 
SoundThread to bring the distinctive lope and twang into the 
21st century, setting out their stall immediately on Nzala Urugu, 
which opens with booming percussion and a quick chant, before 
being interrupted by the plucking of the metal keys of a chirimba 
and the wail of a izeze ndogo (a two-stringed lute). It’s a simple 
start, nothing too unfamiliar if you saw Msafiri’s dad play, but the 
musicians are aiming for something transcendent, with dub high 
on the agenda, and soon vocals are distorted and looped, horns 
take solos, and washes of synths add effects. The results are 
seriously hypnotic.

A L S O  R E L E A S E D

Témé Tan 
���
Témé Tan
TITAN/PIAS. CD/DL/LP

Born in DR Congo, 
raised in Belgium, 
influenced by bossa 
nova and Japanese 
electronica, 

inspired by Konono No. 1 and 
the 21st century’s enthusiastic 
eschewing of “proper” music – 
Tanguy Haesevoets’s four-
continent attitude shines 
through on 12 tracks that 
combine slick guitars, unlikely 
beats and sensually gawky 
vocals. A wonderful antidote to 
the current geopolitical mood of 
walls and barriers.

The Bongo Hop 
���
Satingarona Pt. 1
UNDER DOG. CD/DL/LP

Blame this writer’s 
tardiness, this 
should have been 
the album of the 
long, hot summer 

we never had. This Franco-
Colombian crew (led by 
trumpeter Etienne Sevet) take 
Latin rhythms, add Ondatropica 
vocalist Nidia Góngora and aim 
for a laidback dancefloor. Only 
the uptempo closing track, 
Pa’Congo, breaks the spell,  
but worth taking on any winter 
trip to the sun.

Luisa Maita 
����
Fio Da Memória
CUMBANCHA. CD/DL

There’s a woozily 
atmospheric blend 
of Brazil and 
electronica on this 
second album by 

the São Paulo singer, whose goal 
was to revisit well-worn rhythms 
from a “contemporary, urban 
perspective”. And right from the 
very start, it blends beautifully 
– opener Na Asa sounds like a 
samba big band being shouted 
down by a whispering teen with 
a Björk infatuation. This is 
gloriously strange.

Vieux Kanté 
���
The Young Man’s  
Harp
STERNS. CD/DL

What might have 
been. Born blind, 
Vieux Kanté was 
abandoned during 
the day by the 

farmers in his family, which 
furnished him with the time  
to become a virtuoso on the 
kamale n’goni, a six-string junior 
relation of the kora. The only 
album he recorded before his 
death in 2005, these seven  
tracks catch his band just at  
the time they ought to have 
been making it big. DH

The World could be Don’t Fear 
The Reaper Mk II while a fab 
cover of NRBQ’s I Want You  
Bad delivers heart-racing  
teenage kicks.

Lois Wilson

Lost Horizons 
����
Ojalá
BELLA UNION. CD/DL/LP

Expansive collaboration 
between ’80s etherealists.

Simon Raymonde, formerly of 
Cocteau Twins, and Richie 
Thomas, drummer with 4AD 
kin Dif Juz, originally recorded 
demos together back in the 
’80s, but Ojalá (it means 
“here’s hoping” or “God 
willing” in Spanish) is their 
debut album. As the title and 
time-frame suggest, it does 
feel like a leap of faith, the cast 
of guest performers making 
the record seem like a delicate 
patchwork or a piece of lace, 
different voices caught in a 
fragile twist of knots. There are 
striking variations in texture 
and colour: the haunted folk of 
She Led Me Away, featuring 
Midlake’s Tim Smith, rubs 
against Ghostpoet’s world-
weary patter on Reckless, 
while the concussed country-
rock of Life Inside A Paradox, 
sung by Horse Thief’s Cameron 
Neal and Sharon Van Etten, 
co-exists with Marissa Nadler’s 
frosted piano lament Winter’s 
Approaching. It holds together, 
though – a quiet coalition, but 
one that is wholly satisfying. 

Victoria Segal

Motorpsycho 
����
The Tower
RUNE GRAMMOFON. CD/DL/LP

Norwegian proggers’ 19th 
LP feels like the first time.

These Norwe-
gian sonic 
voyagers’ 
almost-three-
decade jour-
ney to the 

outer reaches continues, their 
focus barely shaken by the exit 
of long-serving drummer 
Kenneth Kapstad, replaced by 
Tomas Järmyr, who stalwarts 
Brent Saether and Hans Ryan 
credit with The Tower’s heavier 
crunch. Certainly, Bartok Of 
The Universe’s steel-armoured 
riffage and half-inched CSN 
harmonies conjures a beast 
that could slay latter-day Mas-
todon, but this double-set is 
no one-note riff-blitz: The 
Maypole eschews the trad-folk 
suggestion of the title for 
trippy, sun-soaked delirium;  
In Every Dream Home is a 
polymorphous treat liberally 
drizzled with Yes-juice; while 
the excursive Intrepid Explorer 
is exhilarating, a reminder of 
just how much fun prog can 
be, in the right hands. The 
Tower’s refreshing absence of 
cynicism, boundless joy, never 
self-indulgent instrumental 
excursions and ample cosmic 
thrills make listeners feel like 
wide-eyed 11-year-olds  
dropping the needle on their 
very first proggy expedition.

Stevie Chick

Trio Da Kali And 
Kronos Quartet 
����
Ladilikan 
WORLD CIRCUIT. CD/DL/LP

Magnificent seven in a dual 
supergroup supersession. 

Having 
watched 
Oumou San-
garé jump ship 
to No Format, 
it is hard not to 

think of this as World Circuit’s 
conscious, “anything you can 
do …” riposte to a genre the 
French label may have consid-
ered its own: Mali plus classical 
strings. While David Har-
rington’s quartet probably 
needs no introduction, the trio 
are a West African supergroup, 
featuring singer Hawa Kassé 
Mady Diabaté, bass ngoni 
player Mamadou Kouyaté and 
balafon maestro Fodé Lassana 
Diabaté. Occasionally, the 

strings seem like an after-
thought to a seemingly 
traditional Malian griot 
set-up (on Kene Bo), but 
the majestic title track 
(based on Mahalia  

Jackson’s I’m Going To Live 
The Life I Sing About In My 
Song) demonstrates the 
power of the pairing. The 
similarly gospel-inspired God 
Shall Wipe All Tears Away is 
another highlight, with just a 
hint of How Great Thou Art. 

David Hutcheon

Charlotte 
Gainsbourg 
����
Rest
BECAUSE. CD/DL/LP

Charlotte for ever – Serge’s 
daughter considers love  
and death.  

Gainsbourg possesses a canny 
ear for a collaborator, choosing 
Jarvis Cocker, Air and Beck as 
leading men on her two 
previous studio albums. Yet, 
despite her fourth outing 
containing contributions from 
Paul McCartney, Connan 
Mockasin and Daft Punk’s  
Guy-Manuel de Homem- 
Christo, it’s the first time  
Gainsbourg has felt in control. 
This is down to her words 
creating moods at odds with 
her producer’s music, and she 
loves a melodrama. Lying With 
You feels grandly romantic but 
tells of watching her father 
dying; the Moroder-ish tune 
with lyrics that sound like 
wedding vows is Deadly 
Valentine; Kate is a hymn to her 
late sister, Les Oxalis is set in a 
presumably flowery graveyard, 
and Sylvia Plath is an 
inspiration. Melodically, 
however, Rest never feels 
morbid. If you like Serge’s 
music, or Jane Birkin’s, their 
daughter’s latest is a laudable 
addition to the canon.  

David Hutcheon

Flamin’ Groovies 
����
Fantastic Plastic
SONIC KICKS. CD/DL/LP

Jordan and Wilson’s first 
collaboration since 1979’s 
Jumpin’ In The Night.

Cyril Jordan 
and Chris 
Wilson went 
their separate 
ways in 1980, 
but the pair 

never strayed far from the 
Flamin’ Groovies template they 
created together over three 
albums at Sire – Jordan with a 
reconfigured Groovies until 
1992, then Magic Christian; 
Wilson with The Barracudas, 
then as a solo artist. Unsurpris-
ingly, this reunion summons a 
very familiar sound. Recorded 
in Sausalito with original bass-
ist George Alexander and 
erstwhile drummer Victor 
Penalosa, there’s no Shake 
Some Action, but songs such 
as What The Hell’s Going On? 
and Just Like A Hurricane  
come close with their stirring 
mix of Stonesy swagger,  
Beatles classicism and 
clipped powerpop. 
Elsewhere, End Of  

Charlotte 
Gainsbourg, 
feeling in 
control.
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The 
Professionals 
����
What In The World
AUTOMATON. CD/DL/LP

An army of greats give the 
reconstituted post-Pistols 
punks some proper bollocks.

Forty years  
on, most old 
punks are busy 
performing 
nose-flute 
symphonies, 

writing memoirs and the like, 
but not our Cookie. Reviving 
the moniker of Cook’n’Jones’s 
early ’80s rockers, whose first 
stretch ended in heroin and a 
car crash [see Eyewitness p28], 
the drummer plus bassist Paul 
Myers have gathered together 
a cast of old lags to cut an 
album with more punk guitars 
per square inch than any other 
LP in the history of music. The 
LA-anchored Jones pitches in 
with The Cult’s Billy Duffy on 
several tracks, including the 
magnificent opener Good Man 
Down (think Silly Thing), while 
The Clash’s Mick Jones adds 
nifty melody to Extremadura, 
and Marco Pirroni joins the fray 
for the rousing Take Me Now. 
All is held together by singer 
Tom Spencer, his Rockney 
growl a total joy.

Pat Gilbert

Wu-Tang Clan 
���
The Saga Continues
36 CHAMBERS ALC. CD/DL/LP

Surprise seventh smashes 
tales of the Staten Island 
stronghold’s demise.

While there was barely 
disguised rancour in the hive 
beneath the overbearing live 
arrangements of 2014’s A 
Better Tomorrow – heavily 
billed as Wu-Tang’s final  
outing – New York’s most 
iconic collective are not going 
quietly into that good night. 
Chief reviver is long-time 
cohort DJ Mathematics, finally 
given enough rope to produce 
a whole outing. He responds 
with a sparkling suite of 
minimal old school beats, 
sweeping strings and 
twinkling piano riffs that 
enrich the knotty, technical 
wordplay of key rhymers 
Ghostface Killah, Method Man, 
Raekwon and honorary tag-
teamer Redman – no middle-
aged puffiness here. Strip 
away the wearying kung-fu 
skits and there’s a hard-boiled 
12-tracker at The Saga 
Continues’ core. If not the 
masterpiece RZA has claimed, 
it still sounds totally canonical.

Andy Cowan

John Maus 
����)

Screen Memories
DOMINO. CD/DL/LP

Synth-pop experimentalism 
from radical baritone voice.

In the half 
dozen years 
since John 
Maus’s 
previous 
album, We 

Must Become The Pitiless 
Censors Of Ourselves, 
Minnesota’s gothic synth-pop 
auteur has kept himself busy 
finishing his PhD in Political 
Philosophy and building 
modular synths. Screen 
Memories is a showcase for 
both, on an album where early 
’80s synth-pop, post-punk  
and baroque collide. Maus’s 
stentorian vocals, full of fore-
boding, and a penchant for 
lithe, spiky bass are both 
potent weapons. On 
Touchdown, they meld 
together in a jabbing analogue 
opus, sounding like a refugee 
from John Grant’s Pale Green 
Ghosts. If Maus’s academic 
qualifications suggest a serious 
man, then the façade cracks on 
Pets (“Your pets… are gonna 
die!”) although perhaps Screen 
Memories’ most remarkable 
track is Find Out, where Maus 
embarks on two high-octane 
minutes of squealing 
Stranglers-style  
art punk. A singular voice,  
in more ways than one.

Stephen Worthy

Jon Boden 
���
Afterglow
HUDSON. CD/DL/LP

The former Bellowhead 
frontman hosts a post-
apocalypse party.

Boden’s easy 
option would 
have been to 
cash in on 12 
years with 
Bellowhead 

and a deserved reputation as 

the bold, enlightened flag-
bearer of the English folk 
tradition. Instead, he returns 
to the post-apocalyptic 
themes of his 2009 album 
Songs From The Floodplain, 
albeit with a more ambitious, 
rock-orientated landscape. 
Floodplain was relatively 
modest – Boden played 
everything himself – but 
Afterglow is awash with vast 
swathes of strings, power 
guitars, pounding rhythms 
and rich volleys of brass. Its 
central love story is told amid 
the excited confusion of a 
bonfire party in an abandoned 
city… blending foreboding 
drama with joyous 
celebration. Boden’s folkier 
following – and indeed some 
Bellowhead fans – may be 
dismayed and it’s no instant 
hit, but some cracking songs 
like Moths In The Gas Light 
and Dancing In The Ruin rise 
to the top and a brilliantly 
vivid production (Boden and 
Andy Bell) keeps you riveted.

Colin Irwin

Liima 
���
1982
CITY SLANG. CD/DL/LP

More electronica than ever 
on the second album from 
Efterklang’s alter-ego.

Liima are all  
of Denmark’s 
Efterklang 
– Mads Brauer, 
Casper Clausen 
and Rasmus 

Stolberg – and Finnish 
percussionist Tatu Rönkkö. 
While the mothership has had 
a series of drummers, Liima 
has become a parallel yet 
separate entity. 1982 is their 
second album, following up 
2016’s ii. Rönkkö specialises  
in electronic percussion: 
creating digital patterns, 
fashioning off-the-cuff loops 
and playing touch-sensitive 
devices live. As the recorded 
version of Efterklang has 
become increasingly direct, 
Liima is, contrastingly, more 

angular. With 1982’s forceful 
People Like You, the quartet 
jam with Joy Division’s 
Atmosphere to create a glitchy, 
skittering reflection, nodding 
more to From The Hip Section 
25 than their jumping off 
point. Although the album’s 
emphasis is on electronica – 
some of which is distinctly 
Balearic – these 
characteristically hymnal 
songs suggest fluid 
boundaries between each 
entity. Whatever the handle, 
Liima and Efterklang are 
co-dependent aspects of the 
same organism.

Kieron Tyler

Neil Finn 
����
Out Of Silence
UNIVERSAL. CD/DL/LP

Recorded and released 
within a week, not that  
you’d notice.

There isn’t much Neil Finn 
hasn’t ticked off his career 
bucket list over the past 40 
years, so keeping it fresh must 
be a challenge. Recording, 
mixing and mastering an 
album over three days is his 
latest solution, live-streaming 
the three rehearsals and final 
four-hour recording session 
over four consecutive weeks. 
None of which you can tell 
from merely listening to Out Of 
Silence, a densely orchestrated 
album that, even by his 
standards, is full of reflective 
melancholy. With Finn mostly 
at the piano and singing like a 
20-year-old making his debut, 
Victoria Kelly’s elegant 
arrangements swirl around  
the majestic sweeping opener 
Love Is Emotional and ghostly 

Chameleon Days, while The 
Law Is Always On Your Side 
and Terrorise Me see Finn 
make a rare foray into political 
comment. Out Of Silence may 
have taken just four hours to 
record, but nothing about it is 
thrown together. 

Andy Fyfe

Noel Gallagher’s 
High Flying Birds 
���
Who Built The Moon?
SOUR MASH. CD/DL/LP

Gallagher goes ape with 
help from DJ/producer 
David Holmes.

No wonder Noel looked so 
cosy singing We Got The 
Power alongside new-ish 
bosom buddy Damon Albarn 
on the Graham Norton Show 
last May; there are no cartoon 
surrogates here, but WBTM’s 
multi-guest genre-hopping 
mash-up is very Gorillaz. It’s 
lovely to hear the former Mr 
Magnolia go Technicolor on 
these (mostly) psych-pop 
songs, and co-conspirator 
David Holmes’s determination 
to up the beats-per-minute 
and positivity has definitely 
helped Gallagher shake off 
some cobwebs. Though some 
things never change (Messrs 
Weller and Marr – or Uri Geller 
and Har Mar Superstar, as Liam 
calls them – both appear, and 
Be Careful What You Wish For 
clearly wants to be Come 
Together), the Serge 
Gainsbourg-like instrumental 
Interlude (Wednesday Part 1) 
and electro-pop winners It’s  
A Beautiful World and She 
Taught Me How To Fly are 
invigorating departures.

James McNair

He is the cosmos: 
Noel Gallagher 
ready for lift-off.
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Serge Gainsbourg & 
Jean Claude Vannier 
����
Les Chemins De 
Katmandou 
FINDERS KEEPERS. CD/DL/LP

French duo’s previously lost 1969 
soundtrack released for the first time. 

LONG BELIEVED destroyed in a studio fire, the score that the 
25-year-old composer Vannier created with Serge Gainsbourg for 
André Cayatte’s 1969 ‘heroin trail’ hippy exploitation film, 
starring Jane Birkin, was always the holy grail for Euro soundtrack 
nuts. Recorded with the same Paris session musicians who laid 
down such Gainsbourg/Vannier groovers as La Horse, Cannabis 
and Sex Shop, Les Chemins… plays like a rougher, wilder 
blueprint for later grander works such as Vannier’s L’Enfant 
Assassin Des Mouches and Histoire De Melody Nelson; close-miked 
drums, rubbery bass-lines, glistening tambourine, hypnotic 
clarinet riffs and fuzzed blues guitar sitting alongside string-
section miniatures and Birkin’s vocal vamping. Discovered in the 
home of Vannier’s late friend, Daniel Marechal, Les Chemins De 
Katmandou will be Finders Keepers’ 100th release. There could be 
few better ways to mark the label’s importance

A L S O  R E L E A S E D

Christopher 
Komeda 

����
Rosemary’s Baby 
WAXWORK. LP

Although a 
soundtrack was 
released in 1968, 
Komeda’s actual 
film score, 

conducted by Jack Hayes and 
orchestrated by Dick Hazard at 
California’s Sam Goldwyn 
Studios, was never available until 
Waxwork reissued it in 2014. 
Sickly, unsettling, perfect for 
Halloween, this welcome 45rpm 
repress comes in 180 gram “ritual 
smoke”-coloured vinyl.

Angelo 
Badalamenti 

����
Twin Peaks 
RHINO. CD/DL/LP

Confusingly 
subtitled  
‘Limited Event 
Series Soundtrack’ 
and released 

alongside a ‘Music from The 
Limited Event Series’ CD, this 
collects together Badalamenti’s 
new and reworked themes for 
Twin Peaks: The Return, 
alongside haunting and 
 howling pieces by Chromatics, 
Johnny Jewel, and Lynch  
himself plus Penderecki’s 
Threnody for The Victims  
Of Hiroshima.

The The 

���
Radio Cineola Trilogy
CINEOLA. CD/DL/LP 

Triple disc box-set 
accompanying  
2017 The The 
documentary  
The Inertia 

Variations, inspired by John 
Tottenham’s blackly comic 
poems on procrastination.  
CD1 features global artists 
covering The The; CD2 is that 
band’s Matt Johnson reading 
Tottenham’s poems; Disc 3 
blends the doc’s melancholy 
score with highlights from 
Johnson’s recent Election Day 
shortwave broadcasts. 

Trent Reznor  
& Atticus Ross 

����
The Vietnam War 
UCM. CD/LP

This is the down-
cast minimal score 
for Ken Burns and 
Lynn Novick’s  
new 10-part 

documentary on the history  
of the Vietnam war. If Burns’s 
period music choices feel over-
familiar (Hendrix, Creedence 
etc), the relationship between 
the harrowing footage and 
Reznor and Ross’s distorted 
mesh of piano, electronics,  
war FX and pulsing bass is 
chillingly powerful. AM

desire that “the expert fuckers 
who broke this world never 
get to speak again”, this is 
post-rock as visceral catharsis. 
Granted, string-drenched 
opener Undoing A Luciferian 
Tower proffers an almost 
salve-like alloy of Lou Reed’s 
Street Hassle and rhapsodic 
Alice Coltrane, but the ensu-
ing, snappily-titled Bosses 
Hang grinds inexorably from 
its Morricone-like spaghetti 
western twang opening into  
a brutal feedback dirge of 
Arc-Weld-era Neil Young  
proportions, before ceding  
to an almost Arcadian  
orchestral finale. The 14- 
minute Anthem For No  
State, meanwhile, navigates 
between towering, over-
amped rock, minimalist  
string cycle and saturated, 
anthemic crescendo, to  
gloriously purging effect.

David Sheppard 

Peter Hammill 
����
From The Trees
FIE. CD/LP

The veteran songwriter 
virtually unplugged and  
on peak form.

Peter Hammill 
returns to the 
metaphorical 
empty stage 
with little 
more than an 

acoustic guitar and piano, and 
some potent, if uncharacteris-
tically pared down material. 
He describes his role within his 
own songs as like an actor, 
with his backing vocals often 
offering another viewpoint, 
and these brilliantly inventive 
multitracked arrangements 
range from eerie to angelic to 
mocking, sometimes shadow-
ing the main voice like a Greek 
chorus. And there’s much 
drama here as the song’s  
characters lose their grip,  
get found out, review their 
shattered relationships, or 
stand on the brink of an  
existential precipice, as on  
The Descent. On Deaf Ears   
is a bleak Shakespearean  
scenario in which a performer 
in his “declining years” 
addresses an unlistening, 
blandly applauding audience. 
Thankfully that’s not a thinly 
veiled comment on From The 
Trees, which is Hammill’s best 
solo album in a long time.

Mike Barnes

Wand 
���
Plum
DRAG CITY. CD/DL/LP

Oh Sees/Ty Segall confrère 
delivers delicious, if slight, 
Beatlesque jumble.

Perhaps the 
most unabash-
edly trad of the 
current wave 
of West Coast 
psych heads, 

wearing his Beatles fandom 
clearest on his sleeve, Cory 
Hanson’s fourth album as 
Wand is a heady jumble of 
rough-housed melody and 
picked-apart pop fragments, 
making up a commendably 
White Album-like whole. It’s no 
double-set, however, its sprawl 
contained within 10 tracks and 
42 minutes, and on such a 
tight schedule the indulgent  
excursions of The Blue Cloud 
– which contains undeniable 
thrills, but ultimately doesn’t 
really lead anywhere worth the 
shoe leather – feels like a 
waste of eight minutes. But 
Plum’s time is better spent on 
the prickly, experimental 
White Cat, its sweet harmonies 
riding a blanket of impossibly 
itchy electronic noises, the 
bucolic, pedal steel-scored 
reveries of The Trap, and the 
droll, downbeat acid-pop of 
the title track, Hanson proving 
himself an adept, idiosyncratic 
of ‘60s wilderness rock. 

Stevie Chick

Electric Wizard 
����
Wizard Bloody 
Wizard
SPINEFARM. CD/DL/LP

Dorset doom-metallers in 
nihilistic overdrive.

They certainly 
aren’t shy 
about their 
Sabbath  
references, but 
Jus Oborn’s 

Wessex stoner troop take the 
metal architects’ template to 
punishing new extremes. Last 
outing Time To Die (2014) was 
so violent in its misanthropy, 
isolationism and hopelessness, 
you could argue it was that 
year’s best punk album, let 
alone metal. However oblivi-
ously, it captured the global 
anti-corporate mood as luridly 
as The Clash nailed the UK’s 
desperation in ’77 – with 
bonus witchcraft, and hash by 
the bongload. It was hard to 
imagine where they could go 
after that, yet somehow their 
eighth long-player feels leaner, 
nastier, equally impressive. 
“Your torturous screams mean 
nothing to me,” Oborn sneers 
on vengeful opener See You  
In Hell, while on Hear The 
Sirens Scream he cackles in 
the face of authority (“scream-
ing for me, yeah!”) to a riff so 
devastatingly insistent, it’s  
like you’re downward- 
spiralling into a plughole  
for nine long – but endlessly 
satisfying – minutes.

Andrew Perry

Damian  
‘Jr Gong’ Marley 
����
Stony Hill 
REPUBLIC RECORDS/GHETTO YOUTHS 
UNITED. CD/DL

Long-awaited new studio 
album from Marley’s 
toasting son.

It’s been seven 
years since the 
release of the 
Nas collabora-
tion, Distant 
Relatives, and  

a dozen since Welcome To 
Jamrock blasted Damian  
Marley into musical superstar-
dom. So has it been worth the 
wait for Stony Hill? The answer 
is a resounding yes, as Junior 
Gong ups his game as a rapper, 
producer and songwriter. 
There is a tasteful referencing 
of the past on this fully  
contemporary and largely 
self-produced release, with  
Big Youth introducing the set, 
Here I Come Again sampling  
a classic Dennis Brown track,  
and hit single Nail Pon Cross 
channelling Black Uhuru’s 
Solidarity; collaborations with 
Stephen Marley work well, 
with ganja tune Medication a 
more thoughtful look at the 
contradictions inherent in 
Jamaica’s growing marijuana 
industry. There are diversions 
into pop and hardcore dance-
hall (The Struggle Discontinues 
is a roots highpoint) but overall 
it’s a strongly enticing release. 

David Katz

Godspeed You! 
Black Emperor 
����
Luciferian Towers
CONSTELLATION. CD/DL/LP 

Refusenik, symphonic post-
rock collective return, and 
they’re not best pleased 
about the state of the world.

Their third 
album since 
reforming, 
after almost  
a decade in 
abeyance, 

finds the sprawling Montreal 
ensemble back at their most 
spirited, their Weltschmerz
poured into wordless music of 
soaring transcendence and, on 
occasion, fierce beauty. 
Inspired, according to an 
accompanying text, by the 

Electric Wizard: 
leaner and 
nastier.



Head’s up: happy 
days for Red 
Elastic Band  
man Michael.
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Flat Worms
����
Flat Worms
CASTLE FACE. CD/DL/LP

Droll, noise-saturated punk-
pop from Oh Sees/Dream 
Boys/Ty Segall alumni.

California’s 
fertile psych-
punk scene 
delivers again 
(there must be 
something in 

the water; it’s almost certainly 
acid). But Flat Worms – the new 
project from Will Ivy, formerly 
of self-described “paisley pop” 
unit Dream Boys – are more 
punk than psych, Ivy’s songs 
action-painted in the distorted 
hiss of New Day Rising-era 
Hüsker Dü, the speedy vim of 
early Saints, the jabbing attack 
of the Ramones. Ivy’s a master 
of needling melodies – the 
fanfare hook of Question is 
pure earworm, while the elec-
tric, nervous pop of Red Hot 
Sand is worthy of Wipers. But 
while Flat Worms excel at 
numbskull buzzsaw thrills, Ivy’s 
arch, near-monotone delivery 
lends an extra layer of sardonic 
sophistication to anthemic 
riff-outs such as Motorbike and 
Goodbye Texas, suggesting 
these subtle misfits as blackly 
comic subversives, for all the 
corrosive upbeat energy of 
their tuneage. That interplay 
between energetic attack and 
dry delivery makes Flat Worms
an intriguing, undeniable gem.

Stevie Chick

Laraaji 
����
Bring On The Sun
ALL SAINTS. CD/DL/LP

A glut of new music by swami-
like ambient veteran.

Resurgent after 
the recent 
re-release of 
his 1980, Eno-
produced 
Ambient 3: Day 

Of Radiance benchmark, 
Laraaji returns with eight 
immersive essays for plucked 
and strummed instruments, 
notably his signature zither 
and thumb pianos, sporadically 
bathed in discrete clouds of 
synthesizer. While largely 
inhabiting terrain Gordon first 
staked out four decades ago 
– just south of ambient and 
north of new age – the album’s 
eight, unusually varied essays 
largely eschew sonic wallpaper 
stereotype, invested as they 
are with playfulness and a 
genuine sense of Eastern-
flavoured spiritual uplift. This is 
true even on the uncharacteris-
tically song-like Reborn In 
Virginia, which welds Gordon’s 
genial childhood reminiscenc-
es to a tableau of zithers, tablas 
and Indian drones, and which 
elliptically recalls Steve Reich’s 
Different Trains by way of Alice 
Coltrane’s devotional music. 
Sun Gong, proffering two new, 
lengthy Laraaji meditations for 
the titular metallic percussion, 
is released simultaneously. 

David Sheppard

Michael Head  
& The Red  
Elastic Band 
����
Adiós Señor Pussycat
VIOLETTE. CD/DL/LP

Errant Shack/Pale Fountains 
ledge’s first in 11 years.

Worshipped by 
Pete Town-
shend and 
Noel Gallagher, 
Head finally 
reignites a 

career hampered by missteps 
and misfortune to unveil his 
long-gestating new combo. 
This band was occasioned by 
an apparently acrimonious 
bust-up with his long-term 
guitar foil, brother John, but 
you’d hardly notice the join, as 
he variously scales the heights 
of both 1997’s folk rock mas-
terclass The Magical World Of 
The Strands and ’99’s rocking 
HMS Fable. Here, the beloved 
Scouse songsmith’s virtues are 
writ large: heart-swelling 
hymns to the common man 
(Workin’ Family), irrepressible 
shanties (Overjoyed; Rumer), 
imaginatively deployed strings 
and brass (Picasso), affection-
ate songs of booze-love (Pick-
lock), as unhinged a school-
days memoir as you’ll ever 
hear (Queen Of All Saints), and, 
at the closing Adiós Amigo, the 
fondest of farewells. Even 
though Mick’s reputedly now 
clear of the smack at last, it’s 
probably too late for proper 
stardom, but Adiós… merits a 
change in his fortunes.

Andrew Perry

Sumie 
����
Lost In Light
BELLA UNION. CD/DL/LP

Forceful yet quiet second 
album from the Gothenburg-
based singer-songwriter.

Lost In Light is 
imbued with a 
sense that the 
pull and push 
of existence 
requires con-

stant vigilance. Whether the 
metaphorical deluge of Pour-
ing Down, the literal torrent of 
Night Rain, a Divine Wind or 
the forces compelling Sumie to 
Walk Away, the album’s nine 
songs suggest that this is a 
songwriter buffeted from all 
sides. The second album by 
Sweden’s Sumie Nagano (her 
sister is Little Dragon’s Yukimi 
Nagano) is quiet but exudes a 
power drawn from the energy 
summoned to navigate a path 
through the day-to-day. 
Although brass, percussion 
and strings colour Sumie’s 
second album, it is defined by 
a singer-songwriter and her 
guitar. Direct, simple yet 
unpredictable vocal melodies 
are delivered in a pure voice 
with a country lilt. Leonard 
Cohen and Roy Orbison would 
recognise a kindred spirit on 
Lost In Light. Affecting and 
shot-through with tension.

Kieron Tyler

Ane Brun 
����
Leave Me Breathless   
BALLOON RANGER. CD/DL/LP

A covers album that becomes 
a personal epiphany.

For her seventh studio release, 
this Grammy-winning, 
Norwegian singer-songwriter 
delivers a concept album made 
up of covers, though you’d 
barely know they are. Brun’s icy, 
Björkish vocal and emotional 
heft make her own songs 
indelible – and make these 14 
tracks totally hers. They tell the 
story of a whirlwind love affair, 
and the tone is set by the 
opener, Foreigner’s I Want To 
Know What Love Is – not even 
slightly kitsch, but a dark, 
shadowy, gunslinger ballad. 
Presley’s reimagined Always On 
My Mind features a 
preoccupied, headstrong 
woman now filled with 
remorse. Show Me Heaven is 
outstanding, resolving Maria 
McKee’s powerpop stormer 
into a whispered elegy broken 
by birdsong. Moving through 
tracks by Dylan, Nick Cave and 
Radiohead, Brun winds up with 
Big Yellow Taxi, which frankly 
has never hit so hard or had 
such desperate yearning. 
Haunted and inspired.

Glyn Brown

Julien Baker 
���
Turn Out The Lights
MATADOR. CD/DL/LP

Six months after Matador 
reissued her self-released 
debut, more self-evisceration.

Her first missive, Sprained 
Ankle, was open-heart surgery 
from the pit of adolescence; 
you’d imagine Baker might 
gladly put it behind her. But 
no. Her Christian upbringing, 
with its complication of 
coming out, and drug/alcohol 
issues – John Grant’s saga 
comes to mind – cannot be 
expunged that easily, and with 
only sombre electric guitar 
and occasional piano behind 
her valiant voice (which 
sometimes resembles 
Melanie’s unabashed 
expression), there is nowhere 
to hide. The delivery is folk 
emo – think Dashboard 
Confessional – ramped up to 
breaking point, anthemic on 
the title track, but mostly 
despairing and down, with 
none of Grant’s leavening 
humour. She’s “an amputee, 
with a phantom touch, leaning 
on an invisible crutch” in 
Televangelist. “The harder I 
swim, the faster I sink,” she 
repeats in Sour Breath. Claws In 

Your Back is a particularly 
brutal way to end a record, and 
you fear she’s not out of the 
woods yet.

Martin Aston

The Texas 
Gentlemen 
����
TX Jelly
NEW WEST.  CD/DL/LP

A back-up squad spring to 
the fore.

Joe Ely rates 
them as “the 
best backing 
band I have 
ever played 
with”. The 

Gentlemen, who went down a 
storm when appearing with 
Kris Kristofferson at the New-
port Folk Festival last year, are 
a Dallas-based, country-funk 
outfit, headed by (though he 
won’t admit it) organist Beau 
Bedford. They sauntered down 
to Muscle Shoals for a 96-hour 
sortie that yielded 28 tracks, of 
which 11 have made it onto 
this debut. Habbie Doobie, the 
instrumental opener, sets out 
their stall. It’s an old-fashioned 
riff affair, the kind that bands 
regularly came up with in 
rock’s early days, but the TG’s 
take it into contemporary 
territory in hard-hitting style, 
forever building on the basic 
theme. The title track is an 
intriguing rhythm thing, Shak-
in’ All Over proves they’re 
pretty adept with cover-shots, 
while Superstition (not the 
Stevie Wonder song) attests 
that they can handle harmony 
vocals in impressive fashion.

Fred Dellar
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The Cash Box Kings 
����
Royal Mint  
ALLIGATOR. CD/DL/LP

The flawlessly retro “blues collective
make their debut for the Alligator label.

SINGER OSCAR Wilson, Joe Nosek (harmonica) and Billy Flynn and 
Joel Patterson (guitars) are steeped in Chicago blues, and 
exhilaratingly recreate the city’s blues styles of the ‘40s and ‘50s: 
the young Muddy Waters in Flood, the echt Chicago combo 
sound of I’m Gonna Get My Baby or Sugar Sweet. But their grasp 
of the music is wider and more diverse than that, as they show in 
Robert Johnson’s Traveling Riverside Blues or the Lil’ Son Jackson 
riffs underpinning I Come All The Way From Chi-Town, a Wilson 
composition that sits alongside other original pieces like If You 
Got A Jealous Woman Facebook Ain’t Your Friend, the rockabilly-
sarcastic Build That Wall or the bleak social weather report of 
Blues For Chi-Raq: “They even killin’ babies, and the old folks too 
– if you come to Chicago, they just might kill you.”

A L S O  R E L E A S E D

Chris Bergson 
Band 
����
Bitter Midnight
2SHIRTS. CD/DL

“Had a long run – 
small misfortunes 
made me bend ’til  
I almost snapped…” 
With his sixth album 

Bergson again proves himself an 
expert writer of blues short 
stories, in which he directs a 
steady, undeceived gaze at 
change and loss (“nothin’s more 
real than what’s absent”) and 
tries to sustain himself with small 
remembered felicities.

Monster Mike 
Welch & Mike 
Ledbetter 
����
Right Place, Right Time
DELTA GROOVE. CD/DL

Guitarist Mike 
Welch and singer 
Mike Ledbetter’s 
tribute to Otis Rush 
at the 2016 Chicago 

Blues Festival was so 
enthusiastically received that 
they were urged to re-enact it on 
record. Only a few of the songs 
here are associated with Rush, 
but his singing and playing are 
the main power source for this 
electrifying set, which also 
features Anthony Geraci 
(keyboards) and guest guitarist 
Laura Chavez.

Guy Davis & 
Fabrizio Poggi 
���
Sonny & Brownie’s  
Last Train
MC. CD/LP

Favourite songs  
of Sonny Terry  
and Brownie 
McGhee, such  
as Walk On, 

Midnight Special, Goin’ Down 
Slow and Hooray, Hooray These 
Women Is Killing Me shine anew, 
reflected in the rich patina of 
Guy Davis’s voice and 
(sometimes 12-string) guitar 
playing. Fabrizio Poggi, on 
harmonica, is skilful and 
idiomatically precise but 
compared to Terry – or Davis 
– somewhat, well, colourless.

Janiva Magness 
����
Blue Again
BLUE ELAN. CD/DL

Janiva Magness 
declares this to be  
a trip “back to the 
motherlode… 
returning to the 

well”. Somewhere between an 
EP and a long-player – its total 
playing time is less than 30 
minutes – Blue Again distils the 
fiery spirit of Magness’s singing 
in six strong shots of blues and 
soul-blues, all boosted by dashes 
of sharp guitar from Zach Zunis, 
and deftly mixed by its producer, 
Dave Darling. TR

with age, but his technique 
was intact and in fact 
improved over the years. 
Unfortunately, sung subtleties 
are drowned and distracted by 
slick, overbearing 
arrangements. (Even one-of-
two rockers Black And Blue is 
hampered by an over-the-top 
guitar solo.) Ultimately, 
though, there was only one 
Leon and the Leon Lifers will 
love it – the unfamiliar are 
advised to check out his first 
three solo albums.   

Michael Simmons

Bootsy 
����
World Wide Funk
MASCOT. CD/DL

Six years since his last funk 
blast, the master bassist is 
back with a bang.

The subterranean tones of 
Iggy Pop’s opening address 
concerning “the origins of 
Bootsy” talk us into 15 tracks in 
70 minutes, heavy on the funk, 
four ballads, and guests – 
guitarists Buckethead and Eric 
Gale, Chuck D, Doug E Fresh, 
Blvckseeds, Colombian singer 
Kali Uchis, and a generous 
crew of bassists (since when 
did Bootsy need so much bass 
help?). From the title track 
onwards, he slaps down 25 
minutes of spring-heeled and 
rump-shakin’ bumpin’ Bootsy 
funk, which will pick up again 
after ballad Heaven Yes, 
gentler Ladies Nite, and the 
poppy Candy Coated Lover 
and Snow Bunny. A Salute To 
Bernie pays touching tribute to 
his Parliafunkadelictment 
keyboards compadre Worrell, 
who died in 2016, before he 
bounces us out on more funk, 
Come Back Bootsy the late and 
long highlight featuring funk  
drummer par excellence  
Dennis Chambers. More than 
good to have him back.

Geoff Brown 

Linda Perhacs 
�����
I’m A Harmony
OMNIVORE. CD/DL

The elder stateswoman of 
psych-folk continues her 
remarkable re-birth.

If the planetary 
exodus envis-
aged by Neil 
Young’s After 
The Gold Rush
ever inspires a 

sci-fi movie, Linda Perhacs’s 
I’m A Harmony could serve as 
soundtrack. A lush, sometimes 
awe-inspiring production 
overseen by Pat Sansone 
(Wilco; The Autumn Defense), 
it’s a cosmic imagining of a 
higher state of human exist-
ence, and an outstanding 
adventure in sound. Highlights 
include We Will Live, with its 
spectral cooing and autumnal 
Spanish guitar arpeggios, and 
the Julia Holter-assisted title 
track, an extraordinary and 
beautifully eccentric conceit 
located somewhere between 
Kate Bush and Laurie Ander-
son. Some will likely find One 
Full Circle Around The Sun 
twee, but there’s something 
unassailable about a 75-year-
old with a beautiful soul sing-
ing an unguarded message of 
love. Like Beth Gibbons and 
Rustin Man’s Out Of Season, 
say,I’m A Harmony operates on 
a different plane. 

James McNair

Gregory Porter 
����
Nat ‘King’ Cole  
And Me
BLUE NOTE. CD/DL/LP

Jazz’s capped crusader pays 
homage to his musical hero. 

Growing up fatherless in 
Bakersfield, a six-year-old 
Porter used to listen to his 
mother’s Nat ‘King’ Cole LPs 
and imagine that the velvet-
voiced singer was his dad. 
Later, in his thirties, he wrote a 
musical based on his child-
hood experiences called Nat 
‘King’ Cole And Me, and now 
revives the concept for this, his 
fifth album. Though it largely 
contains songs associated with 
Cole (Mona Lisa, Nature Boy 
etc), this isn’t a by-the-numbers 
cache of reheated covers. 
Vince Mendoza’s symphonic 
orchestral arrangements ooze 
romantic grandeur, combined 
with Porter’s magnificently 
soulful vocals, resulting in a 
thrillingly transcendent 
experience. Also included is a 
cinematic orchestral version of 
Porter’s Liquid Spirit tune When 
Love Was King, and a poignant  
I Wonder Who My Daddy Is. 

Charles Waring 

Destroyer 
���
ken 
MERGE. CD/DL/LP

Twelfth album by Dan Bejar 
and friends.

Dan Bejar likes 
to play with 
people’s per-
ceptions. He 
chose Destroy-
er as being a 

deliberately incongruous 
name. And while he insists that 
it is a group, ken isn’t a group 
album, although the group all 
appear on it. And it’s named 
after the original title of 
Suede’s The Wild Ones – 
although it has apparently 
nothing to do with Suede. 
Produced by drummer Josh 
Wells, it’s more spartan, less 
arranged than 2015’s  
Poison Season, with chunky 
drum patterns, shuddering 
synths, and soaring keyboard 
and guitar lines. On the single 
Tinseltown Swimming In 
Blood, Bejar is “off in the cor-
ner doing poet’s work” and his 
approach is exemplified by 
lines like “I can’t pay for this/All 
I have is money” and “Good 
things come to those who wait 
forever”. There are some 
sumptuous moments, but it’s 
also arch and mannered, and 
rather awkward to embrace.

Mike Barnes

Leon Russell 
���
On A Distant Shore
PALMETTO. CD/DL

Leon’s last crooned tunes.

While the late 
Leon Russell is 
rightly rated as 
roots-rock 
royalty, he also 
played behind 

Sinatra as a young first-call 
studio musician and authored 
Great American Songbook 
standards This Masquerade, 
Hummingbird and A Song For 
You. Those remade classics 
pass time’s test on this finale of 
heavily-orchestrated original 
ballads, yet show up the other 
material as unqualified for 
future lounge lizards – one 
method for gauging durability. 
Leon’s vocal tone diminished 

Gregory Porter: 
thinking of Nat 
and dad.



Mavis Staples: 
profound truth-
telling, positive 
vision.
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reflective, meaningful songs  
of tender sing-alongs and 
heartfelt delivery. And you 
know they mean every note.

Colin Irwin

Metz
���
Strange Peace
SUB POP. CD/DL/LP

Canadian punkers tap Albini’s 
talents to go one louder.

Metz cut these 
11 songs dur-
ing a three-day 
blitz with Steve 
Albini at the 
controls, his 

no-frills recording aesthetic a 
perfect pairing with the 
group’s brutish attack, and 
inspiring some of their finest 
songs yet – Cellophane’s snot-
ty chorus and needling har-
monics suggest Girls Against 
Boys at their most pop, the 
rising intensity of Lost In The 
Blank City feels like being 
strapped into a runaway roller-
coaster, and the hairpin turns 
and nagging nihilism of Com-
mon Trash are darkly, deli-
ciously satisfying. But while 
their writhing, panic-driven 
noise never fails to excite, 
sustained across an entire 
album it makes for an enervat-
ing, overwhelming listen, and 
its hard to discern what sub-
stance might lie beneath their 
bristling, steely carapace. 
However, few contemporaries 
can match their twin gifts for 
aural blunt-force trauma and 
canny, gnarly hooks.

Stevie Chick

OCS 
����
Memory Of A  
Cut Off Head
CASTLE FACE. CD/DL/LP 

John Dwyer and Thee Oh 
Sees resurrect first band 
name for 20th album.

Given the 
garage-rock 
squall we’re 
used to get-
ting from 
Dwyer and co 

– including on this year’s Orc – 
the brushed drums, vintage 
electronics and hushed vocals 
on Memory Of A Cut Off Head
play like they were recorded in 
a bunker under siege. The 
lyrics portray a world above 
led by corrupt kings and their 
Svengalis, executioners and 
eager witnesses. There are 
songs that might be warnings: 
don’t become “junkies of 
despair”; when love’s in short 
supply, don’t settle for those 
who betray you. When Brigid  
Dawson says, “Where is God, 
he has no say here,” she means 
these are human problems 
and we can find human solu-
tions. “Steal a boat and pole it 
down the stream, taking only 
ever what you need,” she 
advises at album’s end. What-
ever the crisis, whomever the 
leader – hell, whatever the 
band name – we must invent. 

Chris Nelson

Overend Watts
���
He’s Real Gone
ANGEL AIR. CD/DL

Late Mott The Hoople bass 
man’s gem of a solo LP (with 
bonus Born Late ’58 demo).

Glam rock’s greatest extrovert, 
Peter Overend Watts became a 
private loner in his later years. 
Between recounting marathon 
walks across Britain’s footpaths 
in a book, but relishing Mott’s 
2009 and 2013 reunions, Watts 
secretly worked on a solo LP 
for 10 years (working title: She’s 
Real Gone). When his illness 
worsened, he decreed said LP 
be released (and retitled) after 
his death (its original sleeve is 
in the poignant photo booklet). 
Thirteen intricate, precariously 
rhyming exercises showcase 
his legendarily surreal humour 
and staunch English country 
boy world-view. Watts’ innate 
grasp of ornate pop dynamics 
and melodic wistfulness turns 
tracks like Prawn Fire On Uncle 
Sheep Funnel and Belle Of The 
Boot into highly personal 
confessionals laced with 
gentle eccentricity, while The 
Search reveals the loneliness of 
the long distance walker when 
he came home.

Kris Needs

Tenebrous Liar 
���
The Cut
STRAIGHT LINES ARE FINE. CD/DL/LP

Maudlin melody from UK 
post-rockers.

The construct 
of rock pho-
tographer-
cum-singer-
songwriter 
Steve Gullick, 

Tenebrous Liar are a nebulous 
prospect that, over seven 
studio LPs, have been tricky to 
pin down. On The Cut – their 
eighth release; an album that 
arrives after a five-year gap 
– the lines are still just as inde-
finable. Swerving from heavy 
grunge blues (Stop Believing; 
John) to eerie, post-rock blasts 
(Sinking), they trade in leaden 
guitar grooves and meander-
ing percussion that sometimes 
land harmonious blows. Alien-
ation has a Sabbath-lite wallop, 
while Lowland takes cues from 
P.J. Harvey’s earliest output, 
albeit in a more stripped-back 
form. However, Tenebrous Liar 
score highest on their more 
introspective moments: the 
brittle but beautiful piano of 
Words and Swing For Me’s 
haunting guitar menace prov-
ing less can indeed be more.

Matt Allen

Mavis Staples 
����
If All I Was Was Black
ANTI-. CD/DL/LP

Simmering gospel-soul 
protest? Mavis will take  
you there.

If you’re ready, come go with 
me, sang Mavis Staples in 
1973, but that brighter future 
she foresaw still stands on the 
distant horizon as events in 
the US, indeed in the world, 
have shown us during the past 
12 months. On her third album 
with producer/songwriter Jeff 
Tweedy, Mavis makes us shake 
with anger, but hers is a 
controlled rage. Taking us 
down a slower path with 
gentler gradients these days, 
she still grabs the thorny 
subjects – racism, police 
brutality, pernicious poverty 
– on an album that opens full 
of tension, riot and discord 
(Little Bit, the title track, Who 
Told You That?) – before the 
acoustic gospel of Peaceful 
Dream leads into strong pleas 
for universal love and 
understanding (No Time For 
Crying, Build A Bridge) and 
quests for personal 
redemption (We Go High, Try 
Harder, All Over Again). Strong 
band playing – Tweedy’s mean 

guitar bites through Try Harder 
– supports on this perfect 
blend of profound truth- 
telling and positive vision.

Geoff Brown 

Chelsea Wolfe 
����
Hiss Spun
SARGENT HOUSE. CD/DL/LP

The Black Queen’s sixth, and 
heaviest, album. 

Born in Califor-
nia, of Norwe-
gian-German 
descent, Wolfe 
acknowledges 
her roots; her 

sound is gothic, folky, occa-
sionally industrial, all ice, fire 
and doom-mongering. From 
lo-fi origins through electron-
ic-flecked fusions and 2015’s 
weightier Abyss, she’s kept 
mutating. Hiss Spun isn’t 
metal of the Norwegian-black  
variety (though she’s covered 
Burzum before) but there’s 
plenty of crossover with Sunn 
O))) or Black Sabbath’s epic 
slo-core. Producer Kurt Ballou 
(Converge), guitarist Troy Van 
Leeuwen (QOTSA) and sam-
ple-meister Ben Chisholm 
inject bomb blasts and clank-
ing machinery, while Wolfe is 
the epicentre of the mael-
strom, a banshee wailing 
through songs called things 
like Welt and Scrape. There’s 
also a QOTSA-style anthem in 
16 Psyche, and lengthy beau-
ties (The Culling, Two Spirit) 
that mirror the stealthier 
drama of previous albums. A 
suitable soundtrack for this 
“burning planet”, as Static 
Hum puts it.

Martin Aston

Lankum 
����
Between The  
Earth And Sky
ROUGH TRADE. CD/DL/LP

The former Lynched adopt 
the name of an infamous 
ballad murderer.

Real musical integrity is 
precious, but frustratingly 
elusive. Even those who exude 
it on-stage can falter in the 
studio. On the back of debut 
album Cold Old Fire, punk 
ideals and a thorough 
immersion in Dublin’s 
traditional music heritage, it 
took this four-piece far in their 
previous incarnation as 
Lynched; and this will take 
them a whole lot further. Its 
raw, emotional heartbeat is 
laid bare at the outset as Radie 
Peat brilliantly sings the 
travellers song What Will We 
Do When We Have No Money? 
over Ian Lynch’s remorseless 
pipe drone… harsh but deeply 
affecting and a perfect 
declaration of 
uncompromising intent. The 
rest follows in easy accord – 
powerful harmonies (a superb 
Peat Bog Soldiers), 
undemonstrative dance tunes 
with enterprising fiddle/
accordion/pipe arrangements, 



Recorded wi th Edwyn Coll ins  at  h is Clashnarrow Studios,  and at  Green Door Studio  

wi th Stu Evans , Permo  is  an a lbum of bold s teps and s imple gestures. 

The debut a lbum out November 10th  -  LP /  CD /  DL

THE WEDDING PRESENT

GEORGE BEST 30

SCOPITONES LP / CD

GODSPEED YOU!

BLACK EMPEROR

LUCIFERIAN TOWERS

CONSTELLATION 2LP / CD

KAITLYN AURELIA SMITH

THE KID

WESTERN VINYL LP / CD

BALMORHEA

CLEAR LANGUAGE

WESTERN VINYL LP / CD

SUNNY & THE SUNLINERS

MR. BROWN EYED SOUL

BIG CROWN LP / CD

THE CULTS

OFFERING

SINDERLYN LP / CD

THE WEATHER STATION

THE WEATHER STATION

PARADISE OF BACHELORS LP / CD

HISS GOLDEN MESSENGER

HALLELUJAH ANYHOW

MERGE RECORDS LP / CD

OMNI

MULTI-TASK

TROUBLE IN MIND LP / CD

BEHIND the SHADOW 

DROPS

H A R M O N I C

TEMPORARY RESIDENCE LTD LP / CD

THE GRANITE SHORE

SUSPENDED SECOND

OCCULTATION LP / CD

VARIOUS ARTISTS

DEEPLY VALE FESTIVAL 40TH 

ANNIVERSARY

OZIT 3 DVD SET

CARGO COLLECTIVE
AN AMALGAMATION OF RECORD SHOPS AND LABELS DEDICATED TO BRINGING YOU NEW MUSIC

IRELAND: BANGOR - BENDING SOUND / BELFAST - HEAD / GALWAY - HEAD / ILAC - HEAD / LIFFEY - HEAD SCOTLAND:  GLASGOW - LOVE MUSIC / GLASGOW - MONORAIL WALES: ABERYSTWYTH - ANDY’S RECORDS / CARDIFF - SPILLERS / NEWPORT - DIVERSE / SWAN-

SEA - DERRICKS NORTH- WEST: LIVERPOOL - PROBE / MANCHESTER - PICCADILLY RECORDS / PRESTON - ACTION RECORDS NORTH-EAST: BEVERLEY - BUG VINYL / HARROGATE - P & C MUSIC / HUDDERSFIELD - VINYL TAP / LEEDS - CRASH / LEEDS - JUM-

BO RECORDS / NEWCASTLE - J G WINDOWS / NEWCASTLE - BEATDOWN / NEWCASTLE - REFLEX / SHEFFIELD - BEAR TREE / SHEFFIELD - RECORD COLLECTOR / STOCKTON ON TEES - SOUND IT OUT MIDLANDS: BEDFORD - SLIDE RECORDS / CAMBRIDGE - LOST IN VI-

NYL / LEAMINGTON SPA - HEAD RECORDS / LEIGHTON BUZZARD - BLACK CIRCLE RECORDS / LOUTH - OFF THE BEATEN TRACK / NOTTINGHAM - ROUGH TRADE / OXFORD - TRUCK STORE / STOKE ON TRENT - MUSIC MANIA - STOKE ON TRENT - STRAND RECORDS 

/ WITNEY - RAPTURE / WORCESTER - RISE SOUTH: BEXHILL ON SEA - MUSIC’S NOT DEAD / BOURNEMOUTH - THE VAULT / BRIGHTON - RESIDENT / DEAL - SMUGGLERS / EASTBOURNE - PEBBLE / GODALMING - RECORD CORNER / LEIGH-ON-SEA - FIVES / LON-

DON - CASBAH / LONDON - FLASHBACK / LONDON - LION COFFEE + RECORDS / LONDON - ROUGH TRADE EAST / LONDON - ROUGH TRADE TALBOT RD / LONDON - SISTER RAY / ROMSEY - HUNDRED / SOUTHSEA - PIE & VINYL / SOUTHEND ON SEA - SOUTH RECORDS 

/ ST ALBANS - EMPIRE RECORDS / WATFORD - LP CAFE / WIMBORNE - SQUARE RECORDS / WHITSTABLE - GATEFIELD SOUNDS / WINCHESTER - ELEPHANT RECORDS SOUTH WEST: BRISTOL - RADIO ON / BRISTOL - RISE / BRISTOL - RKDS / BUDE - AIRCULTURE LIMIT-

ED / BURY ST.EDMUNDS - VINYL HUNTER / CHELTENHAM - BADLANDS / FALMOUTH - JAM / FROME - COVERS LTD / TOTNES - DRIFT MAILORDER AND INTERNET ONLY STORES: BOOMKAT.COM / NORMANRECORDS.COM / RECORDSTORE.CO.UK / SPINCDS.COM / BLEEP.COM
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Hamilton 
Leithauser 
Heartstruck  
(Wild Hunger)  
ft. Angel Olsen 

F
resh from last year’s album 
with Rostam Batmanglij, 
Hamilton Leithauser has 

invited Angel Olsen into a 
swooning, noir world. Evocative 
of picket fences, Crimplene 
dresses and taking the Caddy  
to the hop, Heartstruck (Wild 
Hunger) conjures up a Kodak-
illuminated American 
yesteryear, underscored with a 
tragic, desperate desire David 
Lynch would approve of. 
Leithauser’s frayed croon 
channels a dissolute Dean 
Martin, while Olsen soars amid 
the string-laden opulence.

Find it: Various streaming 
services

Roy Orbison 
��
A Love So Beautiful
SONY LEGACY. CD/DL/LP

Yet again, the legendary  
hits are revived for the sales-
machine. Once ‘Big O’ meant a 
remarkable voice, but now it’s 
shorthand for ‘Big Orchestra’: 
the Royal Philharmonic vainly 
trying to improve on what was 
perfection. Mercy! FD

Spinning Coin 
���
Permo
GEOGRAPHIC. CD/DL/LP

Glasgow five-piece conjure  
the sound of frail ’80s indie – 
Galaxie 500, say – doing West 
Coast pop classicism on their 
charmingly wobbly Edwyn 
Collins-produced debut. See 
especially Running With The 
World’s autumnal beauty. JB

Omar Souleyman 
���
To Syria, With Love
MAD DECENT. CD/DL/LP

With fellow Syrian, arranger 
Hasan Alo, Souleyman’s high 
velocity dabke-techno hybrid 
keeps the BPM and bleep 
count high on his third LP. It’s 
almost a relief when he sits out 
the dancefloor for serpentine 
grooves like Mawal’s. JB

Warhaus 
���
Warhaus
PIAS. CD/DL/LP

A second LP from Maarten 
Devoldere, whose disaffected 
drawl and seedier impulses are 
curbed by co-singer/melodic 
foil Sylvie Kreusch. Picks: low-
lit, red velvet ‘60s chanson 
Dangerous, Fall In Love With 
Me, and Everybody. JB

Novo Amor  
& Ed Tullett 
����
Heiress
ROUGH TRADE. CD/DL/LP

Four years in the making, an LP 
that’s baroque and dense but 
also spacious, as waves of 
instruments are swept aside  
by a silvery curtain of falsetto 
voice, magnified by reverb, 
that echoes and swirls. JB

Curtis Harding 
����
Face Your Fear
ANTI-. CD/DL/LP

Atlanta based, rock-rap-
schooled Harding draws on his 
childhood gospel choirs, for 
his richly soulful, heartsore 
second LP (debut Soul Power
was, ironically, more hybrid). 
Highlight: reverberant Isaac 
Hayes-ish Go As You Are. JB

Martha High 
���
Tribute To My  
Soul Sisters
RECORD KICKS. CD/DL/LP

Produced/backed by  
Japan’s Osaka Monaurail,  
High covers other ex-James 
Brown divas – Vicki, Lyn, etc. 
Ballad I Cried; Unwind  
Yourself; The Jewels’ This  
Is My Story highlights. GB

Goat 
���
Fuzzed In Europe
ROCKET RECORDINGS. DL/LP

Live mini album from Swedish 
stoner-psych troupe who 
specialise in on-stage ritual 
theatrics. Hypnotically groovy, 
only The Sun The Moon really 
rocks out, but all six hyper-
rhythmic tracks ably show 
their fabled live reputation. JB

Bonny Doon 
����
Bonny Doon
MELODIC. CD/DL/LP

Slacker indie well done by a 
Detroit quartet whose Wilco-
ish introspection (What Time Is 
It In Portland) is studded with 
sardonic, Pavement-y wit, as 
on country lurch Never Been 
To California (they’re named 
after a Santa Cruz vineyard). JB

William 
Eggleston 
����
Musik
SECRETLY CANADIAN. CD/DL/LP

Legendary US photographer 

employs Korg synth, piano on 

home-recorded improvs and 

covers (Lerner & Loewe’s On 

The Street Where You Live) 

made since the ’80s. JB

Autobahn 
����
The Moral Crossing
TOUGH LOVE. CD/DL/LP

Leeds quintet serve up sonic 
catnip for post-punk nerks 
with motorik drumming (top 
marks Liam Hilton), plangent 
guitars, ominous-toned vocals 
and a clear understanding  
of the dynamics of gothy, 
industrial foreboding. Great. JB

The Corrs 
��
Jupiter Calling
EASTWEST. CD/DL/LP

Bringing in T Bone Burnett  
to counter the stigma of 
syrupy Celtic-pop, the results 
are hardly raw skiffle, more 
sophisto-shimmery roots. Best 
on Fleetwood Mac-ish Butter 
Flutter but over-long and 
mawkish (SOS, for Syria). CP

Jessica Lea 
Mayfield 
����
Sorry Is Gone
ATO. CD/DL/LP

Eschewing alt folk for more 
forthright guitar pop, Kent, 
Ohio songwriter fulfils long 
apparent potential with a set 
of robust songs, built upon her 
ethereal voice. A best possible 
blend of odd and good. JB

Mariam  
The Believer 
����
Love Everything
REPEAT UNTIL DEATH. CD/DL/LP

Guests Oren Ambarchi and 
Mats Gustavsson assist the 
distaff half of Wildbirds & 
Peacedrums on second solo LP. 
Percussive arrangements are 
never overdone, soulful vocal 
melodies firmly to the fore. JB

NOWSTREAMING

Stay
Always Here
Heavyweight yet 
harmonious psych pop 
from the Barcelona band, 
although the children 
miming in the single’s
video brilliantly steal  
the show.
Find it: YouTube

Witch 
We Intend To 
Cause Havoc
A downloadable 
compilation of the 
Zambian rock pioneers’ 
best, spikey cuts to 
accompany a new 
Zamrock documentary.
Find it: Facebook
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please visit  helpmusicians.org.

uk/creative-programme or call           

020 7239 9100

It’s hard to get started as a 

musician. Every year, we help 

hundreds of emerging musicians 

to develop their talent and get 

the crucial break they need.

@HelpMusiciansUK

HelpMusiciansUK

Registered Charity no. 228089

This year we’ve helped artists 

including English songwriter Ralegh 

Long and Scottish singer, producer 

and writer Be Charlotte. 
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SCOTLAND

Assai
241-243 King Street,  Broughty 
Ferry,  Dundee, DD5 2AX
Contact: 01382 738406

Assai
1 Grindlay Street,  
Edinburgh EH3 9AT
Contact: 01382 477443

Barnstorm Records
128 Queensbury Court,  
Dumfries DG1 1BU
Contact: 01387 267894
All genres

Coda Music
12 Bank St, Edinburgh EH1 2LN
Contact: 0131 622 7246 
mail@moundmusic.co.uk

Europa Music 
10 Friars Street, Stirling FK8 1HA
Contact: 01786 448623

Love Music
34 Dundas Street, Glasgow, 
Lanarkshire, G1 2AQ
Contact: 0141 332 2099 / 
lovemusicglasgow@gmail.com / 
www.lovemusicglasgow.com

KCC Vinyl
Olympia Arcade, Kirkcaldy 
KY11QF
Contact: 01592 329964

Maidinvinyl
7 Rosemount Viaduct 
Aberdeen, AB25 1NE
Tel: 07864 547203
All genres

NORTH WEST

81 Renshaw Street
Liverpool L1 2SJ
Contact: 01517071850
Vinyl

A&A Records
12 High St Congleton, CW12 1BC
Contact: 01260 280778 
wwwaamusic.co.uk 
aamusicmail@aol.com 

Action
47 Church St,  
Preston PR1 3DH
Contact: 01772 884 772 / 
sales@action-records.co.uk / 
www.action-records.co.uk

P&C Music
6 Devonshire Place,  
Skipton Rd
Harrogate, HG1 4 AA
01423504035

Piccadilly Records
53 Oldham St, Manchester M1 1JR
Contact: 0161 839 8008
Award winning independent record 
shop in the heart of Manchester, 
stocking an eclectic, carefully 
curated mix of music indie/psych/
funk/house/bass/avant/balearic/
disco and more

Soda Music
28 Starrord New Road
Altrincham, WA14
Contact: 0161 929 1432

Vinyl Cafe
44 Abbey Street, Carlisle CA3 8TX
Contact: 01228 522845

Here’s the exclusive monthly guide to the country’s 
most mouthwatering independent record emporia. 
Chosen for their knowledge of both current releases 
nd specialist areas, they’re guaranteed to provide 
e personal touch you won’t find elsewhere. And 

h y stock MOJO too. All where you see this sign.

Recommended Retailers

X s
4 ton BL1 2EG

Contact: 01204 384579 / 
xrecords@xrecords.co.uk

NORTH EAST

Blackslab
22 Milbank Terrace
Redcar
TS10 1ED
Contact: 07590590735

Bug Vinyl
11 Ladygate, Beverley HU17 8BH
Contact: 01482 887293

Crash Records
35 The Headrow, Leeds LS1 6PU
Contact: 0113 2436743
All genres

Earworm Records
Powells Yard, Goodramgate,  
York YO1 7LS
Contact: 01904 627488
All genres

The Inkwell
10 Gillygate, York YO31 7EQ
Contact: 07846610777

Jumbo Records
1-3 Merrion Centre,  
Leeds LS2 8NG 
Contact: 0113 245 5570 / info@
jumborecords.co.uk / www.
jumborecords.co.uk 

J.G.Windows
1-7 Central Arcade, Newcastle 
upon Tyne NE1 5BP
Contact: 0191 232 1356
All Genres

Muse Music
40 Market St, Hebden Bridge 
HX7 6AA
Contact: 01422 843496
Psychedelic, progressive old & 
new, jazz, classic rock and metal 
specialists

Record Collector
232 Fullwood Road,  
Sheffield S10 3BA
Contact: 0114 266 8493
Rock, Dance, Jazz, World, Reggae

Record Revivals
18 Northway, Scarborough 
Y011 1JL
Contact: 01723 351983 / info@
recordrevivals.co.uk

Reflex
23 Nun St, Newcastle, NE1 5AG
Contact: 0191 260 3246 / info@
reflexcd.co.uk / www.reflexcd.
co.uk
Rock, Indie, Pop, Dance & Back Cat

Roots2Music
67B Westgate Road, 
Newcastle NE1 1SG
Contact: 0191 230 2500 / 
info@roots2music.com / www.
roots2music.com
Traditional music specialists, 
world, country and blues. Mail-
order & online

Vinyl Eddie
86 Tadcaster Rd, York YO24 1LR
Contact: 07975899839

Vinyl Tap
42 John William St,  
Huddersfield HD1 1ER
Contact: 01484 517720 /   
www.vinyltap.co.uk
Open Mon-Sat 9-6 and Sun 11-4

IRELAND

Head
Unit 12 (Level 1), Corbett Court 
Shopping Centre, Williamsgate 
Street, Galway
Contact: 091507963

Head Dublin
Ilac Centre, North City, Dublin 1

Head Liffey Valley
Unit 15, Liffey Valley Shopping 
Centre, Fonthill Road, 
Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Contact: 00353 (0)16236661 
/ www.facebook.com/
Headliffeyvalley/

N. IRELAND

Head Belfast
Unit 28, Castlecourt,  
Belfast BT1 1DD
Contact: 02890 237226
All genres

NORTH WALES

Vod Music
28 New Street, Mold, 
Flintshire CH7 1NZ
Contact: 07904688739 / 
enquiries@vodmusic.co.uk / 
www.vodmusic.co.uk
New & Used Vinyl , CD’s, DVD’s, 
Merchandise & Accessories. RSD and 
BLACK FRIDAY participator!

MID/STH WALES

Andys
16 Northgate,  
Aberystwyth SY23 2JS
Contact: 01970 624581 / 
shop@andys-records.co.uk

Derricks
221 Oxford St, Swansea SA1 3BQ
Contact: 01792 654 226 / 
www.derricksmusic.co.uk
Rock, Pop, Indie, Blues, AOR, 
Imports

Diverse Music
10 Charles St, Newport NP20 1JU
Contact: 01633 259 661 / 
www.diversevinyl.com
Contemp, folk, roots, jazz, rock, 
vinyl

Drop The Needle 
Records
11 Market Square, Narberth
SA67 7AU
Contact: 07816 440375

Spillers
31 Morgan Arcade,  
Cardiff CF10 1AF
Contact: 02920224905
Rock, Blues, Indie, Real Country, 7-inch

Tangled Parrot 
Carmarthen
Upper Floor, 32 King St, 
Carmarthen SA31 1BS
Second Hand & New Vinyl/CD’s/
Books/Merch

Terminal Records
Unit 25, Courtyard Shops, Old  
Bridge, Haverfordwest SA61 2AN
Contact: 07796987534
All genres

Terry’s
8 Church St, Pontypridd CF37 2TH
Contact: 01443 406421 
All genres

MIDLANDS

The Attic
7 Market Street,  
Ashby De La Zouch LE65 2QQ
Contact: 01530588381
Chart CDs & DVDs/Jazz/Soul/Rock/ 
Pop/Dance/Books/T-Shirts

Head
14 Lower Mall,  
Royal Priors,  
Leamington Spa CV32 4XU
Contact: 01926 887 870
Chart CDs & DVDs/Jazz/Soul/Rock/ 
Pop/Dance/Books/T-Shirts

Left For Dead
14 Wyle Cop,  
Shrewsbury SY1 1XB
Contact: left_for_dead@
outlook.com / 01743 247777 / 
www.leftfordeadshop.co.uk
All genres

Music In The Green
Rutland Square, Buxton road, 
Bakewell DE45 1BZ
Contact: 07929 282 950
All genres

Music Mania
4/6 Piccadilly Arcade, Hanley, 
Stoke On Trent ST1 1DL
Contact: 01782 206000 / 
sales@musicmaniauk.com / 
www.musicmaniauk.com / 
facebook.com/musicmaniauk / 
@musicmaniastoke
Vinyl/cd/tickets- all genres stocked 
used and new product

Seismic Records
Spencer Street,  
Leamington Spa CV31 3NF
Contact: 01926 831333
All genres

ST Records
165 Wolverhampton Street, 
Dudley, West Midlands  
DY1 3HA
Contact: 01384 230726
Rock – Metal

Strand Records 
Unit 15, The Strand,  
Longton ST3 2JF
Contact: 0759 29208319

EAST MIDLANDS

Off The Beaten Tracks
36 Aswell Street, Louth  
LN11 9HP
Contact: 01507 607677 / info@
beatentracks.co.uk / www.
offthebeatentracks.org
Rock, Folk, Jazz, Alternative, 60s,  
70s, new releases and rare vinyl. 
Open 10am - 5.30pm (Friday till 
6pm) (Closed every Thursday  
and Sunday)

Rough Trade
5 Broad St, Nottingham  
NG1 3AL
Contact: 0115869 4012

Tallbird Records 
10 Soresby Street,  
Chesterfield S40 1JN
Contact: 01246 234548 / 
tallbirdrecords@gmail.com
All genres. Find us on Facebook  
& Twitter

Vinyl Lounge
4 Regent St, Mansfield, NG18 1SS
Contact: 01623 427291

WEST

Badlands
11 St George’s Place,  
Cheltenham GL50 3LA
Contact: 01242 227 725 / 
badlands@cityscape.co.uk
Two-storey shop, M/O, Brill 
selection 

Forest Vinyl
Unit 7, Hollyhill Park ,Hollyhill 
Road ,Cinderford Gl14 2YB
GL14 2YB
Contact: 07751 404393.

Haystacks & More
2 Castle Wall, Blackfold, Hay-on 
Wye HR3 5EQ

The Music Store
Drake House, 1 Pavilion 
Business Park, Forest Vale 
Industrial Estate, Cinderford
GL14 2YD
Contact: 01600 716362

Rapture
Unit 12, Woolgate Centre, 
Witney OX28 6AP 
Contact: 01993 700567 /  
www.rapturewitney.co.uk 
60 years of experience under 
one roof

Rise
C15B, Chapel Walk, Crowngate, 
Worcester, WR1 3LD
Contact: 01905 611273 / 
worcester@rise-music.co.uk / 
www.rise-music.co.uk
All genres

Tangled Parrot  
Hay-On-Wye
5 Market St, Hay-on-Wye, 
Hereford, HR3 5AF
Contact: 07817781493 
www.tangledparrot.com

Truck Store
101 Cowley Rd, Oxford, OX4 1HU
Contact: 01865 793866 / www.
truckmusicstore.co.uk
All genres

EAST

Compact Music
89 North St, Sudbury, C010 IRF
Contact: 01787 881160
Rock, Pop & Blues, incl. ‘Classic 
Sounds’ for Classical, Jazz, 
instruments and M/O

Fives
22 The Broadway,  
Leigh On Sea SS9 1AW
Contact: 01702 711 629 / pete@
fives-records.freeserve.co.uk
Blues, Jazz, Indie, Country, Rock

Holt Vinyl Vault 
1 Cromer Road, Holt NR25 6AA
Contact: 01263 713225

Intense Records
33/34 Viaduct Road, 
Chelmsford CM1 1TS
Contact: 01245 347372

The Nevermind  
The Music Store 
10 Church St, Boston PE21 6NW
Contact: 01205 369419
All genres

Relevant
260 Mill Rd, Cambridge CB1 3NF
Contact: 01223 244 684
All genres but vinyl only

Slipped Discs
21 High St, Billericay, CM12 9AJ 
Contact: 01245 350820
Across the board

Vinyl Hunter
56 St Johns Street, Bury St 
Edmunds IP33 1SN
Contact: 01284 725410
Vinyl only

LONDON

Audio Gold
308-310 Park Road,  
Crouch End, N8 8LA
Contact: 0208 341 9007  

Casbah Records
The Beehive, 320-322  Creek Rd, 
Greenwich , SE10 9SW
Contact: 0208 858 1964 / 
www.casbahrecords.co.uk 
or www.facebook.com /
casbahrecordsatthebeehive
Rock n’ Roll to Soul, Punk, Psych, 
new Indie, Old Skool Hip Hop and 
Reggae 

Eel Pie Records
45 Church Street, Twickenham
TW1 1NR
Contact: 07817756315

Flashback Records
131 Bethnal Green Road, 
Shoreditch, E2 7DG
Contact: 0207 735 49356

Flashback Records
50 Essex Road, Islington N1 8LR

Flashback Records
144 Crouch Hill, Crouch End 
N8 9DX

Intoxica Records
11 Cecil Court, Charing Cross, 
London, WC2N 4EZ
Contact: 44 207 836 6563 / 
intoxica@intoxica.co.uk / www.
intoxica.co.uk
20th C. Vinyl - Originals & Reissues

Nightfly Records 
52A Windsor Street,  
Uxbridge UB8 1AB
Contact: www.nightflyrecords.
com

Rough Trade
130 Talbot Road, W11 1JA
Contact: 020 7229 8541 / 
shop@roughtrade.com / www.
roughtrade.com
Across the board

Rough Trade East
‘Dray Walk’ Old Truman 
Brewery, 91 Brick Lane E1 6QL
Contact: www.roughtrade.com 
/ 0207 392 7788

Sister Ray
34-35 Berwick Street, W1V 3RF 
Contact: 0207 7343297 /  
www.sisterray.co.uk
Over 24,000 items in our Soho store

Soul Brother
1 Keswick Road, SW15 2HL
Contact: 020 8875 1018 / 
soulbrother@btinternet.com / 
www.soulbrother.com
Soul /Jazz, Reissues, Rarities, M/O

SOUTH

101 Collectors 
Records
101 West St, Farnham, GU9 7EN
Contact: 01252 734409 / 
andyhib101@hotmail.com / 
www.101collectors records.co.uk
Rare, second-hand & new vinyl and 
CDs, inc. major re-issues, across 
all genres

Beyond the 
Download
Home Grange Craft Village, 
Heathlands Road, Wokingham 
RG40 3AW
Contact: 0118 996 2965

Black Circle Records
2 Roebuck Mews, 2a Hockliffe St,  
Leighton Buzzard LU7 9BG
Contact: 01525 839917 / 
www.blackcirclerecords.co.uk / 
Facebook - Black Circle Records 
UK / #spintheblackcircle
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The Compact Disc
57 London Road, Sevenoaks 
TN14 1AU
Contact: 01732 740 889 
Blues, Jazz, World, Rn’B, Back 
Catalogue

Crows Head Records
Unit 1, Garamonde Drive
Milton Keynes MK8 8DF
Contact: 07780031804/ 
crowsheadrecords@gmx.com

Davids Music
12 Eastcheap,  
Letchworth SG6 3DE
Contact: 01462 475 900 / 
andy@davids-music.co.uk / 
www.davids-music.co.uk
Open 7 days a week. Across the 
board 

Elephant Records
8 Kings Walk, Winchester 
SO23 8AF
Contact: 078711 88474
All genres

Empire Records
21 Heritage Close,  
St Albans AL3 4EB
Contact: 01727 860890
All genres

Gatefold Record 
Lounge
61 Hermitage Road,  
Hitchin SG5 1DB
Contact: 0779 3029754
Vinyl only

Gatefold Sounds
70 High Street,  
Whitstable CT5 1BD
Contact: 01227 263337 / 
mikektba@hotmail.com
All genres

Heathen Chemistry
130 West Street, Fareham
PO160EL
Contact: 074822 12656

Hot Salvation
32 Rendezvous Street, 
Folkestone CT20 1EY
Contact: 01303 487657 / 
hotsalvationstore@gmail.com
Vinyl store – All genres

House of Martin
60 High Street, Broadstairs
Kent CT10 1JT
Contact: 01843 860949

Hundred Records
47 The Hundred,  
Romsey SO51 8GE
Contact: 01794 518655
All genres

Music Box
14 Market Place,  
Wallingford OX10 AD
Contact: 07704 637789 
All genres

Music’s Not Dead
71 Devonshire Road,  
Bexhill On Sea TN40 1BD
Contact: 07903 731371 
All genres

Pebble Records
The Basement, 14 Gildredge Rd,  
Eastbourne BN21 4RL
Contact: 01323 430 304 / 
www.pebblerecords.co.uk 

/ pebblerecords@
b ect.com

Pie & Vinyl
61 Castle Road, Southsea PO5 3AY
Contact: 07837 009587 
Only vinyl (plus pies)

The Record Centre
37 Hill Avenue, Amersham HP6 5BX
Contact: 01494 433311 / 
therecordshop@btconnect.com

The Record Corner
Pound Lane, Godalming GU7 1BX
Contact: 01483 422 006 /
sales@therecordcorner.co.uk / 
www.therecordcorner.co.uk
Broad spectrum of music available 
in stock and to order. Also stocking 
sheet music and accessories  
+ mail order.

Resident 
28 Kensington Gardens, 
Brighton, BN1 4AL 
Contact: 01273 606312 
Across the board, new releases and 
extensive back catalogue. Friendly, 
helpful staff. 

Revolution Vinyl Café
8 Trinity Road, Weymouth DT4 8TJ
Contact: 01305 788664
Vinyl only

Slipped Discs 
57 High Street, Billericay CM12 9AX 

Smugglers Records
9 King Street, Deal Ct146hx
Contact: 07500114442

South Records
Southend
Contact: 01702 826166 / 
shop@southrecordshop.com / 
www.southrecordshop.com 
All genres

The Vault
1 Castle Street,  
Christchurch Dorset,  
BH23 1DP
Contact: 01202 482134
All genres

Vinilo
55 Queensway, Southampton
SO14 3BL
Contact: 07825 707369

The Vinyl Frontier
35 Grove Road,  
Eastbourne BN21 4TT
Contact: 01323 410313

Vinyl Matters
Bakers Lane, Chapel Street, 
Petersfield GU32 3DY
Contact: 07720 244849
All genres

Vinyl Revolution
33 Duke Street, Brighton BN1 1AG
Contact: 0333 323 0736 
Vinylstore Jr
20 Castle Street, Canterbury CT1 2QJ
Contact: 01227 456907 / 
contact@vinystorejr.co.uk
Vinyl only

Viva Vinyl
63 Queen Victoria Avenue,  
Hove BN3 6XA
Contact: 07786 332975

SOUTH WEST

The Collectors Room
3 Endless Street, Salisbury SP1 1DL
Contact: 01722 326153 / 
collectorsroom@waitrose.com
Folk/ Jazz/World/Blues

The Drift  
Record Shop
103 High Street, Totnes TQ9 6SN
Contact: 01803 866828 
www.thedriftrecordshop.co.uk
All Genres

Friendly Records
8 North Street, Bedminster,  
Bristol BS3 1HT
Contact: 07701 027824
Vinyl only

Jam
32 High Street, Falmouth TR11 2AD
Contact: 01326 211722 / 
info@jamrecords.co.uk / www.
jamrecords.co.uk
Jam is an independent retailer  
of music, books, DVDs and 
exceptional coffee

Longwell Records
36 Temple St. Keynsham BS31 1EH
Contact: 077954 72504

Phoenix Sounds
Unit 6, Pearl Assurance House, 
Queen Street, Newton Abbot  
TQ12 2AQ
Contact: 01626 334942 / 
phoenixsound1@gmail.com
We are able to order any CD or DVD 
available anywhere in the world.

Raves From The Grave
20 Cheap Street, Frome BA11 1BN
Contact: 01373 464666 / 
raves@btconnect.com / www.
ravesfromthegrave.com 
vinyl and all types of music

Red House Records
21-23 Faringdon Road,  
Swindon SN1 5AR
Contact: 01793 526393 / info@
redhouserecords.co.uk / www.
redhouserecords.co.uk
Vinyl only - new and second hand

Replayed Records
3 Daisy May Arcade, Swanage, 
Dorset BH19 1

Retro Sounds
Unit 7, Morfa Hall, Cliff Road
Newquay, TR7 1SG
Contact:  07964 043364

Room 33 Records
2, Market House Arcade, 
Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2JA
Contact: 01208 264754

Rooster Records
98 Fore Street, Exeter EX4 3HY
Contact: 01392 272009 / jaimie 
@jaimiefennell.wanadoo.co.uk / 
www.roosterrecords.co.uk
Huge selection of new & used Vinyl, 
CDs & DVDs. All genres covered esp. 
psych, prog, jazz, soul, folk, blues, 
punk, metal & indie. Ordering service

Shiftys
169 High Street, Street BA16 0ND
Contact: 07722 906366

Sound Knowledge
22 Hughenden Yard, 
Marlborough SN8 1LT
Contact: 01672 511106 / 
sales@sound knowledge.co.uk
2 floors, all genres,  
open 7 days

Vinyl Collectors and 
Sellers
Cross Keys Arcade, Queen 
Street, Salisbury SP1 1EY
Contact: 01722410660

Intense Records
33/34 Viaduct Road, Chelmsford,  
Essex CM1 1TS
Contact: 01245 347372
www.intenserecords.com
Intense Records an official Record Store 
Day outlet have been trading since 1999. 

Renowned as a dance music specialist in 
recent years have diversified and now sell 
all genres including Rock, Pop, Indie, 
Metal, Reggae and more. Plus also 
stocking Hi-Fi & DJ Equipment including 
turntables & PA.  Check the website 
intenserecords.com and get 20% off  
with code ‘MOJO’ 
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“FREDDIE 
MERCURY 
WAS THE 

GLUE 
HOLDING 

THIS MOST 
PECULIAR 
OF BANDS 

TOGETHER.”

Queen 
����
News Of The World
VIRGIN-EMI. CD/DL/LP

O
n Boxing Day 1979, Queen, briefly 
possessed by the festive spirit, played a 
charity show at London’s Hammersmith 

Odeon. Theirs was the first in a series of Concerts For 
The People Of Kampuchea. These gigs now offer a 
time-capsule snapshot of rock’s old and new guard at the 
end of the decade. In one frame, Wings and a Keith 
Moon-less Who; in another, The Clash and the 
Pretenders, with Queen somewhere in between.

Queen’s first encore was Sheer Heart Attack from News 
Of The World. A frantic celebration of adolescent turmoil, 
it climaxed with Freddie Mercury pushing over an amp 
and thrashing it with his mikestand before collapsing onto 
the stage, spread-eagled like a starfish – albeit a starfish in 
red vinyl trousers and skateboarder’s kneepads.

The Clash were bringing righteous anger and class 
warfare to the Odeon the following night, so perhaps 
Queen didn’t want to be upstaged. Either way, it was  
quite the performance.

The late ’70s were a transitional time for Queen:  
not yet the rebooted pop stars of Under Pressure and 
Radio Ga Ga fame, but no longer the glam-rock popinjays 
of Bohemian Rhapsody. Two Queen albums capture  
that transition: 1978’s Jazz and its predecessor News  
Of The World.

This 40th birthday, multiformat edition of the latter 
includes the original News Of The World, accessorised with 

live and BBC session versions of the 
same songs. But its holy grail is Raw 
Sessions, a disc of rough mixes, 
demos or alternative takes of every 
track on the original LP, except for 
Brian May’s unfussy blues Sleeping 
On The Sidewalk, which is 
represented by a live cut.

These early sketches also 
include snippets of revealing studio 
conversation. “Did you like that 
sustained note?” asks a terribly 
polite Brian during an early take of 
Get Down, Make Love. “Yes, very 
good…” replies an impatient 
sounding Freddie. There’s a “but” 
coming. There was always a “but” 
coming. Which is why the demo’s 
subtle guitar fills were replaced by 
something harsher – and better – 
on the final album.

Queen recorded most of News 
Of The World at north London’s 
Wessex Sound studios in summer 
’77. But it had its roots in two 
songs drummer Roger Taylor 
demoed earlier for a possible solo 
project. Taylor’s Sheer Heart Attack 
and Fight From The Inside, with its 
wrecking-ball guitar riff, might 

have sounded out of place on Queen’s previous LP, the 
cotton-wool soft A Day At The Races. But they fitted right 
into News Of The World. 

The Sex Pistols and their producer Chris Thomas 
famously stopped by Wessex Sound to apply the 

finishing touches to Never Mind The Bollocks…
while Queen were recording. This meeting 

has since been reimagined as a great 
symbolic moment, rather than a brief 
encounter between awkward rock stars 

with opposing haircuts. Yet the idea of 
News Of The World as Queen’s ‘punk album’ 

has stuck fast. 
They key word here, though, is: raw. Even the 

dressiest songs are dressed down, and none of them 
are swamped by multiple overdubs. Thanks to whatever 
technological voodoo they conjured in the remastering 
process, you can now feel every slap of palm on palm 
during We Will Rock You, and almost hear the spittle 
hitting the microphone on We Are The Champions. As 
implausible as it sounds, there’s something new to 
discover in two of Queen’s most over-exposed songs.

There are times, though, when News Of The World
strains to accommodate its four songwriters. It’s a jolt 
going from, say, We Are The Champions to Sheer Heart 
Attack. But less so to Brian May’s All Dead, All Dead, 
with its dynamic mix of stately piano and screaming 
guitar. A version of the song with Mercury singing lead 
vocals is included on Raw Sessions.

The guitarist’s It’s Late was another of the original 
album’s sometimes neglected moments, buried at the  
back end of side two. The song rolls into earshot like  
a conventional bump-and-grind – imagine a slightly  
camp Bad Company – before running up against  
a wall of choral harmonies.

As was often the case on Queen records, it’s bass 
guitarist John Deacon who steams in from left field,  
with two songs so disparate it’s hard to believe they  
were written by the same person. Who Needs You is  
an inoffensive if inessential salsa. But Spread Your  
Wings, a modest hit in February ’78, is one of those  
rare grandstanding Queen anthems that hasn’t over- 
stayed its welcome yet. 

And so, to Mercury. Unusually, he took a back-seat 
here, composing just three of its 11 songs. Melancholy 
Blues is worth the price of admission for its comically 
over-enunciated rhyming of “party’s over” with “cold 
sober”. But the sexually-charged Get Down, Make Love  
is the singer’s party piece: its sedate demo transformed  
by explosive powerchords and electronic howls on the 
finished article. It sounds like The Beatles’ Come 
Together played by robots.

The brilliance and strangeness of Queen is captured 
right there in its 3:50 minutes. What this expanded 
edition reminds us is how much Freddie Mercury was 
often the glue holding this most peculiar of bands 
together. If, at times, News Of The World sounds conflicted, 
it’s his unstinting commitment to the material, and the 
whole group’s innate musicality that saves it. Every time 
you think they’re going to fall off the edge of the cliff, 
Queen somehow pull it back.

“What did you think of that?” asks John Deacon at the 
end of one demo. “Ooh, lovely,” trills Mercury. And most 
of the time he’s right. 

Hot metal
The brilliance and strangeness of Queen captured in raw alternative  

versions of their 1977 album. But is it punk?, asks Mark Blake. 

KEY TRACKS
� We Will Rock You 
(Fast, BBC Session)

� We Are The 
Champions

� Sheer Heart Attack

� Spread Your Wings

� Get Down,  
Make Love

� It’s Late

BACK STORY: 
QUEEN IN 
FOCUS
� The expanded NOTW has 
a 60-minute documentary, 
Queen: The American 
Dream, filmed on their 1977 
US tour. Old Grey Whistle 
Test’s Bob Harris went on 
the road with and inter- 
viewed them. Some of the 
film has surfaced, but the 
doc was never finished or 
made available until now. 
Among its treasures: live 
footage, Queen backstage 
in dressing gowns and 
Y-fronts, and recording 
We Are The Champions. 
Here, Mercury is seen 
piecing the song together 
with an engineer and 
co-producer Mike Stone, 
plus a very ‘1970s’ image 
of Roger Taylor smoking a 
ciggie while drumming.



“What do you think  
of that?” Queen’s John 
Deacon and an appreciative 
Freddie Mercury.
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The real feel:  
Paul Major gets  
lost in music.

An album funded by the soft 
drinks company, Doin It!!!!, 
appeared soon after, and over 
the years it has become a 
highly sought-after funk classic 
with its JB-styled breaks and 
horn stuttering instrumentals. 
Yet the group, led by bassist 
Benjamin Crawford, who 
counted both Bootsy Collins 
and Rick Wakeman as key 
influences, could also deliver 
startling soul. A cover of Bill 
Withers’ Ain’t No Sunshine 
pushes emotions to the 
surface; Merry Go Round, an 
original penned by the group’s 
singer Leo Davis, is heart-
breaking in its honesty. “Your 
love is life on a merry go 
round, fooling around with me 
all the time,” he laments.

Lois Wilson

Davy Graham 
���
Folk, Blues & Beyond
BREAD AND WINE/EAST  
CENTRAL ONE. CD/LP

The groundbreaking British 
guitar maestro’s second 
album from 1965.

Ask any of the 
British folk 
guitar greats of 
the era – Bert 
Jansch, John 
Renbourn, 

John Martyn, Martin Carthy et 
al – and they would each point 
to Graham as the daddy of 
them all. Metaphorically and 
literally, he was an inveterate 
traveller whose musical curios-
ity and lust for adventure 
redefined the acoustic guitar 

A Certain Ratio 
���
The Graveyard  
And The Ballroom
MUTE. CD/DL/LP/MC

Manchester’s premier punk-
funkers’ debut – originally 
released on cassette only – 
kicks off reissue series.

Improbably 
hailed as “the 
new Sex Pis-
tols" by Factory 
founder Tony 
Wilson, A  

Certain Ratio were much more 
circumspect mould-breakers. 
Their jerky, jittery 1979 debut 
set out their modus operandi 
on its Martin Hannett- 
produced studio side: Jez 
Kerr’s fidgety bass figures and 
Donald Johnson’s deeply 
physical polyrhythms under-
scoring Simon Topping’s 
scratchy Gang Of Four guitar 
slash and best Ian Curtis 
impression. If Topping’s vocals 
are its Achilles heel, it’s not 
enough to sour the brooding, 
buzzing Do The Du, choppy 
spazz of All Night Party (a 
young Shaun Ryder was surely 
tuning in) or superior live takes 
of Choir and Flight. Although 
some of ACR’s rampant energy 
had dissipated by 1981’s To 
Each… (also reissued along-
side 1986’s super-slick Force), 
their jump-off still retains its 
enigmatic allure.

Andy Cowan

The Equatics 
����
Doin It!!!!
NOW-AGAIN. CD/LP/DL

Dancefloor funk, rare groove 
and intimate soul from 
Virginia high school band 
sponsored by Pepsi. 

The Equatics were an eight-
piece from Garden City, 
Hampton, Virginia, who 
averaged 17 years of age  
when they won the Pepsi  
New Sounds Of ’72 challenge. 

with his forays into jazz, Indian, 
African, Arabic and Asian art 
forms. One of a series of  
reissues, this early example of 
his maverick genius encom-
passes folk songs (Seven  
Gypsies, Black Is The Colour), 
hardcore blues (Cocaine, Goin’ 
Down Slow), Dylan (Don’t 
Think Twice It’s All Right), 
Moroccan music (Maajun)  
and even an obscure musical 
(Ballad Of The Sad Young 
Men). His singing is relatively 
straightforward, but there’s 
overwhelming evidence of  
the edgy arrangements and 
restless musical spirit that 
made him such an enticing 
mystery and changed the 
course of folk guitar  
accompaniment.

Colin Irwin

Pearls Before 
Swine 
����
One Nation 
Underground
DRAG CITY. CD/DL/LP

Definitive psych-era cult LP, 
sparkling in mono as original, 
as unsettling as ever. 

At times, One Nation 
Underground has all the 
eavesdropping sensitivity of 
Tim Buckley’s 1966 debut, 
which might be surprising 
given that the cover features 
the ‘Hell and damnation’ scene 
from Hieronymus Bosch’s The 
Garden Of Earthly Delights. 
Nevertheless, doomed 
romanticism and Paradise Lost 
make perfect bedfellows, 
especially in the mind of PBS 
frontman Tom Rapp, whose 

visionary outsider art 
approach takes a universe 
marked ‘folk’ and twists it into 
a world of his own. Opener 
Another Time blows a wind of 
melancholy that wafts 
through the record, but that’s 
balanced by a Lilliputian, 
anti-rock sound, where bells, 
toy keyboards and untrained 
violin complement Rapp’s 
gentle finger-picking. When 
PBS finally do kick out, on 
Uncle John, they come on like 
bad trip Seeds.

Mark Paytress

Various
����
Soulsville U.S.A.: A 
Celebration Of Stax
CONCORD/RHINO. CD/DL

Iconic soul label’s 60th 
anniversary bash continues, 
60 belters on 3-CDs.

Veering from 
the path of 
many big-
hitter-heavy 
compilations, 
this tells Stax’s 

journey in widescreen, finding 
room for lesser-known acts 
– The Astors, Wendy Rene, 
Linda Lyndell – as well as the 
obvious – Otis Redding, Sam 
And Dave, Isaac Hayes, Booker 
T. And The M.G.’s. The label’s 
earliest efforts are represented 
by The Veltones’ short, poppy 
1959 doo-wopper Fool In Love. 
As soon as founder/producer 
Jim Stewart moved to 926 East 
McLemore Avenue and tapped 
into the local population, the 
pop hits flowed – The Mar-
Keys’ Last Night (Number 3), 
Carla Thomas’s Gee Whiz (Look 
At His Eyes) (10) and the label’s 
first great song, William Bell’s 
You Don’t Miss Your Water (95), 
all from 1961. By 1974,  
the race is run with Shirley 
Brown’s slow-burn cheatin’ 
ballad Woman To Woman. 
Quibbles? Only very small.  
I would have thought one of 
the four Johnnie Taylor tracks 

might have been a ballad – 
We’re Getting Careless With 
Our Love, perhaps.

Geoff Brown

Sunny &  
The Sunliners 
����
Mr Brown Eyed Soul
BIG CROWN. CD/DL/LP

An essential guide to the 
Tejano pioneer’s 1966-’72 
soul period.

Now 74, with 
69 albums to 
his name, and 
still perform-
ing, Sunny 
Ozuna from 

San Antonio, Texas, started 
singing in high school bands  
in the late ’50s, then broke 
through with his 1962 cover of 
Little Willie John’s Talk To Me, 
which hit the US Top 20 and 
led to a performance on Dick 
Clark’s American Bandstand – 
making him the first Latino to 
appear on the show. Four 
years later, he launched his 
own label, Key-Loc, and until 
1972, issued top notch soul, at 
the centre, Sunny’s voice, 
weighted with emotion, and 
framed with powerful horns 
and moody organ. It’s all great 
stuff, spanning his foundation 
shaking cover of I Only Have 
Eyes For You, the tender,  
heartfelt balladry of Put Me  
In Jail and the outright JB funk 
of Get Down.

Lois Wilson  

Various 
����
Paul Major: Feel  
The Music, Vol 1 
ANTHOLOGY RECORDINGS. CD/DL/LP

Superb companion to the 
Endless Boogie mainstay and  
strange record archivist’s 
recent book.

Beautifully 
sequenced 
12-song choice 
of care-in-the-
community 
acid-folk  

rarities consolidates Paul 
Major’s authority over the 
territory where bargain bin 
psych fades into outsider art. 
Feel The Music starts with the 
blazing psychedelic panic 
attack of Tom Lonergan and 
Buddy Kelly’s The Travesty Of 
My Life and ends with the 
valiant Buffalo Springfield- 
lite affirmation of Darius’s  
I Feel The Need To Carry On. 
Standards only really slip once 
in-between (Merkin’s Ruby 
doesn’t do it for this reviewer, 
at least), with a particular 
highlight being the segue 
from Jerry Solomon’s super-
spooky Denied – which feels 
like an outtake from a dub 
version of Skip Spence’s Oar
– to the doomed celestial 
vibrato of Dave Porter’s Where 
Do Clouds Go? And such 
inspired transitions abound 
here, so let’s hope this is  
volume one of many. 

Ben Thompson 
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The Kingstonians 
����
Sufferer
DOCTOR BIRD. CD/DL/LP

Trio’s sole LP expanded with 
entire output for Derrick 
Harriott’s Crystal Records.

With producer Derrick Harriott, 
The Kingstonians helped usher 
in a new reggae era with their 
1968 Sufferer and 1970 Singer 
Man 45s, issued on Harriott’s 
Crystal Records in Jamaica and 
under the Trojan umbrella in 
the UK. The vocal trio, led by 
Cebert ‘Jackie’ Bernard, had 
previously hit with the 
rocksteady sound of Winey 
Winey for JJ Johnson in ’67, but 
under Harriott’s supervision, 
they took a leap forward. 
Harriott’s songs, built around 
guitar skanks and bubbling 
organ, patterned the dancehall 
rhythms favoured by 
skinheads but Bernard’s 
soulfulness gave them an 
emotional depth – in his 
hands, a simple call to sing 
becomes a plea for salvation. 
Their 1970 album collected the 
singles, including a boss 
update of Winey Winey; 
bolstered here with 
instrumental versions, it still 
resonates today. 

Lois Wilson

Leroy Hutson 
����
Anthology 1972-1984
ACID JAZZ. CD/DL/LP

‘Best of and rarities’ from 
singer who once led the 
post-Curtis Impressions.

While Curtis Mayfield spent 
the ’70s providing soul music 
with its conscience, Leroy 
Hutson, his protégé and 
Impressions heir, was sound-
tracking affairs of the heart for 
Mayfield’s Curtom label. 
Sharing the musical and lyrical 
moods of Leon Ware-era 
Marvin Gaye, his solo songs are 
testimony to the power of love 
and desire; his silky, soft vocals 
wrapped in velvetine 
productions on mid-’70s 
classics All Because Of You, 
Don’t It Make You Feel Good 
and Lucky Fellow are giddying 
in their effect. Rarities included 
here are equally appealing: 
Positive Forces from 1977, first 

issued on a 7-inch earlier this 
year, is a joyous dancer; Now 
That I Found You from 1982 is 
pure boogie.

Lois Wilson

R.E.M. 
�����
Automatic For  
The People (25th 
Anniversary Edition)
CONCORD. CD/DL/LP

1992’s era-defining colossus 
gets multi-disc overhaul, 
with unreleased tracks. 

The sense of 
word-class 
songwriters 
pushing the 
envelope; the 
vast cultural 

resonance of Everybody Hurts; 
John Paul Jones’s wonderful 
string arrangements – it’s hard 
to take issue with Mike Mills’ 
assertion that AFTP is R.E.M.’s 
“strongest [album] from first 
to last”. The Sidewinder Sleeps 
Tonight remains a thing of 
joyous potency, while treas-
ures on the ‘demos’ disc (one 
of four alongside a 1992 
hometown show in Athens, 
Georgia and a Blu-ray disc of 
videos) include the unaffected 
jangle-folk of Mike’s Pop Song, 
and a putative, irreverently-
titled version of the aforemen-
tioned Everybody Hurts 
(Michael’s Organ). The live 
disc’s souped-up version of 
Drive notwithstanding, what 
comes across is that AFTP is at 
heart a sublime collection of 
folk songs. Factor in new liner-
notes with Stipe, Buck, Mills 
and Berry interviews by 
MOJO’s own Tom Doyle, and 
you’ve a winning package. 

James McNair

Sonny Clark Trio 
���
The 1960 Time 
Sessions
TOMPKINS SQUARE. DL/LP

Largely forgotten 
collectable jazz album 
reissued. 

A noted bebop 
pianist influ-
enced by Bud 
Powell, Penn-
sylvania-born 
Clark first 

made his mark as Dinah Wash-
ington’s accompanist in the 
late ’50s and quickly became 
an in-demand sideman in New 
York. He’s best remembered, 
though, for recording a string 
of fine solo albums for Blue 
Note between 1957 and 1961. 
Less well-known is this one-off 
session that he did for pro-
ducer Bob Shad’s small indie 
label, Time, in 1960. It’s now 
reissued on vinyl for the first 
time and appended with a 
clutch of outtakes. Though 
largely unheralded, it proves 
to be a worthwhile entry in the 
pianist’s canon. Clark’s trio 
consists of noted drummer 
Max Roach and bassist George 
Duvivier, who offer sterling 

but decontextualised from the 
shock-horror performance 
tropes, side one is still the 
bomb.

Ben Thompson 

U-Men 
����
U-Men
SUB POP. CD/DL/LP

1980s Seattle pioneers 
receive a rightfully honorific 
3-LP/2-CD box set.

Although 
assuredly 
un-grunge, the 
U-Men’s riot-
ous cave-
stomper They 

was included on 1986’s proto-
grunge Seattle scene sampler 
Deep Six, alongside the likes of 
Green River and Soundgarden, 
because the record’s compilers  
knew it would be perverse not 
to. At that point, the U-Men 
were kings of the Seattle  
netherworld: the primal imper-
atives of their rattling avant-
garage freakbeat – like Maga-
zine meets The Gun Club – 
made the quartet’s live shows 
an intersection point for the 
city’s disparate tribes. Surely 
only the rudimentary local 
infrastructures prevented 
them making a wider impact. 
Sub Pop’s lavish new 30-track 
package features the U-Men’s 
entire 1984-88 studio output, 
and it’s a riot of pointy-
elbowed riff nuggets pum-
melled beyond sanity by a 
limber-tight rhythm section 
and vocalist John Bigley’s 
surreal Beefheartian diatribes, 
with the groove-piggery peak-
ing on 1987’s 45 pairing Solid 
Action and Dig It A Hole. This is 
groundling rock at its finest.

Keith Cameron

Various 
�����
Fine Boogie: Down 
Home Blues – 
Chicago
WIENERWORLD. CD

Handsomely illustrated, 
essential 5-CD box set from 
’40s and ’50s Chicago.

The key words are “Down 
Home”: this is old-school 
Chicago, before Buddy Guy 
and Magic Sam. Some cuts are 
unreconstructed Southern 
blues, like Rambling – Johnny 
Shines reimagining Robert 
Johnson – or early sides by 
Muddy Waters, while others 
have the polish of ’30s/’40s 
studio work, since they’re by 
musicians from that world: 
Sunnyland Slim, Memphis 
Minnie, Robert Nighthawk, Big 
Maceo. Of 134 tracks, two-
fifths are by the big beasts: 
Muddy, Howlin’ Wolf, Elmore 
James, Sonny Boy Williamson 
II, the invariably impressive 
Jimmy Rogers; among the 
others, Snooky Pryor, Baby 
Face Leroy, J. B. Lenoir, rare 
sightings of Gray Haired Bill, 
‘Blues Boy” Bill and Mildred 
White. Remarkably, over 80 are 
alternate takes or unissued; 
even devotees will find music 
they’ve never heard. 

Tony Russell

support on the set’s 14 tracks. 
Three years later, Clark died, 
aged 31, but releases like this 
keep his memory, and music, 
burning brightly. 

Charles Waring

Throbbing 
Gristle 
���
The Second  
Annual Report 
MUTE. CD/DL/LP

Deck the halls for the first of 
a full sequence of 40th 
anniversary TG reissues. 

At the time of writing the lone 
original copy of this album on 
Discogs retails for just shy of 
£620. While that does seem a 
trifle steep, there is more than 
enough eerie beauty on this 
1977 industrial landmark to 
justify its wider availability. Nor 
should newcomers be put off 
by the tracklisting’s promise of 
three versions of Slug Bait and 
four of Maggot Death, as in 
truth each of these 
confrontational live vignettes 
is sufficiently distinct in its 
gruesome appeal to warrant its 
own title. The 20-minute 
COUM Transmissions film 
soundtrack After Cease To 
Exist, which makes up side two 
of the vinyl original, is pretty 
but less essential, and the 
‘bonus’ disc doesn’t add much, 

Automatically 
yours: R.E.M.  
go Miami, 1992. 
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Five CDs gather the entire 
Brunswick, Reaction, Track and 
Polydor UK singles together for 
the first time. By Jon Savage.

The Who 

����

Maximum As & Bs:  
The Complete Singles
UMC. CD/DL

LOST IN the idea and the practice of The Who 
being a rock band is the fact they were, and 
always have been, a peerless singles group. 

Forged in the crucible of mid-’60s 
pop, they knocked out one classic 
after another – expanding their 
range as artists as well the 
possibilities of youth culture. By the 
time they had run through that particular code, 
they began to explore the distance between 
youthful exuberance and adult reflection – 
mining a rueful, perceptive seam that has 
carried them through into later creative life.

There have been several Who singles boxes, 
but Maximum As&Bs contains all their output on 
45: 90 tracks spanning 1964 to 2015, from Zoot 
Suit to Be Lucky – UK releases only, so no 
American-only flips like Mary Anne With The 
Shaky Hand and Whiskey Man. It’s great to have 
that wonderful ’65-67 sequence of eight Top 
10-ers with all their B sides – the alternative 

history of the group that ferments 
with John Entwistle songs such as  
In The City, Doctor Doctor and 

Someone’s Coming.
During that period, Townshend did 

something extraordinary: songs like Substitute, 
A Legal Matter, I’m A Boy (has a weirder record 
ever made Number 2?) and Pictures Of Lily 
explored youthful identity confusion in greater 
psychological depth than ever before in popular 
song. They opened up a space for outsiders of 
all types, and in particular – The Who were 
always more of a lads’ group – expanded the 
possibilities of what it was to be a man. Hitting 
the wall in 1968, they still managed to produce 
the great Britpop tune – Dogs – and the live 
perennial Magic Bus.

Tommy changed everything, of course: 
legend has it that it inaugurated an era of 

verblown rock pomposity, but the 
ctual record – as evidenced here by 
everal extracts – is understated and 
legant. Soon after, Townshend began 

writing singles addressing a counter-
ulture audience – The Seeker, Join 
ogether, Let’s See Action – which, as 
hat moment passed in the mid-’70s, 

began to sound stale (Long Live Rock). 
he monolithic Won’t Get Fooled Again 

s the pivot between their pop and their 
ock periods – and the template for 

their future sound.
Beginning with Quadrophrenia – represented 

here by 5:15 in two versions – The Who began 
addressing what it was to grow older in a youth-
obsessed culture. While their output slowed 
down, they could still conjure up a killer single 
– Squeeze Box (with its great flip, Success Story), 
Who Are You – with You Better You Bet their last 
Top 10-er in 1981. Covering the last 35 years, the 
last CD has some surprises among all the live 
cuts: sharp, emotional songs like A Man Is A 
Man, Eminence Front, and Mirror Door that close 
the circle between then and now.

Just for the record

JA’s soundsystem culture. By 
the early ’80s, full-blown 
dancehall would sync with the 
arrival of synths and digital 
technology in Kingston’s 
studios, but in its infancy it 
was all about DJs and singers 
voicing over classic old 
rhythms, chiefly from Studio 
One’s archive. So, this set 
explores that era in the 
foundation label’s evolution, 
chiefly flagging up its new 
generation of ruffian toasters 
(Lone Ranger, Michigan & 
Smiley) and saccharine 
crooners (Sugar Minott, Willie 
Williams). The comp’s premise 
may feel undermined when 
Williams’ Easy and particularly 
Freddie MacGregor’s Rastaman 
Camp resemble old-school 
Jah-praising roots par 
excellence. What we learn: the 
shift into dancehall was 
something of a grey area, but 
spawned yet more fabulously 
colourful music.

Andrew Perry

Various 
���
Andina
TIGER’S MILK/STRUT. CD/DL/LP

First in a triptych looking at 
Peru’s regional music scenes. 

A reluctance to bamboozle 
dancers is a good thing, but 
when it comes to some chicha 
(Peruvian cumbia) collections, 
familiarity is no asset if this 
means the same rhythm over-
laid 20 times with the same 
“psychedelic” surf guitar. No 
such problem here, as the 
compilers have dug deeper 
and climbed higher into the 
Andes to find songs that reveal 
the breadth of possibilities 
available. The surf guitar is 
present, naturally, courtesy of 
Los Bilbao, and the distinctive 
sound of the portable electric 
keyboard (Los Compadres Del 
Ande), but little will prepare 
you for the wild Roma stylings 
of Conjunto Los Luceritos De 

Casacancha (the Taraf De 
Haidouks fuelled by corn 
beer), the silent-movie-
soundtrack-like Rio De Paria 
(by Manolo Avalos) or, to cap it 
all, Conjunto Kori Cinta De 
Huancavelica, singing in 
Quechua but sounding as if 
they belong in Shanghai.              

David Hutcheon

Hüsker Dü 
����
Savage Young Dü
NUMERO GROUP. CD/DL/LP

Three discs, 69 tracks from 
1979-82 – the pre-SST years.

Hüsker Dü 
were a great US 
group and this 
comprehensive 
studio/live 
compilation 

– including 47 unreleased 
songs – is a thorough pre-
history, ending just before the 
release of first studio album 
Everything Falls Apart. Moving 
from punk to post-punk to 
hardcore and finally to a more 
identifiable Hüsker Dü sound 
– heartfelt, melodic – it acts as 
a hidden narrative of American 
underground music in the early 
’80s. Beginning in May 1979 
with the ominous Nuclear 
Nightmare, CD1 exhibits vari-
ous quirky punk moves – 

including a cover of the Heart-
breakers’ Chinese Rocks and 
the first single, Statues. CD 2 
launches into hardcore hyper 
speed, with a September 1981 
set of 13 songs recorded slightly 
after Land Speed Record. CD 3 
includes the second single, In A 
Free Land and, from the same 
session, Target – which has the 
molten Nirvana guitar sound.  
A cover of Sunshine Superman 
prefigures the double psych 
punk whammy of Eight Miles 
High and Zen Arcade.

Jon Savage

Ornette Coleman 
�����
Ornette At 12/Crisis
REAL GONE MUSIC. CD

Ornette Coleman’s late  
‘60s masterpieces.

In linernotes 
for this double 
reissue, scribe 
Howard 
Mandel  
credits alto 

saxophonist/ trumpeter/
violinist Ornette as “the 
musical savant who freed jazz 
and every other art form that 
cared to dispense with stifling 
conventions.” Coleman’s 
concept of harmolodics made 
all ensemble participants 
leaders, rearranging the way 

music is usually performed, 
re-ordering how life is usually 
lived and revitalising human 
interaction as well as 
redefining beauty. Each 
musician is fully expressing his 
individuality and thus is a 
maximum energy source, while 
paying close attention to his 
collaborators and maintaining 
group coherence. In the hands 
of masters Ornette, trumpeter/
flautist Don Cherry, tenor 
saxist/clarinetist Dewey 
Redman, bassist Charlie Haden 
and drummer (and son) 
Denardo Ornette Coleman, this 
theory produced revolutionary 
sonic art in 1968-69. 
Incidentally, Denardo Ornette 
was an astonishing 12 years old 
in ’68, hence the earlier 
recording’s sly title. 

Michael Simmons    

Various 
����
Studio One Supreme
SOUL JAZZ. CD/DL/LP

Proto-dancehall, from  
the very source.

Even as Bob Marley was taking 
roots reggae to the world in 
failing health circa 1979-80, 
back home Jamaican music 
was rapidly abandoning 
spirituality and politics for the 
more party-hearty impulses of 

The peerless Who: 
(from left) Daltrey, 
Entwistle, Moon, 
Townshend.
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Balearica and late-era disco. 
Here, Brewster’s ear for the 
obscure, yet intriguing, 
manifests itself – see Nashville 
Rhythm Section’s bluegrass 
version of Hall & Oates’ I Can’t 
Go For That. The final 
instalment reflects Brewster’s 
love of 4/4, highlighted by the 
woozy dancefloor shuffle of 
M-A (A) by Maurizio, from dub 
techno deities Basic Channel. 
Like Brewster’s writings, Tribal 
Rites is a joyous exploration.

Stephen Worthy

Freddy McKay 
����
Picture On The Wall 
STUDIO ONE. CD/DL/LP

Expanded reissue of debut 
long-player by esteemed 
reggae singer.

Although Freddy McKay never 
became a household name 
outside of Jamaica, he 
maintained high status on the 
island during the ‘70s and ‘80s, 
the uncommon range of his 
emotive tenor much admired 
by roots reggae enthusiasts. 
After false starts for Prince 
Buster and Treasure Isle in the 
late 1960s, McKay’s break-
through came at Studio One 
with Picture On The Wall, a 
strangely optimistic-sounding 
tale of heartbreak; the hit 
spawned a debut album that 
paired sentimental numbers 
such as High School Dance 
with foreboding tracks like 
Father Will Cut You Off, 
evidencing the singer’s 
versatility. This long-overdue 
reissue expands the album 
with a second disc of related 
Studio One singles, including 
an excellent reggae mutation 
of the Drunken Sailor sea 

Arthur Alexander
����
Arthur Alexander
OMNIVORE. CD/DL

Southern soul star’s ’70s 
comeback album rekindled 
memories.

One of this 
writer’s more 
memorable 
months in the 
mid-’60s was 
spent touring 

England playing drums behind 
Arthur Alexander, a big man, 
but quiet, undemonstrative, 
who was feted in this country 
for his early ’60s singles You 
Better Move On and Anna (Go 
To Him), covered by The Roll-
ing Stones and The Beatles 
respectively. Six or so years 
after the tour I was relieved to 
hear the experience hadn’t 
soured him into retirement 
– the first side of this 1972 
Warner Bros debut was a 
peach; It Hurts To Want It So 
Bad, his own Go On Home Girl 
and Donnie Fritts/Dan Penn’s 
Rainbow Road, which they’d 
written just for him, were 
perfect fits for his yearning, 
slightly wistful vocal. The 
second side doesn’t quite 
maintain that five-star start, 
but this was Southern soul  
as it should be sung. Of two 
uptempo previously unissued 
extras, I Don’t Want Nobody is 
poignant; Simple Song Of Love 
is, well, too simple.

Geoff Brown

Metallica 
����
Master Of Puppets 
RHINO/BLACKENED. LP+CD+DVD+MC 

Remastered in a deluxe box: 
one landmark album, nine 
concerts, two discs of Q&A, 
two more of demos.

Master Of  
Puppets is 
universally 
acknowledged 
as one of the 
greatest metal 

albums ever made, so let’s go 
straight to the extras. Shows 

here include the last with late 
bass phenomenon Cliff Burton 
and the first with replacement 
Jason Newsted, just 43 days 
later. The notable differences 
are few. It’s striking audio 
confirmation that when  
Metallica were tested most 
horrifically, they forged ahead 
as if nothing had happened –  
a denial that would ultimately 
undo Newsted. A Burton bass 
solo on the box is one minute 
of play; Newsted’s is five min-
utes of hazing after he’s intro’d 
as “Jason New Kid.” Elsewhere, 
we witness James Hetfield 
work out a wordless vocal 
melody for the brutal Damage, 
Inc., all the more intriguing 
because songs here are mostly 
well-formed even as demos. 
It’s more of what we know, 
which should suit Metallica 
heads just fine. 

Chris Nelson

Bill Brewster 
����
Presents Tribal Rites 
ESKIMO RECORDINGS. CD/LP

Dance music historian’s 
eclectic aural memoir.

A polymath like Bill Brewster 
– DJ, writer, dance music 
chronicler, collector of arcane 
records, full-time Grimsby 
Town fan – doesn’t do paint-
by-numbers compilations. 
Tribal Rites’ 41 tracks serve as 
an aural history of Brewster’s 
life, split into three ‘acts’. The 
first covers the post-punk and 
dub era, wending its way from 
the trippy Christian psych rock 
of Agape’s Rejoice to the 
squealing dub funk of The 
Raincoats’ Animal Rhapsody 
before the second disc 
descends into the eclectic, 
quasi-kitsch sounds of 

shanty and its conga-
peppered dub, as well as  
the defiant I Am A Free Man.  
A perfect introduction to  
the man’s best work. 

David Katz

Roger 
����
The Many Facets  
Of Roger/The Saga 
Continues/Unlimited
ROBINSONGS. CD/DL

The master of Zapp, Roger 
Troutman’s solo adventures 
in funk.

The Troutmans 
– Roger, Larry, 
Lester, Terry 
– were already 
hot as Zapp via 
More Bounce 

To The Ounce, their 1980  
Number 2 R&B hit co- 
produced by Bootsy Collins 
and Roger, when the prolific 
latter released The Many Facets 
Of…, another helping of Ohio 
funk leaning heavily on guitar 
and his talk-box vocals. A 
remake of Motown hit I Heard 
It Through The Grapevine and 
So Ruff, So Tuff kick off a funk 
set of quirk, humour and  
dextrous playing that  
hit the Billboard Top 30. After 
two more Zapp LPs, 1984’s  
The Saga Continues had a 
remake (In The Midnight 
Hour), a good clubhouse blues 
(The Bucket Of Blood), and 
funk (In The Mix). 1987’s Unlim-
ited! opened with I Want To Be 
Your Man, his best  
ballad. That Number 3 US pop 
hit represented his zenith. In 
April 1999, aged 47, Roger was 
shot dead by brother Larry 
who then killed himself.

Geoff Brown

Various 
����
Urgent Jumping!
STERNS. CD DL

No-nonsense East African 
dance classics from 1972-82. 

While the west coast lured 
early cratediggers, East Africa 
has been making a bid for vinyl 
dollars lately – and there 
appears no shortage of 
product, if this collection of 
golden oldies (zilipendwa) 
from Kenya and Tanzania is  
to be trusted. As compiler 
John Armstrong says, he 
started off with a long list of 
more than 1,000 contenders 
before settling on a more 
manageable 27. Even in 
countries facing the Indian 
Ocean, the far side of the 
Atlantic exerts an undeniable 
pull, with tunes that originated 
in Latin America being 
Africanised, and a huge dose 
of funk (Orchestre Conga 
Internationale’s Nakupenda 
Sana, the pick of a very strong 
bunch, sounds like Memphis 
via Lagos). If you are looking  
for a new favourite band to 
name drop, L’Orchestre Dar  
Es Salaam International, 
featuring Marijani Rajabu,  
“the Bob Dylan of zilipendwa”, 
sound unimpeachably cool.           

David Hutcheon

Abba
The Album
POLAR/ UNIVERSAL

P
unk rock was flailing and gobbing when Abba 
released their fifth album in December 1977, but 
nothing could upset the effortless poise of what is 

one of their finest releases. Even the faux-naif-with-beard 
sleeve art looks modern, and within there is a still-
unwithered, immaculate mix of proggy moves, stage 
balladry and subtle but immediate sophisto-pop that 
wears its perfection lightly on mighty 45s Take A Chance 
On Me and The Name Of The Game (a favourite of Peter 
Hammill, oddly). Climactic theatrical mini-medley The Girl 
With The Golden Hair, meanwhile, shows which way 
Benny and Björn were headed later. The extra attraction 
here is that the original album’s been split over two 
45rpm discs, half-speed mastered to solve the audio 
imperfections. For must-have masochists, there are also 
reissues of the LP’s three 45s on limited box set coloured 
vinyl and standalone picture discs (can it hurt?). IH

VIN C GE O MON

Puppet masters: 
Metallica forge 
ahead.
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Practically everything
recorded by Tim 
Buckley. By Jim Irvin.

T
im Buckley, who’d have 
been 70 this year had 
he not overdosed 

accidentally at 28, did not 
have what we might consider 
a modern voice. Rooted in 
folk and blues but with 
pronounced jazz and classical 
influences, he was not afraid 
to lean into notes in an 
unexpected way, producing 
tones that sound operatic, 
otherworldly and occasionally 
uncomfortable or even risible.  
Where son Jeff, who’d have 
been 50 this year had he not 
drowned accidentally at 30, 
was careful not to stray into 
vocally pretentious places, 
Tim had no such concerns 
and happily wandered off  
the tonal map, often to his 
commercial detriment. 
Remarkably, for one who left 
us so young, Buckley Sr cut 
nine albums, all of them 
worth trying, though some 
are more loveable or durable 
than others. They are all 
suddenly available again in 
new CD editions. The first 
seven albums, originally 
released on Elektra and 
Straight Records, are gathered 
in a tidy box through Rhino 
called, confusingly, The 
Complete Album Collection, 
with a bonus disc of outtakes 
and rarities, while the later 
DiscReet releases, the cream 
of the posthumous live 
albums and a different disc  
of rarities are being reissued 
separately by Edsel.

If you’re new to him, the 
most accessible albums are 
the singer-songwritery 
second, Goodbye And Hello
(���) and its more 
experimental, expansive 
follow-up Happy Sad
(����), the jazz-inflected 

fourth, Blue Afternoon
(����), and the sex’n’soul 
romp of album seven, 
Greetings From LA (���), 
funky bedroom ruminations 
with some deliciously un-PC 
lyrics. (The debut album, Tim 
Buckley (��), is rather 
jejeune and hasn’t worn well.)

More challenging is fifth 
album Lorca (���). If you 
can get past the sour opening 
10-minute title track you’ll be 
just fine. The sixth, Starsailor
(� or ����), is truly out 
there and, though it’s possible 
to adore it, is unlikely to be  
an instant favourite. However, 
the free-form strangeness 
parts at one point for Tim’s 
loveliest composition, Song 
To The Siren, worth the price 
of entry on its own.

Eighth album Sefronia
(��) is an over-produced, 
confused rag-bag redeemed 
by its last few tracks. His final 
album, 1974’s Look At the Fool
(���), is pleasantly 
grooving funk-rock with hints 
of Al Green, Little Feat and 
Steely Dan.

Witnesses maintain that 
Tim Buckley was at his very 
best performing live and 
that’s beautifully represented 
by Buzzin’ Fly – Live Anthology 
1968-73 (����) collecting 
the fine albums Dream Letter,
Live At The Troubadour and 
Honeyman into one highly 
recommended box.

Rarities disc The Dream 
Belongs To Me (���) 
features outtakes, including 
an early stab at Song To The 
Siren and, of chief interest, 
the title song and Falling 
Timber which were “newly 
discovered” when this first 
appeared in 2001.

Tim Buckley’s audacious 
delivery and flowery writing 
style was never fashionable 
and may never be, but speaks 
to his followers like no other 
music can. Hallelujah to that.

A starsailor’s life
Tim Buckley: 
from expansive 
experiment to 
funky bedroom 
ruminations.

“TIM 
HAPPILY 

WANDERED 
OFF THE 

TONAL MAP, 
OFTEN  
TO THE 

DETRIMENT 
OF HIS 

SALES.”

Georgie Fame 

����
The Two Faces  
Of Fame
RPM. CD/DL

Fame’s entire 1967 recordings. 
Terrific, varied work as he split 
the Blue Flames, hired a new 
Band, also used Harry South’s 
Big Band, on soul, R&B and jazz. 
Ballad Of Bonnie And Clyde was 
a pop-sop to new label CBS. GB

Lee ‘Scratch’ 
Perry 

����
The Trojan Albums 
Collection (1971-1973)
TROJAN. CD

Four albums of prime Perry 
over tasty Upsetters rhythms 
on 2-CDs. Vocalists including 
Doctor Alimantado, I Roy and 
Delroy Wilson help out. IH

The Undisputed 
Truth 

���
Nothing But The Truth
KENT SOUL. CD/DL

Not satisfied with the Tempts, 
Norman Whitfield formed this 
vocal trio to sing his songs how 
he wanted them to be sung. So, 
fascinating interpretations or 
mid-table soul? Answer: NW 
left to cultivate Rose Royce. GB

Various

����
Dancing Down 
Orange Street
DOCTOR BIRD. CD

First CD reissue for this ace 
1969 compilation of Jamaican 
pioneer Sonia Pottinger’s rock 
steady productions, now with 
13 bonus cuts. Regal voices 
Ken Boothe and Delroy Wilson 
glow amid solid grooves. KC

Basement 5

����
1976-1980
PIAS. CD/LP

Oft-overlooked in post-punk 
critical shakedowns despite its 
stellar provenance, Basement 
5’s sole LP is quality concrete 
dub: punk-funk guitar scrapes, 
clattering riddims, deep Martin 
Hannett production, Dennis 
Morris’s declamatory voice. KC

Randy Crawford 

���
Naked And True 
BBR. CD/DL  

Set of jazz-dance-funk covers 
from 1995 by Crusaders’ Street 
Life singer. Pop-dancers like I’ll 
Be Around and Give Me The 
Night, ballad Holding Back The 
Years (yes, that one), are highs. 
Studio band intrusive at times. 
CD2: the full LP remixed. GB

The Fall 

����
The Fontana Years
UMC. CD/DL

A six-disc, ’90-’92, three 
albums-with-extras overview 
of Mark E Smith’s vehicle’s last 
sojourn at a major. Extricate is 
pop-sharp, Shift-Work is almost 
conciliatory, Code: Selfish
grinds the gearbox. To fans,  
as necessary as oxygen. IH

FILEUNDER

Wilson Pickett 

����
Sings Bobby Womack
KENT SOUL. CD/DL

During at least two interviews 
of several I had with BW, he 
spoke of the LP he had ready to 
record ’til he gave the songs to 
Pickett. The Wicked one’s gain, 
as 18 gems – I Found A Love, I’m 
A Midnight Mover, I’m In Love 
– plus two BW vocals show. GB
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Elton John 
Diamonds

����
DIAMONDS. CD/DL/LP

Despite its garage-forecourt 
packaging, this ‘ultimate 
greatest hits’ is just that: show- 
casing the man’s warmth, wit 
and hit-writing nous from 
peerless ‘70s pop to Disney 
smashes and schlocky dance 
hook-ups on 2CD, 3CD or 2LP. CP

Angel Olson 

����
Phases
JAGJAGUWAR. CD/DL/LP

Rarities/demos and choice 
covers, some stark and 
intimate (bare-boned demo 
takes of Springsteen’s Tougher 
Than The Rest; Hoyt Axton’s 
Endless Road) others reveal a 
powerful country voice (Sweet 
Dreams/California). JB

Sex Pistols 

��
More Product
UMC. CD

Expanded version of swear-y 
1979 cash-in interviews  
album, now with 50-minute 
Sid Vicious and Johnny Rotten  
Rock On chat plus a couple of 
regional radio slots promoting 
Never Mind The Bollocks Here’s 
The Sex Pistols. PG

Various 

����
The Stax 7s Vinyl Box
UMC/CONCORD. EP

The wonderful Darrell Banks’s 
I’m The One Who Loves You and 
13 other Northern soul dance- 
floor sounds prove Stax wasn’t 
only home to Southern soul. 
Dig too William Bell’s infectious 
Happy and Johnnie Taylor’s 
cautionary Friday Night. GB

Yeah Yeah Yeahs 

����
Fever To Tell
UCM. DL/LP

The NY trio’s pop-punk 2003 
debut on vinyl for the first time 
in a decade. You may not need 
a whole LP of 4-track demos 
and rarities but the original 
holds up brilliantly. Beyoncé
-plundered Maps remains its 
unsurpassed highlight. JB

Philippe Debarge 
With The  
Pretty Things 

����
Rock St. Trop
SNAPPER MUSIC. LP

1969: Things meet the guitar-

strummer/French playboy in St 

Tropez, then record this fuzz-

toned, psych-folk gem, ‘lost’ 

until now. On vinyl. PG

Bruce Dickinson 

���
Soloworks 1990-2005
BMG. LP

Leaving Iron Maiden gave 
vocalist Dickinson the chance 
to absorb ’90s alt rock – most 
successfully on 1996's 
Skunkworks – without losing 
Maiden’s swashbuckle. A 
liberating sabbatical, but his 
1999 return to the mothership 
surprised no one. PB

Chris Difford

���
Let's Be  
Combe Avenue…  
Demos 1972
EDSEL. CD

Vital Squeeze pre-history: 12 
songs for voice and acoustic 
guitar recorded at the Difford 
family’s Greenwich home. The 
singer’s eye for kitchen sink 
drama was already open. KC

Steve Diggle 

���
Wheels Of Time
3.30. CD

The exuberant Buzzcock’s  
four solo long-players, from 
2003’s Some Reality to this 
year’s ace Inner Space Times
chart a thrilling arc from feisty 
Mod rock to punkadelic 
aeronautics proving Diggle’s 
intriguing diversity. PG

The Doors 

����
Strange Days
RHINO. CD/DL

The 50th anniversary of The 
Doors’ second album adds a 
remastered mono mix. It may 
have lacked heavyweight 45s 
but the likes of Love Me Two 
Times demonstrate their gift 
for making virtuosic oddness 
sound catchy. CP

A Certain Ratio 102
Abba 105
Alessi’s Ark 86
Alexander, Arthur 105
Allen, Tony 88
Baker, Julien 92
Boden, Jon 90
Bootsy 93
Brewster, Bill 105
Brun, Ane 92
Buckley, Tim 106
Carr, Martin 86
Cash Box Kings, The 93
Clark, Sonny 103
Coleman, Ornette 104
Corgan, William Patrick 86
Cymone, Andre 86
Destroyer 93
Electric Wizard 91
Equatics, The 102
Escape-ism 87
Finn, Neil 90
Flamin’ Groovies 89
Flat Worms 92
Fogarty, Seamus 88
Gainsbourg, Charlotte 89
Gainsbourg, Serge 91
Gallagher, Noel 90
Godspeed You!  
Black Emperor 91
Graham, Davy 102
Grandbrothers 88
Hammill, Peter 91
Head, Michael 92
Holden, James 87
Hüsker Dü 104
Hutson, Leroy 103
Jones, Sharon  
& The Dap-Kings 88
Kingstonians, The 103
Lankum 94

Laraaji 92
Liima  90
Lost Horizons 89
Marley, Damian ‘Jr Gong’ 91
Martin, Steve 87
Maus, John 90
McKay, Freddy 105
Metallica 105
Metz 94
Morrissey 87
Motorpsycho 89
OCS 94
Pallot, Nina 88
Pama International 86
Pearls Before Swine 102
Perhacs, Linda 93
Porter, Gregory 93
Professionals, The 90
Queen 100
R.E.M. 103
Roger 105
Russell, Leon 93
Staples, Mavis 94
Stereophonics 87
Sumie 92
Sunny & The Sunliners 102

Tenebrous Liar 94
Texas Gentlemen, The 92
Throbbing Gristle 103
Trio Da Kali 89
U-Men 103
VA Andina: Peru 104
VA Feel The Music 102
VA Fine Boogie 103
VA Stax Soulsville USA 102
VA Studio One Supreme 104
VA Urgent Jumping! 105
Vile, Kurt & Barnett,  
Courtney 84
Wand 91
Watts, Overend 94
Who, The 104
Wolfe, Chelsea 94
Wu-Tang Clan 90
Zawose, Msafira 89

COMING NEXT MONTH

Arcade Fire, The Mummies, 
Bruce Springsteen, Jim 
James, Robert Finley, Cindy 
Wilson, Studio One, Sufjan 
Stevens, U2 and more.

FILTERINDEX

Lisandro Meza 

���
Salsita Mami 
DISCO FUENTES. LP

One of those records you’d 
buy just for the cover – 
Colombian model in cheesy 
period swimwear – this 1970 
curiosity  by bandleader 
Lisandro Meza conceals a 
fiesta of fiery salsa from 
beginning to end. PG

Mungo Jerry 

���
The Dawn  
Albums Collection
7T’S/CHERRY RED. CD

Five-album box of Ray Dorset’s 
hairy rock-pop shufflers, ‘70-
74. LPs include Boot Power and 
Electronically Tested, B-sides, 
and songs like Alright, Alright, 
Alright – a Jacques Dutronc 
cover! – still sound fabulous. IH

Pentangle 

�����
The Albums
CHERRY RED. CD

The great British folk-jazz-
blues-rockers six albums 1968-
1972 in vinyl replica sleeves 
with essays by writers 
including Mick Houghton, 
Colin Irwin and Lois Wilson. 
Four double albums and two 
singles for £50. CP

The Residents

����
80 Aching Orphans
CHERRY RED. CD

The shadowy San Franciscan 
socio-cultural avant-gardists’ 
40-year history distilled onto a 
4-CD/80-track box set, 
crammed with classics and 
rarities. Ideal for the curious 
and devoted alike, exhilarating 
and bewildering, this is how 
America sounds to aliens. KC

Arcade Fire, 
burning up.
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There the tracks stayed 
until, in 1980, Sherwood 
and his partner Chris 
Garland started 4D 
Rhythms, an aspirant label 
and live agency. “Chris said, 
‘We need to get a record 
out,’ and I said, I’ve got 
these rhythms...”

So began a series of 
experiments, improvisa-
tions and exhortations that transformed 
the material into something wildly 
otherworldly. Having retrieved the tapes 
from his old bedroom at his mum’s in 
High Wycombe, Sherwood hatched a 
new plan with Garland. The period’s 
soundtrack, he recalls, included Keith 
Hudson’s Brand and King Tubby Meets The 
Upsetter At The Grass Roots Of Dub, as well 
as Conny Plank productions and Captain 
Beefheart. A collision was imminent.

“Chris was, and is, an old hippy,” says 
Sherwood, whose mixing desk skills had 
grown watching engineer Dennis Bovell 
and other studio heads. “He was pushing 
to get it as psychedelic and trippy as 
possible, more than just marijuana and 
more of the same from Jamaica. The idea 
of Starship Africa was his. I executed it 
with production and mixing.”

Sherwood also gives credit to Dave 
‘Nobby Turner’ Hunt, the open-minded 
engineer at Berry Street Studios, where 
the ’78 tapes were dubbed up freestyle. 
“Chris was going, ‘More, more delay, 
more reverb, we want it to sound like Link 
Wray!’” he says. “I was asking for more… 
Dave said, ‘I can see what you mean.’”

Four percussionists playing randomly 
around one microphone was added to the 

This month’s comet from 
music obscuria’s void, an 
LSD-sparked cosmic clash of 
King Tubby and Link Wray. 

Creation Rebel 
Starship Africa
4D RHYTHMS, 1980

S
cience fiction lent inspiration to 
several dub albums at the turn of the 
’80s, as LPs like Scientist Meets The 

Space Invaders and Tradition’s Captain 
Ganja And The Space Patrol attest. This 
stimulus took an extreme form with 
1980‘s Starship Africa, a straight reggae 
session which was pulled across the 
event horizon of psychedelic dub.

Two years before, producer Adrian 
Sherwood turned 20. He’d just released 
Dub From Creation, recorded by a reggae 
group he named Creation Rebel. Soon he 
was in Soho’s Gooseberry Studios with a 
new line-up, including Misty In Roots 
bassist Tony Henry and drummer Charlie 
‘Eskimo’ Fox. “I hummed the basslines to 
Tony and built the rhythms off the 
melody,” recalls Sherwood. “I wasn’t 
thinking of anybody [voicing them], I was 
just recording rhythms. They sounded 
OK, but not quite up to date.”

chaos. Another challenge was the state 
of the drum performances. Finding some 
lacking, Sherwood had asked Lincoln 
‘Style’ Scott of crack Jamaican studio 
band the Roots Radics to overdub several 
tracks originally played by ‘Eskimo’ Fox. 
Sherwood: “It meant overdubbing a live 
drum kit against live bass and piano. It 
sounded great but it wasn’t as knitted 
and natural sounding as it should be.”

Hunt suggested turning the tapes of 
those rhythms over and playing the drum 
tracks backwards. This disorientating 
“sucking” effect – as well as interstellar 
keyboards, bass detonations and other 
sonic ingredients – are heard in the first 
chapter of the title track’s multipart suite. 
As it continues, the melodica of Doctor 

Pablo, a Stylophone, and 
speeded up voices drop in and 
out of the mix. Sounds are 
stretched, flattened, con-
densed and exploded, as a 
bedrock of muscular reggae 
keeps the whole grounded. 
Side two’s Space Movement is 
another psychotropic, 
reverso-dub exercise in scale 
and distance: it visits alien 
planets, receives scrambled 
voice transmissions and is 
convulsed by squishy 
electronics until it’s caught in a 
black hole of bass. 

Of the music’s 3-D qualities, 
Sherwood says, “Anybody who 
likes sound sees it as a picture 
– the hi-hat in the air, the bass 
under your bollocks, the reverb 
moving round… I like that 
bulbous, moving sound. It 
fascinated me.”

As cosmic as Sun Ra, the 
record also has harshness and a 
sense of disturbance, possibly 
explained by Sherwood and 
Garland dropping acid in the 
studio. “We had taken acid, 
yes,” says Sherwood. “But we 
weren’t unable to walk or 
anything – just half a blotting 
paper maybe.” Even so, the mix 
was completed in just one day.

The only release on 4D 
Rhythms, he estimates Starship Africa sold 
2,000-3,000. “It took a while for people to 
love it,” says Sherwood. “I don’t think 
Tony [Henry] heard it ’til a couple of years 
later. I think he thought I was mad and 
that it was funny. He liked it though.”

The producer went on to a long career 
innovating in dub and beyond, running 
On-U Sound and working with African 
Head Charge, Dub Syndicate, Tackhead, 
Lee Perry and more. He’s also recorded 
solo and with others, most recently in bass 
duo Pinch. But he’s not left Starship Africa: 
last April, Creation Rebel returned to play 
live selections at London’s Jazz Café. 
“We’ll probably do it again,” he says. “The 
vibe was amazing. We had three of the 
original members and it was the first gig 
since ’83, when [Creation Rebel-backed 
voice Prince] Far I was murdered – it was 
quite deep for us all. I wouldn’t mind 
making a new record to be honest.”

But would it be the same deluge of 
psychedelic madness as Starship Africa? 
Sherwood: “Totally.”

Ian Harrison

Sherwood and Little Axe play the Jazz Café 
on November 18. On-U reissue six Dub 
Syndicate albums on November 10.

1980: A Space 
Odyssey

“I LIKE THAT 
BULBOUS, 

MOVING 
SOUND. IT 

FASCINATED  
ME.”

Adrian 
Sherwood

Your good weed 
of the day: (from 
left) ‘Crucial’ 
Tony Phillips, 
Keith ‘Lizard’ 
Logan and 
Ranking Magoo; 
(below) Adrian 
Sherwood.

CREDITS
Tracks: Starship Africa / 
Space Movement

Produced/Arranged: 

Adrian Sherwood

Engineers: Dave ‘Nobby 
Turner’ Hunt (mix); Dennis 
Bovell, Harvey, John, Mark 
Lusardi, Mike Day 
(recording)

Recorded: Gooseberry 
Studios (recording, 1978); 
Berry Street Studios 
(mixing, 1980) London

Personnel: Tony Henry, 
Keith ‘Lizard’ Logan (bs), 
Tony ‘Eskimo’ Fox, Lincoln 
‘Style’ Scott (drms), 
‘Crucial’ Tony Phillips 
(gtr), Doctor Pablo 
(melodica, synth), Clifton 
‘Bigga’ Morrison, 
Desmond ‘Fatfingers’ Coke 
(org, pno), Ranking 
Magoo, Sucker (perc), The 
Zen Gangsters (‘original 
idea and cover design’)

Currently available:

On-U Sound CD and vinyl
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4The 
Temptations

Gettin’ Ready
TAMLA MOTOWN 1966,  
DOWNLOAD £5.99

You Say: “In their prime  
for me. Big hits plus Fading 
Away, Not Ordinary Girl etc.” 
@Monkey Picks, Twitter

A transitional record. 
Documenting the changeover 
from Smokey Robinson to 
Norman Whitfield as the 
group’s main producer, Gettin’ 
Ready captures the band at 
the fascinating midpoint 
between smooth and rough-
edged soul. An almost garage 
production foregrounds 
Benny Benjamin’s rumbling, 
four-beat drum pulse, as 
Kendricks’ songs of euphoric 
uplift (Get Ready; Too Busy 
Thinking About My Baby) are 
brought into relief by Ruffin’s 
pleas of desperate hope (Say 
You; Ain’t Too Proud To Beg). 
Only Paul Williams’ plodding 
ballad, Lonely Lonely Man  
Am I, and the occasional 
by-number Smokey lyric lets 
the quality-control slip.   

MOTORMOUTHS

10The 
Temptations

Masterpiece
TAMLA MOTOWN 1973,  
DOWNLOAD £5.99

You Say: “MASTERPIECE!! 
Plus all of their early ’70s 
albums rock.” Danny 
Howells, MOJO Facebook

The final Temptations album 
to be recorded at Motown’s 
Hitsville USA studio, before 
the label’s move to Hollywood, 
Masterpiece also saw the 
group’s working relationship 
with Norman Whitfield hit the 
rocks. The rear cover image – 
five tiny Tempts floating in the 
afro of a glowering Whitfield – 
tells its own story, and while 
tracks undeniably revisit  
previous Whitfield riffs and 
cues (Ma is Papa Was A Rolling 
Stone Pt 2), with the group  
relegated to the bit-players in 
the producer’s grand vision, 
the end result is truly still 
astonishing, the last-gasp of 
high-concept orchestral 
social-comment soul before 
disco came knocking. 

Soul harmonists supreme.  
By Andrew Male.

F
ifty-seven years after they formed in 
Detroit, The Temptations are still going 
strong. The longest serving member, 

Otis Williams, has been with the group since 
their inception, while the newest members 
joined as recently as last year. Yet while the 
group’s longevity can be read as a testament 
to their cultural importance in the history of 
soul music, coupled with their revolving door 
recruitment policy and recent medleys- 
and-covers live shows and LPs, it’s arguable 
that they’re now seen by many as a mere 
nostalgia act, regarded more for the 
memories their songs evoke than their 
achievements as recording artists. 

Undoubtedly, The Temptations of the 
1960s and 1970s were a product of the 
Motown factory, a performing vehicle with 
which songwriters and producers could 
meticulously craft new soul hits. That 
undeniably impacts on their cultural 
credibility today. They aren’t revered like 
‘solo’ auteurs such as Sly Stone, Curtis 
Mayfield or Bobby Womack. Yet, their 
achievements are just as significant. Working 
with Smokey Robinson and Norman 
Whitfield, two of the 20th century’s finest 
pop composers, and blessed, in David Ruffin, 

Eddie Kendricks and Dennis Edwards, with 
three of the greatest soul singers who ever 
lived, and supported by The Funk Brothers’ 
in-the-pocket arrangements, this harmony 
quintet transformed Smokey’s soul 
soliloquies and Whitfield’s psychedelic 
docudramas into impassioned multiphonic 
playlets, where a song’s shifting moods, 
emotions, identities and layers were 
embodied by five uniquely different voices, 
ranging from Kendricks’ sweet falsetto to 
Melvin Franklin’s deep rumbling bass. And 
while the group’s on-stage tuxedos and 
suave choreography may not have aged 
quite so gracefully, the music now sounds 
more mind-blowing than ever. With that in 
mind, we’ve decided to banish Best-Ofs and 
solo records to the footnotes, and focus on 
the 10 Temptations studio records that still 
work best as immersive long-players.  
Time to dance and hum along. 

CAST YOUR VOTES!
This month you chose your Top 10 
Temptations LPs. Next month we 
want your Scott Walker Top 10. Send 
your selections to www.mojo4music.
com or e-mail your Top 10 to mojo@
bauermedia.co.uk with the subject 
‘How To Buy Scott Walker’ and we’ll 
print the best comments.

“THE MUSIC 
NOW 

SOUNDS 
MORE MIND-

BLOWING 
THAN 

EVER…”

Classic five: 
(back row, from 
left) Melvin 
Franklin, Eddie 
Kendricks, Paul 
Williams, (front, 
from left) David 
Ruffin, Otis 
Williams; 
(opposite) late 
Tempts (back 
row, from left) 
Otis W, Franklin 
(front, from 
left) Richard 
Street, Damon 
Harris, Dennis 
Edwards.

The Temptations
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On another day Cloud Nine
would be in the Tempts 10, a 
killer A-side let down by a 
weak B-side. For Best-Ofs it’s 
either the original Motown 
Anthology (available across 
two CDs) or the five-CD out-
takes a-go-go Emperors Of 
Soul. Both David Ruffin and 
Eddie Kendricks are well 
served by Hip-O Select’s The 
Motown Solo Albums series, 

but also check out Ruffin’s 

unreleased 1971 LP, David
(also on Hip-O Select). For 

books go with a glimpse 

i h d h

and internecine conflicts 

behind the LPs, Gerri 

H f

Nowhere To Run 

(Crown, 1984). It fits 

neatly alongside 

Adam White & 

Barney Ales’ 

The Sound 

Of Young 

America 

( h &

d

2016).

NOWDIG THIS

1The Temptations
Sky’s The Limit

TAMLA MOTOWN 1971, DOWNLOAD £7.99

You Say: “Imperfectly perfect… some of their  
greatest recordings.” Dermot Hughes, via e-mail

A truly harmonious LP, made in circumstances any-
thing but. Baritone Paul Willi ff f  
alcoholism and sickle-cell dis d d k  
caught in in-band violent dis
to reinstate Ruffin. Despite it all, …Limit is a work 
of plaintive beauty, Kendricks’ aching falsetto 
taking the lead on five soaring ballads (including 
a perfect Just My Imagination
soul epic Smiling Faces Sometimes). In 
wah-wah-and-brass-assault Love Can 
Be Anything and fuzz-toned plea for 
racial unity Ungena Za Ulimwengu  
it has two of Whitfield’s most  
gloriously excessive arrangements.    

3The 
Temptations

Psychedelic Shack 
TAMLA MOTOWN 1970,  
DOWNLOAD £7.92

You Say: “A perfect mix 
between soul, psychedelia 
and pop.” Maarten 
Levendig, MOJO Facebook

Herbert Weems’ cover-art 
shows the five Tempts affixed 
in the windows and door of a 
two-storey multicoloured  
cartoon house, representing 
both a switched-on Hitsville 
USA, and the group’s new 
flower-powered titular home. 
From the creaking front door 
and the count in of “1-2-3-4” 
on the opening title track, side 
one of Psychedelic Shack is an 
aural trip, Whitfield’s stereo 
separation mimicking LSD’s 
aural hallucinations as the 
Funk Brothers’ tight rhythms 
emulate the rise-and-fall  
rushes of a lysergic trip. Side 
two is almost as strong,  
centered around Whitfield’s 
and Strong’s call-and- 
response anti-Vietnam cry, 
War, later a hit for Edwin Starr. 

2The 
Temptations

With A Lot O’ Soul 
TAMLA MOTOWN 1967,  
DOWNLOAD £7.99

You Say: “A fantastic 
album…” Mik Hanscomb, 
MOJO Facebook

It is clearly Norman Whitfield’s 
group now, and the classic 
Motown sound feels super-
charged. Ruffin takes the  
lead on three of the album’s 
four Top 20 singles – (I Know) 
I’m Losing You, All I Need,  
and (Loneliness Made Me 
Realize) It’s You That I Need – 
but it’s Kendricks who is  
gifted two of Rodger 
Penzabene’s most gorgeous 
compositions in You’re My 
Everything and Save My  
Love For A Rainy Day). 
Elsewhere, Paul Williams  
gets the organ-led gospel 
groove No More Water In  
The Well, and Otis Williams 
takes the rapturous doo- 
wop lead on Don’t Send  
Me Away. It’s a long-player 
that finds The Temptations  
on the good foot.

9The 
Temptations

Solid Rock 
TAMLA MOTOWN 1972,  
DOWNLOAD £4.99

You Say: “There was life 
after Paul Williams and 
Eddie Kendricks.” Tim 
Johnson, via e-mail

Made without the involve-
ment of either Eddie Kendricks 
or Paul Williams, Solid Rock
was also the first Tempts LP 
without an accompanying Top 
40 hit (a gorgeous, re-record-
ed version of Psychedelic 
Shack’s It’s Summer reached 
51). However, the addition of 
Damon Harris and Richard 
Street to the line-up resulted 
in a sweeter, brighter sound. 
Standouts include the  
12-minute acid-futurist  
desperation of Stop The War 
Now, Harris and Street’s back-
and-forth vocals on a hypnotic 
eight-minute reworking of Bill 
Withers’ Ain’t No Sunshine, 
and the furious Stax-horned 
address to Kendricks and 
Ruffin, Superstar (Remember 
How You Got Where You Are).  

8The 
Temptations

Wish It Would Rain 
TAMLA MOTOWN, 1968,  
DOWNLOAD £10.29

You Say: “The Motown 
Sound’s pinnacle. Ruffin’s 
swan song. Now Whitfield 
tightens his grip.” @ST_
Television, Twitter

The final LP from the classic 
five line-up – before the 
increasingly erratic Ruffin was 
ejected from the band – Rain is 
an album heavy with valedic-
tory sadness. The pinnacle of 
the chiming, bass-led Motown 
sound before Whitfield’s sonic 
revamp, at Rain’s heart are 
Ruffin’s gruff, imploring  
interpretations of Rodger 
Penzabene’s I Wish It Would 
Rain and I Could Never Love 
Another. Ballads of romantic 
desolation, written after 
Penzabene discovered his 
wife’s unfaithfulness, both 
effectively became suicide 
notes when the songwriter 
killed himself on New Year’s 
Eve, 1967, a week after I Wish  
It Would Rain’s release on 45. 

7The 
Temptations

1990
TAMLA MOTOWN 1973,  
DOWNLOAD £7.99

You Say: “Underrated (so 
sometimes underpriced),  
the end of Whitfield era.”  
@1wustemann, Twitter

The group’s final record with 
Norman Whitfield is a glorious 
beast. Born of intra-band  
conflicts over the direction of 
the group, it’s blissed-out mix 
of dilated Afrofuturist acid-
funk and immersive proto- 
disco, with a heartbeat 
club-friendly pulse. After a 
Motown executive failed to 
thank radio stations at the 
1974 American Music Awards, 
the LP and its related singles 
were boycotted by US DJs. The 
result is a record that’s fallen 
away from the band’s history, 
yet still sounds remarkably 
fresh today, especially on the 
Damon Harris-led American 
address Ain’t No Justice: “Build 
your walls/Crawl into your 
holes/Put out your signs/Peep 
through your blinds.” 

6The 
Temptations

The Temptin’ 
Temptations
TAMLA MOTOWN 1965,  
DOWNLOAD £6.49

You Say: “The Tempts in all 
their early fresh glory.” Phil 
Castiglione, via e-mail

Arguably the best, and  
certainly the most over- 
looked of the Smokey-era 
Temptations LPs. While it 
might not have the big hits  
of the same year’s The 
Temptations Sing Smokey, it 
also doesn’t have that album’s 
rushed-out by-rote feel. 
Smokey’s Since I Lost My Baby 
and Whitfield’s Girl (Why You 
Wanna Make Me Blue?) feel 
genuinely tailored to the  
multiphonic grain and range 
of the five Tempts voices, the 
arrangements are exquisitely 
bejewelled, I Gotta Know Now 
and Don’t Look Back are two 
of the group’s true hidden 
gems and Just Another Lonely 
Night might possibly be Paul 
Williams’ finest lead vocal.  

5The 
Temptations

All Directions 
TAMLA MOTOWN 1972,  
DOWNLOAD £7.99

You Say: “Great album, with 
the 12-minute Papa Was A 
Rolling Stone.” Jon Vidar 
Bergan, MOJO Facebook

With a production possibly 
influenced by Sly’s There’s A 
Riot Goin’ On, All Directions is a 
murky, deep funk LP which 
again saw the band in conflict 
with producer/boss Whitfield. 
Both Maurice King’s “white 
flight” groove, Run Charlie 
Run, and the cinematic 
12-minute cover of The 
Undisputed Truth’s Papa Was 
A Rollin’ Stone were originally 
rejected by the group, the first 
for its incendiary cry of “The 
niggers are coming!”, and the 
latter because lead singer 
Dennis Edwards felt the song 
was disrespectful to the  
memory of his own, deeply 
religious father. Thankfully,  
for the sake of the music, 
Whitfield disregarded their 
complaints.   
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Touch Too Much on Top Of The Pops, and 
now they were reading of him choking 
on his own vomit in a friend’s car on a 
drab south London street. But the faithful 
were soon invited to frame that event as 
the beginning of a heroic narrative, as 
AC/DC bounced back from adversity 
with new frontman and lyricist Brian 
Johnson, and in two months had 
recorded a new album in tribute to Bon 
that catapulted AC/DC from the foothills 
of fame to supernova heights of stardom. 
Back In Black is the now second 
best-selling original album ever.  
Good work for a band in mourning. 

Jesse Fink is not the first writer to 
suggest there’s something fishy about 
the official version of Scott’s death and its 
aftermath, but no one else has offered 
such a plausible or exhaustively 
researched alternative theory. Scott,  
he posits, died following an accidental 
heroin overdose during a night out with 
his friend Alistair Kinnear and Zena 
Kakoulli, the wife of Only Ones singer 
Peter Perrett. Panicked, Kinnear stewed 
inside his East Dulwich flat and only 
brought Scott’s body to the nearby 
King’s College Hospital once he was  
sure the heroin would be undetectable.  
In clearing out Scott’s Victoria flat,  
AC/DC’s management secured the lyrics 
he had just finished writing for the next 
album, and subsequently used them – 
uncredited – for Back In Black.

Prodigious research sheds 
new light on the wild life and 
contentious death of AC/DC’s 
singer. By Keith Cameron.

Bon: The Last 
Highway 
����
Jesse Fink
BLACK & WHITE. 

H
aving  already authored The 
Youngs, a forensic analysis of  
the cold-eyed fraternal machine 

behind AC/DC, Jesse Fink is well qualified 
to reassess the enduring enigma of AC/
DC singer-lyricist Bon Scott. Fink reminds 
us that Scott’s death on February 19,  
1980 was dismissed by the media as  
just another booze-fuelled rock’n’roll 
mishap. Even those closer to the band 
shrugged. Told by an Irish newspaper 
reporter that 33-year-old Scott was dead, 
a producer at Alberts, the Sydney studio 
where AC/DC first recorded, replied:  
“I’m not fucking surprised, mate.”

Of course, AC/DC fans were shocked. 
Two weeks earlier, Scott had been doing 

Vindicating old 
school journalistic 
rigour, Fink 
compiles a vast 
testimony from 
multiple sources 
and invites the 
reader to decide 
where the truth 
lies, Rashomon- 
style. This is no 
easy task: key 
witnesses are 
either dead, like 
Kinnear, or their 
memories are 
clouded by the fog 
of war, like UFO’s Paul Chapman and  
Pete Way. But as with his previous book, 
the absence of co-operation from the 
AC/DC inner circle has been to Fink’s 
benefit, as he compiles an untold 
account of Bon Scott’s final years from 
lovers and friends – Miami party girls 
Pattee Bishop and Holly X, longtime 
Aussie soulmate Silver Smith, Texan 
drinking buddy Roy Allen – effectively 
undertaking the detective work that 
wasn’t conducted at the time. 

It’s a dense, tangled tale, but Fink 
reveals the humanity behind the myth: 
Bon was a flawed, conflicted character, 
trapped in a persona, who ultimately 
chose the path he took and got unlucky. 
A long way to the top? And then some.

Dirty deeds
Up to his neck: 
Bon Scott makes 
time for special 
friends. 

“THE 
ABSENCE OF 
THE AC/DC 

INNER 
CIRCLE’S 

INPUT HAS 
BEEN TO 
FINK’S 

BENEFIT.”

WHAT WE’VE 
LEARNT
� In December 1979 
Scott was ready to quit 
AC/DC; he feared his 
drinking was killing him.

� Bon’s Miami girlfriend 
Holly X offers evidence 
that You Shook Me All 
Night Long, AC/DC’s first 
single with Brian 
Johnson, was actually 
written by Bon, and 
about her.

� Scott was fond of 
writing to friends while 
on tour: Roy Allen 
received a Snoopy and 
Woodstock card, signed 
simply ‘Bon’.

� Scott’s on-the-road 
reading material was 
more highbrow than his 
image suggested: 
favourites were Doris 
Lessing and Colette.
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cannabis in 2010, and clearly 
feels life’s highs and lows 
deeply, profoundly. His book 
also has countless examples of 
what many would term ‘too 
much information’: hence his 
colonic irrigationist gets a 
mention and we hear Paul 
Simon’s vagina joke, as told  
on tour in Japan in 2009.

James McNair

Trouble In Mind: 
Bob Dylan’s 
Gospel Years 
– What Really
Happened 
����
Clinton Heylin
ROUTE. £16.99

The Dylan scholar’s  
Dylan scholar gets to  
grips with God Bob.

Uncannily well-
timed (actually, 
the author was 
involved in the 
official prep  
for Bootleg 13, so 
not so uncannily) 

Heylin tackles Dylan’s 
evangelical spasm not with 
horror or cringe but something 
like glee, pointing up the 
musical fecundity of the 
period, measuring lazy 
assumptions against a 
rigorous chronology, yet 
retaining a mischievous ear for 
scuttlebutt (Gospel Tour 
bassist Tim Drummond would 
refer to Dylan as “The Priest” 
when his boss was out of the 
room). Meanwhile, the flavour 
of Dylan’s Born Again 
Christianity is explored with 
seriousness (its apocalyptic 

strain owed much, it seems,  
to a prophetic tome from 1970 
called The Late Great Planet 
Earth) and appendices offer 
transcriptions of Dylan’s still-
astonishing preacher-raps. 
Many Dylan fans prefer to  
see the Gospel phase as 
parenthetical but, as Heylin’s 
steady gaze reveals, it’s as 
authentically Dylan as any 
chapter in the story, and more 
fascinating than any after 
1966, and perhaps any since.

Danny Eccleston

Maximum 
Volume: 
The Life Of 
Beatles Producer 
George Martin 
The Early Years, 
1926-1966 
���
Kenneth Womack
CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS. £22.90

The sometime fifth Beatle’s 
road to studio stardom.

It says a lot  
about Beatle 
authority Kenneth 
Womack’s 
attention to detail 
that it takes him 
nearly 350 pages 

to make it to 1966 and Rubber 
Soul. There’s a second volume 
of Martin’s life story to follow. 
Like the first part, it’s sure to 
be aimed at those with an 
insatiable appetite for all 
things Fab Four-related. The 
producer’s early personal  
life is dissected, with an 
unflinching account of the 
breakdown of his first 

marriage. But Womack is in his 
comfort zone when recording 
his hero’s studio journey. In 
hindsight, it was a giant leap 
from producing The Goons to 
producing The Beatles, but not 
so much at the time. Maximum 
Volume is a dry read, but 
captures the mood of a music 
industry and a musical 
institution, EMI, in transition, 
as well as telling the story of 
the man who helped enable 
that change, and wrote himself 
into pop history. 

Mark Blake

Growing Up 
With… Punk
����
Nicky Weller  
& Barry Cain
NICETIMEINCPRODUCTIONS.CO.UK. £25

Forty years on, all the young 
punks share their memories.

Following the 
format – and 
success – of 
Growing Up 
With… The Jam, 
the team headed 
by Paul’s younger 

sis Nicky and Record Mirror/
Flexipop writer Barry Cain 
have collected around 100 
testimonies from punk’s prime 
movers and the people they 
inspired into a 180-page 
coffee table book. And, as with 
its predecessor, these deeply 
personal fragments not only 
add up to a fascinating whole, 
but add layers of new detail to 
a story you might otherwise 
think has been barrel-scraped. 
Captain Sensible recalls The 
Damned refusing to hand a 
beer to support act vocalist 
Sting as “you need to work 
harder on your act”, The Boys 
are stage-invaded by John 
Bonham, Mickie Most’s son 
Calvin Hayes tells of his 
father’s scrape with the Pistols, 
Gaye Advert expresses her 
memories through a series of 
collages, and much more.

Pat Gilbert

Staying Alive: 
The Disco 
Inferno Of  
The Bee Gees
����
Simon Spence 
JAWBONE. £14.95

Breezy account of  
the Brothers Gibb’s 
dancefloor interlude.

Staying Alive begins with the 
Bee Gees’ notorious residency 
at Batley Variety Club in April 
1974. After enjoying global 
Number 1s a handful of years 
earlier, it was amazing how  
far their star had fallen. 
Understandably, Barry, Robin 
and Maurice Gibb are at each 
other’s throats. Staying Alive 
reaches its dénouement in 
1979 on Bee Gees’ enormously 
successful US tour, where they 
made $3,000 a minute on 
merchandise. Sadly, they are 
still fundamentally at each 
other’s throats. Staying Alive 

looks in-depth at everything 
that happened between  
these points. Examining the 
success of Saturday Night 
Fever, Spence notes that film 
may have been as dark as 
contemporary Scorsese and its 
music the same pop the Bee 
Gees had made for a decade, 
but it was dressed differently: 
it was disco, a soon-to-be-dirty 
word. In looking at this fall, rise 
and fall, Staying Alive never 
forgets the power and quality 
of their music. 

Daryl Easlea

Some Weird Sin 
���
Alvin Gibbs
CADIZ MUSIC. £15

Entrancing insider’s view of 
Iggy Pop’s 1988 world tour.

In the mid-’80s Iggy Pop’s 
commercial star seemed 
finally in the ascendant, and 
having conquered the vices 
that had nearly killed him in 
the ’70s via various relapses 
since, the now cleaned-up, 
happily married, career-
focused singer embarked on  
a global trek to promote his 
Instinct album. Former UK Subs 
man Alvin Gibbs was recruited 
on bass and his up-close 
memoir (previously published 
as Neighbourhood Threat in 
slimmer form) vividly and 
exhaustively documents the 
madness. Even in rehabilitated 
mode, Iggy still manages to go 
on a massive cocaine bender, 
pleasure two women in a 
dressing room, blank David 
Bowie and knock flat a “jock” 
who insults him, while nightly 
performing on-stage like a 
lunatic. Meanwhile, hard-
living ex-Hanoi Rocks guitarist 
Andy McCoy does his best to 
impersonate tail-spinning 
’70s-era Iggy. An enjoyable 
read, not least because Gibbs 
is no slouch as a prose stylist.

Pat Gilbert

What Is It All  
But Luminous 
���
Art Garfunkel
KNOPF PUBLISHING GROUP. £22.50

Artie rips-up the rock 
memoir rule book.

Poetic, insightful and 
decidedly odd by turns, 
Garfunkel’s candid and 
discursive memoir breaks its 
non-chronological narrative  
to detail lists of his favourite 
books, records that changed 
his life, and his 25 greatest life 
achievements. Lighter 
moments include his assertion 
that “Gillette could make a 
blade that lasts a lifetime if 
they wanted to”, but his 
troubled relationship with  
Paul Simon’s father is 
heartbreaking: “Not 
everybody likes everybody, 
and I just don’t like you,” hip 
musician-type Louis tells Artie, 
then aged 12. Garfunkel thinks 
the press paint him as a fool, 
tells us that he started “pills 
and psychiatry” after giving up 

Fever pitch: Bee 
Gees revel in their 
disco-era finery.
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naked in the mirror, shucking open an 
unyielding oyster (“I wish my pussy was 
this tight,” she laughs), getting annoyed 
about messed up hotel reservations, 
cuddling her grandchild.

The film does add layers to how we 
might think about Grace Jones and her 
songs and performance, if we don’t 
already know much about her (or if we 
haven’t read her excellent memoir, I’ll 
Never Write My Memoirs). That rendition 
of Amazing Grace sits alongside footage 
of her mother in church in Jamaica, 
wearing the fabulous yellow straw hat 
Grace just gave her, singing His Eye On 
The Sparrow in a startling, strong, high 
voice as Grace and her brothers and the 
rest of the congregation rejoice. When 
we see Grace using a whip on-stage, it’s 
still sexy and brilliant and camp, but we 
are also now reminded that her step- 
grandfather gave names to the many and 
various belts he would use to beat her 
and her siblings. 

However, the film is not really trying 
to ‘work out’ Grace Jones, thank God. The 
strongest parts are oblique or strange or 
funny – or just the bits where she is 
performing. There’s a short scene where 
Grace is dancing in a club, all strobes and 

Portrait of Miss Grace Jones, 
with loads of live footage 
and years of up-close 
access. By Anna Wood.

Bloodlight  
And Bami 
���
TRAFALGAR RELEASING. DIR SOPHIE FIENNES

G
race Jones sings Amazing Grace at 
her gigs, as a glorious interlude 
and an unnecessary reminder. We 

see her do it in Bloodlight And Bami, and 
it is beautiful. It would be difficult to 
make a bad film about Grace Jones with 
the amount of access granted to the 
film-makers here: this is a narratorless, 
almost narrativeless documentary that 
moves between live footage and 
extraordinarily intimate – in several ways 
– filming as we follow Grace in the studio, 
arguing and flirting with Robbie 
Shakespeare, visiting family in Jamaica, 
appearing on a horribly tacky TV show in 
Paris, being photographed by her 
slightly irritating ex, checking herself 

percussion and 
overprocessed 
noise; she is 
amazing, it is 
unreal and 
wonderful, she 
laughs at the 
camera, 
disappears into 
pulsing chaos. 
Then she performs 
to a New York 
crowd who sing 
back to her, 
full-throated and 
adoring – “Pull up 
to the bumper baby” – as she lounges 
exquisitely on the stage. “I thank you,” 
she tells them, “I love you!” We should be 
thanking her, of course – in the tradition 
of any great star, she is at least as ‘real’ 
on-stage as off it, and she is giving us 
more than we give her, doing something 
for us that we can’t do for ourselves. 

It must be exhausting, but while this 
documentary shows you the woman 
going around her daily life, there is still 
nothing quotidian about Grace Jones, 
and you struggle to imagine her getting 
exhausted. As one fan puts it, “If you are 
feeling a little bit tired, remember that 
Grace Jones is 69 and can probably  
cover whatever it is you were supposed 
to be doing.” 

“In the tradition 
of great stars, 
she is at least as 
‘real’ on-stage as 
off it”: Grace 
Jones, on-stage 
and mighty real.

Never stop the action

“THE FILM IS 
NOT TRYING 

TO ‘WORK 
OUT’ GRACE 

JONES, 
THANK GOD.”

WHAT WE’VE 
LEARNT 
� They had a famous 
on-TV fight, but Grace 
Jones was fond of the 
late Russell Harty.  
“The only thing I don’t 
like about him is that 
he’s dead.” 

� Her brother Max is a 
preacher, and very 
handsome.  

� She has some sterling 
ideas about gender 
politics: “Men all need to 
be penetrated once in 
their life, then they’ll 
know what it’s like to 
receive.” 

� She looks incredible 
naked. 

� She’s a night owl: 
“People going to bed at 
11.30 – they must be 
depressed.”
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The National
Usher Hall, Edinburgh

A
nticipation is, of course, half the fun.  
As The National’s projected backdrop 
briefs us “Please stand by” and a 

‘backstage cam’ relays black-and-white footage 
of the band heading for the stage, a sold-out 
Usher Hall is primed for pleasure. Sleep Well 
Beast, The National’s seventh album, has just 
become their first UK Number 1, gifting us a 
pleasant and innocuously smug sense of being at 
exactly the right gig. The punters exude 
expectant adoration, while 4AD Records has 
brought the band a celebratory cake. Everybody 
wants a slice of this moment.

Things begin with a whisper, not a bang. 
Rangy and angular as one of Gerald Scarfe’s 
bespectacled teacher drawings for The Wall, 
Matt Berninger is immediately compelling as 
he starts in on Nobody Else Will Be There, one 
of several songs on Sleep Well Beast detailing  
a man’s desperate need for some time alone 
with his partner. “Goodbyes always take us  
half an hour/Can we just go home?” sings 
Berninger over Aaron Dessner’s spidery piano 
chords and a looped beat that’s been triggered 
by Bryce Dessner’s guitar. And who among us 
hasn’t been there?

The group’s confidence in their new 
material is palpable. Indeed, four selections 
from Sleep Well Beast open proceedings before 
the band goes anywhere near its back pages. 
“I’ve noticed that a lot of people in the 
audience already know the words to these new 
songs,” a happy but utterly spent-looking Aaron 
Dessner will tell MOJO afterwards. “Maybe 
that’s what having a Number 1 record means.” 

Another of those newies, The System Only 
Dreams In Total Darkness, must surely be The 
National’s most groovesome offering to date. 
It’s magnificent tonight, its spiky lead-guitar 
interjections spat-out like expletives, and 
its chorus hitting pay-dirt as Berninger 
leaps up his range to sing, “I can’t explain 
it/Any other way.” The song’s teetering 
high-wire act of a guitar solo, meanwhile, 
generates its own round of applause. 

Having had a few years to grow into 
itself, I Should Live In Salt, from 2013’s 
Trouble Will Find Me has begun to sound 
like a Great American folk song; The 
National’s equivalent of R.E.M.’s 
Losing My Religion. During 
Turtleneck, too, one becomes  
aware of just how much The 
National have grown in stature. 
Its deranged energy leaps up 
several notches live, the Dessner 
twins looking like bookends as 
they indie guitar-duel over its 
tribal backbeat.

Berninger remains a slightly odd stage 
presence, wandering around in his own 
headspace and occasionally launching plastic 
tumblers of white wine into the crowd. He’s 
brilliant, though, at communicating Sleep Well 
Beast’s many poetic images of middle-aged 
dislocation and disquiet. 

I’ll Still Destroy You, with its gorgeous, 
conversational-sounding chorus, intricate 
rhythms and marimba samples, is a strangely 
touching case in point. “I keep re-reading the 
same lines/Always up at 5am every morning/
Like a baby,” sings Berninger. 

The evening’s older song selections are 
cherry-picked, and some notable big-hitters – 
Pink Rabbits from Trouble Will Find Me; England 
from 2010’s High Violet – are left out without 
anybody batting an eyelid. We do, however, get 
Fake Empire from 2007’s Boxer, and as touring 
band-member Kyle Resnick’s crisp trumpet  
solo rings out, it’s clear that the song Barack 
Obama adopted for his 2008 presidential 
campaign has taken on a new and troubling 
political resonance. 

Later, before the first of four encore 
selections, Berninger tells us that Passerby, the 
2014 folk album by tonight’s support act Luluc 
has been “one of the most comforting records 
I’ve listened to in recent tumultuous times.” 
Lovely, then, that Luluc’s Zoë Randell and Steve 
Hassett come back on-stage to sing backing 
vocals on Sleep Well Beast’s graceful, richly-
textured waltz, Born To Beg.  

Backstage afterwards, Aaron Dessner tells 
MOJO he’s aware that this may be “peak” 
National; as good as things ever get for the 
Cincinnati five. “Whatever that chemistry 
between us is, whatever that alchemy is, I can 
feel it on-stage at the moment like we’re in our 
prime,” Aaron says. “Maybe this will be our 
swan song or maybe it will be the beginning of 
a whole new chapter – it’s hard to say.”

“THIS MAY 
BE OUR 

SWAN SONG 
OR THE 

START OF A 
WHOLE NEW 
CHAPTER.”

Aaron 
Dessner
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Having their cake
Celebrating their first Number 1 album with a cracking  

performance in Scotland. By James McNair.

You’ll have had 
yer tea: The 
National cele-
brate with a 
clootie dump-
ling in 
Edinburgh: 
(clockwise from 
main) Matt 
Berninger in his 
own headspace; 
celebratory 
National No1 
cake; Bryce 
Dessner; 
Berninger 
emotes; Aaron 
Dessner. 



SETLIST
Nobody Else Will Be 
There / The System Only 
Dreams In Total Darkness 
/ Walk It Back / Guilty 
Party / I Should Live In 
Salt / Don’t Swallow The 
Cap / Afraid Of Everyone 
/ Empire Line / 
Turtleneck / I Need My 
Girl / The Geese Of 
Beverly Road / 
Apartment Story / 
Bloodbuzz Ohio / Green 
Gloves / Carin At The 
Liquor Store / I’ll Still 
Destroy You / Day I Die / 
Fake Empire / Born To 
Beg / Mistaken For 
Strangers / Mr. 
November / Terrible Love
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Slipping from the dressing room to 
the matte black stage with no fanfare  
and house lights barely dipping, Norah, 
bassist Chris Thomas and jazz drummer 
du jour Brian Blade present a minimalist 
spectacle of sequined chiffon and  
hands mirrored in the polished ebony  
of the Yamaha grand as they descend  
on the keys in the first song of a 90-plus 
minutes set. 

There are more characterfully 
textured voices than that possessed by 
Ravi Shankar’s singer-songwriter 
daughter, but she yields to no one in 
musical intelligence and taste. And not 
the safety-first variety, but in detailed 
attention to every aspect of her ever- 
changing setlist keeping the trio on  
its toes, zoned in the moment and  
not just phoning it in.  

With five of the set’s 14 songs drawn 
from her latest, jazziest (and best) album, 

Drum and bass; piano and 
voice; Ellington, Young and 
Jones: intimate jazz in the 
key of blue. By Mat Snow.

Nora Jones
Ronnie Scott’s, London

T
o Ronnie’s, the intimate Soho 
venue hallowed by legends who 
over the decades have trod its 

boards, jammed after hours and reduced 
their usual fee for the honour of having 
the date on their CV. To be so close to  
the stage you can almost smell the 
superstar’s cologne is a bit special. 

Day Breaks, even 
these present 
the challenge of 
working as 
chamber pieces stripped of organ, horns, 
strings and other studio colour. Here,  
her musical intelligence is on brightest 
display, splashing the room with rich 
piano chordings in those jazzy keys 
rooted in emotion rather than genre 
orthodoxy or outre technique,  
harmonic analogies for modern,  
urban moods and feelings beyond  
the reach of the classical legacy. 

She selects her covers with flair. From 
his classic Money Jungle trio album with 
bassist Charles Mingus and drummer 
Max Roach, Duke Ellington’s Fleurette 
Africaine matches the stellar original 
with little retranslated. But, plucked from 
the fringe of his ’70s songbook, Neil 
Young’s autobiographical Don’t Be 
Denied rewards its bold choice in the 
earworm intensity of Norah’s retooling 
for a different gender, genre and 
instrumentation. As if further finding the 
bluesy common ground between jazz 
and Americana, she sings JJ Cale’s Don’t 
Go To Strangers, itself more than an echo 
to the Redd Evans, Arthur Kent and Dave 
Mann song of the same title made 
famous by jazz singer Etta Jones in 1960. 

Her own songs are intensely groovy, 
each having its own distinct rhythmic 
signature, from the driving Flipside to the 
probing Day Breaks, where Blade’s 
virtuosity lies in the accenting tap on the 
snare rim or subtle cymbal tish. Though 
few Norah songs are as quotable as 
Sinkin’ Soon (“We’re an oyster cracker on 
the stew/And the honey in the tea…”), 
melodically and harmonically she 
engagingly blends the Brill Building and 
Broadway, nightclub and church – here 
Aretha Franklin, there Laura Nyro. 

And at heart is the torch song credo: 
making heartache bearable, even 
seductive, by making it stylish and  
chic, ordering emotional mess into 
aesthetic elegance. 

Right now, she has few equals. 

Have you met Miss 
ones?

She won’t be 
denied: Norah 
Jones, she’s 
honey in the tea. 

“FINDING THE 
COMMON 
GROUND 

BETWEEN 
JAZZ AND 

AMERICANA.”

SETLIST
Sleeping Wild/Don’t Be 
Denied/After The Fall/
Sinkin’ Soon/Flipside/
Fleurette Africaine/Day 
Breaks/Nightingale/
Don’t Go To Strangers/
Tragedy/Don’t Go To 
Strangers/Turn Me On/
It’s Gonna Be/Don’t 
Know Why



NEW ALBUM ‘DARK MATTER’ OUT NOW ON NONESUCH RECORDS

8 MARCH
EDINBURGH
USHER HALL
0131 228 1155
usherhall.co.uk 
ticketmaster.co.uk

12 MARCH
GATESHEAD SAGE
0191 443 4661
sagegateshead.com

14 MARCH
LONDON PALLADIUM
0844 412 4657  |  london-palladium.co.uk
ticketmaster.co.uk 
VIP Hospitality with Premium seats 
Mark Butler Associates 020 7603 6033
markbutler.co.uk

A Regular Music, Gateshead Sage and ITB presentation

randynewman.com

IN CONCERT
DARK MATTER
TOUR 2018

S.J.M. CONCERTS PRESENTS

GIGSANDTOURS.COM | TICKETMASTER.CO.UK 
SHEDSEVEN.COM   1SHEDSEVEN 0SHEDSEVEN   #SHEDCEMBER

NEW ALBUM INSTANT PLEASURES OUT FRI 10 NOVEMBER
PRE-ORDER NOW AT SHEDSEVEN.COM

AN SJM CONCERTS & DF PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH 13 ARTISTS

PLUS VERY 
SPECIAL GUESTS

SUN 26 NOVEMBER
LEICESTER

O2 ACADEMY

MON 27 NOVEMBER
LINCOLN  

THE ENGINE SHED

TUE 28 NOVEMBER
SHEFFIELD  

O2 ACADEMY

THU 30 NOVEMBER
GLASGOW

O2 ACADEMY

MON 04 DECEMBER
BLACKBURN 

KING GEORGES HALL

TUE 05 DECEMBER
STOKE

VICTORIA HALL

TUE 12 DECEMBER
BOURNEMOUTH 
O2 ACADEMY

TUE 19 DECEMBER
LEEDS 

O2 ACADEMY

F I N A L  R E M A I N I N G  T I C K E T S  O N  S A L E  N O W !

(ALL DATES EXCEPT*)

THU 26 OCTOBER*
LONDON SCALA

FRI 17  NOVEMBER*
SAT 18 NOVEMBER*
YORK FIBBERS
FRI 01 DECEMBER

GLASGOW O2 ACADEMY

SAT 02 DECEMBER
NEWCASTLE O2 ACADEMY

THU 07 DECEMBER
CARDIFF UNIVERSITY Y PLAS

FRI 08 DECEMBER
NOTTINGHAM ROCK CITY

SAT 09 DECEMBER
SHEFFIELD O2 ACADEMY

MON 11 DECEMBER
NORWICH UEA

THU 14 DECEMBER
BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY

FRI 15 DECEMBER
BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY

SAT 16 DECEMBER
LONDON O2 ACADEMY BRIXTON

MON 18 DECEMBER
LEEDS O2 ACADEMY

THU 21 DECEMBER
HULL CITY HALL

FRI 22  DECEMBER
SAT 23 DECEMBER

MANCHESTER ACADEMY

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT

14.02.18 THE O2, LONDON
AXS.COM / GIGSANDTOURS.COM / TICKETMASTER.CO.UK 

VIP PACKAGES AVAILABLE FROM SJM-VIP.COM / OFFICIAL HOTEL PACKAGES – EVENTTRAVEL.COM 

NEW ALBUM ‘ACOUSTIC HITS MTV UNPLUGGED’ OUT NOW

AN SJM CONCERTS PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH UNITED TALENT AGENCY

HOT THOUGHTS OUT NOW

GIGSANDTOURS.COM   TICKETMASTER.CO.UK   TICKETS.AMAZON.CO.UK    
SPOONTHEBAND.COM 
AN SJM CONCERTS PRESENTATION

Mon 06 NOV Brighton Concorde2 
Tue 07 NOV Liverpool Arts Club 
Thu 09 NOV Cambridge Junction



Academy Events present

TICKETMASTER.CO.UK & ALL USUAL AGENTS

An Academy Events, VMS Live, DHP and DF Concerts presentation
by arrangement with ITB

WWW.THEFRATELLIS.COM

THE NEW ALBUM
RELEASED 9th MARCH 2018

MARCH 2018

22

23

24

26

27

29

30

31

LIVERPOOL OLYMPIA

MANCHESTER ACADEMY

LONDON O2 FORUM KENTISH TOWN

NOTTINGHAM ROCK CITY

BIRMINGHAM O2 INSTITUTE

BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY

NEWCASTLE O2 ACADEMY

GLASGOW BARROWLAND BALLROOM

ACADEMY EVENTS presents

TO CELEBRATE THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF ITS RELEASE,
THE TWANG WILL BE PERFORMING THEIR ICONIC DEBUT ALBUM

IN ITS ENTIRETY FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER!

THETWANG.CO.UK

IVORY WAVE
THE ASSIST
SUGARTHIEF
REAL LIFE ENTERTAINMENT
CUT GLASS KINGS
METHODS
JAWS

�

*

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

NOVEMBER 2017
29
30
DECEMBER 2017
01
02
08
09
14
15
16
21
22
23

BOURNEMOUTH OLD FIRE STATION
LEEDS O2 ACADEMY

MANCHESTER O2 RITZ
GLASGOW O2 ABC
OXFORD O2 ACADEMY
LONDON O2 FORUM KENTISH TOWN
SHEFFIELD O2 ACADEMY
NEWCASTLE O2 ACADEMY
LEICESTER O2 ACADEMY
BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY
LIVERPOOL O2 ACADEMY
BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY

SOLD OUT

�

�

�

�

*
*

DUBPISTOLSMUSIC.CO.UK

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

ACADEMY EVENTS by arrangement with PRIMARY TALENT INTERNATIONAL presents

KIOKO

NEW ALBUM ‘CRAZY DIAMONDS’ OUT AUTUMN 2017

TOUR

03 NOV  SOUND CONTROL, MANCHESTER 

04 NOV  THE SHED, LEICESTER

10 NOV  BRUDENELL SOCIAL CLUB, LEEDS

15 NOV  LIVE, PRESTON

17 NOV  THE BOILEROOM, GUILDFORD

18 NOV  THE 1865, SOUTHAMPTON

23 NOV  CONCORDE, BRIGHTON

24 NOV  NEST, BATH

25 NOV  LEVEL 3, SWINDON

01 DEC  THE HUB, PLYMOUTH

02 DEC  THE FACTORY, BARNSTAPLE

07 DEC  O2 ACADEMY ISLINGTON, LONDON

09 DEC  THE WATERING HOLE, PERRANPORTH

15 DEC  CLUB 85, HITCHIN

16 DEC  HARE AND HOUNDS, BIRMINGHAM

ACADEMY EVENTS by arrangement with JOE STOPPS MUSIC presents

STANDING, SEATED & VIP TICKETS AVAILABLE |  HOWARDJONES.COM

HOWARD
JONES

ELECTRIC

BAND

GLASGOW O2 ABC
MANCHESTER O2 RITZ
BIRMINGHAM O2 INSTITUTE
CARDIFF TRAMSHED
LONDON O2 SHEPHERDS BUSH EMPIRE

NOVEMBER 2017
23
24
25
29
30

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

MEN
WITHOUT
HATS

HOLYHOLY.CO.UK

BY ARRANGEMENT WITH ARTERY GLOBAL PRESENT

SUN 5th NOV 2017 O2 SHEPHERDS BUSH EMPIRE · LONDON

TONY VISCONTI
& WOODY WOODMANSEY’S

HOLY HOLY

ACADEMY EVENTS, DF CONCERTS AND COLSTON HALL BY ARRANGEMENT WITH ITB PRESENTS

APRIL 2018

15

16

17

19

20

21

MANCHESTER O2 RITZ

GLASGOW O2 ABC

BIRMINGHAM O2 INSTITUTE

OXFORD O2 ACADEMY

BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY

LONDON O2 FORUM KENTISH TOWN

THEWHITEBUFFALO.COM

NEW ALBUM

‘DARKEST DARKS, LIGHTEST LIGHTS’

RELEASED  OCTOBER 13

PRE ORDER AT EARACHE.COM/TWB



BOOK NOW  www.flyingmusicBOXOFFICE.com  0844 249 1000    Tickets available from www.myticket.co.uk • 0844 871 8803
Calls to 0844 numbers will cost 7 pence per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge. Please consult your telephone provider for further details.

JOE BROWN
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER... ‘Just Joe’

With Special Guest
HENRY GROSS

12 Oct ALDERSHOT Princes Hall • 13 - 14 Oct WAVENDON The Stables
18 Oct PORTSMOUTH New Theatre Royal • 21 Oct IPSWICH Regent Theatre 

22 Oct RICHMOND Theatre • 25 Oct CHESTERFIELD The Winding Wheel
28 Oct TUNBRIDGE Wells Assembly Hall • 29 Oct CHATHAM Central Theatre

02 Nov CHELMSFORD Civic Theatre
03 Nov BROMLEY Churchill Theatre • 04 Nov BIRMINGHAM Town Hall

06 Nov YEOVIL The Westlands Centre • 07 Nov TORQUAY Princess Theatre
08 Nov TRURO Hall For Cornwall • 09 Nov WIMBORNE Tivoli Theatre

11 Nov WORTHING Pavilion Theatre • 12 Nov WOKING New Victoria Theatre
16 Nov BARNSTAPLE Queens Theatre • 17 Nov WESTON-SUPER-MARE Playhouse Theatre

18 Nov PORT TALBOT Princess Royal Theatre • 19 Nov BASINGSTOKE The Anvil
21 Nov CRAWLEY The Hawth • 22 Nov EASTBOURNE Devonshire Park Theatre

24 Nov NORTHAMPTON Royal & Derngate

19 Jan HAYES The Beck • 20 Jan ST ALBANS Alban Arena
21 Jan DARTFORD Orchard Theatre • 23 Jan SHREWSBURY Theatre Severn
24 Jan STOKE ON TRENT Regent Theatre • 25 Jan SALE Waterside Centre
26 Jan BLACKPOOL Grand Theatre • 28 Jan LIVERPOOL Philharmonic Hall

30 Jan HALIFAX Victoria Theatre • 31 Jan BRIERLEY HILL Civic Hall

01 Feb GATESHEAD Sage Gateshead • 02 Feb SOUTHPORT Theatre
03 Feb YORK Grand Opera House • 04 Feb BILLINGHAM Forum Theatre

05 Feb ILKLEY Kings Hall •    08 Feb LONDON Cadogan Hall
09 Feb CLACTON Westcliff Theatre • 10 Feb LOWESTOFT Marina Theatre
11 Feb KINGS LYNN Corn Exchange • 15 Feb STAFFORD The Gatehouse

16 Feb BUXTON Opera House • 17 Feb LLANDUDNO Venue Cymru
18 Feb PRESTON Charter Theatre • 19 Feb RUNCORN The Brindley

21 Feb FOLKESTONE Leas Cliff Hall • 22 Feb GRAVESEND Woodville Halls
23 Feb DORKING Halls • 24 Feb ISLE OF WIGHT Shanklin Theatre

25 Feb SOUTHEND Cliffs Pavilion • 28 Feb BURY ST EDMUNDS The Apex

01 Mar CHELTENHAM Town Hall • 02 Mar SWINDON Wyvern Theatre
03 Mar FAREHAM Ferneham Hall • 04 Mar BOURNEMOUTH Pavilion Theatre

07 Mar  NEWBURY Corn Exchange • 08 Mar WOLVERHAMPTON Grand Theatre
11 Mar MILTON KEYNES Theatre • 12 - 13 Mar SOLIHULL Core Arts Complex

15 Mar EPSOM Playhouse • 21 Mar HERNE BAY Kings Hall
22 Mar HARLOW Playhouse • 24 Mar SKEGNESS Embassy Theatre

25 Mar STEVENAGE Gordon Craig Theatre • 28 Mar HIGH WYCOMBE Swan Theatre

Derek Nicol and Paul Walden
for Flying Entertainment present

JOHN 
MAYALL
plus special guest

THE BUDDY 
WHITTINGTON BAND

IN CONCERT

17 Oct CRAWLEY The Hawth 01293 553 636
18 Oct LLANDUDNO Venue Cymru 01492 872 000
19 Oct STOKE-ON-TRENT Victoria Hall 0844 871 7649
20 Oct LIVERPOOL Philharmonic Hall 0151 709 3789
21 Oct BIRMINGHAM Town Hall 0121 780 3333
22 Oct TUNBRIDGE WELLS Assembly Hall Theatre 01892 530 613
24 Oct SHEFFIELD City Hall 0114 278 9789
25 Oct NORWICH Theatre Royal 01603 630 000
26 Oct SALISBURY City Hall 01722 434 434
27 Oct TRURO Hall for Cornwall 01872 262 466
28 Oct FROME Cheese and Grain 01373 455 420
29 Oct PORTSMOUTH The Guildhall 0844 847 2362
31 Oct YORK Grand Opera House 0844 871 3024
01 Nov SOUTHPORT Theatre 0844 871 3021

02-03 Nov LONDON Cadogan Hall 020 7730 4500
04 Nov CAMBRIDGE Corn Exchange 01223 357 851
05 Nov BRISTOL Colston Hall 0117 203 4040
07 Nov IPSWICH Regent Theatre 01473 433 100
08 Nov OXFORD New Theatre 0844 871 3020
09 Nov SOUTHEND Cliffs Pavilion 01702 351 135
10 Nov GUILDFORD G Live 01483 369 350
11 Nov CANTERBURY Marlowe Theatre 01227 787 787
12 Nov BLACKPOOL Grand Theatre 01253 290 190
14 Nov GATESHEAD The Sage 0191 443 4661
15 Nov HALIFAX Victoria Theatre 01422 351 158
16 Nov HIGH WYCOMBE Swan Theatre 01494 512 000
17 Nov BASINGSTOKE The Anvil 01256 844 244
18 Nov DARTFORD Orchard Theatre 01322 220 000
19 Nov TORQUAY Princess Theatre 0844 871 3023
21 Nov MANCHESTER Bridgewater Hall 0161 907 9000
22 Nov BUXTON Opera House 01298 72190
23 Nov ST ALBANS Alban Arena 01727 844 488
24 Nov WESTON-SUPER-MARE Playhouse Theatre 01934 645 544
25 Nov BOURNEMOUTH Pavilion Theatre 0844 576 3000
26 Nov FOLKESTONE Leas Cliff Pavilion 0844 871 3015



Academy Events present

TICKETMASTER.CO.UK & ALL USUAL AGENTS

SUN KIL MOON
SUNDAY
26TH NOVEMBER
O2 SHEPHERDS
BUSH EMPIRE
LONDON

ONLY
UK DATEIN 2017

in association with Spider Touring presents

FULLY SEATED SHOW | SUNKILMOON.COM
NEW ALBUM “COMMON AS LIGHT AND LOVE ARE RED VALLEYS OF BLOOD” OUT NOW

THE

AMY WINEHOUSE
EXPERIENCE

By arrangement with

THE SOUNDS THAT HISTORY SAVED AGENCY

MARCH 2018

FRI

SAT

FRI

SAT

APRIL 2018

FRI

FRI

SAT

FRI

SAT

FRI

SAT

MAY 2018

FRI

09

10

16

24

06

13

14

20

21

27

28

04

SHEFFIELD O2 ACADEMY2

BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY3

OXFORD O2 ACADEMY2

GLASGOW O2 ABC2

BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY

MANCHESTER O2 RITZ

LIVERPOOL O2 ACADEMY2

BOURNEMOUTH

THE OLD FIRE STATION

LONDON

O2 ACADEMY2 ISLINGTON

NEWCASTLE O2 ACADEMY

LEEDS O2 ACADEMY

LEWES CON CLUB

THE
BACK TO BLACK

AND BEYOND

TOUR

presents

...A.K.A (FULL 8 PIECE BAND)

from The Enemy
Tom Clarke

in association with BH Productions present

24.11
GLASGOW
O2 ABC

25.11
MANCHESTER
O2 RITZ

26.11
BIRMINGHAM
O2 INSTITUTE

01.12
LONDON
O2 SHEPHERDS
BUSH EMPIRE

A celebration of 10 years of The Enemy
including the album We’ll Live And Die
In These Towns in its entirety

pearljamuk.com

presents

“THE WORLD’S GREATEST PEARL JAM TRIBUTE”

“Rockin”
Dave Krusen
(Pearl Jam)

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Fri
Sat
Fri
Fri
Sat
DECEMBER

Fri
Sat
Fri

OXFORD O2 ACADEMY2
LONDON O2 ACADEMY ISLINGTON
BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY3
SHEFFIELD O2 ACADEMY2
LIVERPOOL O2 ACADEMY2

NEWCASTLE O2 ACADEMY2
GLASGOW O2 ABC2
LEICESTER O2 ACADEMY
@ THE SCHOLAR

10th
11th
17th
24th
25th

1st
2nd
8th

NATIONAL TOUR 2017

presents

THE SMYTHS

Friday

Saturday

Friday

Saturday

Thursday

GLASGOW O2 ABC2

LIVERPOOL O2 Academy2

SHEFFIELD O2 Academy2

BIRMINGHAM O2 Academy2

NEWCASTLE O2 Academy

1st

2nd

8th

9th

21st

December 2017

“More Songs
That Saved
Your Life”

A MANIAC SQUAT RECORDS &                                         presentation

ALADDINSANETOUR.COM aladdinsanetour             aladdinsanetour             @aladdinsanetour

JOIN BOWIE’S PIANIST MIKE GARSON AS 
HE PERFORMS BOWIE’S MASTERPIECE

ALBUM IN ITS ENTIRETY IN ADDITION 
TO A SECOND SET OF BOWIE FAVOURITES

FEATURING
SPECIAL GUEST

GABY MORENO
VOCALIST - LATIN GRAMMY WIN,
GRAMMY NOM

A WORLD CLASS BAND
KEVIN ARMSTRONG
GUITAR - DAVID BOWIE,
IGGY POP

TERRY EDWARDS
SAX/GUITAR - PJ HARVEY,
GALLON DRUNK

BEN ELLIS
BASS - IGGY POP

MAT HECTOR
DRUMS - IGGY POP

ALONG WITH GUEST

GILLIAN GLOVER

SAT 25 NOV

BIRMINGHAM
O2 INSTITUTE2
WITH SPECIAL GUEST:

STEVE HARLEY

SUN 26 NOV

GLASGOW O2 ABC
WITH SPECIAL GUEST:

STEVE HARLEY

WED 29 NOV

SHEFFIELD O2 ACADEMY
WITH SPECIAL GUEST ARTIST

STEVE NORMAN
FROM SPANDAU BALLET

THU 30 NOV

LIVERPOOL O2 ACADEMY
WITH SPECIAL GUEST:

STEVE HARLEY

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

ALABAMA3.CO.UK

15
16
17
22
23
24
29
30
31

BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY
OXFORD O2 ACADEMY
LEEDS O2 ACADEMY
NEWCASTLE O2 ACADEMY
GLASGOW O2 ACADEMY
MANCHESTER O2 RITZ
BRIGHTON CONCORDE 2
BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY
LONDON O2 FORUM KENTISH TOWN

THU
FRI
SAT
THU
FRI
SAT
THU
FRI
SAT

and friends by arrangement with THE MAGNIFICENT AGENCY presents

presents

WITH FULL LIVE BAND

CASHBANDLONDON.CO.UK

FEBRUARY 2018

SAT

SAT

FRI

SAT

SAT

03

10

16

17

24

LIVERPOOL O2 ACADEMY2

OXFORD O2 ACADEMY2

BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY3

SHEFFIELD O2 ACADEMY2

LONDON O2 ACADEMY2

ISLINGTON

MARCH 2018

FRI

JUNE 2018

FRI

SAT

02

01

02

BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY

NEWCASTLE O2 ACADEMY2

GLASGOW O2 ABC2

PAYIN’ RESPECT TO THE MAN IN BLACK

presents

NEW ALBUM ‘EVERY COUNTRY’S SUN’

OUT NOW

O2 ACADEMY BRIXTON
LONDON

FRIDAY

15TH DECEMBER 2017

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

SACRED PAWS

PLAY CLASSIC ICICLE 
WORKS AND THE SONGS

OF IAN McNABB

by arrangement with Selective Agency presents OCTOBER

27
28
NOVEMBER

03
04
10
11
16
17
18
24
25
26
DECEMBER

09

HULL Fruit
DERBY Flowerpot

HOLMFIRTH Picturedrome
YORK Fibbers
MILTON KEYNES Craufurd Arms
BIRMINGHAM O2 Academy2
BRIGHTON Komedia
FARNCOMBE St Johns Church
NORWICH Arts Centre
DARLINGTON Forum Music Centre
GLASGOW O2 ABC2
ABERDEEN Assembly

LIVERPOOL O2 Academy

SPACETHEBAND.CO.UK

FEMALE OF THE SPECIES · NEIGHBOURHOOD · AVENGING ANGELS

by arrangement with Selective Agency & Hug Live presents

NATIONAL TOUR 2018

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

FEBRUARY
FRI
SAT
SAT
MARCH
FRI
FRI
FRI

SAT

16
17
24

02
09
16

17

NORWICH Waterfront Studio
COLCHESTER Arts Centre
SHEFFIELD O2 Academy2

MAIDSTONE Music Room
OXFORD O2 Academy2
MILTON KEYNES
The Craufurd Arms
BIRMINGHAM O2 Academy3

FRI
SAT
FRI
SAT

APRIL
FRI
SAT
SAT

23
24
30
31

06
07
14

BRISTOL The Fleece
CARDIFF Clwb Ifor Bach
CHESTER Live Rooms
MANCHESTER
The Ruby Lounge

NEWCASTLE Cluny
GLASGOW O2 ABC2
SOUTHPORT Atkinson

FRIDAY 22nd DECEMBER 2017
LIVERPOOL ARTS CLUB

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS
THE RACKET
THE BOSTON SHAKERS





A modern, quirky 
brewery 

serving award winning ale 
and 

top notch food!

Town Quay -Southampton - SO14 2AR – 

02380836666 

www.dancingmanbrewery.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN 

CLASSIFED PLEASE CALL 

ROSS
ON 

01733 363201

For a free catalog, visit rockabilia.com, call 001-952-556-1121 or write:
PO Box 39 Dept 129 - Chanhassen, MN 55317 - USA

OVER 250,000 ITEMS FROM
YOUR FAVORITE BANDS



MUSIC, MOVIE, TV & GAMING MERCHANDISE | ALTERNATIVE FASHION

Get 15% discount* with your  

next order at emp.co.uk

with this code: EMPMJ15
*no minimum order value, valid until 31.10.2017

visit us at 

emp.co.uk @empukofficial
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MAXISTRIVERS

successful singers, with 33 songs between 
them. The two stars shared the record 
because both songs were from the same 
Broadway revue by Irving Berlin, Stop! 
Look! Listen! Yours in minutiae,

Des Devlin, via e-mail

Fred Says: The original question was 
regarding British chart entries, therefore 
the Donegan answer was correct. As reader 
Devlin correctly notes, American charts, 
one of which was actually launched as early 
as 1890, often listed each side of a single 
separately. So Don’t Be Cruel and Hound 

Dog, though part of the same RCA 
release in 1956, were both listed 

as reaching the Number 1 
position in their own right. 
Don’t Be Cruel was regarded 
as the main side, however, 
having spent more weeks at 
Number 1 in Billboard’s Best 
Sellers and Juke Box charts.

WAS CAPOTE  
A SONGWRITER?

The late Bill Henderson was one of 
my all- time favourite jazz vocalists. I was 

listening to a recording of one of his live 
performances recently in which 
he spoke about Truman 
Capote as “a little guy who 
wrote beautiful lyrics”. I 
had no idea Capote was a 
song- writer. Did he write 
any of note and who record-
ed them?

Martin Blandford, via e-mail

Fred Says: Capote became a 
lyricist when his short story, 
House Of Flowers, was turned 
into a Broadway musical in 
1954 with music by Harold 
Arlen, who wrote such songs 
as Over The Rainbow and 
Stormy Weather. Capote was 
asked to write the lyrics and 

To and ’fro: 
(clockwise from 
main) Omar 
Rodriguez-
Lopez vies with 
Nana Mouskouri 
(inset) for put-
ting out the 
most LPs; Stevie 
Wonder; Truman 
Capote and 
friend; double A 
Domino; Suggs 
and a Squarial.

WHO PUTS OUT THE 
MOST MUSIC?
Got chills they’re multipling? 
Then get a load of Dellar’s 
double A-side, jazz lyric  
and Suggs lore!
Since June 2016 Omar Rodriguez-Lopez 
has been releasing an album every two 
weeks. Is this a world record? If not, who 
holds the record for new material issued 
by a single artist or group in a year?

Guy Bahir, via e-mail

Fred Says: The redoubtable 
Buckethead must be a 
contender. Born Brian 
Patrick Campbell, he’s a 
guitarist also known as 
Death Cube K and has a 
penchant for wearing 
KFC buckets on his 
bonce. At writing, he’s 
released 298 solo albums 
and been involved with 
475 various album projects. 
In 2014 alone he created 58 
new LPs, which sounds 
finger-pickin’ impressive to me. At 
this point, it’s worth mentioning that, 
according to one source, Nana Mouskouri 
has released 450 albums in total and 
recorded in 15 different languages. Then 
there’s Ennio Morricone, Grateful Dead… 
this one’s thrown open to the floor, I think!

MORE ON THOSE  
DOUBLE HELPINGS
Re: the double A-side query (MOJO 284). 
Surely Elvis Presley’s Don’t Be Cruel/
Hound Dog (July 1956) and Fats Domino’s 
I’m In Love Again/My Blue Heaven (March 
’56) predate Lonnie Donegan’s Gamblin’ 
Man/Putting On The Style (June ’57). The 
first double-sided Number 1 in the US 
was Billy Murray’s I Love A Piano and 
Harry Macdonough’s The Girl On The 
Magazine in early 1916. Both were hugely 

helped on songs such as Don’t Like 
Goodbyes, which Frank Sinatra recorded 
on his Close To You LP, along with A Sleepin’ 
Bee, probably best known in the Tony 
Bennett version, plus the lesser-known  
I Never Has Seen Snow, which Barbra 
Streisand once covered. 

WHAT WAS STEVIE’S 
CHOICE?
I recall that some time in the mid ’70s, 
Stevie Wonder revealed his favourite 
records on BBC Radio 1’s My Top 12 
programme. Is there any chance that you 
could revisit the list?

Lisa Harding, via e-mail

Fred Says: It was in early 1974, around the 
time of his performance at Finsbury Park’s 
Rainbow Theatre, that Stevie revealed his 
dozen turntable favourites to Brian 
Matthew. The list was: Little Bitty Pretty 
One (Thurston Harris), Diary (Bread), 
Vincent (Don McLean), That Is Why (Jackie 
Wilson), Don’t Let The Sun Catch You 
Crying (Ray Charles), I Believe In You 
(Johnnie Taylor), The Ghetto (Donnie 
Hathaway), Something (The Beatles), 
Stormy Monday (B.B. King), Angel (Aretha 
Franklin), What’s Going On (Marvin Gaye) 
and Tears Of A Clown (Smokey Robinson  
& The Miracles). So now you know.

SUGGSY SMITH?
I was lost in a YouTube hole when I found  
a bizarre, incomplete clip of a chat show 
with Suggs from Madness interviewing 
Mark E Smith and others, some time in the 
early ’90s. Can you tell me what it was?

Richard Heath, via e-mail

Fred Says: Luckily, we can! Lord Suggs 
reveals: “I had this TV show on British 
Satellite Broadcasting – who can forget the 
Squarial? It lasted for about six months.  
I found that I literally had about four 
viewers, so I just did what the fuck I liked. 
One night I had Mark E Smith and Anthony 
Wilson on, God rest his soul, and George 
Best. George had a black eye and his arm in 
a sling. Anyway, we just went down the pub 
with the crew and left the chairs empty for 
20 minutes to see if anyone noticed.  
In fact my viewing figures went up. I just 
remember how funny Mark E Smith was.  
I was going to have a show called Talking 
Bollocks but it never got off the ground.” 
BBC commissioning editors? Suggs has  
an idea for you.

Write to: Ask Fred, MOJO,  
Fourth Floor,  
Academic House,  
24-28 Oval Road,  
London NW1 7DT.

OR email Fred Dellar direct at  
fred.dellar@bauermedia.co.uk

CONTACTFRED
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ACROSS 
1 Mike & Lal Waterson’s folk-rock 
masterpiece (6,7)
8 This master guitarist played on the 
above LP (7,8)
10 Beach Boys song named after Al 
Jardine’s then-wife (4,5)
13 The Stones’ dark Number 1 (5,2,5)
16 Dylan album that included Tangled Up 
In Blue (5,2,3,6)
21 Nine-piece band (5)
22 Ian Dury album recorded with Sly and 
Robbie (4,9)
24 Correct hue for Hank Crawford LP (4,4)
25 --- Of Destruction (Barry McGuire) (3)
26 Chris located at the start of the 
Reading Festival (3)
28 Jacques who inspired Scott Walker (4)
29 It was a Top 20 hit for Röyksopp (4)
30 This Clapton album featured Billy 
Preston and The Impressions (7)
32 The ---- Of Souls (Iron Maiden LP) (4)
33 Hill who helped Foxy Brown become a 
Big Bad Mamma (3)
34 Blues queen Cox (3)
35 Nanci Griffiths’ 1988 bad weather 
prediction (6)
37 Dr Hook’s seductive peepers (4,4)
39 Famed Ronnie from The Dubliners (4)
41 With whom The Cure made a killing on 
their first single (4)
43 Donal linked with Planxty, The Bothy 
Band etc (5)
44 Laura hidden by Sonny Rollins (4)
46 ---- On The Ledge (Fairport 
Convention) (4)
48 Good Morning Starshine one-hitter (6)
49 Could be Briggs, could be Dudley (4)
50 Duane Eddy’s first UK chart hit (5,6)
52 See 42 Down
53 Part of the weekend Blur repeated (6)
55 Jazz diva Fitzgerald (4)
56 When Kate Bush sounded surprised (3)
57 Ian Van ----, Belgian trance hitmaker (4)
58 Debbie Harry & Co (7)
59 The Beastie Boys kind of trouble (6)
60 The Who admired her pictures (4)
61 Hartnoll Bros’ motorway band (7)
62 Session drummer who replaced Ringo 
on Please Please Me (4,5)

DOWN 
1 See photoclue A (5,5)
2 Was this Small Faces’ hit done from 
scratch? (8,4)
3 I ---- It Through The Grapevine (Marvin 
Gaye) (5)
4 Heated place for a Steve Goodman LP or 
maybe one by The Dazz Band (3,4)
5 Ace trio fall apart regarding a Madonna 
release (7)
6 Fusion band lifted by Jeff Beck link (3)
7 Singer who paints as Benedetto (4,7)
9 See photoclue B (5)
11 In 2016, lead singer with AC/DC (3,4)
12 They were suitably named to record 
Burn Baby Burn (3)
14 Pink Floyd’s debut single (6,5)
15 Leave My ------ Alone (Little Willie 
John) (6)
17 Marianne Faithfull’s ornithological 
success (4,6,4)
18 Halifax-born singer-songwriter – the 
first to have two songs debut in the US 
Top 10 at the same time. (2,7)
19 This Tommy made his UK chart debut 
with Sheila (3)
20 See photoclue C (4,5)
23 Wild side walker Lou (4)
26 Tom Waits’ 1985 LP for a wet vet (4,4)
27 Albert King was born under it (1,3,4)
28 ---- Thugs-N-Harmony (4)
31 Folk hero Tom or Alley Oop producer 
Gary (6)
36 With which Kanye West sought 
agreement (3,3,4)
38 --- Down (James) (3)
40 Did Carter USM defuse this release? (5,4)
42/52 Billy Joel’s song about failed affair 
with Elle Macpherson (3,2,2,4)
45 Prog-rockers who had a hit with 
Sympathy in 1970 (4,4)
46 US metallers formed by Dave Mustaine 
and David Ellefson (8)
47 The White Stripes ‘big’ fourth LP (8)
51 He was linked with Carrie by Sufjan 
Stevens (6)
54 It’s a resonator guitar (5)

MOJO 287
Across: 1 Aretha 
Franklin, 8 Intoxicated 
Women, 10 Incense, 
13 Bothy Band, 14 
Lesh, 16 Ago, 17 
Recover, 19 Lock Up, 
20 Perfect, 22 Flipped, 
23 Islands, 24 User, 25 
Rehab, 28 Ms Grace, 
31 Obvious, 33 Nero, 
34 Dion, 35 England, 
36 West End Girls, 39 
Irene, 40 Sparkle, 41 
Deborah Harry, 42 
Camel, 44 INXS, 46 
Oldie, 48 Mr Bloe, 50 
Electric, 51 Killing, 54 
Ian, 55 There Is, 56 
When, 57 S.O.S., 58 
Town Called Malice. 

Down: 1 Alice 
Cooper, 2 Estes, 3 Axis 
Bold As Love, 4 Road 
To Cairo, 5 Need Your 
Love So Bad, 6 
Nomadness, 7 Donald 
Fagen, 9 Wham, 11 
Needles And Pins, 12 
Ear, 15 So Clear, 18 Eve, 
21 Encore, 26 Henry 
Rollins, 27 Boys, 29 
Alaska, 30 Eddie 
Cochran, 32 Sad, 36 
Wedlock, 37 Near, 38 
G.B.H., 43 Martika, 45 
Sextet, 47 E.M.I., 48 
Mogwai, 49 Ernest, 52 
Idle, 53 Liam. 

Winner: Iain Hynd of 
Rosyth wins a signed 
16in x 20in silver gel 
Jill Furmanovsky print 
of Faces Rod Stewart 
and Ronnie Lane 
on-stage in London  
in June 1973. 

Win! One of four iFi nano iOne Digital-to-Analogue 
Converters! Boost your home music system in a trice.

H
ow best to improve a music system – without having to replace it altogether?  
The iFi nano iOne is the answer: a smart audio gadget that will augment your 
existing set-up and make it a whole lot better. This diminutive, high-quality DAC 

(Digital-to-Analogue Converter) is an extremely versatile, sound-boosting digital audio 
‘hub’ for all the music devices in your home – from smartphones, PCs and streamers to TVs 
and games consoles. It will also take any audio system and turn it into a wireless streaming 
system that you can drive from your smartphone or tablet, delivering premium-quality 
wireless streaming over Bluetooth as well as a comprehensive range of digital inputs for 
wired connections!

We have FOUR of these fine and effective iFi nano iOne, worth £200 
each, to give away. So give your music system a boost and fill in Camp 
Freddie Dellar’s crossword and send it to Sonic Bloom!, MOJO, Academic 
House, 24-28 Oval Road, London NW1 7DT. Please include your home 
address, email address and phone number. The closing date for entries is 
December 2. For rules of the quiz, see www.mojo4music.com. 

SONIC BLOOM!
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The sale includes a one-owner David Bowie collection of more than140 lots,

featuring vinyl, CDs, limited editions, box sets, signed items and other memorabilia,

with many items still sealed. The sale also includes a large reggae 7” and LP

collection, featuring UK and Jamaican releases, plus a large Paul McCartney

collection comprising vinyl, CDs, fanzines, posters and other memorabilia, a signed

Andy Warhol Book with an original Warhol drawing, and much more.

Please contact David Martin on + 44 (0)1635 580595

music@specialauctionservices.com

81 Greenham Business Park, Newbury RG19 6HW

www.specialauctionservices.com

Music and Entertainment

Auction 23rd November



for sales/enquiries or FREE brochure call - 01423 500442

We are interested in viewing ALL quality 

collections of vinyl records and CDs ANYWHERE 

throughout the UK and Ireland. We’ll travel to you.

Contact The Sound Machine if you would like to 

talk with one of our specialists or to arrange a 

viewing appointment.

  info@thesoundmachine.uk.com 

  0118 957 5075    07786 078 361  

thesoundmachine.uk.com

Follow us on:
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Odd fish in the Britpop 
surge, they began with a 
lucky break. But the end was 
dark, mad and terrifying.

HELLO LATE 1994
I was living in Chester and working at a 
printing place in Ellesmere Port, and 
there was a guy there Steve King [AKA 
Stove King], a bass player. It started off 
basically like Carter The Unstoppable 
Sex Machine – him on bass, me on 
rhythm guitar, and a drum machine, 
doing my Beatlesesque songs. We 
always booked Crash rehearsal studios 
in Liverpool on Sundays for four hours, 
dragging in a rotating cast of people. 
There was a Pink Floyd-y guitarist, a 
hip-hop DJ, lots of others. I don’t think 
they could be bothered coming back, 
because they thought it was rubbish.

Dominic Chad [guitar] came in 
next. He was the barman in our pub, 
The Fat Cat. He’d got into an alterca-
tion with me – a mutual friend had 
borrowed him my guitar pedal, which I 
got back, but I gave him a lift to a gig in 
Bangor, and when we got back I think 
he’d had a few too many sherbets… he 
called up to apologise, and said he’d 
just left a band called Floating Bear, 
“Shall I come along to your rehearsal?” 
So we showed him the chords. What 
did he add? Mayhem? He became an 
amazing, underrated guitar player, 
and looked like a pop star – everything 
you can imagine a rock star being, he 
was. At that same rehearsal, the guy 
who owned Crash studio, Mark Davis, 
walked in and said, “You’re going to get 
a record deal.” He called Alan Wills 
[later founder of Deltasonic], one of 

There were knives involved, the police 
were called, I got headbutted in the 
face. So I walked out, drove back to my 
flat in Weybridge and booked a flight 
to San Francisco, and went and stayed 
at Jerry Garcia’s hotel at the bottom of 
Chinatown, with all these jugglers and 
fortune tellers in the lobby. When I 
came back, it was all gone. 

Was I difficult? Fuckin’, oh yeah. I was 
the dictator. It was my thing. They said, 
“I’m not being your fucking backing 
band.” It was a power struggle from 
the start. But what the fuck was going 
through their minds, to snatch defeat 
from the jaws of victory? 

I couldn’t have come back [to 
making music] if I was still bitter. I’m 
relatively at peace with the past, but I 
don’t fully understand it.

As told to Ian Harrison

Paul Draper’s Spooky Action is out now on 
Kscope. He tours the UK in February 2018.

Polygram/Island’s main Liverpool 
scouts. He came to the rehearsal room, 
then called his boss up, Mark Lewis. We 
did a day in a studio and then I got a 
call saying, “Pack your job in, we’re 
going to sign you.” It was mindbog-
gling. We hadn’t even played a gig!

GOODBYE MARCH 2003

They decided to sack me in January 
2001, but hadn’t got around to telling 
me. They’d had a trick played on them 
– to do with divide and conquer 
tactics, old music industry tricks, and 
publishing money. They wanted to 
work with a different singer, a guy 
from Chester called Jonti. I think there 
was a lot of fear of the future when the 
band ended. They all realised in time 
that Mansun wasn’t going to end, it 
was going to go on, a career band.

When they told the label they’d 
sacked me, the label weren’t having it. 
They wanted a fourth album. I’d been 
sacked as producer of the third [Little 
Kix, 2000], but they said, “We’re 
putting Paul back in charge of the 
production and we’re going to 
prioritise you in 15 countries, and 
finally get this band to arena level.” 
The other members decided, “We’d 
better not tell Paul we’ve sacked him.”

It was really mad, and really fucking 
dark, what they did. We did 12 weeks 
recording at St Catherine’s Court in 
Bath with everyone, the engineers, the 
record company, all just tricking me. 
Those sessions were the maddest 12 
weeks of my life and it became very, 
very terrifying. On the last night, one 
of the band completely lost it. This was 
the snapping of the very last twig. 

PAUL DRAPER AND MANSUN
Asphalt and  
battery: early 
Mansun on the 
rock’n’roll high-
way (from left) 
Stove King, Paul 
Draper, Dominic 
Chad; (bottom 
right) as inter- 
national stars 
with drummer 
Andie Rathbone 
(left); (below) 
Draper today.

“THERE 
WERE 

KNIVES 
INVOLVED…  
I GOT HEAD-

BUTTED.”
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